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Autographs and Memorabilia
Americana

1

1701 Jacob Kip Document. Major land transaction between two of the leading citizens of early Colonial New York
State, a most precious document bearing upon the history
of the Duchess County Area. "Jacobus Kip the Younger,
the Patentee", purchases a parcel of land from William
Traphagen, founder of the village of Rhinebeck. Lengthy
document, entirely handwritten, very legible as the ink is
dark and fresh. One side of an approximately 16"x 12' sheet
with docketing on reverse. "…William Traphagen heath
hereunto sett his hand and affixed his seale in Kingston this
Fourth of June, 1706". Kingstown became Kingston, headquarters for George Washington during the Revolutionary
War. And, as if this document were not already sufficiently
history-laden, another famous signature also appears on it:
Pieter Tappen (Old Tappen, Tappen Zee Bridge, etc.), apparently signing as a witness. Final line, in very large script,
read, "In presence of mee, Nottingham Justice of Peace".
The Kip Family had perhaps the most extensive and
far-flung real estate holdings in New York during the colonial period. Much of it was in New Amsterdam (later
Manhattan) including the land that became City Hall Park.
Kip's Bay, on the East River, was a huge tract owned by the
family. The first Kip (a Dutch family from Brittany) to reach
America was Henry in 1635. It was Henry's sons who ventured into New York real estate, building a very immense
fortune, possibly the largest in the colonies. W.E. Kip, a
much later descendant, placed a note with this document
on July 4, 1917, stating (in part) that "the map of this land
has been framed and is at Ankony". The note is present and
will be furnished to the purchaser. Docket on reverse of
document read "Ulster. Recorded in the booke of records
for Said County and Dutchesse Conty No. A Folio 377. by
Mee, D. Meyer, Clarke (clerk)". Absolutely fabulous, and in
very exceptional condition for 304 years!
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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www.kelleherauctions.com

1770 Yale Broadside. Honoring the 19 graduates of Yale
College, 16"x 20", 1770, in Latin, printed by Thomas &
Samuel Green. A top are the names of Jonathan Trumbull
(1710-85), Colonial Governor of Conn, Matthew Griswold,
Lt Governor of Conn, and Naphtali Daggett, President of
Yale. Beneath the names of the graduates is a lengthy description of the courses they have completed. Includes:
grammar; mathematics; metaphysics; ethics; theology, etc.
Small hole near bottom margin. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Revolutionary War Field Soldier's Water Canteen. Entirely hand crafted, with attached drinking cup. The rarity of
Revolutionary War Soldier's equipment is legendary; little
was made, much less survived, and the relatively few that
escaped loss have mostly found their way to institutional
collections. This is a handmade canteen or water flask,
fashioned with extraordinary skill. In circular form it varies
from about 6" to 6¼" in diameter with thickness of approximately 1 1/16". Over a wood core is sewn leather hide, utilizing leather thong thread. Terminates into drinking spout
at top, extending about 1" from the body. Of even greater interest, and very possibly rendering this a unique creation, is
an attached drinking cup. Of charmingly crude design, 5" in
length of oval form, it its hand carved from richly burled
wood with a most captivating patina. Essentially complete
and in remarkably well preserved condition, there are a few
minor replacements on the attachments that hold the cup to
the body. Deserving of a prominent place in the finest
collection.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

4
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Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1792 Document-Purchase of Land within the City of
Washington during George Washington's Presidency.
Lottery Bond, single sheet, partly printed (on one side of
sheet only, therefore rendering it ideal for display). Dated
1792. Signed by Samuel Blodget, Jr., a wealthy merchant
of that time, who organized the lottery. This was ticket number 330 for his Washington, D.C. lottery: "In consideration
of fifty Specie Dollars in hand, and for a junior, of Boston,
State of Massachusetts, do hereby bind myself, my heirs
and assigns, to convey, by an ample Deed to John
Dewhurst his heirs or assigns, One Lot of Land, within the
city of Washington. The situation of said Lot shall be determined by lot, in equal chance with more than five hundred
Lots to be laid out by Government according to the Plan of
the said City, and within the Boundaries of that tract, well
known by the name of the Jamaica Farm, late the property
of Philip R. Fendall, containing the above four hundred
acres, within the City aforesaid, and is now the undivided
property of the United States, for one moiety, and of said
Samuel Blodget, for the other.-. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1794 Third Congress of the United States: Jenkins,
Thomas. “At the first session, begun and held at the city of
Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, on Monday, the
second of December, one thousand seven hundred and
ninety-three. An Act for the relief of Thomas Jenkins and
Sons.” (Philadelphia: 1794) Folio broadside. The art directs
the collector of the customs of the Port of New York to remit
the duties on the ship American Hero, owned by Jenkins,
"which may be incurred in consequence of the incompetent
or invalid register of the said ship. "Jenkins was a Nantucket
Quaker who emigrated to Hudson, New York, where he was
central to the growth of its whaling industry. The American
Hero was a 420-ton whaler. The Act required Jenkins to obtain a new register fron the ship, "in the manner prescribed
by law". Approved by President Washington on February
19, 1794, it is signed in type by him, Speaker Muhlenberg,
and Vice President Adams.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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www.kelleherauctions.com

1794 Third Congress of the United States: Santo
Domingo. “At the first session… an act providing for the relief of such of the inhabitants of Saint Domingo, Resident
within the United States, as may be found in want of support.” (Philadelphia: 1794) Folio broadside (1) page. The
Act authorized an appropriation of $15,000 "for the support
of such of the inhabitants of Saint Domingo, resident within
the United States, as shall be found in want of such support.
"It was approved by President Washington on February 12,
1794, and signed in type by him, Vice President Adams,
and Speaker Muhlenberg.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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1911-13 Panama Canal Remarkable Diary. Diary of
events kept by (evidently) an American police constable
during the building of the Panama Canal. The book is completely full of entries, mainly in legible pencil, of the 1911-13
period. Some describe in Vivid Detail eye-witness events
which could not have been captured by any other source
and would therfore be lost to history. One compelling entry
tells of a man arrested for stealing a bottle of ginger ale;
given a 60 day sentence; being placed in stocks at regular
intervals and suffering infection in his legs where the stocks
caused abrasions. he asked for medical assistance but was
merely "poked in the ribs". He died a short time later. Fascinating and obviously unique. Oblong book bound in borads
with marbled covering.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1815 Declaration of SlaveValues. Virginia. Declaration of
slave values filed with “County of Scott, 1st Collection”, as
portion of overall estate valuation. “Two slaves of the following description: Male 1 between 12 and 50 years; female 1 between 12 and 50 years”. Combined value for the
two was $700. Very legibly written on high quality cream
colored paper.
Estimate $500 - 750

9

1815 Declaration of theValue of Slaves on an Estate.
Virginia. As this document makes no mention of additional
property, it was almost certainly prepared as an appendage
to a declaration of the estate, livestock, household items
etc. Reads “List of slaves held by Randolph Fugate on the
first day of April 1815, in the first district of the State of Virginia, viz, in Wythe County-- two slaves of the following description-- males 1 between 12 and 50 years / females 1
between 12 and 50”
Signed by the owner. Excellent condition. Would frame
handsomely, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1815 Detailed Listing of Slaves. Virginia. Declaration of
the value of property, including detailed listing of slaves.
“List of lands with their improvements and slaves owned by
Joel Hubble on the 1st day of Apr. 1815.” Washington
County, Virginia. After evaluating farm, barn etc. at
$1,225.00 a tabulation of the slaves follows: “Nine slaves of
the following description:
Males 3 between 12 and 50 years of age 700.00
4 under 12 years 750.00
Females 1 between 12 and 50 years 300.00
1 under 12 years 150.00”
Value of the slaves actually exceeded all the other property.
Cream colored paper with clear writing, excellent
condition., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1815 Early Property Evaluation including Slaves. Virginia. Early & extremely desirable property evaluation including separate valuations for slaves. "List of land with the
improvements and slaves owned by… on the 1st May…
1815 within the first district of the State of Virginia," ect.
Property is evaluated at $200.00 and the slaves at $1,
350.00, as follows:
“5 slaves:
2 males under 12 years of age 600.00
females
2 between 12 and 50 years of age 600.00
1 under 12 years 150.00
-------1,350.00”

12

1815 Property evaluation including Slaves. Virginia,
dated April 1, 1815. Property in question lies “within the first
assessment District of the State of Virginia in the county of
Wythe”. In fixing the location, mention is made of “the Second Battalion of the 35th Regiment” which was undoubtedly
a landmark in that area. Property is evaluated at $1,200.00
and the slaves at $530.00, as follows:
“One male slave under 12 years valued at one hundred
eighty dollars
Two females under 12 valued at three hundred and fifty dollars.”
Cream colored paper, very legible, excellent condition.,
Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600

13

1815 Property Evaluation with Separate Valuations for
Slaves. “…the first day of April 1815 lying in the county of
Wythe, one farm…containing one hundred and seventy six
acres, having thereon ONE DWELLING HOUSE OF LOGS
two stories high, 30 feet by 24 and one old barn and one stable of logs valued at fifteen hundred and twenty six dollars.”
The slaves are listed separately:
“Six slaves of the following description:
3 males under 12 years of age
1 female between 12 and 50 years
2 under 12 years”
Cream colored paper, very legible script, nicely preserved.,
Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Inscribed in brown ink on cream colored paper. Very nice
condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1815 Statement of Plantation Value. Early statement of
plantation value with separate evaluation of slaves. “List of
land with its improvements, dwelling houses and slaves
owned by Jonathan Aker on the first day of April 1815” etc.,
314 acres of land are valued at three thousand dollars. At
conclusion a note, in the same hand: “one Female Slave
under 12 years of age valued at two hundred dollars.” It is
unusual in documents of this character for children of this
age to be referred to as slaves-- it was more standard to say
"one negro female under 12 years of age," etc. and this
lends additional interest. Excellent condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750

16

15

6

1835 Fabulous and early sheriff's warrant to arrest
three men for unlawfully whipping a slave. Alabama.
Partially printed document, “The State of Alabama. to the
Sheriff of Lawrence County - Greeting.” Order to arrest William Pellman, John Pellman and Arthur B. Cowan, “defendants…wherever they may be found in your county”, etc.
Dated September 29, 1835. Charge was that they “unlawfully whipped William Lutch, a negro man”. Notes and signatures in a number of different hands. The type of item on
which historians feast, in an effort to prove -- or disprove -that the law couuld work on the side of slaves in the Old
South. Nice condition and quite attractive.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1836 Rare slavery-related court document. “In Chancery at Camden, Wilcox Conty, Alabama”. A double folio
sheet, folded to create four legal size pages; entirely hand
written (it is most interesting, and perhaps reflective of the
time and place, that no printed form was available). Interrogatories in a lawsuit. Dispute over a mortgage. Among
the questions is, “Do your know the negro girl Jane mentioned in and alluded to…state if she was conveyed in said
mortgage”, etc. etc. Really Quaint -- uses “yea” for "“yes"”
and old style “s” that resembles a letter “f”. Undoubtedly
prepared by someone educated in the 18th century. Prized
treasure whose equal would be most difficult to find.
Estimate $600 - 800

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1839 Slave inventory. Alabama. Wilcox County. This was
submitted as a sworn document before Wilcox Conty Court,
October 19, 1839. Sheet of cream colored double folio paper, folded to create four legal size pages. Terrific, highly
desirable piece as this is not merely an estate or plantation
inventory in which slaves play only a minor role but an inventory or slaves exclusively, with the exception of a few
mules (as these are by two, along with groups of slaves, it
would be reasonable to assume that they were specifically
assigned to the slaves). Total of 24 slaves, including:
Woman Charlotte, $900; Boy Paul, $800; Man Isaac,
$1,300; Girl Margaret, $650; Woman Emaline, $900; Boy
Jordan, $100; and so on. Extremely clear, dark black ink in
a very legible hand, excellently preserved.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

18

1842 Negro Hire. Alabama 1842. Very large (double folio
size) sheet with light horizontal ruling in blue. Guardian's
account, sworn and notarized, of monies expended and reimbursed in the care of six minor children, all of the same
family. The charge for “negro hire for 1842” is split six ways
and amounts to $69.66 per child. This is listed along with
the separate expenses for each child. Very dark clear writing. Ideal item for display, Very Fine. No photo. Estimate
$600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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www.kelleherauctions.com

1852 Probate Document on Slaves. Alabama 1852.
Wilcox County Probate Court. Document, entirely hand
written, on folio sheet folded once to create four legal size
pages. Entered as Exhibit A in case of dividing property. Included among the property are a large number of slaves
with which this document deals exclusively. Each slave is
individually named and evaluated, including: “Will,
$750.00; Jacob, $750.00; Wesley, $750.00; Toney,
$750.00; Charles, $800.00; June, $300.00; Edey,
$100.00;” and so on. Dated at Camden (Alabama) January
1, 1852. Excellent condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Sale 623 - Jan. 14, 2011
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22

1861 Invoice for money due on illness of a female slave.
Alabama. Exceedingly rare and unusual receipted invoice
for money due on the illness (and hence loss of services) of
a female slave. In the amount of $10, “To loss of time, negro
woman confined”. Notation dated January 1, 1862, indicates that payment was received. This would have been a
situation in which the slave was hired for a specific length of
time for a specific sum of money; the hirer was charging for
the time she was unable to perform her duties, on a pro-rate
basis. Documents of this sort are among the scarcest to be
encountered in slave archives. On ruled accounting paper,
very legible, excellent condition.
Estimate $500 - 750

23

1864 Remarkable late Civil War document giving appraised value of mulatto boy and girl, of the utmost rarity. Alabama. Folio sice blue ruled sheet, folded once to
create four pages. Sworn statement bearing a number of official signatures, very sharp bold writing, a museum piece of
the first magnitude. “An inventory and appraisement of the
personal property belonging to the estate of Perry R. Steen,
Jr., de., appraised by the undersigned this 23rd day of January, 1864”. This was apparently property that had devolved from an “Old South” plantation of considerable size.
Among the entries, with as assigned valuation of $650, is
“10,000 lbs. seed cotton”. This pales, however, before the
$3,000 appraised valuation of “1 molatto boy Sheppard”.
The war had been on for nearly three years at this point and
values of slaves were enormously inflated; but, even earlier, those which could safely be referred to as mulattos normally brought higher sums in the belief that they were of
greater intelligence. Excellent condition, deserving of a
prominent place in a serious collection.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1853 Physician's bill for female slave in childbirth. Alabama 1853. Housecall was made on April 22, 1852, and is
billed as follows:
“Visit to negro woman 8.00
Ostetric attention & turning child, difficult labor 23.00”
Note at bottom reads “January 21, 1853. Received payment in full.” Physicians' bills for calls on slaves giving birth
are among the most prized of all slavery related documents,
but one such as this, with additional mention of “turning
child, difficult labor” is a museum piece of the first rank. On
lightly ruled bluish tinted paper, clear writing, excellent
condition, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1854 Massive account ledger for estate. Alabama,
March 13, 1854. Blue tinted ledger paper folded and attached together with pins to create a coverless book (some
pages at rear are blank). Very large estate, even by the
stardards of that time. Note at conclusion reads: “Account
balanced to this date for purpose of accertaining (sic) the
amount due to Saml. Gibson & Ann M. his wife for this use,
she having received her share of the negroes”. This was unquestionably a cotton plantation as many of othe entries refer to cotton and quite likely employed a vast number of
slaves. Terrific piece of history, worthy of careful study.
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

info@kelleherauctions.com
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1876 Major Reconstruction effort by a Mississippi Congressman. “Speech of Hon. Chas. E. Hooker. On relations
between The White and Colored People of the South, delivered in the United States House of Representatives, June
15, 1876.” First printing of the complete speech, with
lengthy appendix dealing with laws pertaining to
White/Black relations in various states, not only in the
South. Unbound as issued. Light dampstaining. Rare and
historic.
Estimate $500 - 750

25

Slave Shackle - Middle Passage. Made of iron, 13.25" x
4", used to prohibit the free movement of one slave, or to
shackle two slaves together, the left ankle of one and the
right ankle of the other. Used primarily on slave ships to
confine Africans to the lower deck. Acquired from Danny
Drain, Curator and President of the Slave Relics Museum,
Walterboro, South Carolina. Excerpted from Mr. Drain's letter to us, “…We have purchased a large collection of slave
shackles from a South Carolina estate back in the fall of
1996, which also consists of slave collars and other restraints…Please Note: These are not law enforcement
cuffs from the 1800's. Some people and even some experts
confuse the law enforcement cuffs as being actual slave
shackles…Slave shackles were…forged by Europeans or
en-slaved Africans on the plantations…The middle passage shackles uses a chain through the rings and will lock
at a stationary location on a slave ship…I have handled
thousands of slave shackles over the years, and became
one of the most reliable sources to authenticate slave
shackles or any other restraint that were used on en-slaved
Africans.” Normal light rusting due to age. Overall, fine condition. Letter of Authenticity from Danny Drain
accompanies this shackle., Fine. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Slave Shackle Used on Potential Runaways. Rare
wrought iron shackle with four center links and a barrel type
locking mechanism. This type of restraint was used on
slaves that plantation owners felt were potential runaways.
The four links are nine inches long. The complete shackle
with links and lock measures 24 inches.
Deaccessioned from a museum. From the letter of authenticity: “Large Hand Forged South Carolina Slave Shackle:
Circa 1840’s … This is to certify that the Slave Shackle accompanying this certificate is authentic as described, and
was carefully researched through all available sources of
information. This is an historical piece of history from the African Slave Trade during the 1800’s…” Normal light rusting
due to age. Fine condition., Fine. Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

27

www.kelleherauctions.com

Slave Shackle Used On Slave Ships. Rare iron shackle
with four parts. This type was primarily used on slave ships
to confine the Africans on the lower deck. It was used to prohibit the free movement of one slave, or to shackle two
slaves together, the left ankle of one and the right ankle of
the other. Judging by the size of the restraint, it was probably used on woman or child. Opening at widest is approximately 2.5” x 2.5”. Length is 11.25”. Shackle has excellent
patina.
Deaccessioned from a museum. From the letter of authenticity: “Middle Passage Slave Shackle: Circa 1700’s … This
is to certify that the Slave Shackle accompanying this certificate is authentic as described, and was carefully researched through all available sources of information. This
is an historical piece of history from the African Slave Trade
during the 1700’s…” Normal light rusting due to age. Fine
condition., Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Artists

Collection of extremely early and super historical
Texas legal documents. Thirty Texas Legal Documents,
all dating prior to the civil war, many prior to the Mexican
War, and some even before the Alamo! A feast for the
Texas historian! Many different countries, types of cases,
and lenghts of documents are included (ranging from a single up to many dozens of pages). Some are even quite decorative, with embossed paper or wax seals and held
together with colorful silk ribbons etc. Texas documents of
such early date seldom appear on the market and never (so
far as we can ascertain) in this quantity. Condition is mostly
excellent, minor staining on a few. Totally unchecked for
possible signatures of value. With some study and research
it is beyond question that a dealer could profit handsomely
from this lot, as there are certain to be many individual
pieces in the $500++ range. Lot of 30. No photo.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

30

29

10

Extra Choice Museum Piece Antique Steer Horn. Embellished with scrimshaw decoration of the absolutely highest quality. VERY STUNNING example of Western
Americana art whose equal could probably not be, found in
even the finest collections. STEER HORN, about 23" measured a16ng the curve and approx. 3 1/4" thick,
EMBELLISHED OVER NEARLY 2/3rds OF THE LENGTH
(excepting only the narrow portion toward the tip) WITH
LARGE, EXTREMELY GRAPHIC SCRIMSHAW BY A
VERY GIFTED ARTIST. A "frame" or border comprised of
leafwork and floral motifs encircles A TRIO OF SUBJECTS:
(1, from topmost downward) Seated woman in shawl and
fur muffler, hands crossed wearing pensive expression (2)
Woman of high fashion adorned in ermine and fur coat over
a checkered dress, large with ostrich feather etc., in the
mode of High Fashion in 17th century England (3) Woman
on horseback in billowing cape, wearing Quaker hat and
collar, blanket of horse is festooned with multiple armorial
symbols; she rides "side-saddle" in the traditional style. The
horn is beautifully polished and all areas of the scrimmed
designs are extremely bold and fresh. VF+ condition.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Szyk, Arthur. The immortal Polish illustrator portrays his
least favorite subject - but one which contributed to his international fame. This is an original 1941 watercolor of Adolf
Hitler, which, following its publication in the worldwide
press, became one of Szyk's signature works. Hitler wears
a fur-trimmed overcoat, scarf, Nazi armband, parade sword
tall boots and packs a leather holstered pistol as he sinks
knee deep in a snowbank. In the background can be seen a
little glimpse of the Leningrad skyline. Hitler's face is contorted (more than usual) into an expression of fear, disgust
and shock. The reference is obvious: the German siege is
not going so well and Hitler is beginning to realize that he's
made the same blunder as Napoleon, 1½ centuries earlier,
thinking his troops could tough out a Russian winter. Watercolor is entitled “RATHER CHILLY ISN'T IT, ADOLPH!?
AND HOT TOO …” Signed and dated "New York 1941." Image area about 10½" x 13½", double matted and framed to
overall size of 17" x 20". Excellent condition.
Estimate $20,000 - 30,000

info@kelleherauctions.com
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Shepard, Alan. First Day Cover signed by astronaut Alan
Shepard along with other illuminaries: Gerald Ford, Jimmy
Carter, Jonas Salk, Chuck Yeager, Byron White &
Mohammad Ali. Cover is fresh & attractive., Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
33

Authors

32

Clemens, Samuel (Mark Twain). Stock Certificate witnessed by Clemens. Only one of two classes of Beech
Creek Railroad were witnessed by Clemens for his
brother-in- law, thus there are only two examples in existence. Stocks signed by Samuel Clemens have been of
very high rarity in the past with only three or four known to us
having changed hands over the past twenty years. A fine
scripophily rarity related to one of America's most beloved
literary figures.
Stock certificate for one hundred shares of common stock.
Green. Vignette of a locomotive at top center flanked by
winged lions. Issued to and signed on verso by T.W. Crane.
Also signed, "S.L. Clemens," as witness by Samuel Clemens. Punch and stamp cancelled. Fine.
Accompanying this rare autographed certificate is an item
of extraordinary historical interest, the actual ledger book
kept by the Beech Creek Railroad company during the
1880's and 1890's recording the sale and transfer of its
stock. It contains not only entries for the Mark Twain stock
but numerous others for the Wall Street titans of that time
period: Cornelius & William Vanderbilt, H.W. Sage,
Olmstead, Peale Depew, ect. The book measures approximately. 8 1/4" x 10 1/2" with pebble grain cloth covers and
leather spine (spine worn, front cover detached but present;
could be repaired).
Comes with color portrait of Mark Twain and voluminous
biographical information., Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Clemens, Samuel (Mark Twain), Hardly schooled at all,
unsuccessful as a Confederate soldier (he kept complaining that the sleeping accomodations, and practically everything else, failed to suit him), Samuel L. Clemens still
managed to cut quite a path in the world. Most of his numerous books were best sellers and remain in print today. In
fact he sold more books than any other American author up
to his time and came in a near second to Charles Dickens
(an Englishman) worldwide. As a youth he worked as a
roustabout on paddle wheelers that plied the Mississippi.
One of his tasks was to take depth soundings, which was
called "marking the twine", or rope, and hence he became
known as Mark Twain (which he liked the sound of much
better than Samuel Clemens). He gave us Huckleberry
Finn, Tom Sawyer, a Tramp Abroad, The Man that Corrupted Hadleyburg, The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County, The Prince and Pauper. and more than
just about anybody could read in one lifetime.
Signature in a very unique framed presentation. Needless
to belabor, his signature has been gold to autograph collectors for a century and a half. It has likewise been gold to institutional libraries, museums, etc., which have taken most
of the available supply off the market. This superb example
(strong signature on card) is matted and framed to create a
super-stunning work of art. The mat contains three windows, one of which displays the signature. The other two
are extraordinary indeed: early engraved portrait on a
raised platform base plus large, full color sketch by the
noted caricaturist keppler of Twain on stage giving one of
his famous lectures, also mounted on raised backing to
giving three-dimensional effect. The ultimate Twain!
Double matting with gilt wood frame, 19¼" x 15¼".
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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great literary titans to use any available writing paper; the
manuscript for Jack Kerouac's “On the Road” was done on
a roll of paper towels), it is addressed to a "Dear Bill." The
addressee must have been an artist or photographer who
did a picture of his children, as Steinbeck writes, “The portrait keeps growing on me. What a fine piece of work it is,
'really sound and true. It's a portrait for all their lives, not just
a time piece”. Later on in the letter, after trying to entice Bill
over to his home to help set up a workshop in the basement,
he writes, “I've got my first act of Cannery Row and now go
into the second act”. Dated “St. Patrick's Day” but no year.
Should be published!
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Circus

34

Hemingway, Ernest. ALS sighed "Papa," one lightly lined
Page, 4 x 8.75, no date (circa 1950s). Hemingway writes to
"Dear Kittner" (pet name for his fourth and last wife, Mary
Welsh); in full: "Hope you slept well. Lee Berry did not fix the
steaks as he went trawling so am bringing two more steaks bread and wine. (If cooks doesn't) please leave a list of anything at shopping center you want brought. Have a good
rest time and read and have fun. There is a letter from
Beallie and a new book and the papers. I love you very
much. Excuse scrawl!" After singing, Hemingway adds a
brief unsigned postscript: "Will be back before seven". Interestingly enough, the sheet Hemingway used is a
preprinted form intended for a grade-schooling spelling
test, which includes the direction 'write misspelled words on
other side". Matted and framed together with an unsigned
photo and engraved biographical plaque to an overall size
of 26.75 x 21.75. In fine condition.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

36

35

12

Steinbeck, John. A.L.S. In the midst of composing “Cannery Row,” with report of his progress on it. Terrific 1½"
page entirely handwritten letter (Signed "John") with autobiographical content. Written on two sheets of yellow ruled
notepaper in blue ball pen (it is hardly newsworthy for the

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Barnum, P.T., An extraordinary and innovative showman,
Barnum owned a circus, employing various forms of presentation and publicity to popularize his shows. He introduced freak shows and acts like Tom Thumb and Jenny
Lind. In 1881, he merged his circus with Bailey's, his chief
competitor and their circus became an American institution.
Letter to Bailey. Autograph letter signed "P.T. Barnum", one
full page, 6" x 9½", August 27, 1889, to James A. Bailey,
with his pencil docket and notes on the verso. Accompanied
by an original double sided yellow streamer, ca. 1881, announcement for “P.T. Barnum's Greatest Show on Earth”,
and the Great London Circus, Sanger's Royal British Menagerie with several vignette illustrations. The letter in very
fine condition. The streamer fragile with minor tears but
otherwise intact., Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Barnum's Siamese twins. Signed cabinet card photo.
One of the great fabled rarities among circus (in fact among
all show business) autographs. Superb, stunning example
of an absolutely genuine “Chang and Eng” signed photograph. Not a humbug like so many of the Barnum attractions, Chang and Eng really were joined at the lower chest.
They were actually Chinese but Barnum, ever the showman, thought “Siamese” rendered them more exotic. An
enormous attraction at the Barnum Museum, they exhibited
before many millions of spectators over a long period of
years, became immensely wealthy and died within about
half an hour of each other. They share the same circulatory
system and one could not survive without the other. This
cabinet card, probably from the 1860's, pictures them in a
seated pose looking toward the photographer. It is a very famous shot used in biographies of Barnum, histories of circus and sideshows, as well as in encyclopedias etc. In
sepia tone (standard for that time period), 4" x 2½". Signed
by both in lower margin (“Eng & Chang”). The belief that
these signed photos could be obtained at the Barnum
Shows is totally erronous. Chang and Eng souvenirs were
sold, but certainly not signed photos. Even the unsigned examples of this photo would have been prized as collectors'
items by the first owners, but obtaining signatures was a virtual impossibility. Over the years signed photos of this remarkable duo became legendary in their rarity and
acknowledge as the key piece for a collection of celebrated
circus /sideshow personalities. Excellent condition.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Barnum Museum, 1864 Carte de Viste of Miss Lizzie
Reed. Stamp folded over bottom of Carte de Viste, bottom
portion is missing, attached to photo from Barnum's Museum of Miss Lizzie Reed with clear "BARNUM Nov 20,
1865" hand stamp, very attractive historical item, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Entertainers

39
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Cohan, George M., Cohan (1878-1942) parlayed an inconspicuous 1880's beginning in vaudeville into world fame
and substantial fortune. He sang, danced, acted, wrote
songs, produced and starred in his own Broadway shows,
even ran his own theater (in partnership with boxing promoter Sam Harris). “Yankee Doodle Dandie” and “Give my
Regards to Broadway”, a pair of the thick lexicon of his
songs, are classics of theatrical Americana.
Signed State of New York Canal Improvement Bond,
$10,000 face value, issued to George M. Cohan, signed on
the back. Bond is dated August 7, 1919. Cohan's signature
exists mostly on pages from old-time autograph books carried by theater enthusiasts and (occasionally) on press notices, photos, programmes and the like. Its rarity on a bond
could not fall very short of "Unique". Comes with portrait ane
extensive biographical information.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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40

DeMille, Cecil B., (1881-1959), producer and director, Oscar winner (“The Greatest Show on Earth”), DeMille had
great success in both the silent and “talkie” eras, to the point
where his name became a byword for everything grand and
glorious about the motion picture industry.
Signed stock certificate. Here he buys (for his production
company) stock in “Ferrocarriles Consolidados de Cuba”,
Consolidated Railroads of Cuba. The large, ornate certificate dates from 1928 and bears his strong signature on the
back. Comes with small portrait and summary of his
achievements.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

42

41

14

Dylan, Bob. Signed sleeve from his first album "THE
FREEWHEELIN' BOB DYLAN." Columbia "Stereo 360
Sound." Signed VERY BOLDLY IN BLUE FELT MARKER
ON FRONT COVER. Notes on his life and music on back.
One of the most famous rock albums and the one which
made Dylan a great hero for the rapidly approaching Flower
Children Generation. Cover shot shows him sloshing along
arm-in-arm with a young lady on a snowy Manhattan street.
The photographer wanted Dylan to walk with a girl but Dylan
told him he had no girl to walk with. The record company
loaned him a girl and she and Dylan became an item. IT IS
WELL KNOWN that, of all major rock stars, Dylan's autograph on album sleeves is among the scarcest. Autographed sleeves of this (his first album) are scarcest of all.
Sleeve only (no record).
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Handy, W.C., (1873-1958) rose from modest beginnings in
Reconstruction Alabama to become one of the major figures in blues and jazz music. His cla.ssic composition, “St.
Louis Blues” (1914), brought him into the spotlight and
helped open the way for Louis Armstrong, Bessie Smith,
Duke Ellington and scores of others.
Signed letter. EXCEPTIONAL T.L.S. on letterhead of his
company, "HANDY BROTHERS MUSIC CO., Inc. /
PUBLISHERS / GENUINE AMERICAN MUSIC / 1650
BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y." Written to a correspondent in California, it reads in part, “You will find under another cover an autographed photo and an autographed
copy of the SAINT LOUIS BLUES with the skyline of that
city as it was in 1872 … I am closing my engagement with
the Billy Rose Diamond Horseshoe show where I have appeared for about ten months, although the show might run
another year. I am going to try to make a trip to the Pacific
Coast this year … I think such a trip would mean much to my
business, and also would give me the urge to try for another
composition like the SAINT LOUIS BLUES,” etc. etc.
Nice strong signature. One horizontal crease along center
of letter, otherwise F/VF.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Houdini, Harry, (1874-1926) thrilled ever-growing audiences for decades with his escapes from packing trunks,
mail bags, water-torture chambers and evrything else he
(or the dying-to-stump-him public) could think of. Without
doubt he was history's most celebrated magician, and the
most heavily collected by autograph enthusiasts.
Giant signature. The great popularity of: his signature has
resulted in many specimens going off the market, sorne
never to return. This is an ABSOLUTELY GORGEOUS
EXAMPLE, in strong DARK BLUE FOUNTAIN PEN on the
INSIDE OF A BOOK COVER. (The book itself is not present). Cover is half leather with marbled paper on the inside.
The signature is on the marbled paper. Houdini was known
as a very passionate collector of old and rare books, especially those dealing with magic, spiritualism and unexplained phenomenon. Even those who may already own a
Houdini signature will find this one irresistable.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

44

Monroe, Marilyn. Signed check drawn on Colonial Trust
Company (Rockefeller Center Office, New York City), October 9, 1958. To the order of May Reis in the amount of
$61.45. Signed by Marilyn Monroe in her flourishing script
with notation beneath (which she printed), "MARILYN
MONROE PRODS. INC". Writing is ENTIRELY in Marilyn's
hand, in violet ink. Stamped cancellation touches the "M" in
Marilyn but in no way detracts from the spectacular appearance of this very valuable piece. Excellent condition. At the
time of this check Marilyn was shooting "Some Like it
Hot."Apparently the $61.45 represented a week's secretarial wage, not altogether terrible for 52 years ago.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

45

Pickford, Mary, (1893-1979), star of the silent screen, established the still-thriving United Artists Corporation along
with her husband Douglas Fairbanks, Charles Chaplin and
D.W. Griffith. The company was set up in 1919 and became
one of Hollywood's most successful studios.
Signed stock certificate in the company she co-founded.
This 1956 certificate assigns her 100 shares of its sister
company, U.A. Theatre Circuit, Inc. Her name appears as
Mary Pickford Rogers as her second husband was film star
Buddy Rogers. It is accompanied by a receipt signed by her
in bright blue ink, Mary Pickford Rogers. Tremendous Hollywood Memorabilia item, not likely to be found again.
Comes with biographical sketch. Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

46

Presley, Elvis. Signed album, from the height of his meteoric career. "Elvis Christmas Album". RCA Victor Stereo
LPS-1951 (e). Captivating close-up portrait of the youthful
Elvis on sleeve, signed "My Best Wishes, Elvis Presley".
Record is present along with the very scarce pictorial inner
sleeve which pictures many other Elvis albums. Minor
crease at lower right of outer sleeve.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Valentino, Rudolph. Scrapbook - 1920's scrap album,
8½" x 6 3/", leatherette covers (flexible), FILLED WITH
PRESS CUTTINGS ON VALENTINO'S LIFE, DEATH AND
FUNERAL. Must have been kept by a VERY devoted fan
who spent years scouring newspapers for pertinent items.
Includes report on speculation that Valentino's death was
murder (something slipped to him in a drink). Obviously
unique. About 1" missing from top of spine, otherwise F /VF.
Estimate $600 - 800

49

Carnegie, Andrew.
Signed Book, "TRIUMPHANT
DEMOCRACY or Fifty Years' March of the Republic". By
Andrew Carnegie. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
1888. First edition. 519 pages, folding chart, bound in bright
crimson cloth with gilt lettering on spine and gilt pyramid on
front cover. SIGNED AND INSCRIBED on front flyleaf,
VERY BOLDLY IN JET BLACK INK: “To Mr.Chisholm, For
Auld Lang Syne, & with every good wish -- Andrew Carnegie”. Tremendous example. Unlike many of the financial titans, Carnegie actually had a readable writing, style. And it
should be noted that "Auld Lang Syne" was the creation of
his fellow Scotsman, Robert (pronounced Rabbie)
Burns.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

50

Duke, James, (1856-1925), the great czar of American tobacco and the father of the equally illustrious Doris Duke.
Signed Stock Certificate. Duke is not easy to get in authentic autographs. On any financial instrument it becomes
more valuable and on an item such as this the value is nu-

Financiers, Industrialists and Businessmen

48
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Astor, William B. Signs (again) for his father, John Jacob
Astor. It is most extraordinary for two items of this nature
(see above) to be included in the same sale. This is a completely different piece and the two would make a superb
combination. This is an 1835 stock certificate, very early
rare type in the form of an oversize check. One hundred
shares of Mohawk and Hudson Railroad Company, signed
"John Jacob Astor per Wm. B. Astor". Comes with portraits
and biographical data.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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merous multiples of the ordinary signed piece, as J.B. is
purchasing in trust for his daughter. Piedmont and Northern
Railway Company (of South Carolina) $50,000 bond, May
2, 1917. Issued to "J.B. Duke, Trustee for Doris Duke under
Trust Indenture". Very strong signature on reverse. Comes
with full biographical details.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

51

52

53

Fargo, William G., Baron of "Old West" transport and
co-founder of American Express. His gold-laden (and miscellaneous parcel laden) stagecoaches braved the bandits,
Native Americans, mountain lions and sundry other pitfalls
of the prairies.
Stock Certificate signed. Northern Pacific Railroad Company stock certificate (of which he as a Director), February
1, 1876. Signed twice by him, on back of certificate and on
attached slip. Comes with handsome color portrait and biography, which could be incorporated into a very stunning
framed display.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

54

Gould, Jay. Signed Stock Certificate. Buys $10,000 worth
of railroad stock, places his bold signature in dark blue ink
on the reverse and creates an irresistable treasure for the
collector. Jay Gould (1836-1892), signature on back of certificate for 100 shares at $100 in Saint Joseph & Western
Railroad, October 25, 1879. Printed in red with handsome
locomotive-at-station motif. This purchase, one of many of
Gould's "runs on the railroads," was part of his strategy to
compete with the Union Pacific. Comes with small color
portrait and info which could be incorporated into a framed
or matted display.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Eastman, George, (1854-1932). Founder of Eastman Kodak Co. His invention of the Kodak camera in 1888 brought
photography out of the lab into the public realm.
Signed Bond. Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway
Company. $5,000 bond, issued to Eastman Kodak Company, March 25, 1899, signed on back by Eastman with a
colossal signature. The most desirable Eastman autographed item that could possibly be found! And the bond itself -- even if it were not signed by him -- is rare and
valuable! Comes with portrait and detailed biography.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Fargo, J.C., Brother of William Fargo, one of the founders
of American Express Co. and also of Wells Fargo & Co. He
is perhaps best known for introduction of travelers checks.
Signed Merchants Despatch Transportation Co. Stock Certificate, August 29, 1873. Signed as President by J.C.
Fargo. This was one of the huge networks of interlacing
companies in the Wells Fargo empire. A major business/finance autograph. Comes with portrait and bio.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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56
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Gould, Jay. Certificate Signed: "Union Depot Grounds and
Improvements Thereon. This is to witness that Jay Gould
has furnished cash to the amount of fifty thousand dollars to
purchase and improve the grounds for a union depot at St.
Louis" etc. etc. Certificate dated January 28, 1882. Signed
on the back by Gould as purchaser and by his son George
as witness. Not only much scarcer than a stock certificate
(shares in the same company could be bought over and
over again by the same person) but an insight into Gould's
business dealings. With portrait and bio.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Morgan, J. Pierpont. New York Central and Hudson River
Railroad Company, $1,000 coupon bond, payable to J.
Pierpont Morgan and his business associate Harris C.
Fahnestock, June 30, 1886. Signed by both as trustees.
Massive 12 pages (six sheets) with 199 of the original 200
coupons intact and in excellent condition. Each coupon
paid $20 and the principal could be redeemed in 1986, making the bond's total value $5,000 -- an excellent return but
still well behind the dollar's rate of shrinkage. We have not
previously seen an example of this bond signed by Morgan
and Fahnestock. Comes with portraits and bios.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

57

Morgan Jr., J.P. Signed Stock Certificate for his Father,
1896. A virtually unprocurable form of the J.P. Morgan Jr.
signature, as buyer of stock for his father--who was at the
dizzying heights of his fame in the Golden Nineties. No
realiable estimate has ever surfaced of the House of Morgan's actual wealth at that period, but the elder J.P. had the
clout (and plenty to back it up) to quell stock panics with not
much more than a finger snap. Northern Pacific Railroad
Company certificate, 20 shares at $100 each, terrific locomotive vignette,signed on the back. Comes with a portrait of
the elder J.P. Morgan and biographical notes.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

58

Olds, Ransom, The Founder of Oldsmobile (1864-1950), a
major developer of the horseless carriage, built the first
Oldsmobile in 1895. He later established the REO Motor
Car Company, utilizing his initials.
REO Motor Car Company Stock Certificate signed by Olds
as President, January 10, 1916. Very frameable decorative
certificate, major item of auto history. Olds started in the
business long before Henry Ford! Comes with very handsome sepia-tone portrait for framing and biographical data.
Estimate $600 - 800
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60

Remington, Philo (Typewriter Pioneer). Beyond question the most significant "Typewriter History" item to appear
for sale in many years! Holograph letter signed, two pages
(two full sides of the same sheet) of Philo Remington, son of
the arms manufacturer, who greatly expanded his father's
business by the sale of typewriters. Though Remington did
not invent the typewriter, the machine was in its very clumsy
infancy when Remington came on the scene. With a firm
belief that it could eventually be perfected and popularized,
he tinkered with Edison-like zeal, designing and re-designing. By 1884 it was on the market commercially but on a
very limited basis. The public of that time basically considered it a bother and a chore to operate and, based on the
brutal look of antique specimens, it probably was. This fantastic letter, to a clergyman to whom Remington had sent a
typewriter, outlines his future plans. Under date of August
20, 1884, he writes to a Rev. Hammond: "I have had one of
our typewriters forwarded to your address, and trust it will
reach you in good order. I fear, however, you will not find it
adapted to your purpose to take with you on your journeys
as proposed, in your trunk. The foreman in our typewriter
department informed me that the rough handling to which
trunks are subjected would speedily break or derange the
typewriter, if transported in that manner. It would be necessary for you to carry it in the portable case in which it is sent,
and being considerably heavier than the caligraph, you way
not find it convenient to take it with you in this way. Sometime in the future a typewriter may possibly be invented
which will be light and at the same time so constructed that it
will not be rendered unserviceable by a little rough handling", etc. etc. Out of this germ of idea came the
self-contained portable that got lighter and lighter
and…well, you know the rest.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

when he took a pen to sign something -- anything-- Wall
Street convulsed in fear and anticipation. With the wave of a
finger or flicker of a wrinkled eyelid he could send
shockwaves from pole to pole. He was American finance,
from the days when horsepower was supplied by horses
well into the airplane age.
It would be hard to imagine a more desirable John D.
Rockefeller signed document. This is a transfer form relating to stock shares purchased by him, and is accompanied
by the extremely colorful certificate to which it pertains
(Northern Pacific Railroad Company). Transfer is dated December 11, 1885 and is boldly signed "J.D. Rockefeller".
Comes with a pair of portraits, in young and mature age,
and informative biography.
Estimate $2,000 - 2,500

61

Rockefeller, John D. and Henry M. Flagler. Signed Standard Oil Trust Stock Certificate. Standard Oil Trust, certificate for 100 shares at $100, November 27, 1886. Issued to
shipping mogul Clement A. Griscom and signed Twice by
him (a very scarce signature in any form), once on the registration attachment and again on the back of the certificate,
very large, dark and bold. Also signed by John D.
Rockefeller as President of Standard Oil and his very celebrated partner, Henry M. Flagler, as Secretary, The
Rockefeller signature is an absolute GEM, much stronger
than is normally the case and would certainly be a choice
acquisition for a Rockefeller collector, even if he might already own one of the less spectacular examples. Comes
with biographies and sepia-tone portraits on separate
display cards. Could be framed for a fantastic display!
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Rockefeller, John D., He lived to be 98. He distributed
bright shiny dimes to children. His wealth (mostly the result
of Standard Oil, but with many other corporations and investments thrown in) far outstripped Croesus, Midas and
the fairytale Arabian princes with their storehouses of pure
gold bricks. His name meant riches beyond tabulation and
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Rockefeller, Flagler and Andrews Together -A combination so rare that it might border
on the unique

62

20
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Rockefeller, William. Stock Certificate. One of the storied
names in 19th century American industry buys 100 shares
at $100 each of Northern Pacific. William Rockefeller
(1841-1922), brother of John D. and likewise a very prominent oilman. Signature as purchaser on back of Northern
Pacific Railroad Company stock certificate, November 2,
1885. Comes with portrait and biographical data.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

64

Rockefeller, William and Henry H. Rogers. Signatures of
both on a Standard Oil Stock Certificate. William
Rockefeller (1842-1922), brother of John D., and Henry
Huttleston Rogers (1840-1909), who was reputed to be
wealthier than J. Pierpont Morgan. Signatures of both on
Standard Oil Trust certificate, January 18, 1898. Signatures
of these two titans together on the same certificate are Considerably more valuable than on separate certificates. With
portraits and biographies.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Rockefeller, John D., with Flagler and Andrews. For
those who want to be absolute cream of financial collector's
items, there could be nothing more desirable. Standard Oil
Trust Certificate, 100 shares at $100, issued so steam tycoon Wallace C. Andrews. Andrews (1833-1899), who died
tragically in a house fire, was the man responsible for installation of steam heating in the many thousands of apartments buildings built in New York City during the later
1800's as well as hotels, office complexes, government facilities, etc. He was CEO of the Steam Heating and Power
Company of New York which later became New York
Steam Company. Having a virtual monopoly on the business, it brought colossal profits, making Andrews a very,
very wealthy man. Certificate is signed (as President) by
John F. Flagler, his business partner. Also signed by Andrews (on the back), very large signature. It is most uncommon for such a variety of John D. Rockefeller signatures to
be offered in a single sale. They are not only scarce but seldom placed on the market by their owners, such is the reverence in which his memory is held. And it should be noted
that these are all prime, choice examples suitable for a collection of the highest standards. Comes with portraits and
biographies of Rockefeller, Flagler and Andrews.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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66

Rogers, Henry H., (1840-1909) did not fit the mold of your
typical multi-multi-millionare. He did not found a major corporation and utilize a portion of its profits to build sister and
brother companies. Rather he went in various directions,
snapping up companies here and there which bore little or
no relation to each other. In a career about 50 years he
earned the reputation of "hell hound" and "robber baron" for
his forceful and sometimes ethically questionable business
tactics. But he sure could pile up the bucks. According to
"The Wealthy", a 1996 publication ranking the richest
Americans of all time, Rogers placed ahead of J. Pierpont
Morgan as well as a roster of others including William
Rockefeller (John D.'s brother), J. Paul Getty and Bill
Gates.
Signed Standard Oil Trust Certificate. Issued to him, July 7,
1896. Signed very boldly on the back. There are not too
many opportunities to get an authentic Rogers signature on
a prime financial instrument. Comes with portrait and very
extensive biographical data.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

67

Vassar, Matthew, (1792-1868), came to America from
England at age four, settled in Poughkeepsie, New York
and made his fortune in brewing. He is now best known as
the founder of Vassar College.
Pair of stock certificates in Michigan Southern Rail Road
Company, both 1854, one issued to Matthew Sr. and another to Matthew Jr., signed by both. Exceedingly rare, very
desirable combination, comes with portrait and
biographical information.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

68

Wells, Henry and Fargo, William G. Signatures on Stock
Certificate of their historic company. American Express
Company, certificate for five shares at $500 each, early
Civil War date, January 2, 1865. Signed by Henry Wells
(1806-1878) as President and William G. Fargo
(1818-1881) as Secretary. These were the original founders of Wells, Fargo & Co. and (of course) the Pony Express.
Their signatures together on a single document, especially
a stock certificate in one of their very celebrated companies, are highly prized. The Civil War date lends additional
appeal. Comes with portraits and biographical data.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Vanderbilt, Alfred Gwynne. Stock Certificate signed by
him plus receipt (also signed by him) and a rare postcard of
the ship on which he met a tragic death. Alfred Gwynne
Vanderbilt (1877-1915) was lost on the luxury liner
Lusitania when it was sunk by German U-Boats in World
War I. Very desireable stock certificate, "The Spuyten
Duyvil and Port Morris Railroad Co.," 359 shares @ $100
each, November 7, 1907. The shares are purchased by
Vanderbilt, who affixes his strong signature in black fountain pen. together with receipt for Vanderbilt's sale of this
block of shares, January 22, 1909, also signed by
him,accompanyed by very early postcard view of the
Lusitania, giving tonnage, dimensions etc. One corner of
postcard creased, but a most noteworthy lot.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Whitney, William Collins, (1841-1904), founder of the
Whitney dynasty which gained great prominence in various
fields of business--but to most of the public he was best
known as developer of the Whitney Stables.
Signed Railroad Stock Certificate. Huge bold signature on
stock certificate of the St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute Railroad Company, April 18, 1874. This is a rare and very desirable certificate for the collector of historic railroad stocks but
with the Whitney signature added it becomes an item to
treasure! Comes with display sheet with portrait and
biographical sketch.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

71

Ford Motor Company. Production File. For the automotive history collector, a lot that will lend prestige even to the
most advanced collection. Original "Plant Order" by Ford
Motor Company for printing its stock certificates. Order is
for 150,000 certificates of three different types (green, orange and red). Order is dated 1974. Included are two proof
or sample versions, with vignette, border and partial lettering, one in color (green) and one in b/with on glossy photographic paper. Condition basically Fine. Three items.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

72

Jersey Shore, Pine Creek & Buffalo Railway Company.
$10,000 Railway Bond of 1882, Signed by Three Important
Vanderbilts! Cornelius Vanderbilt (1843-99), Financier,
Philanthropist. Asst. Treasurer of New York & Harlem RR,
then President from 1886 until his death. Trustee and benefactor of numerous colleges & universities in NY. William K.
Vanderbilt (1849-1920), Chairman of the board of directors
of Lake Shore & Michigan Southern RR (1883-1903); President of NY, Chicago & St. Louis Rwy (1882-87). Frederick
W. Vanderbilt (1856-1938), Capitalist, PHD from Yale. He
worked in every department of his father's railroad system.
This 1882, Pennsylvania $10,000 engraved bond is signed
by these important sons of William H. Vanderbilt. Issued as
well to William H. Vanderbilt and also signed by Chauncey
M. Depew (legal advisor and righ hand man of the
Vanderbilt empire). Brothers, Cornelius, and Frederick,
sign at back (with usual hole cancellations). The third
brother, Wm. K. Vanderbilt signs at front. His signature and
Depew's are superb and untouched by the cancellation
holes.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Finance: Stocks and Bonds

70
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Dusenberg Automobile & Motors Co. Stock Certificate.
By very far the most popular and most desirable of all American auto-related stock certificates. Original Duesenberg
Automobile & Motors Co., Inc. Certificate, March 9, 1923.
Choice condition with the maroon and black printing Extra
Sharp and the paper fresh and immaculate. Vignette of two
globes with "industry" (classical female) holding wreath.
Comes with full history. The Duesenberg created such a stir
in the Roaring Twenties that anything remarkable or noteworthy was called a "Doozey". Accompanied by Pass-Co
Certificate of authenticity, which grades this beautiful example AU (About Uncirculated), a category into which less
than 5% of existing stock certificates of this age would fall.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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New York, Susquehanna and Western Railroad. Rare
bond signed by Lewis Comfort Tiffany for the estate of his
father, Charles L. Tiffany, founder of the eponymous jewelry company. 1893, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. $5,000
50 year 5% gold bond. Brown. Vignette of a mythic female
at top center. Issued to Charles L. Tiffany (1812-1902). The
founder of the Tiffany's firm, he started by selling glass and
jewelry. He took advantage of the Revolutions of 1848 to
buy diamonds cheaply in Europe. Also signed on verso by
his son, Louis Comfort Tiffany (1848-1933). Artist; Glass
maker; Producer of the famous Tiffany Lamp. Tiffany's
early interest and talent for art led him to the development of
his own process for staining glass and thus his production
of much great glass artistry. Between 1893 and 1926, Tiffany received numerous awards including the Grand Prix
and a gold medal at the Paris Exposition of 1900. A fine
multi-generational piece bearing the scarce signature of
Louis Comfort Tiffany. Punch cancelled. Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Standard Oil Trust. Stock Certificate signed by William A.
Rockefeller Jr. (1841-1922), brother of John D. Rockefeller,
and Henry M. Flagler (1830-1913). For many years they
were partners together in numerous ventures as well as independent enterprises (such as Flagler's Florida East
Coast Railway, which resulted in the establishment of the
town of Miami). By very far their greatest collaboration -along with John D. Rockefeller and several oher luminaries
-- was the Standard Oil Company. This is an Assignment of
Legal Title (in stock certificate form) for Standard Oil Trust,
October 21, 1897, signed by both Rockefeller and Flagler.
Comes with portraits of both and informative biographies.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Toms River & Forked River Turnpike Company. Stock
Certificate - not just rare but absolutely unique-- the only
one ever found! The Toms River & Forked River Turnpike
Company came into being in 1867. It became County Route
537 in the state of New Jersey and carried heavy volume of
farm products (eggs, milk, etc.) via horse drawn wagon.
This was a major route in the history of New Jersey transportation and in the state's commercial development. It was
a corporate rather than state venture, with revenue to be
garnered via the collection of tolls along the road. This certificate is well known in the hobby as a unique piece. It is
dated November 20, 1868 and carries a most attractive vignette of a passenger-laden coach being drawn by a
two-horse team. Buff colored paper with maroon printing.
Comes with history of the venture.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Military: U.S. Civil War
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Alabama Parole Of A Confederate Soldier. The document numbered 631 reads in part, “I, the undersigned, Prisoner of War, belonging to the Army of the Department of
Alabama, Mississippi and East Louisiana, having been surrendered by Lieut. Gen. R. Taylor, C. L. A., Commanding
said Department. do hereby give my solemn parole of
honor, that I will not hereafter serve in the Armies of the
Confederate States or in any military capacity whatever,
against the United States of America .” Signed by "L.N.
Cole" of the 8th Alabama Cavalry. Heavily restored but still
very presentable and legible, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Battle Flag of Fort Morgan-Battle of Mobile Bay. Naval
battle fought on August 5, 1864 while admiral Franklin Buchanan led the Confederate Fleet. The Flag Relic piece
came from the confederate flag shot down over Fort Morgan, it was retrieved by fleet surgeon James C. Palmer. Accompanying certificate states that the flag shows scorching
and discoloration due to the intense fire and heat generated
by the Federal Bombarament. Exciting Civil War item.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Civil War Barrack's Flag Remmant. Originated from a
34-star U.S. Flag used during the Civil War, along with a
brass infantry horn insignia hat piece with both original
hooks, that was worn on the KEPI of a Federal Infantry Soldier, Certificate of authenticity included.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Civil War Document. Account of pay and clothing August
9, 1864. Important personal record kept for each soldier giving complete physical description, date of enlistment, pay
received and/or due, clothing expenses, amount allowed if
the soldier used his own horse etc. As these were intended
to be destroyed after entry into the official records (so states
in the notes on the document) they are not plentiful.
Estimate $100 - 150

Battle Flag Remmant of the 5th Texas Infantry: " The
Bloody 5th", Hood's Brigade. Also included copy of the
Carte de Viste of the Texas Battle Flag, both items belonged to ensign W.C. Clarke, the Flag Bearer of the 5th
Texas Infantry, and came from his effects, Certificate of authenticity included.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Handmade Civil War Newspaper. Stunning hand colored
newspaper is called the “Semi-annual Olio” and is devoted
to “Science, Literature, Romance, Education Morrals,
Health Amusements. The Seminanual Olio is just the paper
for Generals, Blacksmiths and the President as it would
have told McLellan how to get more men to Richmond than
what was taken prisoners and that there is land enough
upworth that needs distling with going … to the
Chichihawning Swamps and it would inform the president
that there is a half a dozen of them everlasting negroes got
lives down south and that he needs at least 250,000 more
men to put things down, and in the language. word that it is
necessary to take vigorous means to put down Rebellion.”
The newspaper has 18 pages, 16 of which are filled with
writing. The newspaper, more of a booklet style features a
front cover with a wonderful illustration of the American flag
and with writing instruments. The book is threaded together
with red, white and blue ribbons decorating the spine. Another excerpt from the paper reads, “This was that is now
raging in our land is the cause of many miseries many of
which are witnessed at our own firesides and in our social
circles the. of dear friends and the scarcity of candles has
been rounded for the last two weeks some have abandoned
the use of the article entirely on Sunday nights .”, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Nail and Block of Wood from the Libby Prison in Richmond Virginia. Used as a military prison by the Confederate Government, in 1889 the prison was dismantled and the
material sold in various transactions, this small section of
tide water cypress (approximately 4 x 4 x 1/4") and the iron
nail originated fron one of the Libby Prison materials, also
included photos of the Confederate Commandant in front of
the prison and of the reconstructed Libby Prison interior in
the Chicago Museum 8x10 inch copy of the original photograph of the north side of the Libby Prison taken May 1865
on back of frame.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Proclamation Of Amnesty Arkansas. Party Printed Document Signed “John Thompson,” countersigned “W.B.
McNeill” as Clerk of the Circuit Court, Columbia County, Arkansas, one page, 8” x 6.25”. Columbia County, Arkansas,
December 18, 1865. Completed in manuscript by McNeil.
Two ink stains. Fine condition.
Headed: “Amnesty Oath, under Proclamation of the President of the United States, dated May 29, 1865.” In full,
“State of Arkansas. Columbia County. I John Thompson of
Columbia County, State of Arkansas, do solemnly swear, in
the presence of Almighty God, that I will henceforth faithfully support, protect and defend the Constitution of the
United States, and the Union of States thereunder: and that
I will in like manner, abide by and faithfully support all laws
and proclamations which have been made during the existing rebellion with reference to the emancipation of
slaves--so help me God. [signed] John Thompson. Sworn
to, and subscribed, before me, this 18th day of December
1865. [signed] W B McNeill. Clerk of the Circuit Court Columbia County.”
On May 29, 1865, eight weeks after the assassination of
President Abraham Lincoln, President Andrew Johnson issued a “Proclamation of Amnesty and Reconstruction.”,
Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Signed Carte de Viste Captain A J McGinnigle. Noted
on back with Sheridan's staff.
Estimate $100 - 150

85

Union Mottoes - 1860s - Exceptionally Rare Originals.
Unused on full sheets as issued. A little-known figure of the
war (except to advanced historians) was a C.Y. Haynes of
Philadelphia, a printer whose patriotism, and love of a few
dollars on the side, led him to produce a series of "Union
Mottoes". These were small, colorful bits of paper,
mesuring about 7/8" wide 1/2" high, carrying the popular rallying cries of the day: "Uphold the men who fight your battles"; "Strike for the Government and Union"; "Cursed be he
who would destroy our country"; "Wipe out the insults
heaped upon me'. Many wre accompanied by graphics
symbolism, such as a flag, scroll, death's head, etc. Sold in
sheets of 24, they were intended to be cut apart and pasted
on letters and envelopes. This lot comprises two full double
sheets of 48, unused and uncut. One sheet is normail issue,
printed in red on white paper. Other sheet is very exotic variety printed in gold on black paper. These are original, not
reprints or reissues. Fabulous! In fine condition. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

Vicksburg was under siege from May 22 until July 4, 1863,
and faced a daily barrage of gunfire from Union forces under Ulysses S. Grant. J.M. Swords, editor of the Vicksburg
Daily Citizen attempted to boost morale among soldiers
and citizens through his editorials during the siege. After a
mortar destroyed the Daily Whig, Swords’ paper became
Vicksburg’s only remaining periodical. Keeping the paper in
business was throughout the siege proved difficult. On
June 16, a mortar hit his office causing a huge mess. As
supplies became scarce, Swords’ ran out of newsprint. He
was forced to use the backside of wallpaper rolls to print the
Citizen.
When issued on July 2nd, the editor included the following
note: “On Dit.--That the great Ulysses--the Yankee Generalissimo, surnamed Grant-has expressed his intention of
dining in Vicksburg on Saturday next, and celebrating the
4th of July by a grand dinner and so forth. When asked if he
would invite Gen. Jo. Johnston to join he said 'No! For fear
there will be a row at the table' Ulysses must get into the city
before he dines in it. The way to cook a rabbit is 'first catch
the rabbit' &c.”
When Union forces finally entered the city July 4th, they
found the type still standing, and proceeded to issue the paper again with the addition of the following note: “Two days
bring about great changes, the banner of the Union floats
over Vicksburg, Gen Grant has ‘caught the rabbit;’ he has
dined in Vicksburg, and he did bring his dinner with him. The
‘Citizen’ lives to see it. For the last time it appears on
‘Wall-paper.’ No more will it eulogize the luxury of
mule-meat and fricasseed kitten--urge Southern warriors to
such diet never more, This is the last wall-paper edition, and
is, excepting this note, from the types as we found them. It
will be valuable hereafter as a curiosity.” A few edge tears
and mended at center where seperated., Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Vicksburg Citizen Wallpaper Newspaper Reprint. Reprint of the famous last edition of the Vicksburg Citizen. The
paper was printed on wallpaper stock as newsprint supplies
were depleted.
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rank. Personally involved in almost all the major engagements of the war's first 1½ years (Cold Harbor,
Mechanicsville, Fairfax Courthouse, Second Bull Run etc.).
He was picked off by a Union sharpshooter at Antietam and
died at age 42. To the south he was a martyr/hero.
Signature as President on Raleigh and Gaston Railroad
Company stock certificate.
Estimate $150 - 200

Military: Confederate Civil War Generals
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Beauregard,
P.G.T.
(Confederate
General),
French-American from New Orleans, became (and remains, actually) the stereotypical symbol of the Deep, Deep
South. Steeped in European culture, oozing charm and impeccable manners, brave and fearless but soft spoken
(usually), he was a sort of Rhett Butler on a scale that no
novelist could have invented. He loved the South, its people
and traditions. So much so that he ditched a lucrative,
cushy job as Superintendent of the West Point Military
Academy as soon as shots rang out and joined the Confederate army. There he distinguished himself, taking part in
the siege of Ft. Sumter as well as the epochal battles of First
Bull Run (a huge victory for the rebels) Shiloh and others.
After the war he managed the Louisiana State Lottery,
wrote books and sipped mint juleps on the veranda, a patriarch to the Southern people up to his passing in 1893.
Letter. A good Beauregard has always been deemed essential for a collection of Confederate autographs and this
one is exceptional indeed, a holograph letter signed, written
from New Orleans in 1882. Sent to General Wright in Washington, D.C., he thanks him for his package of "copies" (presumably of a government publication), says he has ordered
General Hapgood's Report etc. Very strong bold writing
with excellent signature. Matted and framed with photographic portrait in military dress and a gilt engraved plaque
giving biographical information. Deluxe framing utilizing all
archival materials and charcoal grey fabric mat. Letter
measures about 5" x 7 3/4, overall 22" x 25".
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Johnston, Joseph E. (Confederate General). Autograph
Letter Signed, "J. E. Johnston", two pages, on facing conjoined pages, 5.5" X 8.75" visible, January 7, 1885, Washington, D.C. Addressed to Major Stiles. Framed such that
the ALS from Major Stiles to Mr. [Dr.] Jones, penned on the
verso of Johnston's letter, is displayed as well on the verso
of the frame. Frame measures 18" X 16". The usual folds,
else fine condition.
Johnston's letter reads in part, “…as to the report of the battle of 7 Pines by Longstreet - Dr. Jones and I had an earliest
conversation on the subject. I claiming that the book purporting to be Gen'l L's order book was not authority against
the report I received by me. And urging him to accept the latter as the official one, as I offered it. He refused, but consented to let the report made to me, be deposited near or by
the order book. This was after 1878. / As this paper was not
accepted as official, I now claim it for use. It is of interest to
me - because the copy in the order book has an interpolation which contradicts my report of the battle, in all items
taken from Longstreet's report to me - The only official one.”

Major Stiles letter to Mr. Jones on the verso begins, “You
see…General Jos Johnston's impression is that he had left
with you this 'official' report. / Please write to me a letter responding to this point, that I may forward it to him. / I understand your memory is distinct to the contrary of this.”, Very
Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Branch, Lawrence O'Brian (Confederate General),
(1820-1862), a major Confederate General who fought
alongside Stonewall Jackson and was killed in action in
1862. A three-term Congressman from North Carolina, at
the war's outbreak he enlisted in the rebel army as a private
but, thanks to this credentials, was quickly brought up in
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sideration for myself, I bid you an affectionate farewell. / R.
E. Lee, General.” A facsimile of the commissary receipt on
verso is mounted along side the original document in this
gorgeous framed display.
(2) Remarkable Facsimile Printing of the original handwritten order, printed by R.R. Donnelley & Sons Company, one
page, 7.75” X 11.5”.
(3) Large Original Signature, “R. E. Lee”, affixed to a 3.5” X
2” card on which is written in unknown hand, “Cmdr Rebel
Armys”. Written in small numbers above Lee’s signature is
“#212”, else fine condition.
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Lee, Robert E. (Confederate General). General Order
No. 9, signed in type “R. E. LEE, General”, one page, 3.75”
X 6”, April 10, 1865, printed on verso of a recycled partial
Confederate commissary’s receipt with “Lynchburg” printed
at top. This printing is an unrecorded, hitherto unknown
variant, and a possible expedient field printing. One slightly
diagonal fold crosses over the ‘r’ in Northern and the‘p’ in
April, else fine condition.
The text is hand-set letterpress, exhibiting a hurried quality,
as there is a misspelled word, with a line of type that goes off
horizontal, but with justified text. The receipt form and the
dateline are the only immediate clues to the point of origin of
this famous order, which may have been distributed for the
information of officers and troops at Appomattox. The distinctly crude quality of the print suggests it could have been
done on a field press, or, alternatively, hastily done local
newspaper work. The text has slight grammar and punctuation differences from that published in The Wartime Papers
of R.E. Lee, plus a few differences in wording (which, however, can also be found in the various manuscript copies
Lee signed). In full, “Head Quarters Army Northern Virginia,
April 10th, 1865. General Orders, No 9. After four years of
arduous services, marked by unsurpassed courage and
fortitude, the Army of Northern Virginia has been compelled
to yield to overwhelming numbers and resources. I need not
tell the brave survivors of so many hard fought battles, who
have remained steadfast to the last, that I have consented
to this result from no distrust of them. But feeling that valor
and devotion could accomplish nothing that would compensate for the loss which would have accompanied a continuance of the contest, I determined to avoid the useless
sacrifice of those whose past services have endeared them
to their countrymen. By the terms of the agreement, Officers and men can return to their homes and remain until exchanged. You will take with you the satisfaction that
proceeds from the consciousness of duty faithfully performed; and I earnestly pray that a merciful God will extend
to you his blessing and protection. With an unceasing admiration of your constancy and devotion to your country, and a
grateful remembrance of your kiLd [sic] and generous con-
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More than half a dozen notes passed between Grant and
Lee, until on April 9th, Lee finally reluctantly decided to accept Grant's terms. “There is nothing left for me to do but to
go and see General Grant…and I would rather die a thousand deaths.” The historic meeting took place at the house
of Wilmer McLean at the village of Appomattox Court
House on the afternoon of April 9, 1865. Lee, accompanied
by his military aide, Colonel Charles Marshall, was the first
to arrive - Grant arrived half an hour later. Lee was dressed
in full uniform, an engraved sword by his side; Grant wore a
dirty shirt (the type a private would wear) with his boots and
trousers splattered with mud. Only his general's stars denoted his rank. Grant offered generous terms of surrender:
“The arms, artillery and public property to be parked and
stacked and turned over to the officer appointed by me to
receive them. This will not embrace the side arms of the officers nor their private horses or baggage. This done each officer and man will, be allowed to return to their homes, not to
be disturbed by United States authority as long as they observe their parole and the laws in force where they may reside.” Grant, who had previously demanded the
unconditional surrenders of Fort Donelson and Vicksburg,
now considered the war truly over and decided it would be
best to let the defeated insurgents return to their homes.
Lee concurred: “this will have the best possible effect on the
men.” In keeping with his generosity, Grant also authorized
25,000 rations to feed Lee's starving army and ordered joyous Union troops to cease firing salutes and to restrain from
cheering. 28,365 officers and men were paroled according
to the terms of surrender.
Charles Marshall, who wrote out the order, described how
General Order No. 9 came to be. “On the night of April
9th…General Lee sat with several of us at a fire in front of
his tent, and after some conversation about the army and
the events of the day in which his feelings toward his men
were strongly expressed, he told me to prepare an order to
the troops….” Lee edited the first draft, making a few minor
changes and striking out a paragraph, which he felt would
keep alive the current hostilities between the North and
South. Marshal rewrote the order and then gave it to a clerk
at the Adjutant General's office to be copied in ink and distributed to Corps commanders and other members of the
army staff. Each of these copies was carefully signed by
Lee that day. Lee hoped his general order would help ease
the South's humiliation and sense of loss that came with the
surrender. His men loved and respected him and would
have followed him to certain death. This order showed his
men that he cared too much to let them sacrifice them to a
lost cause. Very Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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soldier signed his name on the page opposite his commanding general’s order. The war was over. It was time to
go home whether it was to a farm in Virginia or Georgia or to
a ranch in Texas. Unlike Confederate regiments formed in
each state, each of the regiments of Engineer Troops was
comprised of soldiers from Infantry divisions form all the
states.
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Lee, Robert E. (Confederate General). Framed Display:
(1) Signature “R.E. Lee” on a 2.5” x 2” slip of paper.
(2) Six strands of Lee’s silver grey hair authenticated by
Charles Hamilton (certification included), cut by Lee from
his head on April 19, 1869, and presented to Louise R.
Thome.
(3) Manuscript Copy, Lee’s “General Orders No. 9,” one
page, 8” x 12.25”. [Appomattox Court House, Virginia, April
10, 1865]. In unknown hand. On verso of integral leaf, physically to the left of the order, is a Manuscript Document
Signed by 30 Confederate soldiers of a regiment of Engineer Troops, present at the surrender. Coincidentally, after
his graduation from West Point in 1829, Robert E. Lee had
joined the U.S. Corps of Engineers. Overall size, 16” x
12.5”. Headed by 1st Lieutenant John E. Roller: “Roll of officers and men of Company ‘G’ 2nd Regiment Engineer
Troops present at Surrender of ‘Army of Northern Virginia’
near Appomattox Court House Virginia on the 9th of April
1865.” Signed: “B M Harrod Capt,” “J.E. Roller 1st Lt.,” and
“Fred Harris 2nd Lt.” And, in two columns, by 27 members
of Company G including “T S Kitchens” (Roller added “3rd
Sergt” to Kitchen’s signature), “D.T. Williams 4th Segt,”
“James J. Medcalf 3rd Corpl,” “J.S. Brady,” “D. Butler,”
“Thomas Case,” “W M. Cross,” “N D Cooper,” “Wm H
Gillikin,” “J W Harper,” “Stanley Leggett,” “M A McDougald,”
“Benjamin Morris,” “D.W. Payne,” “R. Popham,” “Jas. B.
Stanly,” “J.W. Stansell,” and “Wm. Sutton.” Company G’s
Captain, Benjamin M. Harrod (1837-1912), later served as
Chief State Engineer of Louisiana and City Engineer of New
Orleans. He was appointed to the Panama Canal Commissions by Pres. Theodore Roosevelt in 1902 and 1905. Plastic tape on verso at the four corners show through in blank
areas.
Since this document was first signed, in order, by the Captain, two Lieutenants, three Sergeants, and three Corporals, and then by 21 privates (in alphabetical order), one can
picture what occurred on April 10, 1865, at Appomattox after General Lee’s order was read aloud to Company ‘G’ 2nd
Regiment Engineer Troops, present the previous day at the
surrender. The roll was called. As usual, it began with the
sergeants, then corporals, continuing with, in alphabetical
order, the privates. But this time, it was different. Instead of
just answering “Here,” which by habit he probably did, each
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This manuscript copy of Lee’s order, in full: “Hd. Qrs. Army
Northern Virginia, April 10th, 1865. General Orders, No 9.
After four years of arduous service marked by unsurpassed
courage and fortitude the Army of Northern Virginia has
been compelled to yield to overwhelming numbers and resources. I need not tell the brave survivors of so many hard
fought battles, who have remained steadfast to the last, that
I have consented to this result from no distrust of them. But
feeling that valor & devotion could accomplish nothing that
would compensate for the loss that must have attended the
continuance of the contest. I determined to avoid the useless sacrifice of those whose services have endeared them
to their countrymen. By terms of agreement Officers & men
can return to their homes & remain until exchanged. You
will take with you the satisfaction that proceeds from the
consciousness of duty faithfully performed. & I earnestly
pray that a merciful God will extend to you his blessing &
protection. With an unceassing [sic] admiration of your constancy & devotion to your country and grateful remembrance of kind & generous consideration of myself. I bid you
all an effectionate [sic] farewell. Signed R. E. Lee General.”
A similar Manuscript Copy of Lee’s “General Orders No. 9”
on “State of Virginia/Executive Department/Richmond” stationery, not personally signed by Lee, sold for $15,535 by
Heritage Auction Galleries in 2007.
The copy offered here, signed by 30 Confederate soldiers
in their last roll call ostensibly on April 10, 1865, on the page
next to Gen. Lee’s farewell to them which commended their
“unsurpassed courage and fortitude…steadfast to the last,”
and told them they “can return to their homes…[with] the
satisfaction that proceeds from the consciousness of duty
faithfully performed,” is the only transcript of General Order
No. 9 we have ever seen signed by a regiment of soldiers to
whom Gen. Lee was directing the order. Other than one of
the orders actually signed by Lee (a similar condition example would sell for $200,000), this document would be the
cornerstone of a Civil War military collection.
(4) Partly Printed Document Signed “T.M.R. Talcott,” one
page, 7.75” x 3”. “Col. Com’dg. Eng.” may be on the line beneath his signature. Appomattox Court House, Va., April
10, 1865. Filled out in manuscript. Age has lightened the
manuscript ink. This document has been expertly restored,
darkening the ink. In full, “The Bearer, John E. Roller of Co.
G 2nd Regt. of Engr. Troops, a Paroled Prisoner of the
Army of Northern Virginia, has permission to go to his
home, and there remained undisturbed.” Mounting stains
on verso at the corners show through.
The four historic components of this magnificent collection
are matted together with a 5.25” x 3.25” color illustration of
the surrender at Appomattox Court House and three
engraved identification plaques, and framed under glass to
an overall size of 36.5” x 27.5”., Very Fine.
Estimate $15,000 - 20,000
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Mahone, William (Confederate General), (1826-1895),
Confederate General who saw considerable battle action,
was seriously wounded and became a great hero ot the
southern people. A native Virginian, Mahone had been in
the railroad business even before the war, but his most lucrative involvement came during Reconstruction. Eventually he entered politics and became U.S. Senator.
Signed Coupon Bond. Atlantic, Ohio & Mississippi Rail
Road Company. $1,000 coupon bond, September 9, 1871.
Signed as President by William Mahone. Bond is extremely
handsome with large scenic vignette of railroad train passing through woodland with mountain in background. Retains all but three of its original 60 coupons (which also carry
railroad motif). Comes with portrait and historical information. Elsewhere in this sale is a stock certificate of the same
line, also signed by Mahone. The two together would make
a most impressive duo, probably not found in any collection
outside of the state archives or historial societies.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Quarles, William (Confederate General), (1825-1893),
steely-eyed defender of the Old South and quite sharp with
a greenback too, could have easily stepped from the pages
of "Gone with the Wind". As Brigadier General he played a
major role in the attempt to save Atlanta from the Yankee incursion. Johnson's Island prison camp but -- thanks to a
P.O.W. swap -- became a free man and was ready for
more. After being wounded a number of times, once almost
fatally, he was captured again (December 1864). This time
his liberation occurred with the war's conclusion. He had
been active in local government and commercial enterprise, serving as President of the Memphis, Clarksville &
Louisville Rail Road Co.
Signed Bond. A virtually "one of a kind" item meshing railroad Americana and Civil War history in a decorative display piece. It was while holding the office of railway
president that he signed the huge coupon bond offered
here, dated March 1, 1860 (more than a year before the
war). It retains all 20 of the original coupons and is in extra
fine condition. Contains four vignettes, including a railroad
train and paddle-wheel steamboat. Signature is exceptionally dark and sharp. A piece to treasure! Comes with portrait
and biographical information.
Estimate $400 - 600
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Mahone, William (Confederate General), (1826-1895), a
saloon keeper's son, went from the Virginia Military Institute
in 1847 to a career in railroad. By 1861 (the war's outbreak)
he was President of the Norfolk-Petersburg line, whose extensive road system he had personally designed. After the
Civil War, in which he saw considerable battlefield action
and received a serious wound, he was back to railroading.
His fame became such in his home state that he served for
a time as Senator from Virginia.
Signed Stock Certificate. As a so-called combination celebrity -- a Civil War General also famous in another field -- collector interest has always been especially strong in William
Mahone. Here he signs, as President, a stock certificate in
the Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio Railroad Company, dated
1872. Desirable! Comes with portrait and detailed
biography.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Burnside, Ambrose (Union General), (1824-1881), beyond doubt one of the Civil War's most popular and most
publicized Generals, though Grant (his superior) had
doubts about his tactical skill. And he looked the part: tall,
chiseled features, and bushy whiskers extending down beyond his earlobes. Thanks to the fact that his portrait was
frequently published, the style became adopted by
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numerless wannabees and the whiskers were termed
"sideburns" (his name turned around).
Signed 1870 Gold Mortgage Bond. Burnside's standing
with Civil War collectors has always been extra high, regardless of his battlefield blunders; all Burnside autograph
material is very diligently sought. This is an item you are not
likely to find on the market again, an 1870 Gold Mortage
Bond of the United States Freehold Land and Emigration
Company, signed by Burnside as a trustee. Ornate bond is
in the sum of $1,000 and still retains 42 of its original 49 coupons. Ideal for display! Comes with biographical
information.
Estimate $500 - 750

extremely wealth-laden family which owned endless tracts
of land in New York State. Even worse he had no military
background and, worse still, was 54 years old at the war's
outbreak. Knows as a philanthropist and skilled business
manager (he oversaw the family estate) he had strong
patriotric feelings and signed up following Harper's Ferry.
Thanks to his fameand administrative skills he was
comissioned and subsequently became a brigade commander in McClellan's Army of the Potomac. After serving
with rare distinction in a number of campaigns he received a
fatal wound at the Battle of the Wilderness, May 6, 1864.
The Confederates placed him (as a prisoner) in one of their
hospitals but he died two days thereafter.
Signed railroad stock certificate. Signature as purchaser of
622 shares of Buffalo & State Line Rail Road (signed on
back of certificate). Dated December 11, 1857. Civil War
Generals killed in action are of utmost scarcity on stock certificates. For a comparable piece (on the Confederate side)
sSee the Lawrence Branch offered elsewhere in this sale.
Estimate $600 - 800
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McClellan, George (Union General). Letter. Over the
years McClellan's autograph has been avidly sought by
Civil War collectors and Lincoln enthusiasts, and the supply
of really desirable items is now quite low. THIS IS AN
EXCEPTIONAL, VERY LENGTHY A.L.S. (17 lines plus
close and signature) on letterhead of "The National Home
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers" in Orange, New Jersey.
Dated 1883 it is addressed to a "dear Frank" and tells of his
travels, projects he is engaged in etc. One of the absolutely
best McClellan letters on the market in years. Double matted and frame with photographic portrait of him in military
dress, bareheaded (his large "handlebar" mustache was a
trend setter that remained in fashion over 40 years and has
staged numerous comebacks). Also gilt engraved nameplate. Letter is about 8 ½" x 11", overall size about 22 1/2" x
19". VF condition.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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MacArthur, Douglas. Autographed cover. Signed in ink
on cover commemorating the third anniversary of American
return to Manila, franked with three stamps picturing MacArthur. Signature has some light staining., F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Wadsworth, James S. (Union General), The historic Union general slain in the overland campaign (also known as
battle of theWilderness). James S. Wadsworth
(1807-1864) was not the typical soldier. He came from an
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Patton, George S. Handwritten Letter. Here is the absolute ultimate for collectors of General George S. Patton and
military history: A handwritten letter, in the field, as Patton
takes part in U.S. maneuvers in the Mexican Revolution Crisis in 1915 -- Three decades before his World War II Fame.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Patton, George S. TLS signed "G. S. Patton, Jr.," two
pages, 8 x 10.5, July 27, 1927. Patton writes to breeder Alfred Carter in Kamuela, Hawaii. In part: “While I was in California Major C. L. Scott of the remount service wrote me
saying that he had received my report of the horses purchased from you and that as a result of these he was most
delighted with the type of horse. The result of this was that
Scott would like to buy from forty to fifty more horses for use
at the Cavalry School, Fort Riley, Kansas. He requested me
to find out from you whether you would be willing to sell approximately that number (40 to 50) of your colts by the T. B.
sires at the same price as paid for the last lot that is $180.00
per horse. Of course I realize that asking only for horses
from certain sires is more to the advantage of the Government than to that of the ranch. On the other hand you might
feel that having the horses selected for a special place
where only the best are sent would be worth something ….
The transport Meigs will be by here towards the end of August or the first of September and if the horses are sold we
would want to ship them on her.” In fine condition.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Shipboard Relic from The Titanic's Sister Ship. Silver
Cake cutter from the service used on board the H.M.S. majestic, gorgeously matted and framed with contemporary
postcard and menu. The White Star Majestic, build to the
same specifications as the Titanic, is often referred to as its
sister ship. For this reason the collecting appeal is especially strong. For many years it ruled the Atlantic as the largest and mightiest liner, ferrying lords, ladies, prices and
other dignitaries from Southampton to New York. 8 1/2" silver cake cutter with impressed flag motif, futed handle. Matted and framed with circa 1920 color postcard of the ship
and scarce breakfast menu dated September 29, 1928.
Overall about 17" x 13", simple black frame, all archival
materials.
Estimate $600 - 800
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"Titanic" Newspaper with lengthy reports of the disaster and many photos. "The New York Herald" for April 17,
1912, framed to display front page. "The Titanic torn asunder when she struck iceberg going at 18-knot speed". Without radio, television or electronic media, the stunned public
and terrified relatives awaited each edition of the newspaper for updated reports on the Titanic's sinking. It is not surprising that the earliest numbers, from the first few days
following the tragedy, have become prime collector's items,
fueled of course by the many layers of mystique surrounding the downfall of this supposedly unsinkable ship. The
Newspaper here offered is acknowledged one of the most
significant and collectible. The framed front page carries
two major reports, “Only Gallantry of Officers and crew
saved the 868 who are aboard the Carpathia" and "The Titanic sent out warnings of icebergs one hour before the
crash”. There is also a third report, about starting an "iceberg patrol" in the North Atlantic. But the primary focus is an
unforgettable gallery of photographs of socialites and dowagers aboard the ship who were safe on the Carpathia.
These included Mrs. John Jacob Astor, Mrs. George D.
Widener, Lady Cosmo Duff Gordon (who lent a big hand on
her lifeboat) and a number of others, a veritable Social Register of the time. There is also an artist's sketch of the
doomed vessel listing before going down. Basically F/VF
condition with minor separation along the center fold. 16" x
22", in a simple silver frame.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Whaler's Branding Iron. In the days of whaling (as its
height from about 1840 to 1870), the oil was of course the
most profitable article yielded by these majestic creatures.
It was used in lamps for homes and businesses until replaced by gas lighting. As the factory to which it was delivered might be receiving shipments from various whaling
fleets, the accepted practice was to mark or "brand" each
barrel. This was done in the same fashion as cattle branding, with the notable exception that instead of a logo the
identification mark was the whaling fleet's name. This
most-impressive example (certainly meriting prime display
in a prominent collection) comes from the internationally renowned Johnson Collection. It is of cast iron, 6 3/4" across,
rivited to a cast iron shank or bar for a total lenght of 22".
The name to be impressed was "A.W. Clark Jr.", a legendary Nantucket whaler. Though in excellent condition, it was
certainly in active use and probably over a long period of
years. Weighs 2 1/2 pounds. Ultimate whaling collectible.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Prized Whaling Print by One of The Most Renowned
Artists. This opulently matted and framed print is a great
treasure for the connoisseur of whaling-related art. The precise detailing and subtle hand coloring lend an almost
three-dimensional quality. Titled "Greenland Whale", it portrays a fierce to-the-death struggle on the high seas between a party of arctic whalers and a colossal whale. The
whale has been harpooned and is lashed to one of three
boats maneuvering for the kill, but he rises from the depths
and throws the boat completely over, spilling two of its occupants and leaving a third dangling precariously. In the background can be seen tall glaciers, hummocks, and the
stately sail-driven whaling vessel. This was originally a
plate fact that the hand coloring is absolutely unfaded and
undisturbed. Dates to 1837. Engraved by Lizars, who
worked on many great atlases and topographical books, after a design by Stewart. The exquisite matting is highlighted
by a stunning mother-of-pearl-like double frame around the
image. Image area 6" x 4", overall with frame 17" x 13 1/2".
Frames is modern but in very pleasing antique style.
Estimate $600 - 800
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“To Tom / about / Mrs Jarvis” and penned “for / Cary to /
read.” Tom was her brother, the letter’s recipient. Cary was
Caroline Harrod Bartlett, her first cousin.

Political: U.S. Presidents and Related

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS free frank on address leaf of family
ALS “Hull” of his nephew ISAAC HULL ADAMS, Washington, March 25, 1844, to Caroline E. Barlett, Hull’s first
cousin. Asks her to send a named piece of opera music desired by his sister-in-law, Mrs. John Adams, “to Uncle Adams,” his father’s brother, Congressman John Quincy
Adams. He adds, “There is little talked of here, except
Texas, and there was a rumour that the treaty was to be
sent to the Senate today…”

105

GEORGE B. McCLELLAN ALS, Orange, NJ, September
17, 1864. To Edwin Bartlett, husband of Thomas Boylston
Adams’ niece. On “McC” embossed stationery. Three
weeks after becoming the Democratic nominee for President against Lincoln, McClelland thanks Bartlett for a letter,
adding “regards to Mrs. Bartlett.”

Adams, John, (1735-1826) 2nd President of the United
States, 1797-1801.
Free-franked Autograph Address Leaf Signed “J. Adams,”
9.5” x 7.5” overall, panel size 4.75” x 3.5”. Quincy, January
15, 1814. Addressed by Adams to: “Mrs Hannah Cushing /
Scituate.” To prevent a forger from writing anything above
his signature, such as an I.O.U., Adams signed it directly
beneath the addressee’s name rather than in the lower left
which was customary at the time. Manuscript postal markings at top edge of address panel: “Quincy Ms. Jany. 17th
Free.” Docketed in an unknown hand: “Mrs. A. Adams / January 15th 1814.” Toned at lower edge of address panel and
on rest of address leaf. Fine condition.

GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI. (1) Two complete ALS “G. Garibaldi” in Italian on one 8.25” x 10.5” page. Each dated
Caprera, April 2, 1866. Can easily be separated at mid-horizontal fold. With original envelope addressed by Garibaldi
to “General / W.F. Bartlett / Baring & Bros / London.” Postmarked La Maddalena, April 3. (2) ALS “G. Garibaldi” in Italian to General W. F. Bartlett, Richmond, Virginia. Caprera,
February 25, 1873. With original envelope postmarked La
Maddalena, Feb 25 and New York March 17. Garibaldi lived
on the island of Caprera, near the island of Maddalena, just
off the northern coast of Sardinia., Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Hannah Cushing (1754-1834) was the widow of William
Cushing (1732-1810) who served on the first Supreme
Court from 1790-1810, Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Adams Family Letters. John and Abigail Adams’ youngest son Thomas Boylston Adams (1772-1832) and his
wife Ann Harrod Adams (1774-1846) had seven children:
Abigail Smith Adams (1806-1845), Elizabeth Coombs Adams (1808-1903), Thomas Boylston Adams, Jr.
(1809-1837), Frances Foster Adams (1811-1812), Isaac
Hull Adams (1813-1900), John Quincy Adams
(1815-1854), and Joseph Harrod Adams (1817-1853).
This collection comes directly from the wife of the
great-great-great grandson of Edwin Bartlett’s brother,
Charles L. Bartlett; she was the great-great granddaughter
of Union General William F. Bartlett.
THOMAS BOYLSTON ADAMS. ALS, no date but
1822-1824. Family letter to his teenage son Cadet Thomas
B. Adams, Jr., at Norwich Academy, Vermont. Free frank
signature of President John Adams has been cut off the address leaf, removing about 10-12 words of text on six lines.
On address leaf, Elizabeth Coombs Adams has penciled:

34
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Buchanan, James, (1791-1868) 15th President of the
United States, 1857-1861.
Free Frank signed, "Free / James Buchanan" and addressed in his hand, "William Welch Esq / Johnstown /
Cambria County / Penna", one folded outer address leaf,
6.25" X 3.25", unfolding to 13" X 8.25", no date, no place.
Small loss on the blank portion of the outer leaf from the
sealing wax and light stains, overall very good condition.
Most likely written before 1840, as Buchanan had franking
privileges as a U.S. Representative between 1821 - 1831,
and as U.S. Senator from 1834 - 1845. William Welch, according to the obituary written in The Mountaineer,
Ebensburg, Pennsylvania, January 8, 1840, "…was the
partner of Mr. Samuel Kennedy, in carrying on the
Johnstown Foundry. He was esteemed and respected by
all.", Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Clinton, William, (1946-) 42nd President of the United
States, 1993-2001.
Wonderful free frank in the middle of the envelope. The envelope is not addressed. Clinton was more than likely asked
to sign this as a favor. It appears to have been hand-carried.
In excellent condition., Extremely Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Coolidge, Calvin, (1872-1933) 30th President of the
United States, 1923-1929.
White House envelope free franked “Calvin Coolidge” as
President, 8.75” x 3.75”, postmarked Washington, D.C.,
May 15 - 11 AM - 1928. Addressed by typewriter to “Mr. William T. Marshall / Hotel Willard / Washington, D.C.” Engraved in the upper left “THE WHITE HOUSE / Official
Business / Penalty for Private Use to Avoid / Payment of
Postage $300.” Light rippling, else fine condition. President
Coolidge franked a “Penalty Envelope.” These type envelopes were to be used by officers of the United States who
did not have the franking privilege, for official business, with
a fine imposed if used “for private use.” In 1873, because of
widespread abuse, Congress passed and President Ulysses S. Grant signed “An act to abolish the franking privilege.” President Grant was the last U.S. President to have
the right to free frank his presidential mail. In 1875, members of Congress were given the right to frank mail containing speeches, reports, and seeds. In 1891, they were
allowed to send mail under their frank to any officer of the
federal government. In 1895, the franking privilege was restored to Members of Congress for official mail, but not to
the President. As President of the Senate, the Vice President could once again frank mail. Not until a President
leaves office is the franking privilege bestowed upon the
former Chief Executive for life. Leaving the White House after lunch, on the afternoon of May 15, 1928, President and
Mrs. Coolidge were at the Old State House in Annapolis,
Maryland, witnessing a reenactment of General George
Washington’s resignation of his command of the
Continental Armies on the 150th anniversary of the event.,
Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Eisenhower, Dwight D. Composes and autographs his
day by day account of the Allied Invasion of Europe (D-Day)
and its aftermath. Far more valuable and historic than IKE'S
later memoirs, as they were commercial products but this is
a government publication, composed and issued very
shortly after the war's conclusion. Full title is, "Report by the
Supreme Commander to the combined Chiefs of Staff on
the operations in Europe of the Allied Expeditionary Force 6
June 1944 to 8 May 1945". Very boldly signed by Eisenhower (the Supreme Commander) on titlepage in blue fountain pen. Book has 123 large pages (9" x 12"), nicely bound
in 3/4 pebble-grain leather (spine and corners) over black
cloth. Gilt lettering on spine. VF condition.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Eisenhower, Dwight D., (1890-1969) 34th President of
the United States, 1953-1961.
Free frank. The envelope is postmarked "Palm Springs Calif. Feb. 18 1954 6:30 PM" and is signed "Dwight D. Eisenhower" in blue ink in the upper left corner. The "free" is in
pencil. The envelope is addressed to John H. Thompson of
Torrington, California., Very Fine. Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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enclosed envelope signed by the President. A later letter
dated August 14, 1978 tells Mr. Kantor, the envelope was
given to the post office to be postmarked., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Ford, Gerald R., (1913-) 38th President of the United
States,1974-1977.
Free frank cover. Ford signs in ballpoint pen under a printed
signature on a Congress of the United States envelope.
Postmarked from Washington, Nov. 29, 1973., Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Grant, Ulysses S., (1822-1885) 18th President of the
United States, 1869-1877.
Rare free frank. Envelope Franked “U.S. Grant” as President, 4” x 4.25”. Addressed by him to “L.P. Luckey, Esq. /
Secretary / Ex. Mansion / Washington / D.C.” No postal
markings. Noted by Grant at top “O.B.” indicating the letter
inside was from his Private Secretary Gen. Orville Babcock

Fillmore, Millard, (1800-1874) 13th President of the
United States, 1850-1853.
The optimum …visually and historically. MILLARD
FILLMORE (1800-1874). Big bold signature on an 1851
PRESIDENTIAL PARDON, very handsomely matted and
framed. Fillmore autographs as President are scarce because he served only a partial term, filling out Zachary Taylor's term upon the latter's passing but unsuccessful in his
bid for reelection. IN TERMS OF PRESIDENTIAL
PARDONS, THESE ARE VERY CLOSE TO
UNOBTAINABLE, AND ARE ITEMS OF ENORMOUS
PRESTIGE FOR EVEN THE FINEST COLLECTIONS.
Partly printed, it reads "I hereby authorize and direct the
Secretary of State to affix the Seal of the United States to
the pardon granted to M. Braff … dated this day, and signed
by me: and for so doing this shall be his warrant. Washington, December 15, 1851. Millard Fillmore." Matted and
framed in stunning display ensemble with LARGE engraved portrait and gilt-engraved biographical plaque.
EACH ITEM RECESSED INTO A DARK GREEN FABRIC
MAT OF DELUXE QUALITY, THE WINDOWS TRIMMED
IN FRENCH EMPIRE STYLE METALLIC GILT FILIGREE
(VERY POPULAR IN THE WHITE HOUSE AT THE MID
19th CENTURY!). Document is 8" x 10", overall size 26" x
24". BREATHTAKING!!
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Ford, Gerald R. Wonderful free franked envelope with fantastic gold embossed eagle. The envelope comes with two
letters of transmittal. Both letters are from Gloria Hill, Staff
Assistant to the President addressed to Alvin Kantor. One
letter dated May 30, 1978 tells Mr. Kantor to please find the
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who frequently travelled with the President. Placed on a gilt
plaque, double matted with a large engraved 1865 portrait
of Grant. Framed to 21” x 30”. The envelope has not been
examined outside the frame, but after inspecting its visible
edges, it appears to be the entire envelope. Fine condition.
Grant was the last U.S. President to have the franking privilege while in office. Because of abuses (such as sending
other people’s letters under a frank), the franking privilege
was abolished by an Act of Congress effective after July 1,
1873. Since Col. Levi P. Luckey (1842-1884) was appointed Private Secretary to Pres. Grant on March 6, 1873,
if this were a legal presidential frank, it must have been
signed during those four months in 1873. There were instances, especially by postal officials outside Washington
who knew or didn’t know about the Act, to continue to let
Grant franks pass through the mail postage-free. President
Grant was inclined to pen the word “Free” above his signature on mail sent before July 1, 1873.
After the Civil War, Gen. Orville E. Babcock (1835-1884)
served as Aide-de-Camp to General-in-Chief Grant until he
was inaugurated President on March 4, 1869, when he was
assigned to duty with the President as his Private Secretary. Babcock was indicted in December 1875 as a member
of the Whiskey Ring, a scandal involving diversion of tax
revenues, but was acquitted mainly because of Pres.
Grant’s testimony. Luckey’s name came up in testimony,
but he was not indicted. After the trials, Grant thought it
better that he distance himself from both Babcock and
Luckey; his son, U.S. Grant, Jr., assumed their duties as
Private Secretary to the President. Gen. Babcock, Lighthouse Engineer, Col. Luckey, his Chief Clerk, and two others drowned on June 2, 1884, when the schooner “Pharos”
sank off Mosquito Inlet, Florida, near where the government
is building a lighthouse., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Harrison, Benjamin. Autograph on small piece, along with
four stamps issued in his honor, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Hoover, Herbert C., (1874-1964) 31st President of the
United States, 1929-1933.
Free frank. White House envelope free franked “Herbert
Hoover” as President, 6.5” x 3.5”, postmarked Washington,
D.C., November 30, 1928. Addressed to “Mr. N.C. Butler, /
Prop., Bon Ton Café, / West Branch, Iowa.” Hoover was
born in West Branch, Iowa. Engraved in the upper left “THE
WHITE HOUSE / Official Business / Penalty for Private Use
to Avoid / Payment of Postage $300.” Slit open at top edge,
minor tear at upper right corner. Light soiling. Fine condition. Franked on the more desirable standard size envelope
rather than the business size envelope. President Hoover
franked a Penalty Envelope. These type envelopes were to
be used by officers of the United States who did not have
the franking privilege, for official business, with a fine imposed if used “for private use.” In 1873, because of widespread abuse, Congress passed and President Ulysses S.
Grant signed “An act to abolish the franking privilege.” President Grant was the last U.S. President to have the right to
free frank his presidential mail. In 1875, members of Congress were given the right to frank mail containing
speeches, reports, and seeds. In 1891, they were allowed
to send mail under their frank to any officer of the federal
government. In 1895, the franking privilege was restored to
Members of Congress for official mail, but not to the President. As President of the Senate, the Vice President could
once again frank mail. Not until a President leaves office is
the franking privilege bestowed upon the former Chief
Executive for life., Very Fine.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Harding, Warren G., (1865-1923) 29th President of the
United States, 1921-1923.
Rare free frank. Oversize imprinted envelope, 10.5" x 6.5",
franked "W.G. Harding", as senator, in the upper right margin, no date but 1915-1921, addressed in another hand to
Dr. Chas. E. Rice in Alliance, Ohio. Printed "United States
Senate Public Document Free" in the upper left corner.
This is one of only two or three known free franked envelopes of Harding., Very Fine. Estimate $3,500 - 5,000
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Johnson, Andrew, (1808-1875) 17th President of the
United States, 1865-1869.
Railway stock issued to President. Very colorful ornate certificate of the Virginia & Tennessee Rail Road Company,
December 2, 1869, issued to Andrew Johnson and signed
very boldly as company President by Confederate General
William Mahone. Johnson, from Tennessee, was chosen to
replace Hannibal Hamlin as Vice Presidential candidate for
Lincoln's second term bid (1864), largely because he was
one of few Southern statesmen who remained loyal. He became President following Lincoln's assassination (April
1865) and retained that office, withstanding an impeachment move, until March, 1869. Extra choice historical treasure! Comes with pair of portraits and detailed biographical
data.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,000
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Kennedy Assassination: Lee Harvey Oswald cover to
his mother. Cover franked with Russian stamps and addressed to Mrs. M. Oswald, Crowell TX, with Minsk registry.

Jackson, Andrew, (1767-1845), 7th President of the U.S.,
“Old Hickory”.
Partly printed document, January 1, 1831. Authorization of
purchase of 80 acres of U.S. government land in Jackson,
Missouri (WHICH WAS NAMED FOR HIM). Signed by
Jackson and by the Commissioner of the General Land Office. Embossed paper seal attached. THE JACKSON
SIGNATURE IS IN FULL, ENORMOUS IN SIZE (6") AND
A 10++ FOR CLARITY. Certainly as fine and displayable a
Jackson signature as could ever be found. Document measures about 15" x 9 1/2". In an absolutely award-worthy
matting and framing presentation, which would greatly enhance (if not actually overshadow) a collection of Presidential signatures. Included in the ensemble is a large
engraved portrait and a very detailed biographical plaque
engraved in gilt. Each item is deeply sunk into a cream colored silk mat with EACH WINDOW OF THE MAT
TRIMMED IN HICKORY-LIKE WOOD (from which Jackson got his nickname). The frame itself matches this wood.
Overall size about 34" x 25". By far the most compelling
Jackson we have seen. Document has a few light foxing
spots but overall condition F-VF. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Lee Harvey Oswald was born in New Orleans on 18th October, 1939. His father, Robert Oswald, died two months
before his son was born. At the age of three his mother,
Marguerite Oswald, sent him to live in the Bethleham Children's Home. In 1959 Oswald left the Marines. Soon afterwards he travelled to Finland. After a short stay in Helsinki
he acquired a six day tourist visa to enter the Soviet Union.
Oswald went to Moscow and applied to become a Soviet citizen. In January, 1960, Oswald was sent to Minsk where he
was given work as an assembler at a radio and television
factory. While there he met Marina Prusakova, a nineteen
year old pharmacy worker, and in April 1960 the couple got
married. Oswald soon got disillusioned with life in the Soviet
Union and in June, 1962, he was given permission to take
his wife and baby daughter to the United States., Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Kennedy Assassination: The Tragic Christmas Card -designed and printed before the assassination, mailed
afterward. Official-White House Christmas card (oversize)
from the Kennedys. "With our appreciation and best wishes
for a happy Christmas, 1963 / John F. Kennedy / Jacqueline
Kennedy." Printed signatures of both. The message is
printed from Mrs. Kennedy's handwriting. View of the White
House Green Room in full color (artist's rendering) with portrait of Benjamin Franklin on wall etc. Kennedy was assassinated on November 22 and these -- already prepared -must have, gone out shortly thereafter. By far the most collected of all the White House Christmas Cards because of
the circumstances. This is a superb condition FRAMED
EXAMPLE, with back of the original mailing envelope (dark
red textured paper with embossed Presidential seal in gilt)
displayed on back of frame. About 16 1/2" x 13 1/2", overall
with frame 18" x 15".
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Lincoln, Abraham, (1809-1865) 16th President of the
United States, 1861-1865.
Magnificent Lincoln War-Dated Display! Partly Printed Document Signed “Abraham Lincoln” as President, one page,
14” x 18”. Washington, August 13, 1861. Countersigned
“Simon Cameron” as Secretary of War. Horizontal crease
just beneath each signature, touching the lower edge of the
“A” of “Abraham”; small hole beneath “L” of “Lincoln.” Soiling in signature area. Mouse-eaten along horizontal centerfold affecting a few words. Recorded and signed “L.
Thomas” by Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas in upper
left. Fine military vignettes at top center and across lower
portion of document. Complete embossed green seal. Very
good condition. Matted with a 10” x 16” print of a bust portrait of Lincoln by Jacques Reich (1852-1923) signed in
dark pencil, “Jacques Reich.” Displayed in an ornately decorated gilt frame, overall size, 35” x 28”.
In part, “Know Ye, That reposing special trust and confidence in the patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities of John
Christopher I have nominated, and by and with the advice
and consent of the Senate, do appoint him First Lieutenant
in the Sixteenth Regiment of Infantry in the service of the
United States: to rank as such from the Fourteenth day of
May eighteen hundred and Sixty one…”
On August 2, 1861, the Senate recorded a message received from President Lincoln dated July 31, 1861, “by Mr.
Nicolay, his secretary: To the Senate of the United States: I
nominate the persons named in the accompanying list for
appointment in the Army of the United States, as proposed
by the Secretary of War.” On July 31st, President Lincoln
and Secretary of State William H. Seward visited the U.S.
General Hospital in Georgetown. “The New York Times” reported “Their kind words and cordial manner cheered many
a wounded and sick soldier.”
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Kennedy Assassination: relic. Small piece of the bloodstained piece of leather from the limosine in which JFK was
shot. With certificate of authenticity from University Archives. Matted with blue suede, includes photo of Kennedy
in the limo on that fateful day., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

Secretary of War Cameron had written Lincoln, in part, “Sir:
I have the honor to propose for your approbation the following list of appointments in the eleven regiments added to
the Regular Army of the United States by the act approved
July 29, 1861 … Sixteenth Regiment of Infantry … John
Christopher, of the Volunteers, to be first lieutenant, May
14, 1861; age 27; born in Pennsylvania…” On August 5,
1861, Christopher’s nomination was approved by the Senate., Very Fine.
Estimate $7,500 - 10,000
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Lincoln, Abraham. Collection of original stereo slides, c.
1870s-80s Fantastic Lot of 14 Stereopticon Slides. Each 7"
x 3¼" by Rogers, Soule, Keystone, etc., mostly 1870s and
1880s. Slides depict all facets of Lincoln's life, from earliest
known photographic portrait to his funeral wreath. Slides
also depict the funeral wreathes of Lincoln and Garfield.
Many have printed, descriptive text. Several duplicates. In
fine condition.
Estimate $600 - 800
127

Lincoln, Abraham. Hair. Long before autograph collecting, hair strands or locks from famous persons were collected, enclosed in a frame or locket. this was a holdover
from the medieval practice of encasing saints' relics in
shrines for display and veneration. As the hobby continued
into the 19th century it is possible, in some cases, to obtain
hair fragments of our earlier Presidents, but Lincoln is very,
very difficult. Specimens appear for sale infrequently and
much of what is offered is of doubtful authenticity. Here are
absolutely genuine Lincoln hair strands, with certificate of
guarantee and complete provenance (history of ownership). Consists of nine strands, gathered in a group, matted
beneath a magnifying viewer along with a portrait of Lincoln
and descriptive card. These hair strands were given by the
President to Mrs. Caroline Wright,wife of Governor Wright
of Indiana, as a token of their friendship. Mrs. Wright was
quite a devoted collector of hair samples from noted government figures. They passed down through several
generations of the family until reaching the market in 1992.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Lincoln, Abraham. Lincoln's and Seward's Hair. Captivating and chilling display -- Original hair strands of Lincoln
and Seward along with a portrait of the man who plotted
their assassination. While acting as triggerman in the Lincoln assassination, John Wilkes Booth sent Louis Payne
(also known as Powell) on the same night to do away with

Lincoln, Abraham. Lincoln & wife's hair. This historic display features authentic hair strands of both Abraham Lincoln and Mary Todd Lincoln, each separately mounted
beneath magnifying lenses. The strands were obtained fron
the personal collection of a friend of the Lincolns, Mrs.
Caroline Wright, wife of then-Governor of Indiana, Joseph
A. Wright, which remained in the Wright Family until 1992.
In that year they came on the open market in a Christie's
auction sale (full details provided with the item). In a dark
green custom mat with portraits of the Lincolns and a display card. Overall 14" x 11". Certificate of authenticity
included.
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Lincoln's Secretary of State, William Seward. Payne's attempt came in Seward's home, to which he gained entry by
pretending to be messenger delivering a drugstore prescription. Seward's son, suspecting foul play, attempted to
keep Payne out of his father's room. A struggle ensued, in
which Payne struck the younger Seward with the butt of his
pistol, putting it (and the younger Seward) out of action.
Payne resorted to using a knife on the elder Seward and
succeeded in inflicting a number of stab wounds but
Seward -- already laid up from a carriage accident -- managed to survive. Here are beautifully mounted hair strands,
absolutely authentic, of both Lincoln and Seward, displayed
under magnifying lenses. Also included are portraits of both
plus a likeness of John Wilkes Booth and a display card.
Elegant wine red mat. Overall 14" x 11". With certificate of
authenticity.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Lincoln/Douglas Cartoon. Full page cartoon from "Vanity
Fair", October 27, 1860. A Stephens cartoon showing Lincoln vaulting over a stool to attack Frederick Douglass while
Mrs. Douglass, taking her husband's arm, attempts to intervene. Titled "Sich a Gittin Up Stairs:" and accompanied by a
poem in quite offensive stereotypical black language. Filing
holes in blank margin.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Lincoln cartoon, full-page cartoon from "Punch", November 19, 1864. Entitled "The Black Draft". Lincoln,
wearing grim determined look, levels revolver at head of
black soldier who holds cup reading "Conscrip (t)". Another
black conscript is about to be whipped by Lincoln's companion, a cavalryman with spurs and long sword. Lincoln and
the war were favorite "Punch" topics. There was little doubt
that they sympathized with the Confederacy. About 8 1/4" x
10 1/2".
Estimate $150 - 200

Lincoln-Johnson Union Presidential Ticket for November 8, 1864 Election. Portraits of both men also neatly,
matted in frame. Great condition.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Lincoln Assassination: unique photographs of John
Wilkes Booth. Lot of 8 items, includes: Unique, historically
priceless and almost certainly unpublished 2 1/2" x 4" photographs of John Wilkes Booth. Series of 7 photographs, in
all of which Booth appears with two other persons (the
same two in all the photographs). As the poses in each are
only slightly different, the suggestion is put forward, in a letter of documentation dated April 14, 1939 (included) that
the objective was to produce a sort of "motion picture", by
attaching the pictures together and then flipping them to
create the illusion of motion. This very process was soon
thereafter in use and became a great favorite at two-cent
"viewing booths" in amusement parks, carnivals, etc. The
letter of documentation is on stationery of the "Lincoln Fellowship of Southern California" and is signed by H.E.
Varker, who explains in great detail how the photos originated and "now, after the lapse of nearly eighty years, they
are brought to light". The photos are affixed to separate
sheets of paper that measure about 4 1/2" x 21/2", with an
image area of 3 1/4" x 2". In overall good condition, some
paper buckling.
Estimate $3,500 - 5,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Lincoln Assassination: a gorgeous display trio of extremely historic items that would be very difficult to duplicate. Handsomely matted specimens of: (1) Strands of
Lincoln's hair (2) Small fragment from the bedsheet on bed
where Lincoln died (3) Strands of William Seward's hair.
The hair strands were originally obtained by Mrs. Caroline
Wright, wife of Indiana Governor Joseph Wright and a personal friend of the Lincoln family. The bedsheet fragment
originated in the personal effects of Charles K. Tuckerman,
first American Minister to Greece, who wrote a letter of
provenance in his own hand. All three are mounted beneath
manifying lenses along with an illustration of the Lincoln
deathbed scene and display card. Certificate of authenticity
included. William Seward, Lincoln's Secretary of State, was
included in Booth's assassination plot but he managed to
survive a knife attack. Overall 14" x 11".
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Lincoln Assassination: original, rare newspaper account of the execution of those convicted. Complete
front page of the DETROIT TRIBUNE, Morning Edition,
July 10, 1865. FOUR VERY LENGTHY COLUMNS WITH
EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNTS OF THE EXECUTION OF
PAYNE, MRS. SURRATT, HEROLD AND ADZERODT
(here spelled Atzerot).Quite gruesome but (obviously) of
vast historical significance. Booth was not among them as
he had been slain while resisting arrest. Herold accompanied him on his flight out of Washington following the assassination. Payne was assigned to kill Secretary of state
Seward and stabbed him several times, but Seward managed to recover. Adzerodt was supposed to assassinate
Vice President Andrew Johnson but got cold feet. Mrs.
Surratt was implicated because the conspirators used her
boarding house as a meeting place. A number of other conspirators received prison sentences. Mrs. Surratt's son,
John, one of the prime conspirators, was acquitted and received no jail time. He later became a wealthy man giving
lectures entitled "How I Plotted
to Kill Lincoln". This very detailed account became the
source for historians for over 100 years. NOTHING IS
LACKING, as the reports appear on the front page only and
are not continued inside. A must for the Lincoln collector!
Huge size measuring 22" x 28", minor marginal tears and
nicks which in no way affect the textual matter. Shrink
wrapped on stiff white board.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Lincoln Assassination: as first reported to a shocked
public. 1865 April 15, 1865 Newspaper Coverage on Assassination. Pennsylvania Daily Telegraph, Saturday evening, April 15, 1865 with extensive coverage of Lincoln's
assassination, which had occured less than 24 hours before. Because of short time frame and lack of opportunity to
substantiate reports, some mistakes contained, including
"the murdered of Mr. Lincoln has been arrested. He turns
out be a stage actor -- John Wilkes Booth". In fact, Booth
was not tracked down until more than a week later. Also
gives the hour by hour medical bulletins on Lincoln leading
up to his death and publishes the $10,000 reward notice.
(later raised to $25,000). Black mourning borders on all
columns. In good condition.
Estimate $500 - 750
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Roosevelt, Franklin D., (1882-1945) 32nd President of the
United States, 1933-1945.
Rare free frank. White House envelope free franked “Franklin D. Roosevelt” as President, 6.5” x 3.5”, postmarked
Washington, D.C., May 20, 1935. Addressed by typewriter
to “Edward Stern, Esq., 87 Nassau Street, New York, N.Y.”
Engraved in the upper left “THE WHITE HOUSE/Official
Business” and in the upper right “Penalty for Private Use to
Avoid/Payment of Postage, $300.” Neatly slit open at bottom edge. Fine condition. Franked on the more desirable
standard size envelope rather than the business size envelope, it is depicted in the definitive book on free franks
authored by renowned philatelist Edward Stern, “History of
the ‘Free Franking’ of Mail in the United States,” New York:
H.L. Lindquist, 1936. President Roosevelt franked a Penalty Envelope for Edward Stern. These type envelopes
were to be used by officers of the United States who did not
have the franking privilege, for official business, with a fine
imposed if used “for private use.” In 1873, because of widespread abuse, Congress passed and President Ulysses S.
Grant signed “An act to abolish the franking privilege.” President Grant was the last U.S. President to have the right to
free frank his presidential mail. In 1875, members of Congress were given the right to frank mail containing
speeches, reports, and seeds. In 1891, they were allowed
to send mail under their frank to any officer of the federal
government. In 1895, the franking privilege was restored to
Members of Congress for official mail, but not to the President. As President of the Senate, the Vice President could
once again frank mail. Not until a President leaves office is
the franking privilege bestowed upon the former Chief Executive for life. Because he never served in Congress and
did not survive the presidency, Franklin D. Roosevelt never
had the franking privilege which makes this envelope,
franked as President, of utmost rarity and desirability. In
“Collecting Autographs and Manuscripts,” autograph pioneer Charles Hamilton relates a story told to him by noted
collector Alden S. Condict of “the day I tried to persuade the
President of the United States to break the law…I had done
several favors for Franklin D. Roosevelt, but I had never
asked anything in return…After he was elected President,
there was one thing that I did want from him and wanted
desperately…What I hoped to get from Roosevelt was a
bona-fide Presidential frank…During one of my visits to
Hyde Park [in 1940] I dropped in on him. We chatted for a
while, and then, with a thumping heart, I sprang the big
question, ‘I wonder, Mr. President, if you would Mindelheim
& Kirchheim letting me have your signature in the upper
right corner of a White House envelope?’ I put the question
casually, as though it weren’t important, but Roosevelt was
an autograph and stamp collector, and he knew instantly
that I was asking for a ‘frank.’ His genial manner left him
abruptly, and his face became hard. His eyes flashed, and

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

he said icily, ‘You’re asking me to break the law.’ If only I
could have dropped through the floor!…I was sure I had
bungled the matter hopelessly…Weeks passed. Then,
about two months later, I received through the mail a large
stamped White House envelope. Afire with eagerness, I
opened it up, and inside I found two magnificent White
House envelopes, each boldly franked by the President…each bearing a very clear Washington, D.C. postmark…Not long afterward, when I needed money badly, I
was offered ten thousand dollars [for one envelope]…You
see, the Republicans wanted it for propaganda. They
wanted to prove that Franklin D. Roosevelt had no respect
for the laws of this country, and even franked his mail when
he had no legal right. Of course, I refused the offer. I couldn’t violate the President’s confidence…” Hamilton concludes, “I was delighted when this rare frank passed into my
possession.”, Very Fine.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Roosevelt, Franklin D. Rare unofficial free frank. Envelope, 5¼" x 3¼", signed "Franklin D. Roosevelt", as President, vertically in the left margin, postmarked at
Washington, DC on March 23, 1937, addressed to Dorothy
Starkey in Berlin, Wisconsin. Flap missing on the verso,
otherwise very fine. FDR did not have the franking privilege
and signed only a small number of souvenir "franks" for
collectors., Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Roosevelt, Franklin D. Personal cigarette holder…
framed in all archival materials with other FDR collectibles.
Certainly one of a kind. FDR's black-tipped, silver cigarette
holder was his most famous Germany - World War II Propaganda Issues. It appears in the vast majority of published
press photos taken of him while President. And it served a
far more significant purpose than allowing the Chief Execu-
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tive his dose of nicotine. He used it to make his grand hand
gestures even grander, to point, sometimes even to intimidate, as when he bit with all the force of a four-term President, sending the holder up vertically until the cigarette
nearly caressed his forehead. In a gilt shadow-box frame
along with Anna Eleanor Roosevelt's monogrammed ashtray (small and dainty and probably used mostly by FDR),
TLS of Mrs. Roosevelt, 1958, thanking a friend for the
"lovely tulips", freefranked envelope in which the tulips letter was mailed (the freefrank is stamped, but the letter has a
real signature), and an 8x10" photo of Mrs. Roosevelt reading her mail. All of this material came from the sale of the
contents of Mrs. Roosevelt's New York City apartment (211
East 62nd Street) and the authenticity is beyond doubt.
Frame measures 17 1/2" x 18 1/2".
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Roosevelt, Franklin D. Bold & attractive autograph on
FDC franked with block of 4 Sullivan Expedition issue (657),
tied by Horseheads, N.Y. 6/7/29 machine cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Taft, William Howard, (1857-1930) 27th President of the
United States, 1909-1913.
Rare free frank. White House envelope free franked “William H. Taft” as President, 6.5” x 3.5”, postmarked Washington, D.C., May 15. No year. Addressed by hand (not by
Taft) to “Edward Stern, / 87 Nassau St., / New York City.”
Engraved in the upper left “THE WHITE HOUSE / Official
Business / Penalty for Private Use to Avoid / Payment of
Postage $300.” Fine condition. Franked on the more desirable standard size envelope rather than the business size
envelope, it is depicted in the definitive book on free franks
authored by renowned philatelist Edward Stern, “History of
the ‘Free Franking’ of Mail in the United States,” New York:
H.L. Lindquist, 1936.President Taft franked this Penalty Envelope for Edward Stern. These type envelopes were to be
used by officers of the United States who did not have the
franking privilege, for official business, with a fine imposed if
used “for private use.”, Very Fine.Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Taft, William H. Four autographs of President on distillery
warehouse stamps. William Howard Taft, Republican who
succeeded Teddy Roosevelt in 1908 when the latter decided not to seek a third term (there were no term limits),
served in a number of judicial positions in his native Ohio
before reaching national prominence. Sheet of four large
U.S. distillery warehouse stamps, series of 1878. These
were official Internal Revenue issues for affixing to casks of
alcoholic beverages to show that the tax had been paid.
From 1882 to 1887 the young Taft (he was 25 in 1882)
served as collector of Internal Revenue for Ohio and personally signed the distillery stamps used during that time
period. This sheet of four, printed in green, has portraits of
Zachary Taylor and serial numbers etc. along with the Taft
signatures. Sheet measures 7 1/2" x 12 1/2". Of course the
stamps were intended to be separated and used one per
cask. It is most remarkable to find four examples of a future
(or current, or former) President's signature on the same
sheet. Would frame gloriously. Portrait and very lengthy
biography included.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Truman, Harry S., (1884-1972) 33rd President of the
United States,1945-1953.
Rare free frank. The envelope is torn at the right, affecting
very little. The free frank is written on a "Treasury Department Office of Collector of Internal Revenue Wichita, Kans.
Official Business" envelope, and the cancellation reads
"Reunion 35th Division Wichita Kansas Sept. 25-27,
1922"., Very Fine.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Tyler, John, (1790-1862) 10th President of the United
States, 1841-1845.
Free frank on an envelope addressed to Miss Rebecca
Jones Dr. Geo. W. Jones Richmond Virginian." The letter
inside is 4 pages written from New Kent City, VA Sherwood Forest on April 9, 1861. The letter reads in part,
"My dear friend, I have been thinking of you much since I got
here. I have been here five weeks today and expected to
head home on Friday or Saturday last. This continued rain
has really worried me. Of course what God sends is all right,
but there seems to be no prospect at present for fair
weather, and three of he children here have measles and
two of the colored people, so that I am daily dreading Martha's breaking out with it, before I can get away. Just as
soon as it clears I expect to leave for home so that if you
have not already written, you must write me at once when to
expect you. How is Mrs Jones health. I give my love to her,
with best wishes for her health. That is going on more now in
Richmond. Though legislature has adjourned, and it is
thought the convention will soon; and what will Virginian
do? I wonder! We are in a terrible fix I think. One thing that
has caused me to think of you, in a few days past is that I
have been reading a work on Spiritualism. Don't you remember my alarm at your communications. Certainly there
are wonderful things told - wonderful revelations made, but I
am skeptical. ", Very Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Washington, George, (1732-1799) 1st President of the
United States, 1789-1797.
Framed display. Free-franked Autograph Address Leaf
Signed “G: Washington” beneath Autograph Note, one
page, 8.5” x 7”. [Mount Vernon], February 11, 1798. Addressed by Washington to “Mr. Robert Lewis / in / Fauquier
Cty.” Above his strong signature, Washington has penned:
“Recommended / to the care of / Jno. Lewis Esq /
Fredericksbg.” Seal tear at lower center edge, some breaks
at upper vertical folds not near any of Washington’s writing.
Manuscript postal markings “Alex 12 Feby Free” and
docket, probably by Lewis, “From / Genl Washington / 11
Feby 1798.” Light soiling, Fine condition. Attractively double matted with a bust engraving from a circa 1789 Gilbert
Stuart portrait and a metallic plaque. Overall size, 26” x 22”.
Many of the letters between George Washington and his
nephew, Robert Lewis, concerned the collection of rents
due Washington on his western land. Following is the letter
Gen. Washington wrote to his nephew and was once attached to this free franked address leaf. It is published in
“The Writings of George Washington from the Original
Manuscript Sources 1745-1799,” edited by John C.
Fitzpatrick. “My land above Bath” mentioned in this letter refers to the town of Bath, now in West Virginia’s eastern panhandle; it appeared on colonial maps as Medicinal Springs.
The town was formed around the springs in 1776; the charter specifically stated its purpose as caring for health seekers. In 1777, Gen. Washington was among those land
speculators who bought lots, in effect making Bath the
country’s first spa.
George Washington’s letter to his nephew, Robert Lewis. In
full, “Mount Vernon, February 11, 1798. Dear Sir: Your letter of the 31st Ulto. came safe to hand, and the Deed therein
enclosed, shall be executed in the manner, and in time, to
obtain a certificate from the Clerk of this County at the Court
next to be held for it, on the 19th. instant, and transmitted to
you. Enclosed is a letter for Sally Haynie, left open for your
perusal before it is forwarded to her; with the contents of
which, respecting the payment of ten pounds, I request you
to comply; and charge the same to the A/c of your collection
of my Rents.
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With regard to my Land above Bath, I am really at a loss
what direction to give concerning it. To have the valuable
Walnut trees, with which it abounds, taken off, by a parcel of
lawless intruders, is extremely disagreeable (if they can not
be punished) on the one hand, and for the sake of obtaining
a better Rent, to engage to take them off myself, within a
given period, and that perhaps a short one, would be attended with great inconvenience, perhaps expence and
loss, on the other. For unless I could get them to this place
the cost of felling, preparing them for transportation, and attending them down the River would be a dead charge, and
without the latter was done, that is to attend the logs down, I
should not get one of them; of course all that preceeded
would be lost. I see but two modes by which I can be benefitted by these Logs; one to let some person occupy the land
without paying Rent, for the sole consideration of taking
care of them. The other, if a good rent could be obtained, to
oblige the Tenant to deliver them to me, noting the quantity
of the trees, at a certain price, to be allowed out of the Rent.
A third method indeed occurs, but it is one by which I
should, apparently, get little for them, namely, to sell them
on the spot: and yet, ultimately, if they would sell there for
near their value, it might be the most productive mode of the
three.
Under this dilemma, make the best investigation of the subject you can, and act as shall seem most conducive to my
interest. I am not inclined to give a lease for more than
Seven years, and if the tenant is permitted to kill the Walnuts by girdling the trees, I do not believe that the Crops
would sustain much injury by their standing. They would
season in this manner, and a few years hence, when the
Navigation of the River is in a more improved state might be
brought down with more ease and safety. Perhaps, upon
the whole, this may be found the most eligable Plan. We are
all tolerably well at this time and unite in offering our best
wishes for you, Mrs. Lewis and the family. With sincere
friendship, and Affectionate regard.”, Very Fine.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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Washington, George. Three lines written in hand of
George Washington on a 9 x 1.25 slip clipped fron a land
grant. Washington writes: "--ties of the Greenbriar &
Randolph to the line which divides the counties of Randolph
& Batch, thence with the said last mentioned line to the line
which divides". In very fine condition, with a well-done professional repair to a small area of paper loss along top
edge, affecting no text.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Five Presidents sign a book about the house they lived
in.
"REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON THE
RENOVATION OF THE EXECUTIVE MANSION. Compiled under Direction of the Commission by Edwin Bateman
Morris. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952." 109 pages, profusely illustrated with photos and
architectural plans. Bound in pebble-grain leatherlike cloth
with gilt lettering on front cover and spine. From the library
of Richard T. Moore, who treasured this book AND SPENT
MORE THAN 30 YEARS COLLECTING PRESIDENTIAL
SIGNATURES IN IT. The signatures are ALL ON THE
FRONT FLYLEAF and comprise those of Truman, Nixon,
John F. Kennedy, Johnson, Ford and Carter. The Nixon is
believed to be secretarial but the remaining five are unquestionably genuine. Truman, in 1955, went so far as to
add his observation on the book: "This was quite a job -- but
it should be good for several generations unless someone
plows it up!" Also signed by Richard E. Dougherty, a member of the Commission. ACCOMPANIED BY A FILE OF
LETTERS from the Presidents' secretaries regarding signing the book. There are also letters from the secretaries of
Hoover and Eisenhower, declining to sign as they do not
give autographs. VERY POSSIBLY the most Presidential
signatures in one book -- and all on the same page! Spine
slightly scuffed as would be expected, as this book certainly
racked up the mileage.
Estimate $10,000 - 15,000
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Clay, Henry. On small piece (taped to backing, aged tape
does not affect or come close to autographs) which is dated
March 26th, 1829, Philadelphia, also includes four stamps
that were issued in his honor, including #151 (cat val $245),
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Hancock, John. Whale Oil Bill Of Lading. Partly Printed
Document Signed “John Hancock” (twice) and “Alex Smith”
as Master of the brig “St John,” one page, 9” x 4.5”. Boston,
November 1, 1766. Completed in manuscript by John Hancock. Fine condition. Ornate pictorial “S” printed at beginning of first word. In full, “Shipped by the Grace of God, in
good Order and well Condition’d, by John Hancock in and
upon the good Brig called the St John whereof is Master,
under God, for this present Voyage, Alexander Smith and
now riding at Anchor in the Harbour of Boston and by God’s
Grace bound for London to say, Five Hundred & Sixty
Casks of Oyle & Ninety Eight Bundles of Whale Fins & Inv.
in equal halves with Messrs Harrison & Barnard & John
Hancock being mark’d and number’d as in the Margin, and
are to be deliver’d in the like good Order, and well
Condition’d, at the aforesaid Port of London (the Danger of
the Seas only excepted) unto Messrs. Harrison & Barnard
or to their Assigns, he or they paying Freight for the said
Goods Forty five shillgs Startg pr Ton for Oyle, & Forty shillings pr Ton for Bone with Primage and Average
accustom’d. In witness whereof the Master or Purser of the
said Brig hath affirm’d to Two Bills of Lading, all of this Tenor
and Date; the one of which Two Bills being accomplish’d,
the other One to stand void. And to God send the good Brig
to her desir’d Port in Safety. Amen. Dated in Boston
Novemr 1st:1766” Signed “Alex Smith.” The 560 casks of oil
are broken down by Hancock in the left margin: “137 Cask
White Oyl… / 304 Cask Whale Oyl… / 45 Cask Brown Oyl…
/ 74 Cask Head…” Upon his graduation from Harvard in
1754, John Hancock entered his uncle Thomas’s business
as a clerk. Beginning on January 1, 1763, Thomas Hancock
sent business letters to his customers notifying them that he
had “taken my Nephew Mr. John Hancock, into Partnership
with me, having had long Experience of his Uprightness, &
great Abilities for Business…” He added that future corre-

Chase, Samuel. Free Frank. Address leaf stamped “BALT
SEP 25” and “FREE,” 10.75” x 8.5”. Addressed by Associate Justice of the Supreme Court Samuel Chase to Secretary of War James McHenry who has docketed it in the
panel above. On laid paper professionally strengthened on
verso. Fine condition.
On September 26, 1796, Supreme Court Justice Samuel
Chase wrote to Washington’s Secretary of War. As Secretary of War, McHenry had the franking privilege in two directions- sending and receiving. In this case, Chase, as an
Associate Justice of the Supreme Court without the franking privilege, took advantage of free postage by using
McHenry’s free franking privilege. McHenry docketed the
address leaf “24 Sepr 1796 / Saml Chase.”
A perfect substitute for a Samuel Chase free frank which is
extremely rare., Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Clay, Henry. Free Frank. Autograph integral address leaf
franked "H. Clay," 1 page, 5" X 3.25" panel on 10" X 8"
sheet, Washington, DC Addressed to Willis Hall Esq., Albany, New York, postmarked July 18, 1841. "Free" also
stamped on front panel in blank area. Clay's writing and signature are dark and clear. Fine condition.
From Kentucky Senator Henry Clay, the address leaf is written to Willis Hall Esq., the New York State Attorney General
at the time. His address is written, in full, "Willis Hall Esq. /
&c &c &c / Albany / N. York". The leaf also includes the
docket on verso, probably in Hall's hand, recording "Henry
Clay / Washington / July 1841". Clay's opened wax stamp is
on verso., Very Fine.
Estimate $400 - 600
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spondence should be to “Thomas Hancock & Company.”
Thomas Hancock, perhaps the wealthiest merchant in New
England, died on August 1, 1764. Having no children, his
entire estate went to his nephew, John Hancock. Harrison
and Barnard were Hancock’s London agents. In 1765, John
Hancock decided to expand his company’s whale oil trade.
Whale oil had covered more than half his uncle’s payments
to English exporters in the 1730s. On January 22, 1766,
concerned about dropping prices, Hancock wrote his
agents London, “I wish you would give me the earliest notice in the Spring how you think the Price of oyl & Bone will
Govern next Summer as also Pott Ashes, & which Sort of
Oyl You would advise to be largest Concern’d in, as I am determined the Coming Year (please God I live) to be more
largely Concern’d in oyl, Bone & Pottash than ever…” On
June 6, 1766, he had written Harrison and Barnard, in part,
“Oyl is not yet at markett, but you may depend I shall use the
greatest Dispatch in Loading her. I am not able to say anything as to the price of Oyl at present, but fear it will be rather
high, but what I purchase shall be on the best Terms & shall
endeavour that the price be as low as possible. I duly note
what you say of whale Bone & shall be mindful to purchase
what I can that is good & shall advise you as I go on.” But as
prices dropped, Hancock took a substantial loss. In addition, he developed an increasingly bitter relationship with
his London agents. On November 10, 1766, nine days after
he filled out this Bill of Lading, Hancock wrote Harrison and
Barnard and complained of a charge for interest on his unsettled account with them. He mentioned that he has two
thousand barrels of oil to ship and let them know that other
business firms are soliciting his patronage. In the summer
of 1767, his London agents, who’ve had difficulty selling his
whale oil because of, according to them, its quality, suggested that someone from London be sent to Boston to inspect the oil before it’s shipped. On September 2, 1767, an
angry Hancock replied, “When I am in want of a Guardian
our laws will appoint one. Really I know not what you think. I
am a Judge for myself, & if you do not think me a Judge for
you, I pray you would not employ me, for I will never submit
to have a man sent over to inspect my business, to make
me the ridicule of the merchts., neither do I Choose that the
Oyle I send home should be put into the hands of those
Gent.” On October 16, 1767, he wrote George Haley in London, in part, “My late uncle Thomas Hancock for many
years dealt with the house of Kilby & Barnard, & I in partnership with him, after my return from London dealt with the
House of Barnard & Harrison, & by myself since the decease of my late uncle, till now have dealt with the same
house, to a very large extent. But by Capt. Daverson, who
arrived yesterday, I Received letters from them which have
given me much disgust & I have come to a Resolution to alter my connections… In Confidence – Sir, that such a connection would be agreeable to you, I now address you
tendering you the conducting of all my affairs that lay in your
way, at same time acquainting you that I expect to be on a
footing even with the very best of your correspondents, & as
I am largely concerned in navigation you will have Spring &
Fall from me, many consignments. I have now large parcels
of Oyle, whale fins & Potashes to ship…” In 1767, Haley
replaced Harrison and Barnard as Hancock’s London
agent., Very Fine.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Henry, James Buchanan. Free Frank. Roughly opened.
Addressed to William S. Cooke of Northumberland, Penn.
James Buchanan Henry (1883-1915) was a lawyer, writer,
secretary to the President, nephew and ward of James Buchanan. He was the first man to officially hold this office being paid by the Government. He held this position for two
years. Prior to this, each President paid the wages for private secretaries out of their own pocket., Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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King Jr., Dr. Martin Luther. Agreement for using the famous "I have a dream" speech in a book. One page contract, University of Michigan, College of Communication
Arts, Department of Speech, July 10, 1967. Assistant Professor James C. McCroskey asks permission of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. to use his "I Have a Dream" speech in a
forthcoming book on public speaking.
Signed permission is granted via signature "Martin L. King,
Jr." penned by his wife, Coretta Scott King. All materials relating to this epochal speech and its various publications
have been so heavily sought that almost nothing remains
on the market. Excellent condition.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Mann, Horace, (May 4, 1796 – August 2, 1859), an American education reformer, and a member of the Massachusetts House of Representatives from 1827 to 1833. He
served in the Massachusetts Senate from 1834 to 1837. In
1848, after serving as Secretary of the Massachusetts
State Board of Education since its creation, he was elected
to the US House of Representatives. Mann was a
brother-in-law to author Nathaniel Hawthorne.
Free Frank. Arguing that universal public education was the
best way to turn the nation's unruly children into disciplined,
judicious republican citizens, Mann won widespread approval from modernizers, especially in his Whig Party, for
building public schools. Indeed, most states adopted one
version or another of the system he established in Massachusetts, especially the program for "normal schools" to
train professional teachers[1]. Mann has been credited by
many educational historians as the "Father of the Common
School Movement"., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Seward, William H. Autograph on small piece affixed to
backing, minor crease not affecting autograph, includes
#370 Block and single mint and single franking cover,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

Sumner, Charles. Autograph on Boston 2 Cent Drop
Rate. Almost complete red CDS on FLS with matching "2"
rate, document is state of Provident Institute for Savings
signed by Charles Sumner as Justice of the Peace, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Varick, Richard, (1753-1831) rose to early prominence as
a Revolutionary War hero. After serving as aide to General
Schuyler he attained the rank of lieutenant colonel. He saw
considerable battlefield action and attracted the attention of
George Washington, who made him Recording Secretary
of the war. After 1783 he became Recorder of New York,
later attaining considerable status in that city's government.
From 1791 to 1801 he was Mayor of New York City. Varick
died a very wealthy man and highly respected, leading citizen. Varick Street in lower Manhattan (long a hub of printing
and publishing) was named for him.
Partly printed folio size, March 4, 1790. Applicant is "Eneas
MacKay of the Out Ward," for license "to keep an Inn or Tavern for retailing strong or spirituous Liquors in his Dwelling-House …" He is prohibited from keeping "a disorderly
Inn or Tavern", or permitting "any Cockfighting, Gaming, or
Playing with Cards or Dice, or keep any Billiard -Table, or
other Gaming-Table, or Shuffle-Board." Penalty for violation was fifty pounds "lawful Money of the said State."
HUGE SIGNATURE WITH VARICK'S CUSTOMARY
TWIN FLOURISHES BENEATH. Folds professionally
strengthened on reverse, condition F-VF.
All documents etc. signed by Varick have been avidly
sought since autograph collecting's advent; even his signature on a slip or scrap of paper is prized. THIS ONE,
HOWEVER, IS EXTRA SPECIAL: SIGNED AS MAYOR,
GRANTING A SALOON KEEPING LICENSE.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Varick, Richard. Signed Order. Single tall folio page (12½"
x 8"), one side only, entirely handwritten. “New York, Quits
(quitclaims), be it remembered that on this fourteenth day of
April in the year of Our Lord one thousand seven hundred
and ninety four; before me Richard Varick, Major of the City
of New York, personally came and appeared John York of
the same city, baker, and acknowledged himself to be indebted to the people of the State of New York, in the sum of
Twenty Pounds current money of the State of New York…”
Fines such as this were normally levied for infractions
against the terms of a business license, but it was rare for a
license to be revoked unless the transgression was extremely severe (for obvious reasons: if the business continued in operation, more fines could be collected). Written in a
very legible clerical hand with large signature of Varick, a
major Revolutionary War Figure amd George Washington's official record keeper while the war was in progress.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Castro, Fidel, Cuban revolutionary who overthrew the
Batista dictatorship in 1959. A Marxist, Castro nationalized
industry, confiscated foreign property, and established
close ties to the Soviet Union.
ALS. The document is written in Spanish, and is written to
Hubert Matos, another commander of the Revolution. Castro is sending a check for 100,000 pesos. The money can
only be invested in the cultivation of the farms for an agricultural cooperative that Castro created. Castro asks that
Matos get an accountant that will keep good records of the
expenses, and that he wants 4% interest on the money
when it is idle. Castro also instructs Mastro to pay attention
to the soybean because very soon the new crop will be
ready, and pay a lot of attention to the cotton as well, they
have big plans for that as well. This was one of Castro's big
failed projects, as he wanted to get oil out of the soybean,
because of the U. S. embargo on oil, and cotton for clothing.
The check is written in Spanish on the National Institute of
Agrarian Reform account. The payee is the Department of
Production (Poultry section) in the amount of $100,000 but
is not signed by Castro. Instead, at the bottom, he writes:
"Stop eating so much shit and explain if you are going to
produce chicken in cooperatives". The description of expenses are for the "Construction of sheds for reproductive
hens in the Cooperatives: 'Menelao Mora' Farm 'Raul
Vicente…Fca. San Vicente…to lay eggs of consumption
'Las Mananitas'." A full translation accompanies this item.,
Very Fine.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Edison, Thomas. Signed certificate for his "Edison Phonograph Works". Superbly preserved example of one of the
most historically significant financial/industrial collector
items. Edison Phonograph Works certificate for five shares
at $100 each, July 15, 1890, signed by Edison as Company
President. Also signed by Samuel Insull (1859-1938), at
that time Treasurer of the company, later President of Chicago Edison Co. and (still later) world renowned public utilities magnate. Comes with sepia tone portrait of a young
Edison and biographical information on both him and Insull.
Ranks alongside Alexander Graham Bell on Bell Telephone Co. and Henry Ford on Ford Motor Co. certificates as
a true museum piece.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Edison, Thomas. Twice-signed stock certificate. For the
specialist who collects Edison documents that have intimate connection with Edison's life, this is the ultimate piece.
Stock certificate issued to him and by him, for 27 shares of
the New Jersey Patent Company. Dated June 12, 1906.
Signed on the Front by Edison as President and on the back
as purchaser. This was his own company for securing patents on his inventions. It patented more than one thousand
of them! This approach to eliminating the middleman was
actually used quite often by history's sharper minds: W.C.
Handy and Irving Berlin (among others) established their
own music publishing companies to publish the songs they
composed. Would surely be the crown jewel of an Edison
Collection. Comes with portraits, etc.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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Edison, Thomas. Not only a signature but a document that
speaks volumes about him. Thomas A. Edison
(1847-1931), the prince of inventors, was a prime favorite of
autograph collectors from the 19th century. His signature
on letters, cards, stock certificates or even bitsy scraps of
paper has always been sought. The item here offered is of a
type that even the most advanced Edisonian probably does
not possess. Single sheet of typewritten paper, "Minutes of
the Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors of Edison
Manufacturing Company," dated June 9, 1926,containing
brief summary of proceedings followed by signatures of
Thomas Edison, Charles Edison and three other company
officers plus secretary. It is quite extraordinary that Edison
would continue to personally attend these meetings at age
79. For anyone who may doubt that he actually did, here is
the proof! Comes with large oval-shaped photographic portrait of Edison listening to his "improved wax cylinder
phonograph" in 1888.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
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Edison, Thomas. Signed three times. The Edison Portland Cement Company. Thomas Edison sells himself a
hundred shares of stock from one of his numerous companies. A gorgeous certificate bearing his portrait and three of
his highly prized signatures, dated August 19, 1899. This
exceptional certificate features fine decorative engraving
by the American Bank Note company in handsome magenta tones. At the upper center is a black and white
full-face portrait of Edison. Signed thrre times by Edison,
twice on the back and once on the attachment. All are the
full "umbrella" signatures, in very large size, for which he is
well known among historians and autograph enthusiasts.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
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Einstein, Albert. Exceptional letter. Einstein was already
famous in Europe at the time of this letter (1924) though not
as well known in America. His theory of relativity was almost
20 years old, having been, formulated in 1905, and had
drawn the attention of many of the world's great minds (including Bertrand Russell, who painstakingly put it in language that non-brilliant people could understand). Still, he
lacked personalized stationery, but to judge from this piece
of work wasn't a bad typist.
A little toning at the top and some small, light foxing spots,
but overall VG/F for its almost 90 years. Comes with very
impressive 8x10" photo of Einstein, taken apparently in the
1930's, which could be utilized for framing.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Remington, Eliphalet. Signed bank check. Attractive
bank check illustrated with blacksmith at L, signed at bottom R. Check has been cut cancelled not affecting signature, Very Fine. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Brooklyn Dodgers Signed 1946 Baseball. 26 of "Dem
Bums" on a team autographed ball, including Lippy Leo.
This was a transition year for the Dodgers. Many of their
regulars had just returned from military duty and they were
on the verge of large accomplishments; in 1947 they took
the National League pennant but lost in the World Series to
the DiMaggio-led Yankees. Included are Peter Reiser; Leo
Durocher, the manager, who signed a large signature and
added the year 1946; Rex Barney, PeeWee Reese, Chuck
Dressen (who later became the team's manager), Kirby
Higby, Gene Hermanski, Carl Furillo (a rookie who went on
to big things), Dixie Walker ('The People's Cherce"), Ralph
Branca, Ed Stanky, etc. Total of 26 signatures. Some signatures are light and there is a bruised spot touching the
PeeWee Reese signature and one other signature, otherwise about Fine, a very hard to get ball.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Brooklyn Dodgers Signed 1950's Baseball. The great
glory days of the middle fifties when nearly every year saw
the Dodgers and Yankees slugging it out in October. Signatures of Jackie Robinson, Roy Campanella, Don Drysdale,
Gil Hodges, Sandy Koufax (just starting out and working on
control problems), Duke Snider, Walt Alston (the manager),
Jake Pitler, Andy Pafko, etc. Six hall of farmers! Signatures
mostly strong, a few slightly faded, overall fine/very fine. An
extremely desirable ball. it is most unusual to get Robinson
and Koufax on the same ball as Jackie's career was coming
to a close when Sndy's was just beginning and they were
teammates very briefly.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000

Wright, Orville. (Flight Pioneer). Signed check. Absolutely
magnificient example of his prized signature, on bank
check made payable to "Lottie Jones" (a domestic in the
Wright household ??) for $6.25. Drawn on Union Trust of
Dayton, Ohio, December 23, 1930. In black fountain pen.
Comes with superb sepia likeness and biographical
background.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Cobb, Ty. Baseball Scorecard. Mint condition baseball
scorecard issued by E.B. Franklin (clothier) of Grover, Colorado. Pictures TY Cobb with British Antarctic Territory in
hands, reads "Ty Cobb -- King of Ball Players" Training and
experience developed him. Our clothes have just naturally
taken the lead", etc. Gives history of National and American
League pennant winners, World Series winners, ten leading batters in each league for 1914, small photographs of 16
famous baseball players. Not dated but as records are from
1914 this can safely be dated to 1915. Measures 14" x 5
1/2" (intended to be folded). Absolutely pristine condition.
Estimate $500 - 750

Dean Brothers. Autographs. Dizzy Dean and his brother
Paul, both pitchers, combined to turn the 1930's St. Louis
Cardinals into one of baseball's most dominant and most
colorful teams. Known as the Gashouse Gang because of
the inordinate quantity of bottled soda consumed in the
clubhouse, they built a general reputation for nuttiness with
Dizzy leading the way. With his twangy southern drawl, big
boyish grin and carload of tales -- most of them tall -- he was
a reporter's delight. He was not short on skills, either, as he
remains (after 75 years) the last National League pitcher to
win 30 games in a season. After receiving a freak injury in
an All-Star game (batted ball to the toe) Dizzy's career was
cut short and he went into broadcasting. His play-by-play
was classic, with such expressions as "the runner SLUD
into third," etc. He is now enshrined in the Hall of Fame.
Paul, known as Daffy, did not quite reach the pitching accomplishments of his brother but, gifted with the same genetics, also had a fun loving personality. Very creative
presentation with signatures of both on raised platform-style mounts, together with a photo of both as teammates also on a raised mount. Double matted against a
white fabric background highlighted with Cardinal-red pinstripes. Very early framing job, possibly 1930's, which
would be expensive to do today. Overall about, 12 1/2" x
16". Accompanied by PSA/DNA certificate of authenticity.
Estimate $600 - 800
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Eleven 500-Homerun Hitters. Legal size cover with
COLORANO silk cachet 1989, picturing (in color) the
then-living members of baseball's 500 homerun club. ALL
OF THE PLAYERS PICTURED ADDED THEIR
SIGNATURES TO THIS EXTREMELY HISTORIC
COVER, IN ADDITION TO PETE ROSE (not a 500
homerun hitter). Signatures are: Mike Schmidt, Ernie
Banks, Harmon Killebrew, Willie McCovey, Willie Mays,
Hank Aaron, Mickey Mantle (now deceased), Ted Williams
(now deceased), Eddie Mathews (now deceased), Reggie
Jackson and Frank Robinson (plus Pete Rose). Excellent
condition.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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Jeffries, James. "The Great White Hope" places his immense, bold signature on a "Certificate of Victory" for a celebrity boxing bout. A cornerstone signature for any
collection of Boxing Greats, it is simply unobtainable on this
type of item: partly printed "CERTIFICATE OF VICTORY"
for a celebrity match between immortal songwriter Cole
Porter ("Anything Goes," etc.) and his longtime buddy actor
Monty Woolley ("The Man Who Came to Dinner"). Certificate is headed JEFFRIES BARN and has photo of Jeffries
in boxing pose, also photo of the California Boxing Commissioner. Dated September 25, 1941, it reads (in part), "This
Certificate is presented to Cole Porter … and certifies that
he defeated Monty Wooly (sic) in an Amateur Boxing Bout
by T.K.O. 2nd round." GIANT SIGNATURE OF JEFFRIES
IN DARK GREEN FOUNTAIN PEN. 91" x 12", in frame
about 13" x 15." With PSA/DNA certificate of authenticity.
OBVIOUSLY ONE OF A KIND! Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Mantle, Mickey. Signed Baseball Card. Bowman 1954
Mickey Mantle card (#65 in the 1954 series) depicting a
broadly smiling YOUNG Mick (he was only 23!). Signed
boldly across uniform front. A rare card in itself, stupendous
extra appeal with signature. Excellent bright fresh condition, encased in a thick lucite vault-type holder.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
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Mantle, Mickey. The Mick in Very Rare Autographic Form.
MICKEY MANTLE SIGNED LONG-SLEEVE PULLOVER
(size 42/44). Likeness of the Yankees immortal as a
right-handed batter (he hit from both sides), with a menacing gaze in the pitcher's direction ready to send the next
serve stratosphere-bound. Signature, in bright blue marker,
is one of the largest of Mantle's you will ever see, a full 4".
The rarity factor on this item is far beyond that of signed
balls or photos, perhaps 1/100, and would make a splendid
acquisition even for the collector well supplied with Mantle
autographic items. Excellent condition.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Mathewson, Christy.
Rare cigarette card. Christy
Mathewson, known as "Matty" and "Big Six," was a rare bird
indeed: a college educated baseball player in the days
when many big leaguers signed their names with a scrawly
X. He was tall, handsome, charismatic and if he played in
the days of Mass Media would have come very close to ruling the world. Christy Mathewson was a member of John
McGraw's New York Giants in the early 1900's. Together
with "Iron Man" Joe McGinnity they comprised 2/3rds of the
starting rotation, as nobody had ever heard of pitch counts
or fatigue or coming out of a game while your pulse was still
beating. Winning 30 in a season was commonplace for
Matty but he neyer garnered a Cy Young award as it didn't
exist. Later he served in the so-called Great War (World
War I), was gassed in the trenches and never recovered his
health.
This is a Sweet Caporal Cigarettes card from the famous
1909-11 series. It is the "dark cap" version of the portrait
(there were two) and is slab~ed with ceitification and grading by PA/COLLECTORS UNIVERSE, with grade of EX5.
Very fresh color without the least fading. GEM!
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
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HALL OF FAMERS, LOU GEHRIG, RED RUFFING, TONY
LAZZERI, BILL DICKEY, HERB PENNOCK, EARLE
COMBS AND LEFTY GOMEZ. Also 12 others (not Hall of
Famers) including Dixie Walker (then a Yankee, later to star
with the Brooklyn Dodgers as "the people's cherce"),
Johnny Allen, Ben Chapman, Wilcy Moore, Lyn Lary etc.
There is also a Babe Ruth signature, but this is believed to
be a so-called "clubhouse" signature, not signed by Ruth
himself. The others are absolutely authentic. Based upon
the time period when these players were teammates, the
page would date to about 1934. Exceptional and in VF condition! Comes with 8x10" team photo.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
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Negro League early treasure trove of correspondence.
Material on baseball's oldtime "Negro League," so treasured by historians of the game, has always been very
scarce. Many of the smaller barnstorming teams came and
went without leaving virtually anything behind. Here is a really unbelievable lot of ELEVEN LETTERS, FROM 1920's
TO 1940's, ALL WRITTEN AND/OR TO THE
PROPRIETORS OF ALL-BLACK TEAMS. Mostly typewritten, they deal with arranging games between the teams,
juggling schedules, arranging the take (percentages of the
gate receipts) and various other matters. All are from, or to,
Quinn's Detroit Stars. Letterheads are included that even
the most advanced collector of Negro League items has
probably not seen! A few other miscellaneous pieces (press
cutting, mailing envelope etc.) are also in the lot.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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Robinson, Jackie. Book Signed. "The Artful Dodgers". By
Tom Meany. New York: Grosset a& Dunlap, 1954. 214
pages, bound in light grey pebble-grain cloth. Frontispiece
of 1952 National League Champion Dodgers and other
photos. With original dust jacket featuring the cartoonist
Willard Mullin's Brooklyn Bum and portraits of six Dodger
players. Signed and inscribed on the front flyleaf by Jackie
Robinson. "To Jim Drumm -- any most ardent fan! Jackie
Robinson". One of the great multi sports athletes (an
All-American college football player), Robinson became
the first black player in Major League baseball in 1947. He
starred on the Dodgers for ten years and became on of the
foremost fan favorites. A lenghty chapter in the book is devoted to him, entitled "The Trail Blazer". Robinson's autograph in all forms is highly prized but is particularly scarce in
books. This is almost certainly a one-of-a-kind item. VF
condition.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

New York Yankees 1934 Team Signatures. From the
Golden Age of the New York Yankees, the sort of item that
just isn't seen on the market: 6 3/4" x 5 1/2" sheet of paper
with very strong black fountain pen signatures of SEVEN
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signature is NOT touched by cancellation holes as is the
case with most examples. Ruth's last year as an active
player was 1935, when he finished up his career in the city it
began, Boston (but with the Braves, not the Red Sox, for
whom he had headlined as a slugging pitcher in the teens).
He went on to coach for the Brooklyn Dodgers and took batting practice well into his 40's to draw extra fans, but never
landed the managerial job to which he strongly aspired.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Ruth, “Babe”. Original photograph that he prized and had
hanging in his home in his living room. It is a photo of Ruth
and Lou Gehrig seated on Babe Ruth's couch. Ruth is blowing hard on a clarinet while Gehrig recoils from the non-musical noise, grimacing and stuffing fingers in his ears.
Inscribed by Mrs. Ruth: "To Allan, Sincerely Claire Ruth,
December 25, 1960". Allan Schneider was a close advisor
to both Claire and Babe Ruth. When this was purchased,
there was a notation: "Hung over the Living Room sofa". (In
original frame and mat) About 7 x 9", matted and framed to
an overall size of slightly less than 10 x 14".
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
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Ruth, “Babe”. Pays his considerable taxes in 1936.
SPECTACULAR BABE RUTH SIGNED CHECK, drawn on
the Chemical Bank & Trust Company, December 14, 1936,
payable to"U.S. Collector of Internal Revenue" in the
amount of $892.39. OVERSIZE check with name "BABE
RUTH" printed vertically at left. Ruth signs very large and
VERY BOLDLY "G.H. RUTH" in blue fountain pen. Showpiece item of spectacular visual appeal. The Chemical
Bank was located at Broadway and 73rd Street, close "to
Ruth's apartment building (in which another slugger of note,
Hank Greenberg, also lived). Beautifully preserved! The

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Ruth, “Babe”. Signature -- plus two other sports greats -on a 1939 World's Fair Souvenir. "ACADEMY OF SPORT NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 1939." 3" printed card stock
disc (printed on both sides). Advertises Christy Walsh's pavilion at the fair, which exhibited trophies, awarded to various athletes and gave live demonstrations of the
manufacture of sporting equipment. Babe Ruth is named
on front side as "MEMBER - ADVISORY SPORTS
COMMITTEE" and his signature (in pencil, but nice and
bold) appears on the back. ALSO SIGNED BY JAMES
BRADDOCK (heavyweight boxing champion, from whom
Joe
Louis took the crown) and AL SCHACHT ("Clown Prince of
Baseball"). Schacht had been a major league player but
achieved his greatest notoriety after retirement when he developed a baseball comedy routine. Christy Walsh was
Babe Ruth's business manager, ghost writer and frequent
signer of proxy signatures -- but this one is absolutely genuine. ACCOMPANIED BY PSA/DNA certificate of
authenticity.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
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182

Ruth, “Babe”. Book with Signature. Book: "The Home
Run King". By "Babe" Ruth. New York: A.L. Burt Co., Copyright 1920. 240 pages plus numerous pages of publishers'
ads at conclusion. Bound in lime green cloth with silhouette
of the Babe following through on a mighty swing. Frontispiece illustration of the book's fictional hero, Pep Pindar. Attached to front flyleaf is a postcard signed by Babe Ruth on
the reverse side. Although a pencil signature, it is far stronger and thicker than the usual pencil signature, having undoubtedly been written with a broad-lead pencil.
Tremendous example of Ruth's signature, and one which
may never have previously been on the market. Binding
scuffed, worn and somewhat spotted. Internally fine and the
card bearing Ruth's signature is XF+. Of course Babe Ruth
did not sit down and pen a 240 page novel. This book was
either ghost written (his usual ghost writer was Christy
Walsh, but this may be too early for Walsh's involvement) or
-- even more likely -- was a manuscript gathering mould on
the publisher's shelves until he could tie a famous name to
it. It is a work for adolescent boys, of the sort quite popular
around that time. A.L. Burt was best known for doing
reprints of the "Tarzan" titles.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

183

Ruth, “Babe”. Bronze Plaque (wall hanging with ring at
back). Very high relief portrait in cast bronze, oval shape,
approximately. 4" x 3 1/2". Gorgeous chocolate brown patina. Age of this item is undetermined. Does not bear any
markings.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

Ruth, “Babe”. Original Photograph. Ruth with Ty Cobb
and Tris Speaker, each in the uniform of his respective
team, posing together with British Antarctic Territory in
hand. Would have been quite an outfield but they never
played together! Date of this photo is uncertain, possibly
around 1940. Only photo we have seen of these immortals
together. 6"x 8", matted and framed to slightly less than
11"x 14" overall. Simple wood frame. Excellent condition.
This came from the personal collection of Mrs. Claire Ruth.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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seal. The Browns' claim to fame in that era was largely the
development of George Sisler, a two-time .400 hitter in the
twenties and holder for 80 years of the single season hit record, 257, now broken by Ichiro Suzuki. It was considered a
very colorful club but was outclassed in the standings by
Ruth's Yankees and Connie Mack's Athletics. In 1954 the
franchise was moved to Baltimore to become the Orioles.
Stock Certificates of the St. Louis Browns from this time period are hardly ever available for collectors. Accompanied
by a PMG certificate of authenticity grading this specimen
about uncirculated.
Estimate $600 - 800

184

185

Ruth, “Babe”. Original Photograph. Oversize photo of
Ruth in a gym, getting his waist measured. Behind him in a
wall hung so-called Indian Clubs, used for exercise. Ruth is
smiling and so is the man with the tape measure. He is not
dressed for a gym session, as he wears suit and tie and
leather dress shoes. Based on biographies and reminiscences, it is unlikely that Ruth spent much (if any) time
working out in gyms. Purpose of the photo was undoubtedly
to give the impression that he really was interested in working off the beer-and-hotdogs stomach (the Yankees added
vertical pinstripes to their uniforms to make Ruth look slimmer). Has embossed stamp at lower right, "The Edward
Weston Collection". About 10" x 13", matted to 15" x 17
1/2".
Estimate $750 - 1,000

186

Super Bowl 2008 Collector's Item. THIS IS BY FAR THE
SINGLE MOST DESIRABLE (AND VALUABLE) collector's
item from the 2008 Super Bowl. Official New York Giants
Riddell helmet signed by Torn Coughlin (the coach) and 30
players, including Eli Manning, Justin Tuck, David Diehl,
Ahmad Bradshaw; Kevin Boss, Michael Strahan, Brandon
Jacobs, Amani Toomer, Sean O'Hara, Osi Umenyiora, Antonio Pierce etc. etc. With museum grade display case and
certificate of authenticity. NOTE: Certificate reads 2007
team because the regular season (leading up to the Super
Bowl, which was played in early 2008) was 2007. Excellent
condition. Comes with custom designed display case of
highly polished wood with glass sides and top and Steiner
certificate of authenticity. These now sell for FAR more than
original issue price!
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

St. Louis Browns Early Stock Certificate. "St. Louis
American League Base Ball Co.", certificate for three
shares at $100 per, June 10, 1932. Issued to P.D.C. Ball
and signed by him as President. Globe of the world with
wording "American League" at top and gold embossed

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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60

Thorpe, Jim. Signature and Inscription. Already a sports
celebrity of prime magnitude from his amateur triumphs,
Jim Thorpe went on to play professional baseball and football. A more than adequate baseballer, he became a great
star in football. When it was learned that he had played semi
professional baseball as a youth, his Olympic medals were
taken away and not restored until long after his death. Many
regard Thorpe as the greatest all-around athlete, a group
that includes (among others) Jackie Robinson, Althea Gibson and Babe Zaharias. Titlepage from a Grantland
Rice/John W. Heisman Book, "Undestand Football",
signed, inscribed and dated by Thrope in very bold blue
fountain pen. "For Al - a very nice fellow who wrote a great
story of men in the Olympics, Jim Thrope, Feb. 1946". Excellent condition. Would frame splendidly.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

188

Wilson, Hack. “Homerun King”s Signature. Hack Wilson,
who died at 48, enjoyed years of great glory as the National
League's premier fence-buster. While playing for the Chicago Cubs, Wilson established the NL record of 56
homeruns for a single season in 1930. In that same season
he also drove in 190 runs, a record for both leagues which
has stood for 80 years and not likely to be surpassed any
time soon. Following his baseball days Wilson, a heavy
consumer of alcoholic beverages, fell on hard times. Unable to find steady employment, he resorted to singing
"Take Me Out to the Ballgame" at Chicago restaurants for
coins that the customers would throw. He died in 1948, the
same year as Babe Ruth. Superb Signature in dark blue
fountain pen at the bottom of a portion of ruled page, signed
by 8 other ballplayers as well. Included among the other
signers is fellow Hall-of-Famer Al Lopez, a catcher and for
many years a very successful manager, Dutch Leonard and
Brooklyn Dodgers pitching star Van Mungo. Probably from
the 1930's. Has been laid on heavier paper for preservation. From a very vintage collector's album. Not an easy
signature to get!
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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Stampless
189

)
Connecticut County Cancel Balance. 9 covers: includes Winsted, West Straford, Falls Village (x2),
Coldchester, Coos, Kent, East Canaan, & Wauregan, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

190

)
Indiana Stampless.
3 different, circa
1845-51:Allisonville (SR 7) ms town & "5" rate; Broad Ripple ms. & "5" rate; Piketon (SR 6) ms. town & "5" rate; usual
trivial cover flaws, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

191

)
[Kentucky] 1793 “Western Territories”.
Lengthy letter datelined "Mouth of the Buffaloe, Charlestown, May 19th 1793", privately carried & entering the mail
at Boston, Boston SL & Bishop mark with ms. "16" rate to
Plymouth, great letter content mentioning Indians, taking of
seven families, Limestone (Kentuck Landing), etc., F.-V.F.,
Rare & Early Kentucky cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

192

)
Maine Stampless Balance. 11 stampless covers including: 1833 Augusta red "Horn of Plenty"; Alfred;
1820 Bath (x2); Eden (x2); 1820 Eastport oval; Gardiner
(x2); Portland (x2, one Dist. of Maine); generally F.-V.F.
covers, all with contents. No photo. Estimate $250 - 350

194

)
Attleboro, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Attleboro Ms" on 2/23/07 FLS to Canaan CT with
ms "12 1/2" rate, horz filefold, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

195

)
Attleboro, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Attleborough M" on 4/6/12 FLS to Wiscassett ME
with ms "17" rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

196

)
Barneysville, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Barneysville Mass" on 6/26/31 FLS to Andover with
partial red Andover CDS forwarded to Newburyport with
legible red CDS then forwarded to Gloucester, ms "forwarded" with original ms "10" rate, then ms "6" twice for forwarding for total rate of 22c, FLS has several splits along
folds, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Massachusetts

193

)
Assonet, Bristol Country (S/R 10). Ms town
cancel "Assonet Ms" on 1/13/17 FLS to Middleborough Ms
with ms "(Charged)" & "6" rate, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Possibly Unique.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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197

198

199

)
Belleviewport, Essex County First Postmaster Free Frank. Ms town cancel "Belleviewport Mass"(S/R
8) on FLS with ms "J Jackman PM Free" (Joseph Jackman)
to Exeter NH, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Beverly, Essex County Ship Rate From Rio
De Janeiro. Ms town cancel "Beverly Ms" on FLS with ms
"Ship" & "12" to Providence RI, two page printed list of commodity prices, some splits at seams, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
[Boston] 1784 "Way" Cover.
Datelined
"Boston, October 25, 1784", manuscript. 2 (dwt) 16(grains)
& matching "Way" on FLS to Norwich, Extremely Fine
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
very early & choice.

62

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

200

)
Boston 1815 “War Rate”. Well struck red
4/24/(15) CDS & matching "Paid" SL, ms. "15" rate (10 +
50%), Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
lengthy letter with much anti missionary thoughts as well
as the some passages concerning the late war. Much of
interest.

201

)
[Boston] 1843 Gibraltar to Boston. Bold &
well struck "Gibraltar" boxed arc with SL "Paid on FLS to
Boston, ms. 2/11 rate, red arc "Ship" in ribbon with "6" rate,
Very Fine cover, scarce.
Estimate $250 - 350

202

)
[Boston] 2.80 Rate From Calcutta. Red boxed
"India" on FLS with "280" rate, to Boston, "Aushootus" forwarder on reverse with Boston Br. Pkt & greasy red G.P.O.
transit, ms "2.60" charge back, vert filefold, Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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203

)
Boston Corner, Berkshire County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "Boston Corner" on 4/15/33 FLS to Albany
NY with ms "Horace Landon P.M. Free", the first town P.M.,
horz filefold ending in tear at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate
$300 - 400

206

)
Charlton, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Charlton" on FLS with ms "17" rate to Monmouth
Me, town cancel & rate crossed out, with legible blue
"Worcester" oval & "11" rate, unusual, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
Predates listed post office opening in Post Offices of
Massachusetts by 3 years.

204

)
Centre Uxbridge, Worcester County (S/R 10).
Ms town cancel "Centre Uxbridge Ms" on 9/27/28 FLS to
Worcester with ms "6" rate, vert filefold, very fresh, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

207

)
Charlton, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Charlton" on FLS with ms "10" rate to Marblehead
Mass, light illegible oval, edge faults, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
Predates listed post office opening in Post Offices of
Massachusetts by 2 years.

205

)
Charlton Centre, Worcester County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "Charlton Centre" on 8/1/37 FLS to New
Ipswich NH with ms "Paid 10" rate, light overall toning &
edge faults at top, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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208

)
Chicopee Factory, Hampden County First
Postmaster Free Frank. Light illegible red DCDS (S/R 8)
on FLS with matching "Free" SL with ms "DMBryant (David
M Bryant) to Norwich CT, vert filefold, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

211

Predates listed opening of post office by 3 years.

212
209

210

)
Chicopee, Hampden County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Chicopee" on 2/20/27 FLS to East Haddam Ct with
ms "free J Bemis PM", vert filefold, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Cotuit, Barnstable County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Cotuit Ms" on 1/25 FLS to Roxbury Ms with red "10"
rate ms corrected to "5", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Cotuit, Barnstable County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Cotuit Ms" on 12/9/47 FLS to Dorchester Ms with
ms "5" rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Duxbury, Mass. "Ship". Ms. town & "Ship 12"
rate on 1827 printed "prices current" datelined Liverpool,
Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
this is the first "ship" cover we have seen from this small
town.

213

)
E. Bridgewater, Mass., "Way 7". Well struck
blue DCDS & matching "Way" SL with ms. "7" rate on
4/17/30 FLS to Boston, letter datelined New Bedford, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
cover pre-dates opening of E. Bridgewater by 1½ years &
the "Way" marking is unlisted in blue.

64

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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214

)
East Attleboro, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Attleboro East" on 2/9/29 FLS to Newton Ms
with ms "10" rate; also ms town cancel "East Attleboro" on
5/30/34 FLS to Fishkill NY with light toning, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

215

)
East Bradford, Essex County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "E Bradford Ms" on 8/26 FLS to Petersborough
NH, ms "12 1/2" rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

216

)
East Foxboro, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "East Foxboro Ms" on 9/1/46 FLS to Rehoboth
Village Mass with ms "10" rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

217

)
East Pepperell, Middlesex County First Postmaster Free Frank. Bold & complete red CDS (S/R 9) on
cover with matching "Free" SL, with ms "Free JA Tucker
PM" (Joseph A Tucker) to San Francisco CA, docketing at
L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

218

)
East Pepperell, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
Bold & complete red CDS on 10/4/52 cover to Fitchburg MA
with matching "Paid" SL & "3" rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

219

)
East Pepperell, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "East Pepperell Mass" on FLS with ms "5"
rate to Northborough Mass, only third month of operation of
this P.O., Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

www.kelleherauctions.com
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220

221

222

66

)
East Sudbury, Middlesex County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "East Sudbury Ms" on 1/21/35 FLS to Fryeburg
ME with ms "18 3/4" rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Easton Four Corners, Bristol County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "Easton 4 Cors Ms" on 10/23/33 FLS to
South Boston with ms "6" rate, ms "care of Cyrus Alger
Esq.", overall aging & toning, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Enfield, Hampshire County Rimless CDS's.
3 covers, all NOR CDS's: complete red NOR CDS with
printed date on FLS with ms "12½" rate to Dover NH, possible earliest known cover; also complete red NOR CDS on
FLS with ms "10" rate to Bolton Conn & complete NOR CDS
on FLS with ms "18¾" rate to New York, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

223

)
Erving's Grant, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "E Grant Ms" on 10/1/30 FLS to Bolton Ms with
ms "10" rate, light foxing, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

224

)
Foxboro Centre, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Foxboro Centre Mass" on 10/13/38 FLS to
Fryville Ms with ms "Paid 10" rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

225

)
Fryville, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Fryville Ms" on 3/9/38 FLS to Auburn Mass with "6"
rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
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226

228

)
Greenwich Village, Hampshire County
Straight Line.
Complete light red "Greenwich:Village:Mss:(30 May)1826." (90x4mm) on FLS with ms "12½"
rate to New York, docketing at L, damage top center, Fine
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

229

)
Ireland Depot, Hampden County (S/R 9).
Light but legible red 1/4 CDS on cover to Plainfield CT with
matching "5" rate, Fine cover.
Estimate $10 - 15

230

)
Ireland Depot, Hampden County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Ireland Depot" on 7/15/ 48 FLS to Agawam
Mass with ms "5" rate, tiny hole top R corner, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Gloucester, Essex County Illustrated Ladies
Cover. Complete red CDS on illustrated ladies cover with
matching "Paid" SL & "5" rate to Chelsea Mass, trivial erosion at bottom corners, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
A beautiful & eye catching gem of a cover.

227

)
Granville, Hampden County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Granville Ms" on 1/10/21 FLS to Middletown CT
with ms "10" rate, vert filefold, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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231

)
Ireland Depot, Hampden County (S/R 9).
Stampless cover with light but complete red CDS with
matching "5" rate to Ashland Mass, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

232

)
Irvingsville, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Irvingsville Ms" on 2/18/37 FLS to Athol MA with ms
"6" rate, small tear at top affecting town cancel & light foxing, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

233

68

)
Leicester, Worcester County "Paid" In Fancy
Scroll. Complete fancy oval (30x25) on FLS with "Paid" in
fancy scroll & ms "12½" rate to Albany; also almost complete red CDS on FLS with matching "Paid" in fancy scroll &
ms "Paid 10" rate to Statesville RI, vert filefold, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

234

)
Leverett, Franklin County "Free" In Fancy
Scroll. Ms town cancel "Leverett" on FLS with "Paid" in
fancy scroll & ms "12½" rate to Stoneham, Mass, tiny toned
spot & split at bottom fold, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

235

)
Locks Village, Franklin County (S/R 10).
Light but legible ms town cancel "Locks Village" on 8/20/32
FLS to Worcester Mass with ms "Free J Cadding", horz
filefold, Fine cover.
Estimate $350 - 500

236

)
Manchaug, Worcester County First Postmaster Free Frank. Ms town cancel "Manchaug Mass"
(S/R 9) on FLS with ms "Free S.J.C. Bartlett Postmaster"
(Smith J.C. Bartlett) to New York City, vert filefold, Fine
cover.
Estimate $350 - 500
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237

)
Merrimack, Essex County (S/R 9). Almost
complete red CDS on 4/12/47 FLS to Dover NH with matching "5" rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

238

)
Merrimack, Essex County (S/R 9). Stampless
cover with almost complete red CDS with two different
strikes of matching "Paid", matching "5" rate with additional
ms "5" rate & ms "Paid ch. Box 36" to Franklin NH, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

240

)
Middleboro 4 Corners, Plymouth County
(S/R 9). Ms town cancel "Middleboro 4 Corners" on 7/14/18
FLS with ms "12 1/2" rate to Shutesbury MA, with additional
ms "missent & forwarded" "Shrewsbury Ms July 23", light
toning, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

241

)
Milford Center, Worcester County (S/R 10).
Ms town cancel "Milford Center" on 6/7/23 FLS to Eastport
ME with ms "25" rate, light overall toning, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

242

)
Montague Canal, Franklin County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "Montague Canal" on 2/14/42 FLS to Bath
NH with ms "12 1/2" rate, horz filefold, postal marking are
upside down from address, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Open for only 9 months, name changed to Lawrence.

239

)
Middle Granville, Hampden County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "Mid Granville Ms" on 3/11/30 FLS to
Winchester CT with ms "Free Noah Cooley Post Master",
tiny nick at top, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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243

246

)
New Mills, Essex County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "New Mills Mass" on 7/11 cover to Sacramento CA
with ms "40" rate, overall toning with edge faults, V.G.-Fine
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

247

)
New Rowley, Essex County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "New Rowley Ms" on 10/23/30 FLS to Gloucester Ms
with ms "Paid 18", sealing wax stain visible on front, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

248

)
New Rowley, Essex County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "New Rowley Ms" on 10/21/30 FLS to Danvers Ms
with "Free Benjm Little", 1st town postmaster, overall toning
& filefolds, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Muddy Brook, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Muddy Brook" on 5/27/23 FLS to Montrillo GA,
ms "Ames P.M. Free", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
Cover illustrated p. 38 Post Offices of Massachusetts.

244

)
Muddy Brook, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Muddy Brook" on 7/21/25 FLS to Montrillo GA,
ms "Ames P.M. Free", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

245

)
New Boston, Berkshire County Fancy Box.
Complete blue fancy boxed cancel on cover with matching
"5" rate in trucated box to Huntington VT, slight waterstain
from top to rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

70
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252
249

250

)
North Sunderland, Franklin County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "No Sunderland Mass" on 1/3/45 FLS to
Gardner MA with ms "5" rate, vert filefold, light staining at R,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
North Village, Hampden County (S/R 9).
Complete CDS on 12/14/39 FLS to Jackson LA with ms
"25", splits at folds, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

We believe this to be Unique.

253

)
Raynham, Bristol County (S/R 10). Ms town
cancel "Raynham Ms" on 1/9/27 FLS to Seekonk with ms
"6", with ms "To be left at Pawtucket (Mss)", insect damage
bottom center, Fine cover.
Estimate $350 - 500

254

)
Rehoboth Village, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Rehoboth Village" on 12/12/32 FLS to Dighton
with ms "Paid 6" rate, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

Previous owner notes perhaps Unique.

251

)
Northville, Plymouth County (S/R 9). Complete red 3/23/42 CDS on outer FLS to Boston with ms "6"
rate, small tear at top, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
Pawtucket Bridge, Middlesex County (S/R
10). Ms town cancel "Pat. Bridge" on 3/31/13 FLS to Lynn,
with ms "Free, A. Stevens P.M.", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
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255

256

257

72

)
Salem, Essex County To China. Complete
red CDS on FLS with matching "Paid" SL & "60" rate with
ms "65" & "overland mail", proper transits & receivers,
Boston Br. Pkt, letter re: shipping trade, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Seekonk, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Seekonk" on 10/2/27 cover to Attleborough Ms.
with ms "6" rate, vert filefold & light overall toning, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Sharon Centre, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Sharon Centre Ms" on 10/6/31 FLS to North
Charlestown NH with ms "12 1/2" rate, small stain center,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

258

)
Sharon, Hampden County (S/R 9). Light ms
town cancel "Sharon Ms" on 3/7/21 FLS to West Springfield
with ms "12 1/2" rate, few tiny stains, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

259

)
South Bridgewater, Plymouth County First
Postmaster Free Frank. Almost complete red CDS (S/R
8) on FLS with "Free M.K. P.M." (Mitchell Keith) to
Charleston SC, F.-V.F. cover. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

260

)
South Bridgewater, Plymouth County First
Postmaster Free Frank. Almost complete red brown CDS
(S/R 8) on FLS with M.Keith P.M. Free" (Mitchell Keith) to
Charleston SC, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

261

)
South Hadley Canal, Hampshire County
First Postmaster Free Frank. Ms town cancel "So. Hadley
Canal (Ms)" (S/R 8) on FLS with ms "Free Wm Bowdoin Jr.
P.M." (William Bowdoin) to Montrose PA, tear at top, Fine
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

info@kelleherauctions.com
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262

263

)
South Hawley, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "So. Hawley Mass" on 5/3 printed FLS to
Greenfield MA with ms "6" rate for voting results for county
commissioner, vert filefold, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
South Mendon, Worcester County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "South Mendon Ms" on 10/31/40 FLS to
New Bedford Ms with ms "Free E.G. Daniels P.M.", 1st town
postmaster, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

265

)
South Oxford, Worcester County (S/R 10).
Partial red CDS on 3/13/29 FLS to Needham Mass with
matching "Free" SL & ms "10" rate with ms "P.M. will please
forward this to Mr. Rice immediately", overall toning & light
wear, Fine cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

266

)
South Plympton, Plymouth County (S/R 10).
Ms town cancel "S. Plympton Ms" on 6/10/22 FLS to Reading MS with ms "Free Wm. H. Soule P.M.", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Unlisted in Post Offices Of Massachusetts, one of two
examples known from this town & only ms town cancel
known.

267
264

)
South Orange, Franklin County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "So Orange Ms" on 3/14/38 FLS to Greenfield
Mass with ms "6" rate, 2 vert filefolds, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
Previous owner states 2 known.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
South Plympton, Plymouth County (S/R 10).
Complete red CDS on 6/7/22 FLS to Homer NY with ms "18
3/4" rate, 2 tears at top & staining at bottom, Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Unlisted in Post Offices Of Massachusetts, one of two
examples known from this town & only CDS town cancel
known.
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268

)
South Randolph, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "So Randolph Mass" on 9/4 embossed ladies
cover with ms "Paid 3" rate, tiny stain upper R, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

269

)
South Tyringham, Berkshire County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "So Tyringham Ms" on 7/14/47 FLS to
Danbury CT, ms "Free W.C. Langdon P.M.", Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

270

74

)
South Wareham, Plymouth County (S/R 10).
Light but readable ms town cancel "So Wareham Ms" on
8/26/34 FLS to Wareham with ms "To Paid" & "6" rate corrected to "7" for Way letter, Fine cover.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

271

)
South Warren, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "So Warren Ms" on 6/25/38 FLS to Buffalo NY
with ms "Free", staining at L, mended hole top center,
V.G.-Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

272

)
South Warwick, Franklin County First Postmaster Free Frank. Ms town cancel "So. Warwck" (S/R 9)
on outer FLS with ms "Free A. Root PM" (Appollos Root) to
Three Rivers, V.G.-Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

273

)
South Woburn, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
Ms "So Woburn Mas" on 4/24/46 FLS to Woodbury VT, ms
"Paid 5" rate with ms instructions "Will the P.M. please deliver immediately case of sickness", foxing & vert filefold
ending in small tears top & bottom, V.G.-Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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274

275

276

)
Squawbetty, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Squawbetty Ms" on 1/21/52 FLS to West Wareham
Mass with ms "Paid 3" rate, tiny stain at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Stearnsville, Berkshire County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Stearnsville Mass" on 6/17/42 cover with ms
"free I-Stearns P.M." 1st town postmaster, vert filefold,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Sutton East, Worcester County (S/R 10). Ms
town cancel "East Sutton" on 7/19/25 FLS to Andover Mass
with ms "10" rate, vert filefold, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

277

)
Swansey Village, Bristol County (S/R 10). Ms
town cancel "Swansey Village Mass" on 9/18/28 FLS to
Rehoboth Mass with ms "6" rate, some foxing, Fine cover.
Estimate $500 - 750
Unlisted in Post Offices of Massachesetts, probably
Unique.

278

)
Tapleyville, Essex County (S/R 9). Complete
red CDS on outer FLS with matching "Paid" in box & "5"
rate, light spotting, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

279

)
Tapleyville, Essex County (S/R 9). Stampless
cover with complete red CDS with matching "10" rate to St.
Louis MO, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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280

281

282

)
Tapleyville, Essex County (S/R 9). Stampless
cover with almost complete light red CDS with matching "5"
rate to Tamworth NH; also stampless cover with legible red
CDS with matching boxed "Paid" & matching "10" rate to St.
Louis MO, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Unionville, Middlesex County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Unionville Ms" on 5/8/43 FLS to Phillipston Ms
with ms "Paid 10" rate, vert filefold & staining at R, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
Uxbridge South, Worcester County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "from Uxbridge South" on 8/7/25 FLS to
Dudley Mass with ms "6" rate corrected to "10", F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

283

)
Uxbridge, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Uxbridge Ms" on 2/2/27 FLS to Bristol VT with
ms "12 3/4" rate, light overall toning & small stains at R,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

284

)
Vue De L'Eau, Bristol County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "Vue de l"Eau Ms" on cover with ms "5" rate to
Springfield Mass., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $300 - 400
Listing copy for Post Offices of Massachusetts p. 21,
Probably Unique.

285

)
Walpole Centre, Norfolk County (S/R 10). Ms
town cancel "Walpole Centre" on 6/28/30 FLS to Attleboro
MS with ms "Paid 6" rate, small horn of plenty doodled top
left, vert filefold & small tear at top, Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Previous owner notes Unique example.

76
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286

)
Wards, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Mendon Mass" on 4/8/35 FLS to Ward(s) Mass forwarded on 4/11 to Hardwick MA with partial oval HS, then to
Greenwich Village Mass, ms"10" rate with ms "forwarded"
& additional 12 cents collect added, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

289

)
West Foxboro, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "W. Foxboro Ms" on 4/26/47 FLS to
Stockbridge VT with ms "5" rate, scattered staining, Fine
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

290

)
West Littleton, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
Complete West Littleton Mass. with intergral Paid 3 CDS on
cover to Leominster Mass with ms "Paid", cover with sunning on edges, Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

291

)
West Littleton, Middlesex County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "West Littleton Mass" on 6/21 cover to Washington PA with ms "Paid 3", Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Same correspondence as cover pictured on p. 111 Post
Offices of Massachusetts.

287

288

)
Wellington, Bristol County (S/R 10). Ms town
cancel "Wellington Ms" on 2/10/32 FLS to Philadelphi PA
with ms "18 3/4" rate, vert filefold, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $350 - 500

)
West Dracut, Middlesex County (S/R 9). Ms
town cancel "West Dracut" on 8/25/32 FLS to Ipswich Mass
with red "Free" SL & ms "Free D.P. Coburn P.M.", 1st town
postmaster, tiny tear at top, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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292

293

294

78

)
West Middleboro, Plymouth County (S/R 9).
Ms town cancel "W Middleboro" on 8/31/33 FLS to Barnard
VT with ms "12 1/2" rate, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $300 400

295

)
Western, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Western Hampshire County" on 5/1/30 FLS to
Brimfield Mass with ms "10" rate, vert filefold ending in two
tears & light staining at bottom L, V.G.-Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

296

)
Worcester, Worcester County Oval CDS's. 7
covers: includes 5 oval CDS's 2 black, 2 blue & 1 red; also
fancy "Paid 3" in circle & fancy "Paid 3" scroll, F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

297

)
Wrentham, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Wrentham (Mass)" on FLS to Newark NJ with "Paid
17" rate & "Doet. Emmons", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

298

)
Manuscript Town Cancel Stampless Cover
Lot. 10 covers, all Massachusetts towns with ms town cancels, includes Agawam, Acton, Reading, Amherst, Barre,
North Marlboro, Belin, Shrewsbury, Ludlow & Bolton, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Westborough, Worcester County (S/R 9).
Complete red DLDC on FLS with ms "25" rate to Danville
VA, light toning & some splits at folds, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Western, Worcester County (S/R 9). Ms town
cancel "Western Ms" on 9/11/13 FLS to Easton Mass with
ms "10" rate, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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)
Massachusetts Stampless Cover Balance.
From the Arthur Beane Jr. stampless exhibit, a balance of
35 stampless covers, many full strikes and intersting rate
markings, a wonderful opportunity for the stampless collector or dealer, F.-V.F. covers. .
Estimate $500 - 750

300

)
Stampless Cover Balance. 31 Massachusetts
& 8 other state stampless covers, quite a few to Governors
& other state officials, great range of CDS's, rates & auxiliary markings, close inspection required, generally F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

309

)
Bristol County Stampless Covers. 70 covers
with 27 different towns, circa 1813 - 1859, includes S/R 8
(x3), S/R 7 (x2), S/R 6 (x5) & S/R 5 (x4), many attractive colored cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless
collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

310

)
Charlestown, Suffolk County Dotted Oval
CDS's. 7 covers: 3 dotted oval CDS's, one in red; 2 brown
DC CDS's & 2 red NOR CDS's, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

301

)
Massachusetts Paid 3/Paid 5 Stampless Balance. 145 covers, 55 embossed ladies covers, with many
different paid 3 & paid 5 rates, a few with different rates,
many colored cancels with great range of towns, a very attractive and eye catching group, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500

311

)
English Stampless Covers With New England Town Names. 69 stampless covers circa 1775-1857,
many with contents, includes some interesting : Blandford
Penny Post, Ship Letter Plymouth & Taunton Penny Post,
execellent lot, should be inspected, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

302

)
Arthur E. Beane Jr. Kingston Mass Collection. Interesting collection consisting of 27 stampless covers circa 1806 - 1849 with nice selection of cancels & rates,
also 33 covers & cards 1857-1906 with 3 PPC including a
very nice RPPC, great collection for the town specialist,
generally F.-V.F. covers & cards. Estimate $750 - 1,000

312

)
Essex County Stampless Covers. 132 covers
with 38 different towns, circa 1804 - 1853, includes S/R 7
(x1) & S/R 6 (x6) many attractive colored cancels, many
with contents, includes Marblehead 1 c. drop letter, great lot
for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $600 - 800

303

)
Massachusetts Scarab Cancels. 22 covers &
cards, mostly with complete CDS's, includes S/R 7 (x4),
S/R 6 (x1) & S/R 5 (x1), with one VT cover, generally F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

313

304

)
Barnstable County Stampless Covers. 88
covers with 43 different towns, circa 1806 - 1855, includes
S/R 7 (x1), S/R 6 (x4) & S/R 5 (x5), many attractive colored
cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Franklin County Stampless Covers. 59 covers with 34 different towns, circa 1813 - 1859, includes S/R
7 (x1), S/R 6 (x3) & S/R 5 (x10), many attractive colored
cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

314

)
Hampden County Stampless Covers. 70 covers with 30 different towns, circa 1809 - 1857, includes S/R
7 (x1), S/R 6 (x3) & S/R 5 (x4), many attractive colored cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or
town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

315

)
Hampshire County Stampless Covers. 74
covers with 29 different towns, circa 1806 - 1856, includes
S/R 6 (x6) & S/R 5 (x4), many attractive colored cancels,
many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town
specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers. Estimate $400 - 600

316

)
Middlesex County Stampless Covers. 175
covers with 73 different towns, circa 1808 - 1856, includes
S/R 6 (x12) & S/R 5 (x11), many attractive colored cancels,
many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town
specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

317

)
Norfolk County Stampless Covers. 61 covers
with 27 different towns, circa 1818 - 1853, includes S/R 7
(x1), S/R 6 (x7) & S/R 5 (x4), many attractive colored cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or
town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

318

)
Plymouth County Stampless Covers. 85 covers with 35 different towns, circa 1812 - 1855, includes S/R
6 (x11) & S/R 5 (x6), many attractive colored cancels, many
with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers. .
Estimate $400 - 600

305

306

307

308

)
Berkshire County Stampless Covers. 91
covers with 33 different towns, circa 1801 - 1857, includes
S/R 7 (x3), S/R 6 (x5) & S/R 5 (x5), many attractive colored
cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Boston Straight Line Stampless Covers. 8
FLS 1785-1801, all with Boston SL town cancels, includes
Blake # 83, 88, 144, 151, 173(x4), 1801 FLS purported to be
latest with Boston SL, one letter about brewery business,
1785 FLS mended, great lot for collector or dealer, F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Boston Stampless Cover Collection. 35
stampless covers, better noted includes 2 "2c" rate, a few
circulars, FLS originating in London, cross border, 2
"Boston Paid" in arc, express mail, "P.O. Business Free",
1c drop rate, excellent collection, worth close inspection,
generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Boston British Packet Cancels. 11 covers, all
with packet markings, most with intergral rates, nice group
for dealer or collector, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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)
Roxbury, Suffolk County Lot. 7 covers: 5
complete red CDS's, 1 blue CDS & ms town cancel, three
rate HS & 2 different "Paid" SL, nice lot, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

320

)
Worcester County Stampless Covers. 205
covers with 87 different towns, circa 1818 - 1851, includes
S/R 8 (x3), S/R 6 (x9) & S/R 5 (x18), many attractive colored
cancels, many with contents, great lot for stampless collector or town specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers. Estimate
$1,000 - 1,500

321

)
[New Hampshire] 1848-1853 Knapp Family
Correspondence. Extensive correspondence between father & son Rev. Knapp of Brighton, 21 franked with 3c (11),
150+ stampless, with a few additional covers missing
stamps or without markings, mostly Walpole NH including 2
with colorless "Paid" in "3", interesting letters including one
on the slavery issue, needs further research, generally
F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

322

323

80

324

)
[Ohio] Chillicothe OH.
2 covers: red
Chillicothe Ohio oval on 1821 FLS to VA, ms. "25" rate, letter discussing purchase of land, cover has several splits
along folds & shows light aging; 2nd cover with indistinct
Chillicothe Ohio oval, ms "25" rate & "Chgd" on 1827 FLS to
VA, business letter with hand drawn map, cover has several
splits & aging, Fine covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

325

)
[Northwest Territory] 1802, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ms. town & "51" rate on 4/5/02 FLS to Louisville, Falls of
Ohio, letter addressed to a Capt. William Clark…"the mail
lately has been extremely irregular", edge flaws and internal
flaws along the filefolds, overal quite attractive & early
cover, F.-V.F. A.S.C.C. $2,500.
Estimate $500 - 750

326

)
[Pennsylvania] 1777 “Artillery Park, Near
Philadelphia”. Dateline on FLS to Boston, manuscript. notation "Postage Payd." at L.L. The cover is sinificant as it details losses of troops at Brandywine: "Capt. Briant who fell
valiantly fighting for his Country at Brandiwine. Likewise Lt.
Andrews was badly wounded and myself slightly and a
number other men killed or wounded in the same battle but
Capt. Burback has taken command of our company…the
enemy has gone into Philadelphia and I am extremely
happy in hearing of our success in the north and Genl.
Burgoans defeat may God bless & prosper our army for
their bravery there and here…We expect to drive the enemy out of Philadelphia in a few days", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
[New York] Rouses Point Straight Line.
Complete red CDS on FLS with matching "5" rate to Rouses
Point NY, red "Rouses Point NY" SL to Boston with 2 strikes
Boston CDS, matching "Forwarded" SL then forwarded to
Strong ME, 10c added for forwarding for totalling 15 c, attractive & fresh, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

[New York] West Point Military Academy.
Stampless folded letter, four pages, October 31, 1845, from
a Cadet to his sister in Chicago, sending news and Myriad
details of Cadet Life. One of the earliest and most significant West Point letters to have appeared on the market.
Red circular "West Point, N.Y. postmark. Some paper separation but generally VF+ condition. A gem!
Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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327

328

329

())
[Arizona] Greaterville, Pima County, AZ. Indistinct but discernable cds and matching cancels ties 90¢
single and #233 (each with corners torn off) on large piece
of linen wrapper with pre-printed "Return Envelope for Unused Ballots, Precint No. 3, Greaterville, Pima County, AZ
and addressed to HUGHES OF SUPERVISORS OF PIMA
COUNTY, Tucson, A.T., paper has been discolored with
age and has been creased/folded, V.G. and rare, excellent
for reference and research. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
[California] Scott River, Siskiyou Co., Ca.
1886. Doane-Thompson #405, 1c (206), 2c (210) on 2c entire to Germany, Scott River, Siskiyou Co, Ca. 4/27/86
DCDS negative star duplex, F.-V.F. cover, Williams
SIS-3450 records only 1 other (%/20/84).
Estimate $100 - 150

)
[California] “San Diego, California, Jan 12
1885”. Bold strike of framed registry postmark used as
cancellation ties 2¢ red brown (210), natural s.e., on cover
to Dedham Mass., interesting letter; light wax seal stain, still
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

330

)
[California] Santa Cruz, Cal., Lattice. Bold
strike duplexed with “Santa Cruz Cal Oct 10” cds ties 3¢
green (207), choice centering, on yellow cover to Gilroy Ca.;
reduced at left, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

331

)
[Connecticut] Franklin, Conn. April 16, 1872.
Well struck 2 line SL on cover to Germany, 3c (147) pair tied
by red New York "Paid All Direct" CDS, appropriate
backstamps, couple trivial edge flaws, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

332

)
[Illinois] Macomb “6 PM”.
Two strikes
duplexed with “Macomb Ill. Aug 7” cds on cover to Killaloe
Ireland, Killaloe (8.21.77) arrival backstamp, scarce killers,
Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

333

)
Indian Territory/Early Statehood, 1907.
Group of 4 entires: U395 with Tulsa, Ind. T. 7/6/07 CDS;
U395 Muskogee Ind. T. 6/17/07 CDS; U397 (x2), one with
Checotah, Ind.T. CDS (late usage) & other with early statehood Checotah, Okla CDS, Very Fine covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

www.kelleherauctions.com
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Massachusetts

334

335

336

82

)
[Indiana] Brightwood, Ind, 1878. Bold, complete & well struck purple fancy town cancel, 3c banknote,
not tied by matching "W", backstamped with purple Indianapolis "Carrier" CDS, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $100 - 150

337

)
Ashcroft, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 2c (267)
tied by target with partial CDS on 3/10/97 cover, slightly reduced at R, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

338

)
Barbers, Worcester County (S/R 9). 1c postal
card cancelled by 10/26 CDS, F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $150 - 200

339

)
Barbers, Worcester County (S/R 9). 1c postal
card cancelled by complete 11/24/88 CDS, Very Fine car.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[Kansas] “Cimarron, Kansas 30 Apr 1885”.
D.s. in shape of horseshoe with matching grid cancel on
immaculate 2¢ brown entire to Hartford, Ct., choice, Extremely Fine cover, Ex-David T. Beals.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
[Kansas] “Jewell, Jewell Co., Kansas, S.R.
Worick P.M.”. Fancy framed d.s. cancels 3¢ entire (U163)
to Williamstown Mass., fold and opened at left, Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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340

343

)
[Boston] “Received Without Address at
Boston Office (Inquiry Division)”. Complete purple
boxed aux. marking on 2c entire, backstamps include
Boston, Prov. & N.Y. RPO CDS & Boston "ID" CDS, Very
Fine cover,very scarce marking, unlisted in Blake.
Estimate $150 - 200

344

)
1895 Boston "Eagle & Thunderbolts" Machine Cancel. Full & extremely impressive strike of this
very rare MC, used only on 1/2/95 from Boston, this having
the time of 6PM, used on 2c Postal Stationery cut square,
includes newspaper clipping, Extremely Fine to Superb.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

345

)
Boston, MA, Involute 14 star Flag. On UX14New England Genealogical Society meeting notice, virtually complete strike, insignificant corner bend, rare type.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Barrett, Hampshire County (S/R 9). 2c (210)
pen cancelled with ms town cancel "Barrett Mass" on 2/6
cover, later tied by cork cancels with Brattleboro & Palmer
RPO CDS, reduced at L, Fine cover. Estimate $150 - 200

341

)
Bemis, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 2c entire
(U349) cancelled by segmented cork with light partial 1/22
CDS, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

342

)
Boston Dotted Square Grid (Blake 619).
Strong strike ties 3¢ dull red (11A), four margins, on 1856
cover to Keene N.H., red “Boston Mass. 12 Dec” cds, file
fold at center, Ex-deWindt, Blake, the only recorded example of this cancel, Very Fine cover. Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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346

)
Boyleston Station, Suffolk County (S/R 9).
2c pen cancelled with almost complete blue 6/28/72 DCDS
on cover, reduced at R, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

347

)
“Brookline Mass. Mar 14 1859” (Skinner-Eno
PM-TF 3). Sharp strike ties 3¢ dull red, type I (25), on cover
to Westfield Mass.; partial flap, striking example of this
fancy town datestamp, Very Fine cover, Ex-Grunin.
Estimate $500 - 750

348

84

)
“Brookline” & “Stoneham” (Skinner-Eno
PM-TF 3 & 28). Two covers bearing 3¢ dull red (26) tied by
partial strikes of the fancy town datestamps, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

349

)
Camp Miles Standish Taunton, Bristol
County (S/R 9). 8c (C26), 6c (C25) & 2c (806) tied by readable 12/19/45 duplexes, pencil writing at L, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

350

)
Clarendon Hill, Norfolk County (S/R 10). 2c
(213) tied by target & almost complete 10/14 CDS, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

351

)
Clarksburg, Berkshire County (S/R 9). 2c
(267) barely tied by target with complete 5/18/98 CDS, reduced at L with edge faults; also 1c postal card from town of
Clarksburg with North Adams RFD SL, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

info@kelleherauctions.com
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352

)
Coltsville, Berkshire County (S/R 9). 3c (65)
barely tied by cork cancel with complete 1/4 CDS, reduced
at L, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

355

Previous owner writes only one other reported.

)
Darby, Plymouth County (S/R 9). 2c (319) ted
by 1/25/07 HC, Very Fine cover, ex Doubleday. Estimate
$150 - 200
Illustrated p. 82 Post Offices of Massachusetts.

353

)
Creekville, Dukes County (S/R 9). 1c (331)
tied by 8/30/10 HS to PPC of Menemsha Creek, Very Fine
card.
Estimate $150 - 200

356

)
East Medford, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 3c
(158) tied by target with complete 4/4 CDS, reduced at R,
edge erosion at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

354

)
Darby, Plymouth County (S/R 9). Registered
package official card with 10/19/05 MC on front & reverse,
Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200

357

)
East Norfolk, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 1c
(490) tied to 2c entire (U429) by 11/20/17 HC, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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358

359

)
East Somerville, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
3c (158) tied by target with 6/29 CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

361

)
Eddyville, Middlesex County (S/R 10). 1c
(279) tied by 11/13/01 Chicago IL flag cancel with violet
"Missent" SL & 11/16/01 Eddyville Mass receiver, receiver
also on reverse, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

362

)
Edgeworth, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 2c
(210) tied by bar cancel with complete 7/6/86 CDS on illus.
ad cover for flint, sand, & emory papers, reduced at R, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

363

)
Edgeworth, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 2c entire (U231) cancelled by bar cancel with light but legible
5/15/86 CDS, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Eddyville, Middlesex County (S/R 10). 2c
(210) tied by mostly complete 1/21/84 CDS, missing part of
backflap, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Post office was established at Eddyville known as the East
Middleton post office, this example is unlisted in Post
Offices of Massachusetts and is one of two known.

360

)
Eddyville, Middlesex County (S/R 10). 2c entire (U311) cancelled by target with complete 10/20/97
CDS, slightly reduced at L with small tear, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
Post office was established at Eddyville known as the East
Middleton post office, this example is unlisted in Post
Offices of Massachusetts and is one of two known.

86
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364

365

366

)
Fairmount, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 3c (65)
tied by complete 3/31 CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

367

)
Harrison Square, Suffolk County. 1c (9) strip
of three tied by CDS (S/R 6), with postmaster cancel of
I.Field P.M., to Chesterfield MA, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
“Furnace, Mass. Apr 21 1882”. Horseshoe
postmark ties 3¢ green (184) on cover to West Brattleboro
Vt., slightly reduced at left, unusual postmark, Ex-David T.
Beals III, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

368

)
Hills, Essex County (S/R 9). 2c (267) tied by
target with 10/24 CDS, reduced at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

369

)
Judson, Bristol County (S/R 9). 8c (225) & 2c
(265) tied by targets with complete 10/30/95 CDS on registered cover, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
“Gt. Barrington, Mass.”. Purple straightline
h.s. just ties 4¢ green (211) on cover to Monisania N.Y.,
scarce, Ex-Albert, Very Fine cover. Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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370

)
Lakeview, Worcester County (S/R 9). 2c
(213) tied by target with complete 8/26/89 CDS, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

371

)
Mattapoisett Mass. Year Cancels. Group of
five covers and a card comprising 1876 (two, one card),
1877, 1878, 1880 and 1881; some faults, scarce group,
Fine covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

372

)
Millwood, Essex County (S/R 9). 8c (272) &
2c (267) not tied by cork cancel with complete but overinked
12/2/95 CDS, missing bottom R corner, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

373

)
Montague Canal, Franklin County (S/R 9). 3c
entire with light ms town cancel "Montague Canal Ms", scattered dark staining, Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

88

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

374

)
Montwait, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 2c (267)
not tied by target with complete 8/5/98 CDS, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

375

)
Naval Air Sta., So. Weymouth, Norfolk
County (S/R 9). 3c (901) tied by complete 5/11/42 HS,
barely reduced at L, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

376

)
Naval Air Sta., Squantum, Norfolk County
(S/R 9). 3c (901) tied by complete 1/27/42 HS, barely reduced at L, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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377

)
Naval Aux. Air Facility, Otis Field, Camp Edwards, Berkshire County (S/R 9). 8c (C26) tied by mostly
complete DCDS on 6/1/44 cover with red "Specially Flown"
SL & ms "Commissioning U.S. Naval Falmouth Naval Auxiliary Air Field", reduced at L, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

378

)
Naval
Special
Hospital
Springfield,
Hampden County (S/R 9). 2c (931) tied by complete
11/1/45 DCDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

379

)
Nehoiden, Norfolk County (S/R 9). Well
struck 7/11/81 SL on faulty cover (listing example Post Offices of Massachusettes), 3c (184) tied by "G" in circle, Fine
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

380

)
“New
Boston,
Mass”
(Skinner-Eno
PM-TF18). Framed postmark with ms. “Aug 4” date on
cover to Nelson O. bearing 3¢ rose, grilled (94) tied by circled “10” h.s., some aging, rare used this late, Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

381

)
Newbury Old Town, Essex County (S/R 9).
1c postal card with complete 3/13 CDS, F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $150 - 200

382

)
Newstate, Berkshire County (S/R 10). 2c
(319) tied by complete 7/7/05 HC, reduced at R affecting
stamp; also 2c (279b) not tied by target with partial 9/15/02
CDS, roughly opened at R, split on sides & top, Fine covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

Post Office in existance from 6/24-7/12/81. This cover is
listing example and shown in Post Offices of Mass., page
74. It is considered Unique.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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383

384

385

90

)
Nope, Dukes County (S/R 9). 1c (182) & 2c
(183) not tied by solid blue stars with matching DCDS, reduced at L, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

386

)
North Foxborough, Norfolk County (S/R 9).
Two 1c (219) tied by targets with 5/3/94 CDS, reduced at L,
sunning bottom edge, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $150 - 200

)
“No. Amherst Mass-May,20,87.”. Bold strike
of straightline in blue ties 2¢ red brown (210) on 1887 cover
to Boston Mass., reduced slightly at top, striking, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

387

)
North Pembroke, Plymouth County (S/R 9).
3c (65) cancelled by grid with 10/1 CDS, slightly reduced at
R, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

388

)
North Pembroke, Plymouth County (S/R 9).
3c (65) not tied by outline star cancel with almost complete
CDS, slightly reduced at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
North Cohasset Mass DPO. Small embossed
cover, 3c (11a) Fine, tied by red North Cohasset Mass, S/R
3, extremely fresh & attractive, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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389

390

391

)
North Somerville, Middlesex County (S/R 9).
3c (65) tied by "Paid" SL with 4/30/62 CDS, reduced at L,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

392

)
Norton Furnace, Bristol County (S/R 9). 1c
postal card with 3/4 Taunton flag cancel & Norton Furnace
CDS, Very Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200

393

)
Norton Furnace, Bristol County (S/R 9). 1c
(247) pair tied by target & 3/12/98 almost complete CDS to
Taunton MA, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

394

)
Oakland, Bristol County (S/R 9). 1c postal
card cancelled by target with almost complete 9/15/92
CDS, Very Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
North Spencer, Worcester County (S/R 9). 3c
(26) pen cancelled with ms town cancel "No Spencer
Mass", reduced at L, Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Northampton MA Boxed Missent. 3c (65)
Fine tied by blue 5/4 Southdeerfield Ma CDS to Northfield
MA, 5/5 Northampton MA CDS, boxed "Missent", Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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395

)
Old Common, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 3c
entire (U163) cancelled byblue target with light partial
3/10/80 CDS, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

398

)
Paineburgh, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 2c (213)
tied by complete violet CDS with matching star cancel, reduced at R, staining at L, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $150 200

399

)
Parksville, Hampden County (S/R 9). 3c (65)
faulty pen cancelled with ms "Parksville Mass Feb 28" town
cancel, reduced at R barely affecting stamp, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Post Office only open 4 months, possibly unique.

396

397

)
Paineburgh, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 2c (210)
tied by star cancel & 2/11/87 CDS, reduced at L, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Paineburgh, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 1c wrapper cancelled by violet star cancel with matching complete
CDS, Very Fine wrapper.
Estimate $150 - 200
Illustrated in Post Offices of Massachusetts p. 75.
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Illustrated on p.44 Post Offices of Massachusetts.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

400

)
Raymond, Plymouth County (S/R 9). 2c entire (U362) cancelled by target with 1/1/01 CDS, barely reduced at L, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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404
401

)
Raymond, Plymouth County (S/R 9). 2c entire with complete 12/11/06 CDS, reduced at L, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Sears Roebuck Unit Boston, Suffolk County
(S/R 10). 3c (988) tied by mostly complete 2/21/52 violet
DCDS, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover. Estimate $400
- 600
Unlisted in Post Offices Of Massachusetts, Unique.

402

403

)
“Salmon Falls Mass., Sep 30 1886”. (SR-9,
DPO 1884-88) bold strike of duplex in purple on 1¢ postal
card (UX7) to Westfield Mass., crisp and fresh, a rare town,
1983 P.F. Certificate, Ex-Anderson, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

405

)
Sequasett, Bristol County (S/R 10). 1c postal
card with bold complete 8/17/88 CDS, Barre MA 8/18/88
receiver, light toning, Very Fine card. Estimate $250 - 350

406

)
South Deerfield. Group of three covers with
strikes in blue comprising #65 tied by Christian cross, #65
tied by large “A” for postmaster Obed G. Arms, and U58
with negative “P”, Very Fine covers. No photo. Estimate
$250 - 350

407

)
South Fitchburg, Worcester County (S/R 9).
2c (213) not tied by target with almost complete 1889 CDS,
reduced at R, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Salmon Falls, Hampden County (S/R 9). 2c
(210) cancelled by purple star in circle with complete
matching 8/19/86 CDS, tiny tear at top, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
Illustrated on p.45 Post Offices of Massachusetts.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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408

409

410

94

)
South Hauley, Franklin County (S/R 9). 3c
(65) cancelled by target with 10/23/64 CDS, reduced at L,
note miss spelling of town, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

411

)
South Randolph, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 3c
(11) pen cancelled with ms town cancel "South Randolph
Mass" on 6/19 cover, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $150 - 200

412

)
South Woburn, Middlesex County (S/R 9). 3c
(11) tied by complete but almost illegible 9/10 CDS, Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

413

)
Springvale, Norfolk County (S/R 10). 1c
postal card cancelled with target & complete 4/21 CDS,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine card.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
South Peabody, Essex County (S/R 9). 1c
postal card cancelled by circle of wedges with complete
blue 3/23/76 DCDS, F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
South Quincy, Norfolk County (S/R 9). 2c
(210) not tied by negative blue star with matching complete
10/8/87 CDS, reduced at R, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Post Office only opened Aug 1874 to Jan 1876.
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414

)
“State Line July”. Ribbon postmark with
manuscript. “26” day and matching manuscript. cancels 3¢
rose (65) on cover to Richmond Mass., reduced slightly at
left, the only recorded example of this postmark, Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

415

)
“Stoneham Mass. Apr 10” (Skinner-Eno
PM-TF 28). Full strike ties 3¢ dull red (26), cut in at bottom,
on yellow cover to Rumford Me.; reduced slightly at left,
scarce, Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

416

)
Sutton Rural Sta. Millbury, Worcester
County (S/R 9). 5c (1038) tied by complete 1/15/63 MC,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

417

)
Thwaits, Bristol County (S/R 9). 2c (528) tied
by bold complete purple 1/12/21 HC, small nick top R,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

418

)
West Abington, Plymouth County (S/R 9).
10c (161) & 3c (158) pen cancelled with partial blue double
oval on 8/5/78 registered cover, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

419

)
West Dighton, Bristol County (S/R 9). 2c
(220) tied by target with mostly complete 6/18/92 CDS, reduced at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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420

421

422

96

)
Westboro, Mass. fancy grid. Bold & attractive
diamond grid ties 3c (11, position. 42R1L), ample margins
& small corner crease, on cover to Knoxville, East Tenn.,
matching Westboro, Mass. 5/9 CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Worcester MA, "Grid". Ties 3¢ green (184) on
cover to Spencer Mass., “Worcester Mass. 0 06 81”
time-on-the-bottom cds (the earliest recorded example),
some aging, scarce, Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
Worcester MA, "Grid".
Brilliant strike
duplexed with “Worcester Mass. 12 1 82” cds ties 2¢ vermilion (183) on all-over Fruit and Produce Dealer advertising
cover to local street address, quite attractive, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

423

)
Wyben, Hampden County (S/R 9). 2c (267)
pen cancelled with ms town cancel "Wyben Mass" on
5/26/98 cover, overall toning, reduced at L, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

424

)
Massachusetts Banknote Balance. 73 covers or cards from the Banknote period, many fancy and colored, excellent lot for the dealer or collector, generally
F.-V.F. covers & cards.
Estimate $500 - 750

425

)
Massachusetts Postmaster Cancels. 22 covers or cards, a few colored, nice lot for the state specialist,
generally F.-V.F. covers & cards.
Estimate $200 - 300

426

)
Massachusetts Letter Cancel Collection.
175 covers & cards with letter cancels, includes S/R 8 (x1),
S/R 7 (x3) & S/R 6 (x1), some colored or fancy, some better
frankings, close inspection is required, generally F.-V.F.
covers & cards.
Estimate $350 - 500

427

)
Massachusetts County Cancel Balance. 32
covers & cards 1860's to 1909, some colored, great lot for
the county specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers & cards.
Estimate $150 - 200

428

)
Massachusetts Post Offices. 100+ different
PPC of Massachusetts post offices, some used includes
S/R 8 (x1) & S/R 6 (x4), many no longer operating, great collection, difficult to duplicate, generally F.-V.F. cards.
Estimate $500 - 750

429

)
Barnstable County Balance. Approx. 100
covers & cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 76 different towns, some duplication of towns with different rates
or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x6) & S/R 6 (x 9), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

430

)
Barnstable & Nantucket 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 67 covers with 37 different towns includes S/R 6 (x3)
& S/R 5 (x2), many attractive cancels, including colored
cancels, many better or interesting shades, includes 25 on
cover & 26a on cover, unchecked for plating varieties,
F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please both the
town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $500 - 750

431

)
Berkshire County Balance. Approx. 85 covers
& cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 57 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x8) & S/R 6 (x 15), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

info@kelleherauctions.com
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432

)
Boston Postal History Collection. 68 covers
& cards, includes "Held For Postage", numbers & letters,
fancy cancels, advertising with enclosures, airport dedication cover, front for 1st Landing in US of World Flyers
(AAMC 167), & Lndbergh Boston CAM 1 cover, interesting
lot, generally F.-V.F. covers & cards. Estimate $400 - 600

433

)
Boston Cancel Collection. 117 covers &
cards circa 1851-1901, better noted includes 2 #10's, 9
Trans-Atlantic, illegal revenue usage, better fancy cancels,
2 involute flag cancels, several early machine cancels,some nice auxillary markings, sure to reward inspection, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

434

435

436

437

438

439

440

)
Boston Suffolk County Fancy Cancels. 36
covers, mostly Banknote period, with fancy cancels unlisted in Blake, close inspection should yield a few gems,
generally F.-V.F. covers & cards.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Boston Negative Letter & Numeral Balance.
220+ covers & cards with many different Blake numbers &
varieties, some better frankings, unusual cover going to
Turkey, some ad covers, Held For Postage & "6" in
starburst, also includes 25 Portland Maine negatives, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
)
Bristol County Balance. Approx. 90 covers &
cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 57 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x8) & S/R 6 (x 8), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
)
Bristol & Dukes 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 57
covers with 31 different towns includes S/R 8 (x1), S/R 7
(x3), S/R 6 (x2) & S/R 5 (x4), many attractive cancels, including colored cancels, many better or interesting shades,
includes 26a pair on cover, unchecked for plating varieties, F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please
both the town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $500 - 750
)
Arthur E. Beane Duxbury Mass Collection.
55 stampless circa 1791-1850, 45 stamped covers
1852-1902 & 10 PPCs; stampless includes 1791 results of
vote for Governor, different rates, Christmas Day cancel;
stamped includes 3 #10's on cover, small Civil War correspondence with Sgt Horace Sampson, many fancy cancels; PPC includes RPPC of Duxbury town hall & ad PC for
Harrison Sampson antiques, great lot, needs close inspection, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
)
Essex County Balance. Approx. 140 covers &
cards in two cover binders comprising approx. 62 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x13) & S/R 6 (x 10), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

441

)
Franklin 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 65 covers
with 35 different towns includes S/R 7 (x1), S/R 6 (x4) & S/R
5 (x12), many attractive cancels, including colored cancels,
many better or interesting shades, includes four 25's on
cover & two 26a's on cover, unchecked for plating varieties, F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please
both the town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

442

)
Hamden County Balance. Approx. 60 covers
& cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 36 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x3) & S/R 6 (x 3), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

443

)
Hampden County, 1 & 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 59 covers with 28 different towns includes S/R 7 (x4),
S/R 6 (x5) & S/R 5 (x1), many attractive cancels, including
colored cancels, many better or interesting shades, includes 26a on cover, unchecked for plating varieties,
F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please both the
town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $600 - 800

444

)
Hampshire County Balance. Approx. 70 covers & cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 51 different towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or
cancels, includes S/R 5 (x8) & S/R 6 (x 8), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

445

)
Hampshire 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 63 covers with 28 different towns includes S/R 6 (x1) & S/R 5 (x4),
many attractive cancels, including colored cancels, many
better or interesting shades, includes 10a on cover, 25 pair
on cover & 25a on cover, unchecked for plating varieties,
F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please both the
town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

446

)
Middlesex County Balance. Approx. 270 covers & cards in three cover binders comprising approx. 120
different towns, some duplication of towns with different
rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x20) & S/R 6 (x 17), F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $600 - 800

447

)
Norfolk County Balance. Approx. 100 covers
& cards in 2 cover binders comprising approx. 36 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x19) & S/R 6 (x 13), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $350 - 500

448

)
Plymouth & Dukes County Balance. Approx.
210 covers & cards in two cover binders comprising approx.
109 different towns, some duplication of towns with different
rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x15) & S/R 6 (x 26), F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $600 - 800

449

)
Suffolk County Balance. Approx. 170 covers
& cards in 2 cover binders comprising approx. 29 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x20) & S/R 6 (x 14), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Franklin County Balance. Approx. 85 covers
& cards in a cover binder comprising approx. 57 different
towns, some duplication of towns with different rates or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x17) & S/R 6 (x 16), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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450

)
Suffolk 1 & 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 30 covers with 13 different towns includes S/R 6 (x5) & S/R 5 (x2),
many attractive cancels, including colored cancels, many
better or interesting shades, unchecked for plating varieties, F.-V.F. covers, an impressive group sure to please
both the town collector & 3c specialist.
Estimate $500 - 750

451

)
Taunton, Bristol County Cancel Collection.
Collection begins with 39 stampless covers, includes 3 ms,
CDS with many red & blue cancels, many different style
CDS.s and paids, continues with 20 franked covers starting
with # 11's through to Banknote era, a couple of ephemera
items, excellent collection for the town specialist, generally
F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

452

)
Worcester County Balance. Approx. 200 covers & cards in 2 cover binders comprising approx. 125 different towns, some duplication of towns with different rates
or cancels, includes S/R 5 (x21) & S/R 6 (x 13), F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

453

)
Worcester 3 Cent 1851-1857 Issues. 205 covers with 90 different towns includes S/R 8 (x4), S/R 7 (x4),
S/R 6 (x3) & S/R 5 (x11), many attractive cancels, including
colored cancels, many better or interesting shades, includes four 25's on cover & 26A pair & single on cover unchecked for plating varieties, F.-V.F. covers, an
impressive group sure to please both the town collector &
3c specialist.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

454

98

)
[Michigan] “Aarwood, Kalkaska Co., Mich.
Oct 26 1889”. Perfect dcds in dark blue and matching circle of Vs cancels 2¢ green entire (U311) to Tukskill N.Y.,
choice, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

455

)
[New Hampshire] “E.H.” Precancel of East
Hamstead N.H. Very fine strike on 1¢ blue on orange entire
to Fitzwilliam N.H., purple “East Hamstead N.h. 24 Jul
1879” duplex, original printed enclosures, scarce, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

456

)
[New Hampshire] Hill NH, Fancy Boxed
County. 1c (UX 8) cancelled by 5/12 Concord NH CDS
with fancy boxed "Hill/May 12 1886/Merrimac Co./N.H.",
Extremely Fine strike & card.
Estimate $150 - 200

457

)
[New Hampshire] Hilo N.H. Magentas. Two
covers with unusual magenta cancels, first is drop letter
bearing 1¢ ultrmarine (156), ms. cancel, and tied by large
radial and “Hilo N.H.” postmark, second bearing 2¢ brown
(157) tied by large “Hilo N.H. Paid” h.s. to Hill N.H., unusual,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

458

)
New Hampshire Postmaster Cancels. 15
covers & cards with postmaster cancels, a few colored or
fancy, great lot for the state specialist, generally F.-V.F.
covers. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
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459

)
[New York] “Kenwood, Mad. Co., N.Y. Oct 15
1889”. Strong strike of fancy framed datestamp in bright
pink on 2¢ green entire (U311) to New York City, choice,
Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

460

)
New York City, Fancy Registry Cancel. bold
& complete, intricate & ornamental blue "N.Y. Oct. 19,
1877" registry backstamp on 3c entire with additional 3c
(184) strip of 3, Fine, small flaws, not tied by neat ms. cancels, additional 1c (182), Fine, tied by fancy cancel on rev.,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

461

)
New York County Post Marks. 28 covers,
Banknote period, many colored cancels, a few fancy, 2 S/R
7 cancels, should be inspected, generally F.-V.F. covers.
No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

462

463

)
[New York] Towlesville “Cancelled” in Bars.
Clear strike in blue ties 3¢ green (184) on cover to Nashville
Tenn., matching “Towlesville. Steuben County, New York,
Apr 14 1880” dcds, reduced at right, rare, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

464

)
Pennsylvania County Post Marks. 29 covers,
Banknote period, many colored cancels, a few fancy,
should be inspected, generally F.-V.F. covers & cards. No
photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

465

)
Pennsylvania Postmaster Cancels. 13 covers & cards with postmaster cancels, a few colored or fancy,
great lot for the state specialist, generally F.-V.F. covers &
cards. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

466

)
Pittsburgh Shield Machine Cancellation.
One star at top, cancels 3¢ entire to Detroit Mich., “Pittsburgh. Pa, Aug 10 4PM” framed slogan, 1872 docketing on
reverse, Very Fine example of this early machine, Very Fine
cover. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

467

)
[Wyoming Territory] “Lander, Wyo. Ter. May
2 1887”. Fancy datestamp in purple duplexed with fancy
geometric that ties 2¢ red brown (210), well centered, on
yellow cover to Menomonie Wisc.; choice Wyoming Territorial use, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
[New York] “Oriskany Falls, N.Y., 10 Aug
1882”. Horseshoe shape postmark ties 3¢ green (207) on
cover to Pulaski N.Y., reduced at left, very scarce, Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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472

468

)
[Wyoming Territory] 1868, Cheyenne, Dak.
Green 8/5 CDS & matching crossroads on 3c entire (U59),
Very Fine cover, ex. Risvold; 2010 P.F. cert.
Estimate $150 - 200

469

)
County Postmark Balance. 35 covers, Banknote period, many colored cancels, a few fancy, includes
AR 4, CA 1, CO 1, IN 2, IL 5, IA 2, MD 2, MI 3, MN 2, NE 4,
OH 2, PA 1, SC 3, TN 1, WI 1 & VT1,should be inspected,
generally F.-V.F. covers& cards. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

470

)
Misc. State Postmaster Cancels. 52 covers &
cards with postmaster cancels, a few colored or fancy, includes 1 AL, 1 AZ, 1 CA, 3 CT, 1 GA, 2 IL, 2 IN, 3 IA, 3 KS, 2
LA, 4 ME, 1 MO, 1 MI, 1 MN, 1 MS, 4 NE, 7 NY, 3 NC, 1 OH,
1 RI, 4 VA,2 WV, & 2 WI, great lot for the state specialist,
generally F.-V.F. covers & cards. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

Several U.S. Navy ships proudly wore the name USS
Babbitt.

473

)
"Steamboat Enterprise, Oct. 8th 1831". Dateline on lengthy letter to Kingston, Mass. Stl Louis, Mo. 4/12
CDS & ms. "free", Kingston, Mass. 5/2 CDS with attached
"50" rate most probably used as receiver, interesting content, F.-V.F. cover, scarce high value "attached rate".
Estimate $200 - 300

474

)
Wreck of the Sea Bird, "Island of Stroma,
June 16, 1852". Dateline on incoming ship FLS to
Duxbury, Mass., well struck New York A. Pkt. "24" CDS,
large "3"with arc "cents", bold blue Huna split ring DC, appropriate backstamps, lengthy contents include "I tell you
the Sea Bird is on shore and perhaps will be a total loss…I
thought it prudent to get out of the head tide and run on
shore on a ledge of rocks…and now she is full of water up
as high as our window on one side but the other side is out
so I am writting at the table feet in the water…", light vert.
filefold & minor edge wear, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

Waterways/Maritime Mail Covers

471

100

)
Marblehead "Ship". Ms. town & "SH 19" on
1802 FLS to New York & forwarded with Stratford SL & ms.
"17", letter datelined St. Petersburgh, Russia, additional
ms. "per the iris Capt Conway", Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
Babbitt, Fitz Henry, "Midshipman attached
to US Frigate Cheaspeake". 2 different lengthy 1807 letters addressed to this War of 1812 hero. Both letters datelined Brookfield & contain lengthy political & war news…"a
war with Spain unavoidable…treaty with Great Britain unratified", etc., both letters without postal markings, easily
readable, Extremely Fine covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
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475

)
New York Br. Pkt "5". Bold & well struck
2/25/(54) CDS on 1854 FLS to Kingston, Mass., datelined
Harve (France), interesting letter re. heavy gales and
theloss of 3 crew members overboard & 2 others injured,
ms. "per Steamer Angl Europa", small red boxed "PD", blue
forwarders backstamp SL " Forwarded by Chrystle Heinrich & Co., Harve" blue SL (unlisted in Rowe), appropriate French transits, Very Fine cover. Estimate $200 - 300

478

)
U.S. Consulate Ningpo China. 1c (219) Fine &
2c (220) V.G. pair tied by US Postal Agency Shanghai CDS,
purple oval "US Consulate/Jan 1 1895/Nangpo, China",
with "San Francisco Paid All" receiver on back, reduced at
L, very attractive, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

479

)
Stampless Maritime Markings Balance. Exceptional collection of 25 covers, includes 4 "Ship 6",
"Ship-Letter", "Steamboat", "Boston American Packet", 10
SL "Ship", & an interesting "Paid At Truro, close inspection
a must on this lot, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

Miscellaneous

476

477

)
United States Consulate Paramaribo. Label
tied to cover by red Boston CDS, sl "Ship", "5" rate, ms "Per
F. Wording", on cover to Bolton Mass, Paramaribo was on
the north coast of Surinam, Dutch Guiana c. 1855-60, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

)
"Canton (China) 20 March 1856". Dateline on
forwarded FLS to N.Y., bold & attractive "Ship 6" (Blake
563), 3c (11, x2), both V.G.-Fine & tied by large Boston
"Paid" grid, red Boston, Mass 8/9 CDS, ms. "per Argonaut",
extremely fresh & attractive, Very Fine, immaculate cover,
ex. Blake, DFK lot number 142, Sale 4/11/42.
Estimate
$350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

480

)
Railroad Cancels Balance. 12 covers & cards,
includes Ithaca & Owego, Camden & Amboy, Topeka
Atchesson & Santa Fe, Pennsylvania & Georgia, Sun Cook
VA, Fitchburg & Leominster, Lawrence& Bradford, Boston
& Wellfleet RPO, St Albans & Boston RPO, Boston & Troy
RPO, Mississippi Valley & I.C. & L. RR, generally F.-V.F.
covers & cards. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

481

)
Railroad Cancels Balance. 11 covers or
cards: includes Boston & Greenville (x2), Essex Junc. &
Boston (x2), Plymouth & Conn, M & D RR, Worcester &
Nashua, Boston & So Shore, N.Y. & Wash RPO (x2) & 1 illegible, nice lot, F.-V.F. covers & cards. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

482

)
“Louisville & St. Louis Mail Route”. Bold,
complete and well struck fancy blue shield ties 3c (11A) on
cover to Boston, manuscript “Mail direct” notation, Extremely Fine cover and strike; 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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483

)
"Money Package forwarded by American Express Company". 2 covers, ea. with orange express label:
Indianapolis & Logansport Ind. (foldover), ea. with some oxidation & covers with trivial edge flaws, Fine covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

486

)
1899 "Not Found by Melbourne Letter Carriers". Near complete aux. oval on official "State of Missouri"
illust official cover to Australia, Fine 5c (281) tied by Jefferson City duplex, additional boxed aux. handstamp "Unclaimed at Melbourne", purple DLO "pointing hand",
several colorful backstamps include red Melbourne DLO &
purple F.D. DLO (US), Extremely Fine cover, extremely attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

1847 Issue

484

485

102

)
1850, "O'Rielly's Chicago, Toledo and
Cincinnati Telegraph" (Indianapolis, Ind.). Ornate
printed CC on brownish cover with some overall toning, ms.
addressed, original printed telegraph with printed letterhead showing map & telegraph lines, Very Fine. Estimate
$250 - 350

)
1871 "Sunday School Postage". Red imperforate adhesive, tied on yellow cover by green "Sunday
School Post" DCDS, docketed 5/21/72 at L., somewhat reduced at L., otherwise Very Fine cover, ex Knapp.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

487

)
5¢ red brown (1). Tied by red grid to FL (central
crease far away from stamp) with matching "PROVIDENCE
DEC 7 R.I." and "5" rate mark, stamp with deep rich color
and impression with ample to large margins, Very Fine;
lovely.
$625

488

)
5¢ red brown (1). Fine-V.F., well margined to
clear at LL, not tied on outer FLS by ms. cancel & partial
blue grid, matching & well struck Northern R.R. 10/16
CDS, Very Fine cover.
$850
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1851 Issue

489

490

491

m)
5¢ red brown (1). Fine, margins to slightly in at
L., tied on FLS to Newport, R.I. by red grids, matching Providence, R.I. 1/31/(51) CDS, F.-V.F. cover.
$625

)
5¢ red brown (1). Fine, small faults including
vert. filefold, tied on 1848 FLS by red grid, matching Providence, R.I. 3/22 CDS & numeral "5", Very Fine cover.
$625

)
5¢ dark brown (1a). Deep rich color, margins to
ever so slightly into the outer frameline, ms. "X" cancel does
not tie, faint but readable red Kingston, Mass CDS, light
wax seal stain in address panel, otherwise Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

492

)
1¢ blue, type IV (9). Fine-V.F. single, tied with
3c (11) horiz. strip of 3 on cover to Cal. by New York internal
grid (ocean mail) CDS's, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

493

)
3¢ copperish orange brown, type II (10A
var.). Pos. 58L2E, ample to clear margins, tied on FLS by
New York 10/2/(52) CDS, Very Fine cover, cat. as off cover
single, rare shade (SR 4+).
$1,250

494

)
3¢ orange brown, type II (10A). Ample to clear
margins, not tied on FLS by bold numeral "3", Port Byron,
N.Y. 2/20/(52) CDS, Very Fine cover; 2009 P.F. cert.
$210

Small town usages of 1847 issues are quite scarce &
desirable.

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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495

)
3¢ "intense" orange brown, type II (10A var.).
Deep rich plate 2 (E) color, margins to clear or barely touching at R., tied on cover by New York 11/26/(51) CDS, blue
CC for "Astor House" cut to shape & applied to cover,
F.-V.F. cover.
$210

496

)
3¢ pale yellowish rose red, type I (11). Very
scarce 1856 shade, ample margins to barely touching UL,
tied on cover by Philadelphia, Pa. 8/5/(56) CDS, Very Fine
cover, Amonette (SR 4); signed Amonette on rev.
Estimate $200 - 300

497

)
3¢ dull red, type I (11). Fine-V.F., tied on forwarded cover to Middleboro by Delton, Wis. 2/17/(57) CDS,
3c (11A), Fine-V.F. (claret shade) used as forwarder & tied
by blue grid, red Brigewater, Mass. 3/9/57CDS, very colorful & attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

498

104

)
3¢ dull red, type I (11). Pair + single, tied on repaired oversize cover by partial Philadelphia, Pa. CDS,s,
blue boxed "Car 2"oval & matching larger somewhat
squared "Dec. 26" handstamp, Fine& unusual RR markings. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

499

)
3¢ "1856 orange brown", type II (11A). Plate 6
or 7, clear margins, tied on small cover by large Boston
"Paid" grid, red Boston 4/21 CDS, Very Fine cover (SR 4+);
signed Dr. Amonette.
Estimate $400 - 600

500

)
3¢ "between pale claret and pinkish", type II
(11A var.). Notation made by Dr. Amonette, margins to
slightly in, tied by Marlboro, Mass CDS, Very Fine cover, an
extremely exciting shade, quite unusual.
Estimate $400 - 600

501

)
3¢ dull rose claret, type II (11A var.). Pos.
14R1L showing scarce recutting (only one on plate), clear
to slightly in at bottom, tied on cover by NY town, Very Fine
cover, a very rare shade that Dr. Amonette left off his current listing of shades, ex. Chase & Tilden; with pencil notes
from Dr Chase on rev.
Estimate $200 - 300
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502

)
3¢ dull red, type II (11A). Wide margins otherwise just in, tied by open grid cancel on pretty ladies envelope to Cambridge Mass., matching “Leominster Ms. Sep
19” cds, Cambridge blue “Adverstised 1.ct” straightline h.s.,
Very Fine and attractive.
Estimate $150 - 200

503

)
3¢ dull red, type II (11A). 2 pairs + 2 singles (all
plate 3) on repaired & reduced legal sized cover, ea. stamp
with additional line at L. or R., some small stamp flaws, all
tied by multiple Dubuque Iowa 8/27/56 CDS's, F.-V.F.
cover, attractive 1856 color.
Estimate $150 - 200

504

505

)
3¢ dull yellowish rose red, type II (11A var.).
Pos. 81L3 showing "3 lines recut UL triangle", ample to
touching margins, tied by neat New Haven, Ct. 4/21/56
CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

506

)
3¢ dull red, type II (11A). Tied by blue "Paid 3"
in circle with matching 6/29 West Millbury MA CDS to
Grafton MA on ladies embossed cover, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

507

)
10¢ green, type II (14). V.F.-X.F., large & well
balanced margins, deep rich color, tied on cover to San
Francisco by light large Boston "Paid" grid, red Boston,
Mass. 8/4 CDS, Extremely Fine & exceptionally fresh
cover.
$260

)
3¢ dull red, type II (11A var.). Pos. 10R2L "recut button on shoulder", ample to clear margins, tied on
cover by St. Johnsbury, Vt. 12/12 CDS, Extremely Fine
cover, scarce position.
$175

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1857 Issue

508

)
10¢ green, type II (14). Horiz. pair, 4 margins,
small paper bends at top (from slight overhang), tied on
cover to San Francisco by bold grid, matching Hingham,
Mass. 4/4 CDS & "Paid" SL, partial backflap, F.-V.F. cover.
$460

509

)
10¢ green, type III (15). X.F., large & well balanced single with parts of adjoining stamp at T., rich color &
very attractive, tied on cover to Swanzey, N.H. by attractive
Comptonville, Cal. 8/2 CDS, Very Fine cover.
$260

510

)
10¢ green, type III (15). Horiz. pair used with
additional 3c (11, vert. strip of 3 + single) on refolded & repaired legal sized cover with court docketing, all stamps
ms. cancels & with small faults, indistinct CDS, Fine appearance, still a fairly scarce multiple rate. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

106

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

511

)
1¢ blue, type II (20). Fresh & well centered for
this difficult issue, neatly tied on printed advertising circular
by Richmond, Va. CDS, Extremely Fine cover; 1988 P.F.
cert.
$350

512

)
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22). plate 11 with L. sheet
margin & guide line, Fine-V.F., clear break at top, not tied by
complete SON red "New York Paid 1ct City Delivery"
handstamp on small cover additional boxed "U.S. Mail Delivery (B) 4pm" handstamp, Extremely Fine cover. $625

513

)
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22). Fine, large break at bottom, exceptionally fresh & bright, tied on 1857 printed banking circular by large Boston "Paid" grid, red Boston, Mass.
9/14 CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
$600
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514

)
1851-1857 Cover Balance. 18 covers, includes
1c (x4), 10c (x4), 1851 3c strip of 5 & pair with New York
Steamship cancels, trans Atlantic missing one stamp, a few
better cancels, some faults, nice selection, needs close inspection, sure to please, generally F.-V.F. covers. No
photo.
Estimate $300 - 400

515

)
1¢ blue, type IV (23). Pos. 7R1L showing recutting once at both top & bottom, tied on locally addressed
note by New Haven 2/24/28 CDS, Very Fine cover; 2008
P.F. cert.
$1,150

516

)
1851-7 1¢ & 3¢ Issues (7/25). 7 different covers, all large size official covers from various Mass. towns,
note 1c (7, vert. strip of 3, ms. cancels); 1c (9) strip of 3 used
with 3c (25); 1c (9, x3 singles) used with 3c (25); 1c (24) var,
with "curl", 3 different covers, ea. with 1c (24) strips of 3
(note possible type Va), F.-V.F. covers, attractive balance, close inspection suggested, . No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

517

518

)
1¢ blue, type V (24). V.F., vertical strip of 3,
pos. 3L/23L10, small perf flaws, tied by diamond grid cancels, Waterville, Ohio 9/14 CDS, Very Fine cover, J.H.
Cochrane Collection handstamp on rev.
Estimate $200 - 300

519

)
1¢ blue, type V (24). Fine-V.F., deep rich color
accented dramatically by red Warren, Mass. CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

520

)
1¢ blue, type V (24). Horiz. strip of 3, Fine-V.F.,
purported to be pos. 13-15R8, all tied by unusual "circle of
wedges" fancy, bold Leister, Mass. 10/1 CDS on cover to
Vernon, N.Y., Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1¢ blue, type Va (24 Var.). Pos. 5R5-7R5 strip
of 3, tied on legal size official cover by Plainfield, Mass.
10/5/(58) CDS's, left stamp scissor trimmed at L., R. stamp
with small scissor trim fault, single on cover cat. $350.00,
Very Fine cover, strips are extremely scarce & unpriced
by Scott.
Estimate $200 - 300
An extremely attractive strip with intense deep color &
impression, seldom seen on Plate 5 stamps.
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521

)
3¢ rose, type I (25). L margin chair block of 7
(block of four and strip of 3 attd) plus a strip of 4 (from same
piece and position) on what appears to be a wrapper or FL
that contained legal briefs addressed to the Clerk of Courts,
Orleans, New Orleans, tied by ms. docketing & ea. stamp
with additional ms. cancel, indistinct CDS "LOU"
discernable, a few stamps with some trivial flaws & cover
with small repairs & cleaning, F.-V.F. appearance, extremely interesting & unusual, stamps cat. off cover at
$8,200.00.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

524

)
3¢ orange brown, type III (26 var.). An extremely well centered & very fresh example of this exceptionally rare shade, tied on legal sized cover by partial
grids, red Newburyport, Ms. 10/15/58 CDS, Very Fine
cover, extremely rare shade, seldom, offered; 2010 P.F.
cert.
Estimate $500 - 750

522

)
3¢ orange brown, type I (25 var.). An unlisted
color for this issue, stamp is Fine with scissor trimed perfs at
bottom, tied on legal sized cover by large :Paid" grid, matching Beverly, Mass. 10/29/(57) CDS, pencil notations on rev.
"Amonette quotes Chase saying this closely approaching
the orange brown, Amonette adds Not a good o.b. example", Very Fine cover, ideal example for the student of this
issue.
Estimate $400 - 600

525

)
3¢ yellowish rose red, type III (26). Scarce
color, Fine, tied on slightly reduced 2/28/60 cover by indistinct CDS, F.-V.F. cover, Amonette (SR 4); signed
Amonette on rev. "super nice yellowish rose red".
Estimate $200 - 300

523

)
3¢ rose, type II (25A). Horiz. pair, extremely
fresh & bright, Fine, small piece out of L. stamp, tied on legal size cover by Fall River, Ms., Very Fine cover. $1,300

526

)
3¢ dull red, type III (26). Tied by “Stockbridge
Ms. Sep 21 1857” cds in brilliant red on folded letter to
Boston Mass., Very Fine and choice early use of the type III
(EKU is Sep. 14), Very Fine cover. Estimate $150 - 200
an extremely early dated use.
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1861-1867 Issues

527

)
3¢ dull red, type III (26). Cancelled by open circular grid duplexed with “Wilmington Ms Nov 24” cds on
cover to Lowell Mass., black Carrier star and arced “Advertised Dec 2” h.s.; reduced at right, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

528

)
3¢ Cover Balance. Group of 21 covers, 2
Dedham MA fancy "Paids", Harrison Square "I. Field P.M.",
Jersey Shore star, Shakopee Montana Territorial, "10" cancel, with individual items up to $100, some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $300 - 400

529

)
3¢ dull red, various “Paid” cancels (26). 5 attractive covers, Very Fine. No photo. Estimate $150 - 200

530

)
12¢ black, plate I (36). Fine, used with 3c (26,
x2) on outer FLS, refolded & repaired, all stamps tied by
blue Henderson, Ky. 7/20/60 CDS's, Fine appearance. No
photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

531

532

)
1¢ blue (63). 8 singles + vertical pair (5 with natural SE & one with piece out), not tied on cover by multiple
small geometric cancels, Esmeralda, N.T. 11/20 CDS, minor edge flaws, otherwise F.-V.F. cover, quite scarce territorial.
Estimate $600 - 800

533

)
1861, 1¢ blue, Pair on Wrapper (63). Horizontal pair tied to pink wrapper to England by New York CDS,
few minor faults, still a very attractive item, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

534

)
1¢ blue, 3¢ rose (63, 65). Prepaying the carrier
fee, both cancelled by framed “Paid” h.s. on cover to
Holmes Hole, remailed back to Boston Ms. with 3¢ rose (65)
cancelled by brilliant central strike of framed “Forwarded”
h.s., “Due 3” under stamp, Very Fine cover & usage.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
24¢ gray lilac (37). V.F., tied on FLS to Ireland
by red grid, matching New York "19" CDS, ms. "per Persia",
Dublin 7/28/60 backstamps, Very Fine cover; 2010 P.F.
cert. stating "the folded letter without side flaps". $1,050
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535

536

537

110

)
3¢ pink (64). Fine-V.F. copy tied by complete
strike of Eastern RR on cover to West Newton Mass, 2010
PF cert, Very Fine stamp & cover.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

538

)
3¢ pink (64). V.F., tied by target, matching New
York 1/30 DCDS, cover backflap missing, otherwise Extremely Fine cover; 2007 PSE cert.
$1,100

539

)
3¢ pink (64). Pretty shade, "diasgonal crease at
bottom", tied by grid cancel, partial & probable New Brunswick, N.J. CDS, cover reduced & with light edge wear,
V.G.-Fine stamp & cover; 2010 P.F. cert. No photo.
$1,100

540

)
3¢ pinks, Small Cover Balance (64, 64b). 8
covers (includes one with horiz. pair), also includes single
off cover, all Fine-V.F., some with small flaws, good run of
shades, several signed on rev. (Ashbrook, Cole, Perry),
generally F.-V.F., close inspection suggested, very high
cat. value present. No photo.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

541

)
24¢ red lilac (70). Fine, small stamp & cover
flaws, tied by red New York Br. Pkt Paid 19 CDS, St.
Johnsbury, Vt. 10/3/66 CDS & partial grid, Liverpool
10/21/66 backstamp, F.-V.F. cover.
$350

542

)
2¢ black (73). Well centered & fresh example
tied on printed 1867 prices current circular by attractive blue
"circle of wedges" cancel, matching Savannah, Ga. 3/9
CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
3¢ pink (64). Tied by "U.States" SL on cover to
Island Pond VT, 2010 PF cert, Very Fine stamp & cover.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

)
3¢ pink (64). Tied to small cover by blue Oct 14,
Concord, Vt town cancel, fresh, vivid true pink color, attractive item, F.-V.F.
$1,050
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543

)
2¢ black (73). Horiz. strip of 3 + single used with
1c (63) + 3c (65) on reduced legal size cover with printed
CC "United States Engineer's Office", all tied by New Orleans, La. 2/5/65 DCDS's, strip with small piece out affects
one stamp, some edge wear & small faults, generally
F.-V.F., interesting late war usage during Federal occupation New Orleans.
Estimate $200 - 300

544

)
1861 Cover Balance. 42 covers, many fancy or
colored cancels, a few Skinner listed, ad covers including 1
overall, patriotic, needs close inspection, generally F.-V.F.
covers. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

547

)
2c & 3c Banknote Cancels. Group of 62 covers & cards, geometrics, stars, numbers including a fancy
"7" from Mattinaque MA, small birch bark cover, with individual items up to 50.00, some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo. Estimate $300 - 400

548

)
10¢ blue green, F. grill (96). 2 singles,
Fine-V.F., ea. tied by matching segmented cork cancels on
cover to Argentina, indistinct Boston CDS, blue company
7/6/69DCDS as receiver, some docketing at extreme right,
otherwise Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

1870-1888 Bank Note Co. Issues

545

)
2¢ black, E. grill (87). Tied to small ladies cover
by "PROVIDENCE DEC 31 R.I." cds with matching wedge
cance, Extremely Fine; attractive.
$325

549

546

)
12¢ dull violet (151). Horiz. pair, Fine-V.F.,
right edge of R. stamp with trivial perf flaws, not tied on
cover to Argentina by grids & Duxbury, Mass. 7/22 CDS,
red New York "8" 7/23 transit, ms. "Per Steamer Via Rio Janeiro", Very Fine cover; signed Ashbrook commenting "the
rate 18c hence this was a 6c overpay".
Estimate $300 - 400

)
12¢ black, E. grill (90). Fine-V.F., natural SE at
R., short perf at bottom, tied on cover to Englend by cork
cancel, red Paterson, N.J. 4/15/(68) CDS, red New York
"Paid All" transit & red London receiver, Very Fine cover.
$575
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550

)
12¢ dull violet (151). Horiz. pair, Fine-V.F.,
right stamp trivial edge tear, tied on cover to Argentina by
Duxbury, Mass. 6/20 CDS with grids, red New York "8" 6/23
transit, ms. "per Ontario via Rio Janeiro June 23rd/73",
small cover repair across top & lacking backflap, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350

553

)
10¢ brown, 2¢ vermilion (161, 178). 10c (x2
singles), both Fine-V.F., ea. with trivial perf flaws, 2c folded
over top of cover, all tied by cork cancels on cover to Chile,
partial Duxbury, Mass 1/28 CDS, red New York "12" 2/1
transit, purple company 4/1/76 DCDS's as receiver, exceptionally fresh & attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

551

)
12¢ dull violet (151). Horiz. pair, Fine-V.F.
(note plate "layout lines" at bottom), tied on cover to Argentina by target cancel, South Duxbury, Mass. 10/20 CDS,
red New York "8" transit, reduced at L. & small tear at top
from slightly rough opening, F.-V.F. cover.
$475 single on cover

554

)
10¢ brown, 2¢ vermilion (161, 178). 10c (x2
singles, one tied)), both Fine-V.F., trivial perf flaws, 2c Fine,
all with identical cork cancels, Duxbury, Mass. 2/12 CDS,
red New York "12" 2/15 transit, purple company 3/15/76
DCDS's as receiver, ms. "Via Panama", very attractive,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

552

)
10¢ brown (161). Horiz. pair, Fine-V.F., small
perf flaws from slight overhang, additionally franked with
somewhat faulty (but not detracting from overall cover appearance) 2c (157), all tied by cork cancels on cover to
Chile, Duxbury, Mass. 10/13 CDS, red New York "12"
10/16 transit, ms. "Panama", cover barely reduced, exceptionally fresh & attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

555

)
10¢ brown, 2¢ vermilion (161, 178). 10c pair,
Fine, small perf flaws across top, 2c, Fine, natural SE, pair
barely tied on cover to Chile, Duxbury, Mass. 2/29 CDS,
red New York "12" 3/3 transit, purple company 4/1/76
DCDS's as receiver, ms. "Via Panama per Steamer from N
York of Dec. 1st", Very Fine cover. Estimate $400 - 600
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556

557

558

)
10¢ brown, 5¢ blue (161, 179). 10c (x2 singles), both V.F., 5c Fine-V.F., 5c tied by purple cork cancel,
10c not tied with matching cork cancels, on cover to Chile,
matching partial Duxbury, Mass. 3/29 CDS, Boston transit
(backstamp), red New York "12" 3/30 double barrel transit,
purple company 4/30/76 oval as receiver, manuscript. "Via
Aspinwall per Accapulco", Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
10¢ brown, 12¢ blackish violet (161, 162).
Both Fine, some trivial perf flaws at top from slight overhang, not tied on cover to Chile by Duxbury, Mass.
9/28/(75) CDS, red new York "12" 9/30 transit, purple company 10/27/75 receiver, ms. "via Panama Steamer
Accuplco", Very Fine & exceptionally clean cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

559

)
10¢ brown, 12¢ blackish violet (161, 162).
10c Fine, small flaws, 12c V.F., tied on cover to Chile by
cork cancels, Duxbury, Mass. 10/28 CDS, red new York
"12" 10/30 transit, purple company 11/28/75 DCDS as receiver, ms. "Via Panama", slightly clipped corner at U.L.,
otherwise Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600

560

)
3¢ green (184). one of the largest singles we
have ever seen, tied on somewhat soiled cover by blue segmented cork, a “Soaker”, Extremely Fine. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

561

)
15¢ red orange (189). Fine, tied on cover to
Columbia by blue oval, Duxbury, Mass. 4/8/(80) CDS,
Boston transit on rev., multiple blue "George L Winsor
7/8/80" ovals, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

)
10¢ brown, 12¢ blackish violet (161, 162).
Both V.F., 12c with light crease, tied on cover to Chile by
cork cancels, Duxbury, Mass. 12/14 CDS, red New York
"12" 12/16 transit, ms. "Via Panama by Steamer Acapulco,
N.Y. 15th inst.", slightly reduced at L. from opening, otherwise Very Fine cover.
Estimate $400 - 600
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1893-1990 Issues

562

)
30¢ full black (190). Horiz. pair (Fine), used
with 10c (209 pair), 5c (205) & 2c (210) on large part registered wrapper to New Haven, multiple New York "REG"
ovals, purple boxed "New York N.Y.4/2/94 Reg."
handstamp, Fine partial covers.
$450

563

)
5¢ yellow brown, to Burma (205). Tied by unusual tareget, Glenn Falls, N.Y. 10/5/85 CDS, New York
transit backstamp, additional backstamps include transit &
"Sea Post Office 10/29/85 CDS, ms. routing "Through Italy", Very Fine cover & extremely scarce destination.
Estimate $150 - 200

564

)
1¢ Banknote Balance. 21 covers franked with
various 1¢ Banknote issues, a few 3rd class, a few fancy,
nice lot for dealer or collector, F.-V.F. No photo. Estimate
$200 - 300

565

)
Banknote Balance. Group of 19 covers, includes nine 5¢ (185), three 6¢ (186) & two 10¢ (161), with
individual items up to 50.00, some small cover or stamp
flaws, clean and attractive lot, F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

566

)
Banknote Cover Balance. 107 covers & cards,
mostly from 1870-1895, better usages, dues, fancy cancels
& better towns, needs close inspection to uncover some
gems, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750
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567

)
$4 Columbian (244). Fine-V.F., tied on legal
size cover to Washington, DC by neat target & matching
Marion, Mass. 7/3/94 CDS, small mend to sideflap & couple
trivial edge tears at top, otherwise Very Fine cover.
$4,000

568

)
5¢ Trans-Miss. (288). Fine-V.F., small corner
crease, tied on 1c wrapper (W301) to Italy by Milwaukee
duplex's, couple margin tears at left (hinge reinforced),
F.-V.F., great usage.
Estimate $150 - 200

569

)
$2 orange red & black (523). Fine-V.F., tied on
"Round the World" flight cover "Lakehurst to Lakehurst" by
Varick St Sta. 8/6/29 slogan machine cancel, cover additionally franked with $1 (518), C2-3 & C5, all neatly tied, appropriate U.S. flight cachets & appropriate backstamps,
Very Fine cover; 2007 P.F. cert.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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571

)
2¢ carmine, rotary (579). Fine-V.F. top sheet
margin single, tied on cover by Maplewood, N.J. 5/19/26
flag cancel, F.-V.F. cover. No photo.
$400

574

)
1¢ Four Freedoms, Hand Painted Cachet
(Knapp/Weigand) (908). Pencil addressed Weigand,
Washington, DC 2/12/43 MC, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

575

)
3¢ Iwo Jima, Hand Painted Cachet (Weigand)
(929). Pencil addressed to Weigand, Washington, DC
7/11/45 MC, Extremely Fine cover, unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

576

)
3¢ Iwo Jima, Hand Painted Cachet (Weigand)
(929). Pencil addressed Weigand, Washington, DC
7/11/45 duplex. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

577

)
3¢ Iwo Jima, Hand Painted Cachet (Weigand)
(929). Pencil addressed to Weigand, Washington, DC
7/11/45 MC, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
3¢ Kentucky Statehood, Hand Painted Cachet (Knapp) (904). Pencil addressed to Weigand, tied by
Frankfort, Ky. 6/1/42 MC, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

572

)
3¢ Kentucky Statehood, Hand Painted Cachet (Knapp) (904). Unadressed, Frankfort, Ky. 6/1/42
MC, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

573

)
5¢ Chinese Resistance, Hand Painted Cachet (Knapp) (906). Pencil addressed to Knapp, tied by
Denver, Colo. 7/7/42 MC, small diagonally clipped corner at
lower R., Very Fine cover, only 3 offered in the last 25 years,
sold for $1,050.00 in 2005 Siegal-Martin sale.
Estimate $250 - 350
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578

)
1990, 10¢ Red Cloud, tagging omitted
(2175b). Unusual & seldom seen error, tied on 1993 cover,
Very Fine; 2002 APS cert.
Estimate $100 - 150

579

)
1986, 25¢ Jack London, tagging omitted
(2182c). Unusual & seldom seen error, tied on cover with
4c Father Flanagan issue (Making up the 29c rate change)
by magenta Cheshire Ct. 11/23/92 CDS, Very Fine cover,
listed but unpriced; 2001 APS cert. Estimate $200 - 300

581

)
1918-23 Airmail sets complete, $1.30 Zeppelin on "Round the World" Flight (C1-C6, C14). Somewhat faulty large cover & several stamps with small or trivial
faults,additionally franked with other various contemporary
issues, all tied by New York, N.Y., Varick Sta. 5/7/30 duplex's, appropriate flight cachets & backstamps, Fine
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

582

)
1918, 6¢ orange (C1). Partial purple first flight
12/16/18 duplex ties V.F. stamp, boxed backstamp "Received 12/17/18 handstamp, type addressed P.H. Ward
(cachet), Very Fine cover; 1979 APS cert.
$2,000

583

)
1918, 6¢ orange (C1). Bright & fresh, tied on
flight cover by light magenta "Air Mail Service
Wash.-N.Y.-Phila. Washington 12/7/18" duplex (missing
the first flight by one day), Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Airmail

580

116

)
1925 "Boston First Landing in U.S. of World
Fliers". 3 covers, ea. with Boston, Mass. Airport Station
9/5/24 slogan cancel tying C4, C5 or C6 (natural SE), Very
Fine covers. A.A.M.C. 167.
Estimate $150 - 200
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584

)
1918, 16¢ green (C2). Tied on small cover by
magenta "Air Mail Service Wash.-N.Y.-Phila., Washington
7/15-18 duplex. The date on the dial has bben manually
corrected from "13" to "15" (ms) and is attested by the Philadelphia rcvr. on rev. dated 7/15/18, F.-V.F. cover, attractive
& unusual.
$800

585

)
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3).
Fine-V.F., tied on "First Trip" cover by "Air Mail Service
Wash.-N.Y.-Phila. 5/15/18 First Trip" duplex, Very Fine
cover.
$750

586

)
1923 Airmail complete (C4-C6).
On 3
seperate FDC's, Worden cachets, Extremely Fine, exceptional set.
$1,750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

587

)
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4). Block of 6 on "Round
the World" flight picture postcard to Germany, additionally
franked with 5c (650), all tied by Varick St. Sta. CDS & New
York "Foreign Div." DO cancels, appropriate US flight cachet & German receiver, Very Fine card.
Estimate $100 - 150

588

)
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6). V.F. block of 4, tied on
Registered Special Delivery cacheted cover by multiple
blue "bucking bronco" cancels, purple DCDS backstamps
from Houston, Tx. & Salem, Mass., Extremely Fine cover;
2009 P.F. cert.
Estimate $300 - 400

589

)
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15). Set
on 3 matched FDC's, 65c & $1.30 on cards, $2.60 on envelope, all Fine-V.F. & tied by 4/19/30 Washington DC slogan
MC's, appropriate German & US flight cachets, couple insignificant & very minor cover flaws, otherwise Very Fine
set of FDC's.
$3,500
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590

591

592

118

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). V.F., tied on
FDC by Washington, DC 4/19/30 duplex, Very Fine cover.
$1,200

593

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). Fine-V.F., tied
on 1c postal card by Lakehurst, N.J. flag cancel, appropriate flight cachets & transits, Very Fine. Estimate $150 200

594

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). Fine-V.F., diagonal crease, tied on 1c postal card by Cleveland, O.
4/21/30 duplex, appropriate flight cachets & backstamps,
card with light soiling & creasing, Fine appearance. No
photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

595

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). V.F., tied on
picture postcard by Philadelphia, Pa. "F.S." 5/21/30 duplex,
appropriate German & U.S. flight cachets, Very Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200

596

)
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14). Fine, tied on
FDC by Washington DC 4/19/30 slogan MC, appropriate
German & U.S. cachets & backstamps, light cover soiling &
slight reduction at R., otherwise F.-V.F.
$1,100

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). V.F., tied on
FDC by Washington DC 4/19/30 slogan MC, Very Fine
cover.
$1,200

)
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13). V.F., extremely fresh & well centered, tied on unusual photocard
showing 4 minature photos of Zeppelin, Eckner, Count Zeppelin & Capt Lehmann, stamp tied by Varick St. Sta, 5/27/30
slogan MC, appropriate flight cachets, Very Fine, very impressive card.
Estimate $200 - 300
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597

598

)
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14). V.F., tied on
picture postcard by New York Varick St. Sta. 4/25/30 duplex, appropriate flight cachets, Very Fine card.
$375

599

)
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14). A V.F. stamp
on a cover with small faults, lightly tied & with all appropriate
flight cachets & backstamps, otherwise Fine cover. No
photo.
$375

600

601

)
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15). X.F., tied on
flight cover with various other contempory issues by New
York Varick St. Sta. 4/30/30 duplex & US flight cachet, appropriate German flight cachet & backstamps, Extremely
Fine cover.
$575

602

)
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15). V.F. bottom
P.# 20095 single tied on 3c entire by Sioux City, Iowa
4/21/30 duplex, appropriate flight cachets & backstamps,
slightly reduced at R. & small edge tear at L., somewhat
close to German flight cachet, otherwise Very Fine cover.
$575

603

)
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15). A V.F. stamp
with very small & trivial flaws, tied on Roessler printed
cacheted cover (Zeppelin) by Varick St. Sta. 5/7/30 slogan
MC, appropriate flight cachets & backstamps, some trivial
light cover soiling, F.-V.F. appearance.
$575

)
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14). V.F., trivial
faint corner crease, tied on airmail cover by Varick St. Sta.
6/2/30 slogan MC, appropriate flight cachets &
backstamps, some cover wrinkling at UL, otherwise Very
Fine cover.
$375

)
1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15). Fine-V.F.,
tied on airmail cover by Varick St. Sta. by slogan MC, appropriate flight cachets & backstamps, Extremely Fine cover.
$575
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Postage Due

604

)
1943, 6¢ Transport, Hand Painted Cachet
(Knapp/Weigand) (C25a), complete unexploded booklet.
Type addressed, Washington, DC 3/18/43 duplex, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
607

)
1891, 10¢ bright claret (J26). V.F. horiz. pair
on large cover to New York, tied by dumb ovals, partial "US
Charge to collect" oval & "20 Cents" handstamp, large "T"
due marking, backstamped "Correos Habana" DCDS,
cover edge repair & small edge faults, Fine & interesting
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Offices in China

605

606

120

608

)
"U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai China",
Small Accumulation. Approx. 97 covers or cards + some
ephemera, circa 1900-36 (mostly circa 1900-20), many interesting postcards, most with "Postal Agency" duplex or
handstamps, some overprint issues, etc., generally F.-V.F.
covers, close examination suggested. No photo.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

609

)
"U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai China".
1/23/14 duplex ties 2c (Q2) on cover to Chicago & forwarded to Zanesville, O., Chicago backstamp, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1943, 6¢ Transport, Hand Painted Cachet
(Knapp/Weigand) (C25a), complete unexploded booklet.
Unadressed, Washington, DC 3/18/43 duplex, Extremely
Fine, a very pretty FDC.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1943, 6¢ Transport, Hand Painted Cachet
(KnappWeigand) (C25a), complete unexploded booklet.
Unadressed, Washington, DC 3/18/43 duplex, Extremely
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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610

613

)
Yuan Shik K'Al & Chinese Republic Flag. Attractive Chromo card (Chromo Edit., Kingshill, Shanghai
no. 147) with light corner chipping, 1c (374, slight toning),
tied by U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai China 4/2/14 duplex,
Very Fine& colorful card. No photo. Estimate $100 - 150

614

)
"U.S. Postal Agency, Shanghai, China". Duplex ties 1c (498, x2) on picture postcard to Ohio, bold &
well struck purple "Censored" SL (not recorded), Very Fine
card.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
"U.S. Postal Agency, R.D., Shanghai China".
Double ovals tie various Washington-Franklin issues on
registered cover to Chicago, ms. "per Tenyo Maru registered" instructions, Chicago backstamps, extremely attractive 3 color franking, Very Fine cover.Estimate $150 - 200

Locals

611

)
"U.S. Postal Sta, Shanghai China". 4/20/04
duplex (type 14) ties 2c (319) on advertising cover (Methodist Publishing House) on cover to Nashville, Tenn.,
backstamped with San Francisco & Chicago transits & unusual Nashville receiver, some light edge wear (trivial),
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

615

612

)
Bouton's City Dispatch Post, 1848, 2¢ black
on gray blue (18L2). Ample margins, tied on outer FLS bt
red SL "Paid", matching "Bouton's City Dispatch Post" oval,
small internal cover tear in address panel, otherwise Very
Fine cover, ex Emerson; 2010 P.F. cert.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
"U.S.S. Asheville Shanghai China". 2/22/37
ship duplex ties 2c 9634) on philatelic cover to Portsmouth,
Va., additionally franked with France, Italy, Japan & China
issues with fancy or unusual cancels or cachets, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Postal Stationery

Sanitary Fair Covers

616

617

618

619

122

)
Fantasy U493 Overprint. First flight cover for
CAM 16 on U493 var, with 323, 326 & pair of 1c Franklins
tied, cert states:"…the surcharge on the entire is a philatelic
creation, and not done by the post office.", interesting cover
in need of further research, F.-V.F.; 2004 PF cert.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
1904, 2¢ carmine (U395). Used with 1c, 3c, 4c
& 8c 1902-3 issues + 2c (319), all Fine-V.F. & tied on registered cover to Germany by multiple New York "REG" DO
cancels, New York Foreign 3/4/04 DO, New York City reg.
label, appropriate backstamp, additionally franked with
10c Special Delivery (E6), Very Fine cover, impressive
multi-colored franking.
Estimate $150 - 200

620

)
Indiana Sanitary Commission "The Pride of
the State". 3c (65) tied by partial blue Indianapolis 7/14/65
CDS, barely reduced at L., otherwise Very Fine cover, exceptionally fresh & very scarce or rare, ex Walcott. Walcott
3097.
Estimate $300 - 400

621

)
Indiana Sanitary Commission "The Pride of
the State". 3c (65) tied by target cancel, Chattanooga,
Tenn. 1/21 CDS, Very Fine cover, a very scarce if not rare
design. Walcott 3098.
Estimate $300 - 400

622

)
Indiana Sanitary Commission "The Pride of
the State". Near complete Chattanooga 3/29/(65) DCDS
with target & "Due 3" in circle on cover to Indiana, with original enclosure with printed letterhead (small piece out)
"AFree Gift to the Union Soldier, from the Northwestern
Sanitary Commission", soldier complains "I have no
stamps nor money for we havegote the firste cente of pay,
to get yete", Very Fine cover & letter. Walcott 3098.
Estimate $400 - 600

Hm)
Stockbook Of Postal Cards. 80+ cards, with
some better includes 4 Columbian Expo PPC's, UX6 (x3),
UX8 mint, UX15 (x3), & UY5 preprinted, nice lot, needs
close inspection, generally F.-V.F. cards. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1891, 1¢ blue on grayish white, to Egypt
(UX11). New York "P" 9/8/93 duplex, additionally franked
with 1¢ (219) tied by duplex, Paris transit, Very Fine card.
Estimate $100 - 150
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Patriotic Covers

623

624

)
Soldier's Letter US Christian Commission. 2
page letter datelined Camp Carrington Indianapolis Ind
March 22 65 on US Christian Commission letterhead with
matching envelope, reads in part "…the auspitle catched
fire the other kinte thare was grate excitement thru the
camp fore it was full of sick soldiers and some of them not
able to walk a step…" Interesting letter, needs further research., F.-V.F. letter & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
"US Christian Commission". Printed CC on
cover with "ms. endorsement "Soldier's Letter, F Shearer,
USCC" (US Christian Commission), partial Washington,
DC 7/7 DCDS & "Due 3" SL, slightly reduced at R., otherwise Very Fine cover. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

626

)
"Our Government will be Sustained at any
Sacrafice". Red & blue design, blue verse, 3c (65) tied by
Kingston, Mass, 8/26 CDS, msn "Due 3 cts", Very Fine
cover, attractive small town usage. Walcott 60 var.
Estimate $150 - 200

627

)
Civil War Patriotic Cover and Letter. Union
soldier's letter in rare patriotic envelope of Philatelic interest
(3 union riflemen in different poses). The letter is about
camp life "sometimes we put in the time telling stories and
smoking, sometimes cooking and eating and sometimes
we go fishing". An Abraham Lincoln patriotic seal on the reverse, reading "No extension of Slavery", featuring an early
beardless Lincoln portrait adds greatly to its rarity.
Estimate $600 - 800

628

)
Colonel Ellsworth.
Multicolored patriotic
lettersheet datelined Freeland, Sem, Nov 16, 61 to Pres of
Brown University, student requesting a catalogue for Brown
as he is preparing for some higher education, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

Campaign Covers

625

)
1856, Fremont & Flag. 3c (11A, recut inner line
only at R.), top sheet margin single, tied by New York 6/17
CDS, trivial reduction at L. & light soiling, otherwise Very
Fine cover, somewhat scarce design. Walcott unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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629

)
"Cotton is King". Patriotic cover, caricature &
verse, 3c (65) tied by Kingston, Mass. CDS, trivial light edge
staining, otherwise Very Fine cover, attractive small town
usage.
Estimate $300 - 400

630

)
Globe & Flag. Red & blue design on small ladies cover, 3c (26), tied by grid, matching Centre Rutland,
Vt. CDS, couple trivial small stains (mostly in address
panel), Very Fine cover with original enclosure. Walcott
2732.
Estimate $150 - 200

632

)
Our Jessie. 3¢ dull red, type III (26) tied by
“North Wrentham Mass. Sep 15” cds on illustrated “Our
Jessie” cover to N. Chesterfield Me., light stain lower right,
Very Fine and rare DPO (1826-70, SR-7).
Estimate $200 - 300

633

)
Union Soldier with Flag. 3¢ dull red, type III
(26) cancelled by central strike of “3” rate marker on patriotic envelope to Groton Center Mass., “Graniteville Mas.
Jun 7” cds, reduced slightly at right, Very Fine, Walcott,
Bischel. Walcott W-2095.
Estimate $200 - 300

Misc. Civil War Postal History
634

631

124

)
McClellan. Purple design, 3c (64b), Fine, tied
by Yipslanti, Mich CDS, Very Fine cover. Walcott 311.
$260

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

)
1861 Civil War Letter From Camp Advance
VA. Interesting letter from the front, reads in part "…Last
Sabbath a week we arrived in the above camp, our baggage
wagon's encampped on the hill one half a mile of us. having
thrown all of our blankets and eqippage in them we were
obliged to take the ground for our bead, and the open canopy above us for our covering. We had hardly picketed our
horses when orders for Companys K and II were given to
march in 1/2 hour, not having anything to eat since that
morning tired and hungry as they ware refused to eat thinking more of there horses than themselves, they started for
there posts at falls Church…an showd me awound which he
had received the ball passing through the fleshy part of the
arm not ingering the bone…Morning came bringing withit
the details of an awful calamity…one of our men comitted
Suiside…Three men from company II were killed…" Goes
on to relate a Lieutenant shooting his fingeroff, and the
diaster of the battle. Great reading, a wonderful eye witness
account, Fine letter. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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635

)
1864 Notification Of Bounty To Town. 3 cent
tied by blue target to cover with matching Indianapolis CDS
with enlistment & bounty notification, F.-V.F. cover. No
photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

636

)
1864 Soldier's Letter From Camp Fremont.
Short letter complaining about work, with cover, F.-V.F. letter.
Estimate $100 - 150

637

)
"Forwarded by Adams Express Co from
Cincinnati, O." Soldiers Letter. Yellow label on cover to
Laselle, Ill., ms. "Soldier's Letter, Lt. Col. Smith, W.S.S.",
additional orange express label "Money Package forwarded by American Express Company from Indianapolis,
Ind.", additional ms. "$15.00, Very Fine cover, very scarce
combination.
Estimate $500 - 750

638

)
Homefront Correspondence Sgt Horace
Sampson. 25 covers addressed to Horace Sampson, Co.
C 2nd Regt Heavy Artillery, includes 16 from Duxbury,
many with fancy cancels, 5 from Bridgewater, one with US
Christian Commission ad, intersting reading, needs research, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.Estimate $250
- 350

639

)
Patriotic Illustrated Lettersheet Camp Morton. Datelined Camp Morton, August 30 61, this camp became a Confederate POW camp, letter appears written by a
guard to his family, reads in part ".The folkes came from
Edinburg today and presented us our flag and sword and
diner for the company.They presented also a pocket book
to cary our needeles pins and other. My health is slowly improving.I dont know wheather I can come home to the
wedin." Signed L H Winship. Needs further research,
F.-V.F. letter. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

Confederacy

640

)
1861, Richmond, Va, handstamp paid "10".
RICHMOND AUG 28, 1861 cds and matching PAID 10 in
circle, envelope faults include toning on reverse only and a
few edge flaws, very presentable example, F.-V.F.; Signed
Brian Green and John Kimborough. Estimate $200 - 300

641

)
1861, 5¢ green (1). Tied to small lady's cover by
red Smithfield, Va town cancel, small envelope faults including backflap, still very attractive, F.-V.F.
$300

642

)
1861, 5¢ olive green (1c). Stone 1, well centered 4 margin single, tied on cover by blue grid, matching
University of Virginia DCDS, cover with significant age
spotting, couple barely affect adhesive, also includes additional small cover from same corresp. & same CDS with
matching boxed "Paid" & numeral "5", with hand drawn &
colored CSA flag on which the PF. declines opinion (photocopy of 2007 cert.). Close examination reveals a small part
of drawing appears to be under CDS, F.-V.F. covers. No
photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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643

)
1863, 10¢ blue (12). Large margins, tied on attractive "wallpaper" cover by partial Pocotaligo, SC 9/14
CDS, backflap with tear (hinge repair, insignificant), otherwise Very Fine, very attractive.
Estimate $400 - 600

644

)
Confederate Letter To Texas. Belongs to wallpaper cover above, datelined Camp Hunter Aug 26, 1863,
reads in part "…we have moved from camp bisslere to
where we are camp now. where we camp it is on a byu
where we hafter drink the byu watter. their is two thirds of
the regular sick and i think if we stay hear all of the regular
will be sick…their was thirteen men started home from ?
regular. They got about ? yards and come back they are under aress…I havent heard what they will do with them. all of
our offercers is up to the trial…I heard last night that Grant
was betwean Vixsburg and Shrievepourt with 50 thousand
going to Texas…Johnson Bradley is dead he dide last
wensday. He dide with the fever. Mcordon Johnson dide th
24 with the fever…" Wonderful letter, needs further research, F.-V.F. letter. No photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

645

646

126

647

)
Confederate POW Letter On Northern Patriotic Lettersheet. Datelined Camp Morton, Indianapolis
Ind April 16 1862 on Commodore Foote patriotic
lettersheet, reads in part "…Your letter found me well an as
fat as you ever saw. We are all here that was in the fight except those that was kild and wounded them boys that come
home was not in the fight atal. I have sent my picture to you
by Mr James…I whant you to keep it until I return. I doant
expect to come until the war ends. There is talk of us being
exchanged & if they is any prisoners exchanged I expect to
be one. …" Signed Wm H Brown. There is an accompanying short bio of Sargt Brown. Tiny split at top fold. Needs further research., F.-V.F. letter.
Estimate $300 - 400

648

)
CSA Department Of State Corner Card. Legal
size envelope with partial 1861 Richmond VA CDS with
matching partial "Paid 10" in circle, with free frank "Wm. M.
Morone/Asst. Secretary". Noted on verso "Private". Vert &
horz filefolds not detracting from cover. Wonderful piece of
CSA ephemera., Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Confederate POW Letter. On lined paper,
datelined Camp Morton Ind June 22 62, reads in part
"…The boys is all well an are longing to see the day come
when they can get to go to Dixie. There has bin some talk of
an exchange but I think that is about plaid out. I wish they
would exchange for us so we could get to play our hand
once more…I expect to spend the balance of my days in
batting for humanes rite…P.S. I have placed a ring in here
for Georgiana" There is an accompanying short bio of Sargt
Brown. Needs further research., F.-V.F. letter. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Wallpaper Cover Louisiana To Texas. Wallpaper cover with partial Vermillionville LA CDS with ms
"Due 10" to Lancaster TX, ms "From A Freeman Storm's
Regt T.P.R" at L, opened at R, split at bottom to show wallpaper, a rare cover, F.-V.F. cover. Estimate $600 - 800

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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649

652

)
1930, 1¢ Guard Mail (M3). Tied by Guam Service Agana 9/16/30 DCDS, natural SE at L., Extremely Fine
cover.
$225

653

)
1930, 4¢ Guard Mail (M6). Horiz. pair, tied on
pencil addressed cover to Agana by Guard Service, Piti
12/30/30 DCDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1921, 1c green (U3). With additional franking
on letter addressed to USA, FORT SHERMAN CZ cds's,
envelope faults.
$375

GUAM

650

)
1899, 1¢ deep green (1). Fine, tied by Guam Island Guam 1903 CDS on 1c entire to Everett, Washington,
SL "Missent" & "San Fran, Jose & Los Ang. Tr 10, 5/31/03
RPO" CDS, backstamped Manila transit CDS & Everett receiver, Very Fine cover.
$200

PHILIPPINES

654

651

)
1930, 4¢ Guard Mail (M2). Tied to local cover
by Agana, Guam 4/8/30 DCDS (first day), trivial cover corner chip, Extremely Fine cover, unlisted in Scott as FDC,
only 3,000 stamps issued.
$400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

www.kelleherauctions.com

)
1944, 20c light olive green, handstamped
“VICTORY” (481). Type II, straight edge along top edge,
tied by Day of Issue (re-opening of PO) CDS "TACLOBAN
NOV 8 PI", with matching duplex, locally addressed, Very
Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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655

656

)
1944, 20c blue violet, handstamped
“VICTORY” (E9). Type I, commercial cover,stamp with facial scuffs, tied by CDS "TACLOBAN DEC 19 PI", and
matching duplex, addressed HQ Ascom, US Army, used
stamp off-cover catalogs $250, Very Fine appearing, covers are quite scarce; Unpriced on cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
1942, 5¢ on 6¢ golden brown, K.P. Mililtary
H/S (N4). Three different uses on legal size envekopes,
each with handstamp "K.P." (Ko Yo which translates from
Japanese to Official Business), includes strip of 4 and single, single and double frankings, the latter two each contain
Military Police censors, both large and small box, few cover
imperfections from normal transmission one opened at L
generally, F.-V.F. lot.
Estimate $200 - 300

U.S. Cover Collections
657

128

)
Odd & Unusual. Group of 35 covers or cards:
starts with 4 Brown University corner cards, cover mailed
from Rio de Janeiro with 2 1c dues, 1921 cover with 1857
franking, 2 round the world postal cards, 1904 illegal usage
of R152, 1903 #301 bi-sect, Bennington Stone Ware ad
cover and much more, some small cover or stamp flaws,
close examination suggested, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

658

)
Small Cover Balance, 1851/1898 (7/286). 47
different, many attractive, expect some small stamp or
cover flaws/faults, many useful & interesting, note:1¢ (7)
strip of 3; several 3¢ orange browns + several 3¢ (11) with
interesting or unusual shades, cancels, etc., 1¢ (20) single;
2¢ (73) with ultramarine cancel; 1¢ (112) single; several
somewhat fancy or interesting banknote issues, etc, generally F.-V.F., close inspection suggested. Estimate $750 1,000

659

)
Small Cover Balance (11/113). 7 attractive
covers: 3¢ (11) with green grid; 3¢ (26) pair with part imprint; 3¢ (65, x2) ea. with blue Chatanooga SL cancels; 2¢
(73) with advertising (Young Ladies School, W. Brattleboro,
Vt); 2c (113, x2), ea. with advertising (one allover), some
minor stamp or cover flaws but overall quite impressive,
generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

660

)
Cover Balance. 46 covers that didn't fit anywhere else, mostly US, few foreign, couple of stampless, a
few fancy cancels, one front, nice lot for inspection, generally F.-V.F. covers & cards.
Estimate $200 - 300

661

)
Postal History Balance. Shoebox of covers,
US & foreign, includes C18 on Zeppelin cover, illustrated ad
covers, few fancy, stampless, needs close inspection,
F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

662

)
Philatelic Fantasies. # 214 with green portrait;
# 184 with Canadian queen portrait; # 220 with blue portrait;
& set of 614-616 with center scenes switched to create
bi-colors, very attractive lot, Very Fine covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

663

)
Cover Balance. 19 covers: interesting balance,
includes 1c (182) strip of 3 tied by blue geometrics, 4c (287)
on cover, beautiful 1900 Greeting From Boston PPC, a few
county cancels & a few fancy, nice lot, generally F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

664

)
Collection Crosby, Fluegel & Hand Painted
First Day Covers. 411 covers; includes 107 Crosby's including Presdentials, Famous Americans; 170 Fluegels
starting with 1945 issues & 134 hand painted cachets,
F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

665

)
Registered & Special Delivery Cover Balance. 28 covers, includes 19 registered, 3 special delivery,
& 6 trans Atlantic or better franking; better includes E3 on
1894 cover, registered from Texas, 10c Columbian &
Omaha, fancy sawteeth registered Boston oval, very attractive lot, needs inspection, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

info@kelleherauctions.com
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666

667

668

669

670

H
Mint US Collection 1863-1981. Well Centered
holding of Premium Appearing examples, In three hingeless volumes on Will Gandley hingeless pages, starts
slowly with 73, 148, 158, 184, 206, 207, 210, 217, scattered
small banknotes, then 1902 series with 50 cent, then in
depth Washington Franklins with many coil pairs & coil line
pairs, 1922 series up to $1.00 value, a few Kansas- Nebraska, Prexies complete with coil line pairs, Liberty series
complete with light duplication, then 26 pages of Liberty &
Americana series coils with many pre-cancels; 2nd volume
starts with Columbians, 231-232, 234-236, 238 (x2), Pan
Ams 294-296, 298, 326, 328 & 330, well centered 369, then
complete from 1920 to 1982 except for White Plains SS; 3rd
volume starts with C2-C3, C4-C5, Baby Zepp, then complete to 1990, BOB has E2, J7, Q8, JQ1, a few CSA, then 10
more pages of modern coils & definitives, cat value
18,800.00 plus postage, with no premium for NH, an exciting lot to build upon or break up. Estimate $3,000 - 4,000
Hm
US Mint & Used Collection 1851-1971. On
White Ace pages, starts with unused 11, 24, 26, 35, 63, 68 &
70, 93, 94, 98, 112, used 113, 115-117 & 119, 151, 153, unused 160, 165, mint 178, 179, 182, 183, used 190, mint 214,
215, 216, unused 217 & 218, used 228, mint 258, 274,275,
E2 & E3, 1902 mint to the 50 cent, in depth Washington
Franklins with plate blocks, center line blocks, coil line
pairs, many with duplicate used stamps, 1922 series complete mint except for 562, rotaries complete mint, complete
mint Prexies, complete Liberty series, many extras, close
inspection will be rewarded, cat value 27,000, o.g., F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $4,000 - 6,000
Hm
US Dealer's Stockbook. In depth stockbook,
small but powerful, includes 7 1851 1c, 21 Blackjacks; 1869
pictorials includes 10 #112, 13 #113 & 2 #117, large Banknotes include 3 12c, 4 15c, 2 24c, 4 30c & 2 90c; many mint
airmails, mint Special Handling including 4 QE4 (1 NH);
good CSA including 22 #11 or 12's, 8 #6 or 7's, 2 #8, 2 #13 &
1 #14, close inspection a must, generally F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Hm
US Classic Collection 1847-1893. On pages,
includes used #1 (pen cancel), #23, probable #84 D grill,
probable # 85B & 85C Z grills, & 144, nice run of banknotes,
Columbians to the 30 cent, needs work, sure to reward,
V.G.-Fine stamps, Scott cat value 39,000.00.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
Hm
U.S. Collection, 1851-1941 (7/906; C1/JQ3).
Impressive collection of several hundred in 1943 Scott
"American" album, note used: 12, 37, 68-72, interesting
grills, Pictorials complete to 12c, 121, excellent Banknote
issues to 90c values, Columbians complete to 50c, Omaha
complete to 50c, 294-99, 323-30, interesting Wash.-Franklin issues, C1-3, Dues, Officials, etc., generally F.-V.F. cat.
$13,000.00, offered intact & as received, close examination strongly recommended.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

671

m
3 Stockbooks Used US 1879-1965. Tens of
thousands of stamps, from large Banknotes to BOB, incredible depth, highlights include # 186 (x41), 232 (x100),
235 (x19), 290 (x7), C3 (x5), E3 (x16) plus revenues, wines,
telegraphs, locals, poster, cinderellas, everything a lifelong
collector could come across, needs close inspection,
should be some gems buried here, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

672

H
Arthur E. Beane Postage Balance 1923-1990.
Balance of postage, mostly plate blocks but also includes
booklets & booklet panes, coil singles, pairs & line pairs,
SS's, great lot, sure to please & surprise, should be inspected, face value 2289.00, cat value is much higher, o.g.,
F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

673

Hm
US Mint & Used Collection 1847-1968. Wonderful old time collection on Scott pages, starts with 1 (pen
cancelled), 17 (red cancel), used 69-70, 116, 119, 121,
good Banknotes, Columbians mint & used to the 50 cent,
used 260, 275, 276, 311, 312, mint & used Washington
Franklins, nice Farleys, cat value 19,000.00 plus postage,
o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

674

m
U.S. Early Issues (15/217). 146 stamps on 8
Hagner pages, all priced with dealer retail prices, many very
impressive, very high cat value, better noted: 15, 29, 25
(x2), 26 with green cancel, 35-6, 69-70, 71 (x4), 72 (with
cert.), 76, 78 (x2), grills, 112, 113 (x2), 115 (x4), 117 (x3),
120, 121 (x2, one with cert), 133, 149 (x2), 151, 154, 160,
162 (x2), 163 (x2), 165 (x2), 190 (x2), 298 (x3), 217 (x4),
etc., generally F.-V.F. with many grading better, a close inspection will prove rewarding, many fresh & attractive.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

675

Hm
US Accumulation 1861-1954. In three small
stockbooks, used includes 71, 76, 87, 97, 152, 153, 155,
166, 218, 229, better mint includes 210 block of 4, 212
blocks of 12 (x3), O20, with revenues, plate blocks, pairs,
booklets, cat value 13,000.00, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

676

H
US Dealer Sheet & Part Sheet Collection.
Wonderful collection of full & part sheets, includes National
Parks, Presidentials & many airmails, also 2 Newfoundland, approx. cat. value $4300.00, F.-V.F. sheets & part
sheets.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

677

Hm
US Mint & Used Collection 1893-1959. On
White Ace pages, mint includes Columbians 230-240,
Trans Miss 285-291, 297-299, Louisiana & Jamestown
complete, then complete from 1928, some used in 19th
century, cat value 5500.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

678

H
Mint Sheets & Booklets. Mint sheets including
Celebrate The Century, face value 2074.88.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

679

m
19th Century on Dealer Pages (7/277). 29 different on dealer stockpages, some small faults to be expected but note many very attractive & useful, includes:7, 9,
22, 30A, 69, 71, 75-6, 78, 89, 97-8, 100, 117-8, 151-4, 160,
162-3, 165, 218, 229, 260, 275-7, also includes J58, generally F.-V.F.
$9,600

www.kelleherauctions.com
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680

H
Mint US Collection 1893-1970. Mint collection
starts with Columbians 234, 235 & 238, Trans Miss 285,
286 & 288, complete Pan Ams, Louisianas, Jamestown &
Pilgrims, 1922 definitives include 591 & 592, HuguenotWallons, Lexingtons & Norse complete, then complete from
1931 forward, Prexies complete, airmails include C10a,
C18, many LH, cat value 3350.00 plus postage, great lot for
break up, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

681

Hm
Mint & Used Collection 1861- 1942. Eclectic
collection, includes mint 832 plate block, mint C10a, 71
used (x2), used 72, used 229, mint Pan Ams 296-299, used
260, good Washington Franklins including mint NH 547,
mint NH 833 & 834, mint NH C18, Hawaii 11 mint NG, a few
Confederates, excellent lot for the internet trader, cat value
10,536.00, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

682

Hm
US Mint & Used Collection 1851-1955. On
Mystic Stamp pages, used includes 35, 36, 68-71, 96,
112-117, Banknotes include used 149, 151, 165-166, 190,
217-218, 228-229, used Columbians to 240, 260, 275-276,
310-313, excellent Washington Franklins & 2 cent Reds,
then mint starting with 1932 with all SS's & Prexies complete, cat value 11,300 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

683

H
Mint Sheets & Plate Blocks, 1963-1996. Includes 4 albums with plate blocks from 1963-1996, album
of booklets and 2 folders with sheets, face value 1394.31.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

684

H
US Mint Plate NumberCoil Accumulation
1981-1999. In 4 stockbooks, thousands of mint stamps,
many coil line pairs, unchecked for tagging, better plate
numbers or varieties, face value 1,380.07, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

685

Hm
US Collection 1893-1972. On Scott hingeless
pages, begins with mint Columbians 230-236, 238-239,
mint Trans Miss 285-287 & 289, used 290, Pan Ams &
Louisianas complete mint & used, mint NH Jamestown,
mint Pilgrim complete, then complete 1929-1972 with all
SS's, cat value 1950.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $500 - 750

686

687

130

H
US Mint & Used Collection 1851-2004. On
Scott pages, generally used 19th century includes 112-114,
163, Columbians to the 10 cent, then mint 246-255, 257,
used 260, mint Trans Miss 285-290, mint Louisianas &
Jamestowns, complete mint Prexies, mint C18, used E3,
complete mint Parcel Post Dues, scattered BOB, cat value
4900.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $500 - 750
Hm
US Mint & Used Collection 1882-1938. Small
collection, includes mint sets of Kansas Nebraska & Prexies in Postal Commemorative Society folders, mint C1-C6 &
C18 on pages & small stockbook with Banknotes, Washington Franklins, & 2 pages of mint Canada, cat value 4800.00,
o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

688

Hm
1¢-$1 Columbians Accum. (230-241). Small
group on 2 stockpages, includes other earlier or interesting
issues, note used: 239 (x20), 240 (x4), 241, other issues include 1868 grills, 10c Pictorial (x2), Omaha 4c-50c, etc.,
generally Fine, close inspection suggested.
Estimate $500 - 750

689

H
US Plate Block Collection 1916-1993. On
Minkus pages in 4 volumes, starts with 481-483, then
imperf National Parks to the 8 cent, Prexies to the 50 cent
NH, Famous Americans complete NH, Overrun Countries
complete NH, Liberty Series complete NH, C25-C31 NH,
ending with BOB including postage dues with J88, QE4 NH,
then, cat value is 2,200.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F.
blocks.
Estimate $500 - 750

690

H
Farley Special Printings. 20 sets, all appear to
includes arrow & guides line blocks, center line blocks &
plate blocks, great lot, Very Fine stamps.
Estimate $400 - 600

691

H
Early "Back of Book" Issues on Dealer
Pages (E2/PR81). 40 stamps on dealer stockpages, expect some small faults but note many useful, includes:
E2-3, E7, E12-13, F1 (x2), J25, J41, J55a, J56, J77,
PR9-10, PR12, PR81, JQ1-5, also includes Telegraph:
8T1-3, 9T1-2, 11T1-4, 14T1-2, 4-5, 15T6-11, additionally
including small group of various Savings Stamps (cat.
$320.00), generally F.-V.F.
$4,200

692

m
US Used Collection 1851-1954. On Scott
pages, starts with 7 & 15, 112-114, 117 & 119, 153, 155,
165, 190, 228, 229, 260, 261, 240, 275, 311, good Washington Franklins with 479, 480 & 547, C4-6, E1-E7, then
good officials, scattered Revs, cat value 6600.00, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $400 - 600

693

H
Stockbook Mostly Mint 1926-1961. Nice accumulation of commemoratives, many 2c reds, 30 sets of
the Washington Bicentennial with many NH, also nice run of
Farleys, great lot for the dealer or internet seller, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $300 - 400

694

H
US Mint Plate Block Collection 1920-1964.
On Scott pages, starts with 548 Pilgrim, 610 Harding, then
Reds including 629, 646, 654, 683, 688, 689, 718-719,
complete National Parks, 771, Overrun Countries complete, then complete commemoratives to 1964, many NH,
cat value 827.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F. plate blocks.
Estimate $300 - 400

695

Hm)
US Mint & Used Collection 1853-1960. On
Scott pages, starts with mint & used sets of Prexies, many
coil line pairs, mint C1-6, C18, used E1-E7, good postage
dues, then good cut squares, many full corners not counted
in cat value, total cat value 3,100.00, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $300 - 400

696

H
US Plate Block Collection 1923-1958. On
White Ace pages, starts with 610, 611, 614, 616,622, 628
(x2), 635-642, 654 & 655, 647-648, & Liberty Series complete, cat value 2,300.00, o.g., F.-V.F. plate blocks.
Estimate $300 - 400
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697

Hm
US Stamp Balance. A bit of everthing, mint &
used, definitives, commemoratives, airmails, officials, plate
blocks, fancy cancels, possesions, includes stockcard of 21
C10 mint NH, card of 37 used 572, mint Canal Zone, high
cat value, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $250 - 350

698

H
US Plate Block Collection 1922-1954. On
Scott pages, starts with 551-554, 556, 631, 653, 632-642,
692-701, Prexies complete, Liberty issue complete, cat
value 1900.00, o.g., F.-V.F. plate blocks.
Estimate $250 - 350

699

m
US Revenue Collection 1862-1962. On Scott
pages, some scattered imperfs, good part perfs including
R43b-R44b, R46b, R54b, then perfed includes R4c, RR8c,
R21c, R28c, R41c, R94c, scattered 2nd & 3rd series, good
early documentaries, wines, playing cards, potato tax complete mint, cat value 2,400.00, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $250 - 350

700

701

702

H
US Plate Block Collection 1932-1947. On
White Ace pages, starts with Washington Bicentennial
complete, National Parks complete, special printings complete, Famous Americans complete & Overrun Countries
complete, cat value 1,300.00 plus postage, o.g., F.-V.F.
plate blocks.
Estimate $250 - 350
Hm
US Stamp Accumulation On Stock Cards.
Excellent lot includes 328 mint pair, 329, 330 mint (NG) &
used, 397 mint (x4), 398 mint (x7), 399 mint, 400 used, 401
mint (x3), 403 used (x3), Norse Americans mint blocks of 4
with 1 5 cent faulty & some singles, Pilgrim Tercentary with
2 mint 550's, set of 1938 Presidentials & near set less #834,
clean & attractive lot, cat. value 1,038.00, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $200 - 300
m
Balance Better Used US. 1000's of stamps in 4
boxes, includes banknotes, Columbians, Pan Ams, Washington-Franklins, 2 cent reds, airmails, dues, special deliveries & revenues, great lot for the dealer, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $200 - 300

703

m
Balance Used US. Tens of thousands of
stamps, each lotted in individual envelopes, from the
1940's to 1990's, wonderful lot for the packet maker, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $200 - 300

704

Hm)
US Mint & Used Collection 1922-1929. On
quadrille pages, includes mint blocks of 1922 series, coil &
line pairs, booklet panes, mint singles & blocks of 4 of the
Huguenot Wallons, mint singles, blocks of 4 & FDC's of
Norse Americans, then continues through the 2 cent reds,
cat value 1,150.00, o.g., F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $200 - 300

705

706

H
Mint 1930's Lot. Mostly plate blocks, but includes 100 #778 SS, several plate block sets of the Army &
Navy issue, coil & coil line pairs, great lot for a dealer or
internet trader, Very Fine stamps.
Estimate $150 - 200

707

Hm
Collection Of Postage Dues. Collection of 42
postage dues on pages, better includes J1 unused, J7
used, J21 used & J27 used, total cat value 1,423.00, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $250 - 350

708

H
Offices in China Balance. Small group of 45
items on 4 stockpages, many with multiple frankings on
small pieces, some better include: K3, K4, K9, K10 (x3),
others include various Washington-Franklin issues with different types of Offices in China cancels, several blks. of 4,
many higher values present, several different combinations
on small pieces, etc, generally F.-V.F., a close examination
is suggested.
Estimate $400 - 600

709

m
Collection Of Officials. Collection of 33 used &
unused officials on pages, better includes O2 used, O24
unused, O31 used, O102 used, cat value 1351.00, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $250 - 350

710

Hm
Carrier & Local Stamp Lot. 36 stamps, includes 3 LO2 eagles, US Mail, possible American Express,
Duput & Schenck, G.A. Mills Dispatch Post, plus the usual
suspects, probably some fakes, could be a sleeper or two,
on 4 stockcards, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $100 - 150

711

Hm
Collection Of Revenues. Collection on pages,
includes imperfs, part perf & perfed 1st issue, 2nd & 3rd issues, documentaries, a few proprietaries, & others, better
includes R1a, R95a, R2c, R87c, & R97c, cat value
5,117.00, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

712

m
Collection Of Early Checks With Revenues.
79 checks with either revenue stamps or stamped revenue
paper, includes some checks with beautifully printed vignettes, excellent lot, V.G.-Fine checks.
Estimate $400 - 600

713

H
Revenue Balance. Balance of US revenues, a
quick look reveals a R302 used, R87 (x2), R93 (x2), stock
transfers, future deliveries, battleships, nice lot, F.-V.F.
stamps.
Estimate $150 - 200

714

Hm
Used Duck & Trout Stamps. Interesting collection starts with 1943-1984 used ducks, with a few Australian & Zimbabwe mint ducks, then there is a collection of
used Michigan trout stamps from 1948-1969, then Michigan trout & salmon stamps from 1970-1996, also includes
other state trout & woodcock stamps, needs inspection,
F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $150 - 200

715

H
CSA Balance (6/14).
Small group on
stockpage, some small faults but several useful, note: 8
(x2), 13 (x5), 14 (x2, one ms. cancelled), also includes
some early BOB U.S. issues, note glassine of P.O. Seals,
stockacards Consular Fees, Customs House, Telegraphs,
etc., generally Fine, close inspection suggested.
Estimate $150 - 200

716

m
Danish West Indies Used Lot. Nice lot, starts
with #1 with target cancel, 10, 11, 16, 17(x3), 18 (x4), 19
(x3), 23(?), 27 (x2), 31-36, 41, 43-50, plus more, excellent
lot, cat. value over 1,000.00, generally F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $150 - 200

m
Small Balance of Graded Stamps with Certificates, 1865/1902 (65/305). 5 different: 65 (XF 90), 230
(VF-XF 85), 235 (VF-XF 85), 237 (VF-XF 85) & 305 (VF-XF
85), overall Very Fine, please inspect; certificates from
2005/2008.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Philatelic Literature

Philatelic Literature
717

132

Heath's Counterfeit Detector. Series of four
volumes of this pioneer work, which has become not only a
major reference but extremely desirable collector's item for
those who specialize in the 19th Century U.S. Banknotes.
Produced with exacting precision, the Heath Counterfeit
Detectors were not only the standard authority for their time
(actually never surpassed) but marvels of the printing art.
Officially licensed by the Treasury Department, they contained exact replica plates -- many in color -- of the designs
utilized on U.S. currency. Comparison with any note of that
era would reveal any possible discrepancy in the fine lines
engraving. This lot comprises four distinct volumes in the
series: 1. "Heath's infallible counterfeit detector at sight"
etc. etc. Boston: Laban Heath, 1864. Pocket size, bound in
pebble grain cloth with title gilt stamped on front cover. 2.
The same, but an enlarged edition with 1870 copyright
date. Bound in green cloth with very decorative gilt lettering.
3. The same, 12th edition, 1877. 4. The same, also 12th
edition but dated 1878. Some light rubbing to the bindings
and a few pages loose but absolutely complete and essentially V.F. it should be noted that volumes from this series
are most difficult to obtain in a high condition grade owing to
the use they received.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Second Session
Saturday, January 15, 2011 at 10:00 AM
Lots 718-1569
Advertising and Exposition Covers and Fancy Cancels
at ARIPEX, Tucson Convention Center, Gila Room

Advertising Covers

718

719

720

721

)
Buildings. “Greetings from Chicago”, on 1898
pioneer card (E.C. Kropp, Milwaukee) to Germany &
franked with 1¢ (279, x5), mostly tied by partial duplex cancels (favor), Very Fine & impressive early card. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

722

)
Grocer. Bold & well struck fancy Petersburg,
Va. “Star” (Cole STC-36) & CDS ties 3c banknote issue on
cover with ornate green embossed oval corner card for Grocer & Liquor dealer, small corner stain from photo mount
(trivial), Extremely Fine, colorful.
Estimate $150 - 200

723

)
Gun. Great illustrated ad on reverse of 1¢
postal card (UX8) showing pistol & shotgun, card with significant crease showing mostly on front of card & having no
effect on advertising, otherwise Very Fine, scarce
advertising.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
Apothecaries & Druggists (Warren Ohio).
Illust. advertising CC, 3c (26) tied by Warren, Ohio CDS,
some light edge wear, interesting & lengthy letter from wife
to husband, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Association (73). "Young Men's Mercantile Library Association" (Cincinnati, O.); printed ornate CC on
cover to Philadelphia, decently centered 2¢ “Black Jack”
tied by deep blue grid with matching Cincinnati, O. DCDS,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Boarding House. “We. Acad. Boarding House”
illustrated corner card, on cover to Ticonderoga N.Y.,
franked by 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), deep rich color,
tied by “Wilbraham Ms. Oct 16” cds; cover reduced slightly
at left, attractive, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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Advertising Covers

724

)
Hotel. “Taunton Hotel” (Taunton, Mass.), blue
embossed fancy shield corner card, 3¢ (11) tied by blue
Taunton, Mass. CDS, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

725

)
Hotel. “Lake House” c.c. on an immaculate
cover to Boston Mass., franked by 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III
(26), beautiful color, tied by “Burlington Vt. Dec 7 1858” cds
in blue, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

726

)
Hotel. “Mountain House, Mt. Holyoke” illustration on on envelope to Andover Mass., franked by 1857, 3¢
dull red, type III (26), left frameline doubled, nat. s.e., tied by
“Northampton Ms. Aug 19” cds; opened at right, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

134

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

727

)
Hotel. "Spencer House" (Indianapolis, Ind)
overall printed illustration. on reverse, bold blue Indianapolis, Ind, 7/16/64 DCDS duplex, matching "Due 6" in circle,
trivial bit reduced at R., F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

728

)
Machinery. “Pennocks Patent Road Machine”
(Fort Wayne, Ind.), large illustrated corner card on unused
1¢ entire, "Highest award at the Atlanta Cotton Exposition",
also includes early (1904) "steam shover\l CC on 2c entire,
Very Fine, extremely unusual advertising.
Estimate $150 - 200

729

)
Manufacturer. “The Florence Machine Co.,
Manufacturers of Skates, Sewing Machines & Oil Stoves”
(Florence, Mass.) on illustrated advertising cover, 1¢ #182
tied by attractive purple Florence, Mass SL, trivial edge flaw
at bottom, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300
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730

731

732

733

)
Merchant. “Coal Wood Greenfield MA” illus.
advertising cover, 1¢ (219) tied by 1892 Greenfield duplex,
reduced at L, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

734

)
Merchant. Blue cameo corner card on buff
cover to Hingham Mass., franked by 1857, 3¢ rose, type I
(25), tied by “Iowa City Iowa Dec 30” cds; file fold at right,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

735

)
Merchant. Simon Shloss & Co. “Shirt Collars”
(Philadelphia), large circular blue illustration. advertising
corner card on stampless cover to Germany, red New York
Br. Pkt. "7" & " Paid" 4/15 CDS, matching "Paid 30" & red
“Aachen Franco” boxed handstamp, manuscript. "via Bremen"appropriate backstamp, colorful & attractive, Very
Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Manufacturer. Singer Sewing Machine Co.
"Premium Envelope" advertising on card, 1c (300) tied by
small target, address label removed, missing backflap &
some edge faults (mostly sealed tears), Very Fine,
attractive.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Map of Nantucket Island. All-over ad in red,
franked by 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26) cancelled by
manuscript strokes, addressed to Cotuit Port Mass.,
“Nantucket Mass. Jun 1” cds, Fine and rare.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Merchant. “Agendorphs Metal Ceilings” on
illus. adverting cover, 1¢ (279) tied by Boston MC to South
Norridgewack ME, Very Fine cover. Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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736

737

738

136

)
Merchant. “The Fireside Burner” (Oil Lamp),
Jones, McDuffe & Stratton (Boston, Mass.), overall (front &
back) illustrated advertising with collar for adhesive, 2¢
(183) tied by Boston oval "1" target duplex (Blake 1651), additional SL "Held for Postage" (Blake 2214), small piece
out at llower right corner, otherwise Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

739

)
Publisher. “H. Hallett & Co., Publishers, Printers & Engravers” (Portland, Me.), overall illustrated advertising cover, 1¢ (182) tied by exceptionally bold & complete
Portland, Maine fancy oval, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

740

)
School. Fancy “Wesleyan Acadamy” cameo
corner card in light blue, on cover to Sanborton Bridge N.H.,
franked by 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26), small fault, straddle margin at left, tied by “Wilbraham Nov 8” cds, attractive,
Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

741

)
School. “Normal School” illustrated corner
card, on cover to Brimfield Mass., franked by 1857, 3¢ dull
red, type III (26) tied by pretty blue open grid cancel, red
“Bridgewater Ms. Jan 14” cds; cover reduced slightly at
right and corner fault, Fine, pretty.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Merchant. “South Quincy, McDonnell & Sons
Dealer In Granite”, 2c (210) not tied by purple target with
matching CDS (S/R 9) on illus. overall ad cover of granite
mining scene, Very Fine, spectacular graphics & eye appeal, a true GEM!
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Propaganda. "Nation Shall Not Lift Up Sword
Against Nation", overall illustration on cover from American
Peace Society, 3¢ banknote issue tied by Plymouth, Mass.
CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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742

)
Thoughts. “If wealth takes wings and fly away,
Pure thoughts below may with you stay” printed on inside of
top cover flap with arrows pointing to lengthy printed sentiments on back of front panel of small 1860 cover, printed by
"Berlin & Jones, Envelope Manufacturers, New York",
franked by 3¢ (26) tied by New York CDS, small tape mends
to top & bottom backflaps, otherwise Very Fine & unusual
cover. We have not seen one of these types before. No
photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

743

)
Vineyard. “Steuben County Vineyard Assoc.”
(Bath, N.Y.) illustrated corner card & full illustration. map on
revenue., 3c (207) tied by Bath, N.Y., Stueben Co. 10/24/82
duplex with large 5 point star, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

744

)
Advertisng Cover Balance. 26 ad covers, 23
illus., majority from MA, includes 6 multicolored with 2 front
& back, 3 overall including 1c permit #3 showing fishing
vessel & fish split on 3 sides, 3 Plymouth MA ads, great lot
for dealer, generally F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

Exposition Covers
745

)
1874 "Indiana State Fair & Exposition".
Overall Illust. on back of cover to Beaver, Pa., 3c banknote,
backflap with small tears from opening. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

746

)
1876 Centennial Exposition (U221). With
hand applied embossed corner card showing “Memorial
Hall”, on 3¢ green entire (U221) cancelled with "Centennial,
Phila., Pa. 7/3" duplex, small edge tear & light stains
(mostly affecting applied CC), F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

747

)
1874 "Indiana State Fair & Exposition".
Overall illust. advertising on back of 2c entire to Germaly,
additionally franked by 2c (210, x2), tied together by cork
cancels & Vicksburg, Miss. 11/4/85 CDS, "double barrel"
"T, centimes 20 NY" aux. marking, German backstamp,
edge nicks & light soiling, F.-V.F.
Estimate $100 - 150

748

)
1890 "Portland's Great Exposition". Overall
illust. advertising on rev. of cover with additional "Pacific
Postal Telegraph-Cable Co." advertising CC, 2c (219D)
tied by Portland Or. 9/12/90 duplex, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

749

)
1891"First Annual Western Washington Industrial Exposition" (Tacoma). Overall illust. advertising
on rev. of cover with 2c (220) tied by Tacoma, Wash.
9/22/91 duplex, cover & stamp both reduced at R., light soiling, otherwise F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $75 - 100
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Exposition Covers

750

)
1894 California Midwinter International Exposition. Overall illustration. on 2¢ Columbian entire, Very
Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

751

)
1895 Cotton States & International Exposition. Small collection of 46 mostly different items, including
both used & unused, mostly different but couple duplicates,
includes: exploded exposition books showing various buildings, several (and most probably a complete set + singles)
"Baum Official Stationery Cards", couple covers with Expo
"RPO" CDS's, several advertising covers, etc., some mixed
condition but a treasure trove for the Exposition collector,
generally F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

752

)
1897 "18th National Saengerfest" (Philadelphia). Printed illust. advertising on rev. of 1c postal card,
additionally franked with 1c (264) to Germany, printed by
W.R. Schaefer Publishing., Philadelphia, card with light
corner wrinkle & minor edge foxing, otherwise F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $75 - 100

753

)
1898 "The Great State Fair, Raleigh, N.C."
Overall advertising on rev. of cover to Richmond, Va., 2c
(286, small faults), not tied by indstinct "Tr. Clerk" CDS &
cork killer, otherwise F.-V.F. cover. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

754

Hm)
1898 National Export Exposition "Private
Mailing Card" Collection. Small collection of 7 unused
illust. advertising mailing cards + 2 used with 1c (297),
mostly with different tinted paper, very attractive & unusual,
Extremely Fine collection. No photo. Estimate $250 - 350

138

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

755

)
1898 Worcester, Mass., 50th Anniv. as a City.
Illust multi-colored lithograph on 1c postal, printed by
Worcester Litho. Co., cancelled by Worcester, Mass. 2/21
flag MC, Very Fine. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

756

)
1899 National Export Exposition. Multi-colored overall illust. advertising cover with additional advertising on rev. (N. & G. Taylor), 2c (267) tied by Philadelphia,
Pa. 10/20/00 MC, small margin tear at R. from slightly rough
opening (trivial), otherwise Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

757

)
1901
"Great
Match
Race,
Prince
Alert…and…Little Boy two fastest horses in the
world". Advertising on rev. of overall illust. advertising
cover for "Semi-Centennial Great Allentown Fair", 2c (295),
tied by Allentown, Pa 9/20/01 duplex, some minor edge
flaws & sealed tear, otherwise F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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A Magnificent Set of Expo Cards

758

)
1904 St. Louis World's Fair: The Most Treasured Collectibles. LOT OF FIVE OF THE VISUALLY
STUPENDOUS -- AND RARE -- "HOLD TO LIGHT" GIANT
SIZE POSTCARDS. The cards in this lot are all unused and
in "near mint"condition, as fine as could possibly be found.
The lot comprises: PALACE OF MACHINERY, PALACE
OF ELECTRICITY, PALACE OF MANUFACTURES,
BIRD' S EYE VIEW OF THE FAIR and CASCADE
GARDENS AND GRAND BASIN. The precision artwork
and dazzling colors, and the magical effect when held to
light, must be seen to be appreciated. VERY FEW examples in this grade of condition have survived 106 years!
Each card measures 6" x 9" in horizontal format.
Estimate $3,000 - 4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

759

)
1904 "World's Fair Portland". Advertising slogan MC ties 2c (319) on overall illust. advertising cover for
"Lewis & Clark Centenial and American Pacific Exposition",
small edge tear below stamp & trivial edge spot at lower R.,
otherwise Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

760

)
1905 World's Fair Portland. Well struck 9/1/05
MC ties 1c (300) on picture postcard ("The Oaks, Portland's
Coney Island", Averill & Co.), Extremely Fine card.
Estimate $100 - 150

761

1907 Jamestown Exposition Souvenir Postcard. American Import, Export & Commission Co., Inc.,
Norfolk, VA. Copyright 1907. 7 5/8" x 4.5". Orange and
black. A facsimile of an 1862 $100 Virginia Treasury Note
(Cr. 6) with an oval Jamestown Exposition souvenir medallion at the center is mounted on a postcard extolling the virtues of"… the grand old State of Maryland…" Fine or so,
with some roughness at the top.
Estimate $200 - 300
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Fancy Cancels

762

764

)
Boston, Mass. Ornate “Box”. Exceptionally
struck unusual fancy on somewhat reduced 3c entire, 6/25
CDS, couple minor edge tears, Very Fine cover, "Gem"
strike. Blake unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

765

)
Clermont, Sumter Co., Fla. "Boxed". Bold &
complete fancy boxed town & 7 bar grid, ties 2c (210), trivial
edge nick at L.L., Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

766

)
Hill, N.H., "Ornate Box". Extremely attractive
county town cancel in blue, 1c (206), not tied by matching
target, trivial light waterstaining, extremely attractive ,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
1911 "Attend the Centennial Celebration,
Astoria, Oregon". Red & black label, tied (small piece of
margin out), on photocard (Sperarth Bldg) by Astroria, Or.
MC also tying 1c (374); also includes 1904 illust. advertising for "Astoria Regatta", 2c (324), tied by Astoria duplex,
F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

Fancy Cancels
Geometric Cancels

763

140

)
Blackstone, Mass Fancy “Box”. On 3¢ orange brown, type I (10), well struck blue fancy, matching
grid not tying 4 margin single, extremely impressive and attractive, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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767

)
Kingston, Pa. fancy "Boxed Geometric" (65).
Bold & well struck fancy & CDS on envelope franked by 3¢
rose (65) with printed CC for "Assistant Assesor's Office Internal Revenue", Very Fine cover & strike. Skinner-Eno
GE-S 27.
Estimate $150 - 200

770

)
“Circle of V's” (Weiss TR-W4d). Fine strike
ties 10¢ brown (161) on cover to Capt of Bark Evanell in
care of the U.S. consul at Havana, Cuba; small edge stains
and reduced at right, scarce NYFM use to Cuba, Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

768

)
Holderness NH, "Caret" (Skinner-Eno
SD-C-12). 3c (65) cancelled by caret cancel, tied by
4/17/65 Holerness NH CDS, to South Newbury VT, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cancel. Estimate $100 - 150

771

)
Phelps NY Fancy “Circle Of Wedges”. Blue
embossed advertising cover C. & L.B. Hotchkiss Bankers,
3c (65) tied by fancy circle of wedges, Phelps NY CDS, no
backflap, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

769

)
Lost Mountain TN, "Caret".
3c (U163)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 6/15 Lost Mountain TN CDS
to Alfred ME, H.B. Shaw correspondence, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

772

)
Dennisport, Mass. “Circled Grid” (Skinner-Eno SD-G 62 var.). Partial strike in blue ties 3¢ rose
(65) on orange cover to Cohassett Mass., matching
“Dennisport Mass. Sept 28” cds, bold “Missent” oval h.s.
and “Cohasset Mass Sept 29” cds; reduced slightly at left,
striking, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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773

)
Rushville, Ill. “Circled Grid” (Skinner-Eno
SD-G unl). Perfect bold strike cancels 3¢ dull red (26),
deep rich color and partial imprint capture, on cover to
Brattleboro Vt., matching “Rushville Ills. Sep 22” cds, some
light pencil docketing erased, attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

774

)
Boston MA “Circular Geometric”. 5c (179)
tied by fancy circular geometric, partial Boston CDS, red
New York foreign transit to Birmingham England, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

776

)
East Lebanon NH, "Circular Geometric"
(Skinner-Eno GE-C-44). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with
9/22 Lebanon NH CDS, to Mason Village NH, reduced at R,
with contents, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

777

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-89). 3c (65) tied by full strike fancy cancel
with 9/12 New York CDS, to New Vernon NJ, slightly reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

778

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-116). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 7/8
New York CDS, to Halcottsville NY, slightly reduced at L, on
ad cover for Lafarge House with illus. lettersheet, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Unlisted in Blake.

775

142

)
Chelsea, Mass. “Circular Geometric”. (Alexander 104; page 137) bold & complete fancy cancel not tying 3¢ (26), Fine-V.F., on cover to Pepperell, Mass., red
Chelsea, Mass. 11/19 CDS, reduced at R., Very Fine & exceptionally clean cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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779

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-121). 3c (65) V.F. tied by fancy cancel with
4/26 New York CDS, to Boston MA, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

780

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-118). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 8/5
New York CDS, to Madison CT, slightly reduced at L, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

781

)
New York "Circular Geometric". 3c (65) tied
by fancy cancel with 5/17 New York CDS, to Hartford CT, on
American Railway Bureau ad cover, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

782

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-127). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with
2/19/63 New York CDS, to Stapleton NY, slightly reduced at
R, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

783

)
New York "Circular Geometric". 3c (65)
cancelled by fancy cancel with New York CDS, to Lanark IL,
reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

784

)
New York "Circular Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-C-10). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with
matching 9/16 New York CDS, to Litchfield CT, reduced at
L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

www.kelleherauctions.com
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785

786

787

144

)
Underhill Centre VT, "Circular Geometric".
3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 12/5 Underhill Centre VT
CDS, to Pleasant Valley VT, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
Woodstock VT, "Circular Geometric". 3c
(184) tied by large red fancy cancel with matching 6/13
Woodstock VT rimless CDS, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
Orlando, Ind. Fancy “Cogwheel” (Skinner-Eno LS-O 2). Bold & well struck fancy ties 3c (65),
Fine, on cover to Chicago, bit reduced at R., exceptionally
fresh, F.-V.F. cover, exceptional strike.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

788

)
Color Geometric Cover Group. Group of 27
covers, mostly 3c greens, includes purples, blues, reds,
magentas, some small cover or stamp flaws, attractive lot,
F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

789

)
Ipswich, Mass. “Cross Within Bars” (Skinner-Eno Unl). Clear strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Winterport Me., matching “Ipswich Mass. Feb 2” cds; reduced at right and no flap, scarce and unlisted, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

790

)
Cambridge Mass. Crosses. Three different,
all unlisted by Skinner-Eno, on covers bearing 3¢ rose (65),
one with cover faults, two noted by Arthur as never seen before, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

791

)
Brattleboro, Vt. Fancy “Crossroads” (Skinner-Eno GE-E 74). Beautiful strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on
cover to Hartford Ct., matching “Brattleboro Vt Aug 30” cds;
reduced at right, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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792

)
New Orleans LA, "Crossroads". 3c (156) tied
on cover to St. louis by bold crossroads & 3/8 New Orleans
LA CDS, large "Returned To Writer" in hand & boxed
"Direct Your Letters To Street & Number", on bankruptcy notice, Very Fine strike & circular.
Estimate $150 - 200

793

)
Owego NY green “Crossroads”. 3c (94)
cancelled with green fancy cancel with matching 3/31
Owego NY CDS, to Oswego NY, reduced at R, Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

794

)
South Deerfield MA blue “Crossroads”. 1c
(63) & 2c (73), matching 12/20 Southdeerfield MA CDS to
Holyoke MA, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

795

)
Washington DC Local "Crossroads". 2c
(183) tied by purple crossroads with matching 4/2 Washington DC Local CDS, to city, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

796

)
Wethersfield CT Fancy “Crossroads”. 3c
(65) tied by fancy cancel with faint Wethersfield CT CDS on
mourning cover to Manchester CT, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

797

)
Boston, Mass. "Diamond". Well struck fancy
ties 3c (65) on attractive cover, 8/23 CDS, ornate printed
CC, slightly reduced at L., F.-V.F. cover & strike. Blake
1078.
Estimate $200 - 300
One of only "3 copies seen", as noted by Arthur Beane Jr.,
his notation "Very Scarce".

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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798

)
Mud Creek MI, "Hollow Diamond". 3c (65)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 12/15 Mud Creek MI, to
Boston NY, reduced at R, V.G.-Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

799

)
Gorham ME, "Elaborate Geometric". 3c (65)
tied by fancy cancel with 2/16 Gorham ME CDS to East
Baldwin ME, reduced at L, Very Fine striek & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

800

)
Hartford CT, "Elaborate Geometric with Negative Star". 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel, 2nd strike center,
with 10/8 Hartford CT CDS, reduced at R, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

146

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

801

)
New York "Elaborate Geometric". 3c (65) tied
by fancy cancel with partial 5/24 New York CDS, to Lahaska
PA, slightly stained at R, on ad cover for ship broker, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

802

)
New York "Elaborate Geometric" (Skinner-Eno GE-E-55). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with
matching 1/11 New York CDS, to Woodstock VT, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

803

)
Petersburgh VA, "Elaborate Geometric"
(Skinner-Eno GE-E-98). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel, with
11/13 Petersburgh VA CDS, to Holyoke MA, reduced at L,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

info@kelleherauctions.com
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804

)
Putnam, Conn. “Elaborate Geometric”
(Skinner-Eno GE-E1). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on
cover to Canterbury Conn., matching “Putnam Con Feb 15”
cds, flap faults, scarce, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

805

)
Whallonsburg, N.Y. “Elaborate Geometric”.
Perfect bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on orange cover to
North Plato Ill., matching “Whallonsburgh N.Y. Oct 30” cds;
reduced at left and small stain at top edge, striking, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

806

)
Attleboro MA, 4 Fancy Geometrics. 3c (65)
tied by blue Maltese cross; 3c (65) tied by blue fancy circular geometric; 3c (65) tied by blue fancy square geometric;
& 3c (65) tied by blue circle of hearts, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

807

)
Cambridgeport, MA Fancy Geometrics
Group. 8 different fancy geometrics including 3 listed
(Skinner & Eno SD-C-13) (Skinner & Eno SD-G-116), &
(Skinner & Eno GE-P-33), some extremely fine strikes,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine strikes & cover. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

808

)
Braintree MA “Fancy Geometric”. 3c (65)
cancelled by fancy circular geometric, 11/14 Braintree MA
CDS, to Washington DC, reduced at L, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

809

)
East Princeton MA “Fancy Geometric”. 3c
(65) tied by fancy cancel, 8/29 East Princeton MA CDS to
Stoughton MA, reduced at R, Very Fine to Extremely Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

810

)
Joppa Village MA “Fancy Geometric”. 3c
(65) cancelled by fancy geometric, 3/27 Joppa Village MS
CDS to Theo Keits U.S.N. Surgeon, U.S.S. Cimarron,
South St Blockade Squadron, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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811

812

813

148

)
Liberty MO, "Fancy Geometric". 3c (65) tied
by fancy square geometric with 7/17 Liberty Mo CDS to
Hawkins IA, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
New York, N.Y. “Fancy Geometric”. Bold &
complete, ties V.F. 1c (156) on cover to Woodstock, Vt.,
most probably a New York domestic fancy similar to the
NYFM cancels, Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
New York "Fancy Geometric". 3c (65) tied by
fancy cancel with 11/11 New York CDS, to Vinehaven ME,
slightly reduced at R, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

814

)
Providence RI, Fancy Geometric. 2c (183)
Fine strip of 3 tied by 3 strikes fancy circular geometric,
1/25/82 Providence RI CDS to Germany, reduced at L,
V.G.-Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

815

)
Rutland VT, "Fancy Geometric". 3c (65) tied
by blue fancy cancel with matching 12/21 Rutland VT CDS,
to Cambridge MA, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

816

)
South Sodus, NY “Fancy Geometric”. On
10¢ green, type V (35), matching SEP 10 cds, westward
bound cover to Sacramento, cover repaired at left, excellent very fine strike; 2004 PF certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

info@kelleherauctions.com
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817

m
Stillwater, Mn. “Fancy Geometric”. On 12¢
black (69), socked-on-the-nose and extremely attractive
example of this fancy and popular cancel, stamp is exceptionally fresh and well centered, an impressive stamp and
cancel, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $250 - 350

818

)
Wenham MA “Fancy Geometric”. 3c (65) tied
by bold circular geometric, 8/18 Wenham MA CDS to Providence RI, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.Estimate
$150 - 200

819

)
Fancy Geometrics. Group of 14 including two
from Greenfield (one is S-E GE-P 35), Ipswich Mass. (S-E
GE-C 8), Saybrook Ct. (GE-P 34) and Cambridgeport
Mass. (GE-P 33); few faults, Very Fine group. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

820

)
Boston, Mass. “Geometric” (Blake 1432).
Unusual design ties 2¢ Black Jack (73), perf flaws, on cover
to East Boston, matching “Boston Mass. Sep 19” cds, Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

821

)
Boston Geometric Cover Group. Group of 85
Boston geometrics mostly on # 65 covers, includes radials,
spirals, crossroads, grids, some with contents, some advertising, a few grills, some small cover or stamp flaws, close
inspection needed, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

822

)
Brooklyn, N.Y. “Geometric”. Four strikes tie
two singles of 1¢ ultra (156) and 2¢ vermilion (178) on cover
to Newburyport Mass., matching “Brooklyn N.Y. Oct 20”
cds, partial flap, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

823

)
Leeds Junction, Me. “Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-M 25). Neat bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on
clean cover to East Turner Me., matching “Leeds Junction
Me. Dec 7”; slightly reduced at left, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

824

)
Mass Geometric Cover Group. Group of 85 3c
rose with Mass geometrics, nice selection of towns & cities,
grids, spirals, radials, some small cover or stamp flaws,
close inspection needed, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $400 - 600

825

)
New Haven, Conn. “Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-M 1). Choice bold strike duplexed with “New
Haven Con. Jul 20” cds ties 3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e., on cover
to Boston Mass., clean and attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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826

827

828

150

)
New York “Geometric” (Skinner-Eno
GE-M-19). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 3/3 New York
CDS, to Amesbury MA, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

829

)
NYFM “Geometric” (Weiss GE-EP3). Fine
strike ties 2¢ vermilion, 3¢ green (178, 158) on folded letter
to Amsterdam, Holland, red “New York Aug 25” exchange
cds, Amsterdam (9.7.76) arrival backstamp, hor. file fold,
Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
North Beverly, Mass. “Geometric”. Ties 3¢
rose (65), with right selvage, on yellow cover to Dover Me.,
“North Beverly Mass. Mar 23 1866” cds (SR-8), reduced
slightly at right affecting selvage, scarce town, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

830

)
NYFM “Geometric”, used domestically
(Weiss GE-S1a). Bold strike ties 1c (182) outstandingly
choice cover to Mineola, L.I., ornate CC for "Cancer
Cured", Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

831

)
NYFM “Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-EN3).
Fine partial strike ties 3¢ green (158) horizontal pair on
cover to Germany, red “New York Dec 8” exchange cds,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
NYFM “Geometric” (160). Bold complete &
well struck fancy cancel ties Fine-V.F. 7¢ orange vermilion
(160) to Germany, New York City Delivery "D" backstamp &
appropriate German receiver, small cover tear at top from
opening, Very Fine cover & beautiful strike; 2010 PSE cert.
Weiss GE-EN7.
Estimate $350 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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832

)
NYFM “Geometric”. Fine strike duplexed with
“Pittsburgh Pa. Jan 14” cds ties 6¢ carmine (148) on orange
cover to Germany, red New York (1.16) exchange cds, light
edge stain; scarce, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

833

)
Putnam Ct. Geometrics. A striking group of six
1880s cover with large geometrics tying 3¢ greens (184,
207), few small faults, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

834

835

836

)
Shelburne Falls, Mass. “Geometric”. Beautiful strike in blue duplexed with “Shelburne Falls Mass. Jul
20” cds on cover to Kalamazoo Mich., clean and attractive,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

837

)
Shirley Village, Mass. “Geometric”. Bold
strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on orange cover to Groton Centre
Mass., matching “Shirley Village Ms. May 23” cds (SR-5),
scarce, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

838

)
Mittineague, Mass. “Geometric Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-E 20). Two strikes tie 5¢ brown (76) and 10¢
green (68) on cover to Germany, matching “Mittineague
Mass. Aug 9” cds, red “N. York 'Paid 12' Brem Pk. Aug 12”
exchange cds, blue “America uber Bremen” h.s., Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

)
Salem, Mass., “Geometric” (Skinner-Eno
GE-E 25). Socked-on-the-nose and well struck fancy on 3¢
(11), F-VF, Pos. 38R1L, red Salem, Mass “3cts” CDS and
bold black SL “Paid”, Very Fine cover; 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Sarasota Springs, N.Y. "Geometric". Bold &
complete fancy cancel & 12/9 CDS, neither tying adhesive,
frnked by 1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), cover reduction at L.
& with small edge tear, otherwise F.-V.F. cover with unlisted
type from this town known for fancies.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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839

)
Stillwater, Min. “Geometric” (65). On 3¢ rose
(65), bold & well struck socked-on-the-nose fancy cancel
with matching CDS & boxed "Due 6" handstamp on immaculate cover, Extremely Fine. Skinner-Eno GE-C 4.
Estimate $200 - 300

840

)
Bleeker NY Fancy "Square Grid". 3c (65) tied
by fancy cancel, with 11/26 Bleeker NY CDS to Johnstown
NY, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

841

)
Edwardsburgh, Mich. “Fancy Grid”. Ties 3¢
rose (65), well centered, by brilliant sharp strike on cover to
Perrysburgh N.Y., matching sharp strike of “Edwardsburgh
Mich 1862 Oct 29” cds; reduced at right, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

152

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

842

)
Oswego, N.Y. “Fancy Grid” (Skinner-Eno
SD-G 24). Clear bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Rochester N.Y., matching bold “Oswego N.Y. Jan 21 1865”
cds, the Skinner book did not record a cover, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

843

)
San Francisco CA Fancy “Grid” (Skinner-Eno SD-G-69). 3c (65) tied by grid with 10/8/64 San
Francisco CA CDS, to Southbury CT, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

844

)
South Deerfield MA “Fancy Grid”. 3c (65) tied
by blue fancy grid with matching 8/8 Southdeerfield MA
CDS to Saxtons River VT, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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845

846

847

)
Weston MA “Grid Of Dots”. 3c (11) pair
cancelled by two strikes of blue fancy cancel with matching
11/4/(57) Weston MA CDS, to Boston MA, Very Fine strikes
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

848

)
Brooklyn, N.Y., “Iron Cross” (Skinner-Eno
CR-G 22). Bold central strike ties 3¢ rose (65), well centered, on clean cover to Cross River N.Y., “Brooklyn N.Y.
Mar 31 1863” dcds, choice example, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

849

)
Cambridgeport MA, Fancy “Maltese Cross”.
2 covers with fancy Maltese cross: 3c (184) Fine, to
Guttenburg NJ, reduced at L; & on 3c stamped envelope
going to Prairie du Sac, WI, Very Fine strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

850

)
New Orleans, La., “Maltese Cross”. Two
strikes tie 5¢ Taylor (179), two singles on 1877 folded cover
to France, “New Orleans La. Dec 24” cds, blue Cherbourg
(1.7) transit and Troyes (1.8) arrival backstamp; tiny edge
tear, striking, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

851

)
Norwich VT, “Maltese Cross”. 2c (210)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 8/8/86 Norwich VT CDS to
South Strafford VT, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
“Intricate Geometric”.
"Per Africa from
Boston" manuscript notation, clear strike ties 24¢ gray violet (78a) on 1864 folded letter to London, England, red “N.
York Br. Pkt. 'Paid 19' Nov 22” cds and London (12.5) arrival, fresh, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Putnam, Conn. “Intricate Geometric”. Beautiful strike duplexed with “Putnam Conn. May 3” cds on 3¢
entire to Westford Ct., Very Fine and quite attractive, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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852

)
Olivet MI, 3 Different Color “Maltese Cross”.
3c (184) cancelled by purple Maltese cross tied by matching 9/30/78 Olivet MI CDS; 3c (184) V.G. cancelled by violet
Maltese cross tied by matching 10/10/79 Olivet MI CDS; &
3c (184) Fine tied by Maltese cross with 10/28/78 Olivet MI
CDS, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

853

)
Pomfret VT, “Maltese Cross”. 3c (94) tied by
blue fancy cancel with matching Pomfret VT CDS to
Hanover NH, reduced at R, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

854

)
Troy VT, “Maltese Cross”. 2c (210) cancelled
by light strike of Maltese cross, tied by fancy octagon
1/15/84 Troy VT CDS, to Johnson VT, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

855

)
West Hartford, Conn. “Maltese Cross”.
Exceptionall attractive 1896 duplex on 1c (U294) with illust
advertising for "State Convention" , also in blue, Extremely
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

154

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

856

)
Maltese Cross & Geometric Cover Group.
Group of 35 covers, 9 Maltese crosses, various geometrics,
some small cover or stamp flaws, interesting lot, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

857

)
Atlanta GA, “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-R-11). 3c (65) Fine tied by blue fancy cancel &
matching 9/29 Atlanta GA CDS, to Newman GA, opened
roughly at top, with contents, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

858

)
Bangor ME, “Radial Geometric”. 3c tied by
fancy cancel with 5/3 Bangor ME CDS, to Matta ME on advertising cover for Files & Jones crackers., Very Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

859

)
Bedford Station NY, “Radial Geometric”. 3c
(65) tied by fancy cancel, with 8/23 Bedford Station NY
CDS, to South Putney NY, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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860

)
Bridgeport CT, “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-R-47). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel, with faint
2/12 Bridgeport CT CDS, to West Chester NY, reduced at
L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

863

)
Montpelier VT, “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-R-31). 3c (65) tied by blue fancy cancel with
matching 6/29 Montpelier VT CDS, to Dorchester MA, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

861

)
Clifton, Monroe Co., N.Y. “Radial Geometric”. Bold strike duplexed with “Clifton, Monroe Co., N.Y.
Oct 2 1885” cds ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to Little Silver N.J., original Nursery circular enclosure accompanies,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

864

)
New Market, Va., “Radial Geometric”. Clear
strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Winchester Va.,
matching “New Market Va. Oct 30” cds, 1866 enclosure; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

862

)
La Salle, Ill. “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno GE-P 20). Clear strike ties 3¢ dull red (26) on orange cover to Cavell Ill., matching “La Salle Ills. Feb 23”
cds, Very Fine & scarce cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

865

)
New York, N.Y., “Radial Geometric”. 3c (65)
tied by fancy cancel with 3/6/63 New York CDS, to Huntington NY, reduced at L, light toning, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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866

)
New York “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno
GE-R-36). 2c (73) tied by red fancy cancel with matching
12/21 New York City CDS, to city, slightly reduced at L, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

869

)
Waterbury, Con. “Rosette” (65). Bold & well
struck fancy cancel on 3¢ rose (65), matching DCDS, light
waterstains at L. & bottom L., F.-V.F. cover; 2009 P.F. cert.
Rohloff P-27.
Estimate $150 - 200

867

)
New York “Radial Geometric” (Skinner-Eno
GE-R-38). 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel with 2/7 New York
CDS, to Aiken SC, tiny tear at top, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

870

)
Centre Valley IN, “Sawtooth Oval”. 2c (231)
tied by purple 4/14/94 Centre Valley IN fancy sawtoothed
oval, to Toronto Canada, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
DPO Hendricks Co., 1856-1902, cancel not listed in
Baker.

868

156

)
Stroudsburgh, Pa. “Radial Geometric”
(Skinner-Eno GE-R 23). Perfect bold strike on 3¢ entire
(U35) to New York City, matching “Stroudsburgh Pa. Jul 2”
cds; partial bottom flap and tiny edge tear, still Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

871

)
Warrenton VA “Snowflake”. 3c (184) V.F. tied
by fancy snowflake, 8/8 Warrenton VA CDS to Philadelphia, missing backflap, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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872

)
Cazenovia NY, “Spiral” (Skinner-Eno
SD-S-4). 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel with 2/23 Cazenovia
NY CDS, to Exeter NH, slightly reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

873

)
Boston, Mass. "6 Spoke Wheel". Bold & complete strike ties 3c (65), additionally tied by 3/25 CDS, blind
embossed merchants CC, exceptionally fresh & attractive, Extremely Fine cover. Blake 1074.
Estimate $200 - 300

874

)
Boston, Mass. "9 Spoke Wheel". Bold & complete fancy ties 3c (65), 8/19 CDS, trivial light cover toning,
mostly at extreme L. edge, F.-V.F. cover, X.F. strike. Blake
1076.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

875

)
New York “Spoked Wheel”. 3c (65) cancelled
by fancy cancel with 12/5/62 New York CDS, to Townsend
MA, slightly reduced at R affecting stamp, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

876

)
Pigeon Cove MA, “Spoked Wheel”. 3c (65)
cancelled by blue spoked wheel with matching 1/22 Pigeon
Cove MA CDS to East Cambridge, reduced at R, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

877

)
New Brunswick NJ, “Square Geometric”. 3c
(65) tied by fancy cancel, with 7/9 New Brunswick NJ CDS,
to Boston MA, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

www.kelleherauctions.com
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881
878

)
New York “Square Geometric”. 3c (65) tied
by red fancy cancel with matching 10/20 New York City
CDS, to city, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Mount Holly, N.J. "Sunburst". Bold & well
struck blue fancy ties 3c banknote issue on cover to
Georgetown, N.J., matching & well struck CDS, attractive
printed publishers CC, Very Fine cover, extremely attractive strike.
Estimate $150 - 200
Unlisted in Cole, town is known for blue cancels.

879

880

158

m
Chicopee, Ma. “Star of David” (26). Bold and
complete strike on 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III, stamp is fresh
& bright, very well centered, trace of small thin, premium example of this popular fancy cancel, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

882

)
Boston, Mass. negative "Triangle". Complete & exceptionally well struck fancy ties 3c (136) on cover
to Strong, Me., 4/9 CDS, Very Fine cover, Gem strike.
Blake 1581.
Estimate $200 - 300

883

)
Boston, Mass “Triangle”. Bold, complete &
well struck fancy not tying 3c banknote, 10/30 CDS, trivial
light toning & reduced at L., F.-V.F. cover, X.F. strike, seldom seen fancy, ex Blake. Blake 1582. Estimate $150 200

)
New Haven, Ct. “Star of David” (63). Strip of
three, cancelled by incised Star of David on ocver to New
Canaan Ct., franked by 1861, 1¢ blue (63) matching
“New-Haven Ct. Aug 12” dcds, striking, Very Fine.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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884

)
Bristol, R.I., “Triangle” (Skinner-Eno GE-T
9). Fine central strike on 3¢ rose (65) on mourning cover to
Detriot Mich., “Bristol R.I. Jul 24” cds, scarce, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

887

)
Coldwater MI, Blue “Triangle”. 3c (184)
cancelled by blue triangle, matching 10/11 Coldwater MI
CDS to Boston MA, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

885

)
Chicopee Mass. “Triangle” (11A). Bold central strike cancelling 1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A) four
margins, on buff cover to Philadelphia Pa., blue “Chicopee
Mass 20 Mar” cds, choice and Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

888

)
Coldwater MI, Blue “Triangle”. 1c (UX3)
cancelled by blue triangle, matching 10/14 Coldwater MI
CDS to Wiona MN, F.-V.F. strike & card.
Estimate $100 - 150

886

)
Clinton. IA., Blue Fancy “Triangle”. 3c (184)
tied by blue fancy triangle, matching 12/1 Clinton IA CDS to
Sandy Creek NY, note inverted "DEC", Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

889

)
Greenfield, Mass., “Triangle” (Skinner-Eno
GE-T21). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose, grilled (83) on cover to
Lowell Mass., matching “Greenfield Ms. Oct 16”, 2869
docketing; reduced at left, F.-V.F. cover, X.F. strike.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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890

)
Local Agent, DC, “Triangle”.
3c (184)
cancelled by triangle with 4/10 Local Agent DC CDS, to
Philadelphia PA on US Senate Chamber cover, missing
part of backflap, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

891

)
Norwich, Conn., “Triangle within Triangle”
(Skinner-Eno GE-T 6). Choice strike just ties 1¢ blue (63)
on drop cover, “Norwich Con Feb 12 '67” dcds, extremely
attractive, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

892

160

893

)
Browning, Ill., “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold &
well struck 2/28/84 duplex on 2c entire, some light stains &
most probably with light cleaning, Very Fine strike,
Fine-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

894

)
Butler, Ill. “Wheel of Fortune”. absolutely
stunning, bold & complete perfect strike of this duplex, not
tying 2c (210), V.F. with SE at R., Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

895

)
Carrett, Pa. “Wheel of Fortune”. Well struck
red fancy cancel on 1c postal card (UX7), bold & complete
matching 2/13/85 DCDS.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Greenfield, Mass. “Trowel in Circle” (Skinner-Eno PO-Tr1). Clear strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on mourning cover to Boston Mass., matching “Greenfield Ms. Oct
30” cds, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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896

897

898

)
Colby, Wash. Terr. “Wheel of Fortune”. Well
struck purple fancy ties 2c (213), Fine, on somewhat faulty
cover to Avon, Washington, matching Colby, Wash. Terr.
6/2/89 DCDS with additional outed circle, additional Avon
"Wheel of Fortune" duplex on rev., Fine cover, Fine-V.F.
strike, only four examples recorded by Long.
Estimate $200 - 300

899

)
Elkhart, Ill. “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold & well
struck "wheel" & fancy 11/12 DCDS on 2c entire, couple
small edge tears at L., fresh & attractive, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

900

)
Elmo, Halifax Co., Va. “Wheel of Fortune”.
Fancy oval duplex ties 2c (213), Fine, on forwarded cover to
Cincinnati, New York "D" duplex forwarder, appropriate
backstamps, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

901

)
Florissant, Mo. “Wheel of Fortune”. 3 clear &
complete strikes ties 2c (267) & pair 4c (269) on registered
cover to Waterville, Me., 9/16/97 CDS, cover reduced &
small clipped corner, fresh & attractive, F.-V.F. strikes &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Conwa, Iowa, P.M. cancel & “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold & well struck fancy purple town & matching
Wheel of Fortune fancy ties 3c (207), V.G.-Fine, some perf
tip toning, on cover to Burlington Iowa, Very Fine strikes &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Cromwell, Ky. P.M. cancel & “Wheel of Fortune”. Well struck purple "wheel" & matching octagon
5/1/91 town cancel on 2c entire to New York, some light
edge toning, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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902

903

904

162

905

)
Louisville KY “Wheel of Fortune”. 4 covers:
3c (184) tied by large wheel of fortune cancel, 9/19 Louisville KY CDS; 3c (184) SE tied by wheel of fortune cancel,
8/10 Louisville KY CDS; 3c (184) V.G. tied by wheel of fortune with circle, with 7/2 Louisville KY CDS; & 3c (184) V.G.
tied by wheel of fortune with circle, 9/26 Louisville KY CDS,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo. Estimate $150 - 200

906

)
Latrobe, Cal. “Wheel of Fortune”. Well struck
purple fancy ties 2c (210), small flaw, on cover to
Placerville, Cal., matching double outer circle 12/29/86
CDS, slightly clipped corner at L.R., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

907

)
Lindsborg, Kans. “Wheel of Fortune”. absolutely stunning, bold & complete perfect strike of this duplex, ties 5c (185), V.F., on cover to England, some trivial
perf tip flaws & natural SE, extremely fresh & attractive,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

908

)
Los Lunas NM “Wheel of Fortune”. 2c (210),
4c (211) & 10c (209) cancelled or tied by small wheel of fortunes & 4/24/85 Los Lunas NM CDS to 2c (U289), SL "Registered", red & purple boxed receivers, to Prescott A.T.,
Very Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Fort Stanton, New Mexico “Wheel of Fortune”.
Well struck 3/31/86 duplex as a receiving
backstamp, on incoming cover from Chile & addressed to
Mrs. Stanton, cover franked with 1c, 2c (pair) & 5c Columbus issues, all V.F. & tied by Valapaiso 2/26/86 CDS's,
barely reduced at left and with small edge tear, impressive 3
color franking, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Greenbush, Ill. “Wheel of Fortune”. 3 bold &
near complete strikes, 5c (205) pair, Fine, on 2c registered
entire to Mounmouth, Ill., Greenbush, Ill. 1/10/85 DCDS
with additional outer circle, Very Fine cover.
Estimate
$150 - 200

)
Humbold, Neb. “Wheel of Fortune”. absolutely bold, complete & stunning Gem strike of this duplex,
in bright pale blue, on 1c postal card (UX5), Extremely
Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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909

)
Ludden, Dak. “Wheel of Fortune”. Somewhat
light but near complete fancy not tying 1c (206), on illust.
(Hail Insurance Co.) drop cover, bold Ludden, Dak. 9/22/87
CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

910

)
Madison, Nebr. “Wheel of Fortune”. Well
struck orange fancy cancel on 1c postal card (UX7), matching Madison, Nebraska 3/27/82 DO, F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $100 - 150

911

)
Marshall, Cal. “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold & exceptional well struck fancy & matching town 10/9/94 DCDS
with additional outer circle, on 2c entire, Very Fine cover &
exceptional strike, W. Tatham handstamp on rev.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

912

)
Minnie, Ga. “Wheel of Fortune”. Well struck
purple "wheel" & matching unusual CDS ties slightly faulty
2c (265) on cover to Charleston, S.C., Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

913

)
New Washington, Ohio “Wheel of Fortune”.
Bold, complete & near Gem strike ties 2c (213), Fine, on
small cover to Bucyrus, O., 3/14/89 balloon CDS, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

914

)
Newfane Sta., N.Y., P.M. fancy oval cancel &
“Wheel of Fortune”. Well struck fancy blue oval & "wheel"
ties 1c (206), some perf flaws, on cover to Coshocton, Ohio,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

www.kelleherauctions.com
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915

)
Norfolk, Nebr. “Wheel of Fortune”. Blue
fancy ties 3c (184), matching 1/7/80 DCDS with additional
outer circle, on cover to Brooklyn, N.Y., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

918

)
Salem OH “Wheel of Fortune”. 2 covers: 3c
(184) cancelled by Wheel of Fortunel tied by 11/29/80 Salem OH CDS; 3c (184) tied by fancy Wheel of Fortune with
7/21/82 Salem OH CDS, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

919

)
Salem OH “Wheel of Fortune”. 3¢ (147) tied
by red fancy cancel & matching 5/30 Salem OH CDS, to
Detroit MI on illus. advertising (back) cover, slightly reduced
at R, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

920

)
Pratt, Ill. “Wheel of Fortune”. 6 ultramarine
"wheels" on registered 2c entire, 2c (210) strip of 5, each
with individual SON "wheel", matching town 6/3/85 CDS
with extra outer circle, Very Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Purported to be earliest use of "Wheel of Fortune" cancel.

916

)
Norwich CT “Wheel of Fortune” (Skinner-Eno GE-P-37). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 4/5/66
Norwich CT CDS, to New London CT, reduced at L, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

917

)
New York “Wheel of Fortune”. 3c (65) tied by
fancy cancel with 11/21/62 New York CDS, to Owego NY on
mourning cover, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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921

922

923

)
Quigley, Iowa “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold &
complete fancy & matching 3/29.84 CDS on 1c postal card
(UX5), small staple holes at L., F.-V.F. card & V.F. strike.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Ritchie C.H., West Va. ornate shield &
“Wheel of Fortune” fancy cancels. Bold & near complete
purple cancels ties 2c (210), on cover to Penn., couple
small edge stains, Very Fine strike, Fine-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

924

)
Seligman, Missouri “Wheel of Fortune” with
County & P.M. fancy cancel. Both well struck on 2c entire
to Canada, F.-V.F. strikes & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

925

)
Slaterville, Utah “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold
and attractive 8/5/83 duplex on 2c entire (U349) to Ogden,
Utah, bold & absolutely spectacular large pointing hand
"Unclaimed, Return to Writer CANNOT be Found" magenta
dated handstamp, couple small edge tears, Extremely Fine
strikes, V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

926

)
South Wardsboro, Vt. “Wheel of Fortune”
with fancy County & P.M. CDS. Both bold & complete,
"wheel" ties 2c (210), Fine, cover with some light edge soiling, Very Fine strikes, Fine-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Royer, Blair Co., Penna. “Wheel of Fortune”.
Bold, complete & Gem strike of this fancy duplex ties 2c
(213), partial backflap, fresh & Choice , Extremely Fine
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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927

)
Tipton, Cal. “Wheel of Fortune”. Complete &
well struck fancy ties 10c (209), paying registration fee on
2c entire to Tipton, Ca., "return to writer" SL handstamps,
Very Fine cover & strikes.
Estimate $150 - 200

930

)
Wheeler, Ore. “Wheel of Fortune”. 5/26/15
magenta Wheeler, Ore. CDS & "wheel"ties 1c (399) on post
card, also includes "wheel" on 1909 card, both, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
Purported to be latest usage of "Wheel of Fortune" cancel.

928

)
Walkerton, Ind. “Wheel of Fortune”. Larger
than normally seen bold & complete fancy cancel ties 3c
(208), on cover to Indiana, blue 7/30/83 DCDS with double
outer circle, slightly reduced & couple edge stains, fresh &
scarce, F.-V.F. cover, ex. Baker.
Estimate $200 - 300

931

)
Wilcox, Fla. “Wheel of Fortune”. Bold, complete & exceptionally well struck fancy on 2c entire to New
Hampshire12/20/84 DCDS, scarce DPO (1880-6), Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

932

)
Wolcott, Ind. Fancy “Shield” & “Wheel of
Fortune”. Bold & complete magenta shield & complete but
smudged "wheel" on 2c entire to Logansport, Ind., F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

This Wheel of Fortune is purported to be the largest size
reported.

929

166

)
Waterville, Mass. (S/R 5) “Wheel of Fortune”.
Bold & detailed "wheel" on 2c entire, matching ornate
P.M.'s cancel, Extremely Fine cover. Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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933

)
Yuma, Kansas (S/R 5) & “Wheel of Fortune”.
Impressive fancy duplex on 1c postalcard (UX5), Very Fine
card.
Estimate $150 - 200

934

)
Alabama, "Wheels Of Fortune" Collection.
Collection of 4 covers, Knoxville (1), Longview (3), 2 in blue,
some small cover or stamp flaws, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

935

)
Arizona, "Wheels Of Fortune" Collection.
Collection of 3 covers: Mineral Park (1), Rye (1), Seligman
(1), some small cover or stamp flaws, Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

936

937

)
Arkansas, "Wheels Of Fortune" Collection.
Collection of 13 covers: Bloomer (1), Brookland (2), Cabin
Creek (1), Eureka Springs (1), Friendship (1), Monticello
(1), Nodena (2), Paria (1), Prarie View (1), Red Bluff (1), &
Searcy (1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes
& covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
)
California, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection
of 24 covers: Anthony House (1), Brentwood (1), Centreville (2), Ceres (1), Gilroy (2), Hopkins (1), Indeek x 1 (S/R
7), Keene on piece (1), Lowen's Ranch (1), Nelson (2),
Orland (1), Pine Grove (1), Rio Deli (2), Robinson's Ferry
(1), San Jacinto (1), Tipton (1), Turlock (1), Upper Lake (1),
Wildormar (2), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

938

)
Colorado, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
19 covers: Buena Vista (1), Fort Lyon (3), Granada (2),
Coral Creek (1), Glenwood (1), Gypsum (1), Harrisburg (1),
Parachute (1), Platteville (1), Rifle (1), Rockvale (1), Satank
(1), Salida (2), Telluride (1), Yuma (1), some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

939

)
Connecticut, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 14 covers: Andover (2), Barkhamsted (1),
Clintonville (1), Falls Village (1), Glenville (1), Hartford (1),
Hamburgh (2), Mansfield Centre (2), North Haven (1), Oxford (1), Windsorville (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strike & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

940

)
Dakota Territory, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 31 covers: Ardoch (1), Artesian (2), Buffalo Gap
(1), Carthage (3), Creel City (1), Dell Rapids (2), Elgin (1),
Emma (1), Estelline (1), Larrabee (1), Laramore (1), Lakota
(3), Letcher (1), Mellette (1), Miller (1), Niagara (1), Oriska
(2), Pingree (1), Prior (1), Scotland (2), Waterbury (2),
Wheeler (1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $350 - 500

941

)
Delaware, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
7 covers: Camden (3), Delaware City (1), Moorton (2),
Thompson (1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

942

)
Eastern States, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 30 covers: Louisiana includes Dalcour (1); Mississippi includes Dublin (1), Walnut Grove (1); Rhode Island
includes Canonchet (2), Portsmouth (2), Washington (2);
South Carolina includes Bucksville (1), Easley (1), Lipord
(1), White Plains (1); Vermont includes East Calais (1); Virginia includes Berkley (1), Blacksburgh (1), Castor (1),
Elmo (1), Homewood (1), Pemberton (1), Raccoon Falls
(1); West Virginia includes Alderson (1), Fairmont (1),
Maywood (1), Morgantown (2), Ritchie C.H. (3), Racine (1),
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

943

)
Florida, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 7
covers: Altamonte (1), Apopka (1), Grahamville (1), Magnolia (1), South Lake (1), So. Lake Weir (1), Tangerine (1),
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

944

)
Georgia, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 7
covers: Bellton (1), Dublin (1), Forsyth (1), Griffin (1), Lumber City (1), Martin (1), Ringgold (1), some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

945

)
Idaho, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 3
covers: Aetna (1), Blackfoot (1), Bullion (1), some small
cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

946

)
Illinois, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 67
covers: Amboy (1), Annawan (1), Athensville (1), August
(1), Barr's Store (1), Bath (1), Beecher (2), Belle Rive (1),
Berwick (1), Blackberry Sta (1), Bluff Springs (1), Boyleston
(2), Channahon (1), Claremont (1), Clifton (2), Cordova (1),
Courtland Sta (1), Chillicothe (1), Danforth (1), Davis (1),
Dekalb (1), Delavan (2), Ellsworth (1), Gardner (1), Greenfield (1), Harrisonville (1), Hebron (2), Hettick (1),
Hillsborough (2), Homer (1), Hoosier Prairie (1), Lanesville
(1), Leland (1), Marengo (1), Meriden (1), Milan (1), New
Salem (1), Norris City (1), North Alton (1), Oglesby (1),
Plano (1), Pulaski (1), Ridge Farm (1), River Forest (1),
Rosemond (1), Savannah (1), Shabbona (2), South
Evanston (1), St. Jacob (1), St. Francisville (1), Stillman
Valley (1), Stone (2), Stonington (1), Tower Hill (1), Tucker
(2), West McHenry (2), Weston (1), some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
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947

)
Indian Territory, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 9 covers: Alex (1), Al-lu-we (1), Bacon (1), Fort Sill
(1), Gibson Station (1), Kaw Agency (1), McAlester (1),
Tecumseh (1), Tulsa (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

953

)
Maryland, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
10 covers: Colora (1), Darlington (1), Frizellburg (1), Morgan (2), Pocomoke City (2), Still Pond (1), York Road (2),
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

948

)
Indiana, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
24 covers: Barnard (1), Cumberland (2), Coloma (1), Darlington (1), Fairmount (1), Gosport (3), Hawpatch (1),
Hoagland (1), Metz (1), Mixersville (1), Murphysboro (1),
Millville (1), Nineveh (1), Pierceton (2), Rego (1), Spencer
(2), Waggoner (1), Wallace (1), Wolcott (1) some small
cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

954

)
Massachusetts, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 32 covers: Bedford (8), Berkshire (1), Bournedale
(4), Brimfield (2), Daversport (2), East Braintree (1), Hawley
(1), Montville (4), Naneoashemet (1), Nobscot (1), Norfolk
(2), North Egremont (1), Wellesley Hills (1), Waterville (1),
West Wareham (1), West Pelham (1), some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

949

)
Iowa, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 58
covers: Algona (3), Allison (2), Anamosa (1), Avoca (1),
Belmond (1), Britt (1), Clarion (3), Colo (1), Concord (1),
Conway (1), Dakota (2), Dow City (3), Emerson (3),
Emmetsburgh (2), Farragut (1), Henderson (2), High Lake
(1), Humboldt (1), Ida Grove (2), Kent (1), Lacey (1), Little
Sioux (1), Marne (2), Meriden (1), Miles (3), Montour (1),
Mooreville (1), Packwood (2), Richmond (2), Rolfe (1),
Rudd (1), Schaller (1), Spencer (1), Sperry (1), St. Ansgar
(1), Stanwood (1), Tabor (1), Troy (1), Wapello (1),
Waterville (1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

955

)
Michigan, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
37 covers: Bankers (1), Berlamont (1), Carlton Center (1),
Caseville (2), Columbiaville (3), Downington (1),
Ferrysburgh(1), Fruitport (1), Gowan (1), Hartwellville (1),
Kalamo (2), Lake Linden (2), Luzerne (1), Mangelona (2),
Morrice (1), Onekama (1), Oxford (1), Prairieville (2), Port
Austin (3), Riga (1), Seney (1), Shelby (2), South Allen (1),
Ubly (1), Union Pier (1), Woodland (2), some small cover or
stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

956

)
Minnesota, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection
of 46 covers: Atwater (1), Benson (1), Bird Island (1), Centre City (3), Dodge Centre (1), Easton (1), East Union (1),
Elizabethtown (2), Elk River (1), Fairmont (5), Florence (1),
Franconia (1), Lake Benton (1), Lake Park (5), Little Falls
(1), Mayer (1), Minnetonka (2), Minnetonka Beach (1),
Nashville Center (1), Rockford (2), Stillwater (5), Strand (1),
Tenhassen (1), Waseca (1), Wangs (1), Windom (4), some
small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

957

)
Missouri, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
31 covers: Armstrong (1), Aulville (1),Beverly (1), Briscoe
(1), Concordia (1), Cuba (2), Desloge (1), Edinburgh (1),
Gallatin (2), Golden City (1), Hord (1), Hurdland (1), Kearney (1), Laddonia (1), Lincoln (1), Longtown (2), Marston
(1), Mirabile (1), Morley (1), New Hampton (1), Ravanna
(1), Schofield (1), Seligman (1), Stanberry (1), Viginti (1),
Virginia (1), Wallace (1), Washburn (1), some small cover
or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

958

)
Montana, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
14 covers: Altyn (1), Big Timber (1), Canyon Ferry (1),
Como (1), Florence (1), Fort Benton (3), Fort Keogh (2),
Lavina (1), Roundup (1), Thompson (1), Waverly (1), some
small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

950

)
Kansas, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
120 covers: Akron (1), Ashland (1), Athens (1), Belle Plaine
(1), Bitlertown (1), Caldwell (1), Canton (1), Carbondale (1),
Cawker City (3), Centralia (2), Cherryvale (2), Clifton (2),
Concordia (1), Conway Springs (1), Covert (1), Edna (1),
Elk City (2), Flint Ridge (1), Frankfort (1), Garden Plain (1),
Gardner (2), Garrison (1), Glen Grouse (1), Halstead (3),
Harper (1), Hill City (1), Ionia (1), Irving (5), Jamestown (2),
Jewell (1), Keene (1), Kendall (1), Kingman (3), Kirwin (1),
Lansing (2), Lecompton (1), Lenora (3), Leonardville (1),
Lerado (1), Linsborg (1), Lyndon (2), Lyons (1), Manhattan
(1), Marquette (1), McCune (3), McLain (1), Meriden (1),
Minneapolis (3), Morrill (1), Neodesha (1), Nescatunga (1),
North Topeka (1), Oanica (1), Onaga (3), Oskaloosa (2),
Quakervale (2), Raymond (1), Rose Hill (1), Scandia (2),
Scipio (1), Severance (1), Spearville (1), Spivey (1),
Stockton (2), Strong (1), Twin Falls (1), Udall (2), Valley
Falls (1), Varck (2), Vining (2), Washburn (1), Washington
(1), Wathena (1) Waverly (1), Wea (2), Weir (1),
Westmoreland (2), Wetmore (2), Whiting (1), Wilder (1),
Wilson (1), Yates Center (1), small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

951

)
Kentucky, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
11 covers: Georgetown (1), Greenup (1), Junction City (1),
Morganfield (2), Montpelier (1), Moscow (1), Owensboro
(3), White Plaine (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

952

)
Maine, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 9
covers: Kennebunk Depot (1), Lincoln Centre (1), Monroe
(2), Mount Desert (1), South Addison (1), West Dresden
(2), West Jonesboro (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
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959

)
Nebraska, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
53 covers: Anselmo (1), Arapahoe (2), Battle Creek (1), Bell
Creek (1), Bloomington (4), Burnett (1), Blue Springs (1),
Clearwater (1), Dawson (1), Dorchester (1), Falls City (1),
Fairview (1), Gothenburgh (1), Harvard (2), Humbolt (3),
Hildreth (1), Inland (1), Madison (1), Mission Creek (1),
Neligh (2), Niobrara (1), Norfolk (2), Pawnee City (3),
Plainview (1), Salem (1), St. Edward (1), Saint Helena (2),
Saint Paul (1), Superior (1), Syracuse (3), Tobias (1),
Unadilla (1), Valentine (1), Venus (1), Weeping Water (2),
Wood River (2), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

960

)
New Hampshire, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 13 covers: Derry (2), Gilsum (1), Goff's Falls (1),
Keyes (1), Marlborough (4), Meadows (1), Northfield Depot
(1), Quaker City (2), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

961

)
New Jersey, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection
of 28 covers: Bloomingdale (2), Cape May C.H. (1), Cedar
Creek (1), Clinton (2), Delaware (1), Delaware Station (2),
Dunnfield (1), Elmer (1), Folsom (1), Hartford (1), Jobstown
(2), Key East (1), Liberty Corner (1), Malaga (1), Newell (1),
Oakland (1), Pemberton (1), Plainville (1), Pointville (1),
Westwood (3), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

962

963

964

)
New Mexico, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 16 covers: Demming (2), Fort Stanton (1), Kingston
(1), Liberty (1), Lincoln (1), Los Alamos (1), Los Lunas (1),
Raton (2), Rincon (1), Springer (2), Tramperas (1), Victoria
(1), White Oaks (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
)
New York, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
105 covers: Alexandria Bay (4), Admire (1), Allegany (1),
Ames (3), Almond (2), Amawalk (1), Atwater (1), Bangall
(1), Baychester (2), Bayshore (1), Bemus Point (1),
Brookfield (5), Camroden (1), Castleton Corners (1), Central Bridge (1), Chateaugay (1), Clinton (1), Clinton Hollow
(1), Coeymans (3), Cold Spring (1), Crystal Springs (3),
Kongsberg (1), Fairfield (1), Florida (1), Fonda (1), Ghent
(2), Groveland (2), Hallsport (1), Hamlin (1), Hartsdale (1),
Highland Mills (1), Holland Patent (4), Howard (2), Howe's
Cave (2), Idewild (1), Larchmont Manor (1), Lebanon (2),
Locke (1), Manhasset (1), Maplevalley (1), Margaretville
(2), Moores Forks (1), Morrisville (1), New City (2), New
Dorp (1), Newfane (1), New Hartford (2), Odessa (1), Olcott
(1), Oramel (2), Ouaquaga (1), Roxbury (1), Sandy Hill (1),
Stamford (1), Stittville (3), Stottville (3), Tomkins (2), Town
Line (1), Vernon Centre (3), Waddington (1), Wallace (2),
Walton (3), West Almond (1), West Hampton (3), West
Junius (1), Wilbur (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750

965

)
Ohio, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 39
covers: Atwater (3), Baltic (2), Bellville (1), Brice (1),
Caldwell (1), Dublin (1), Enterprise (1), Flushing (1),
Freeport (2), Gageville (1), Hampden (1), Hannibal (1),
Hope (1), Lenox (2), London (1), Luckey (1), Martins Ferry
(3), McCutchenville (2), Mount Victory (1), Ridgeway (2),
Scotch Ridge (2), Spencer's Station (2), Sundale (1),
Weilersville (1), Westminster (1), Willow Dell (2), Winona
(1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

966

)
Oregon, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of
34 covers: Baker City (2), Bridgeport (1), Drain (2), East
Portland (1), Forest Grove (4), Fort Klamath (2), Fossil (1),
Gold Hill (1), Hubbard (1), Jacksonville (2), Junction City
(1), Looking Glass (1), McCoy (2), Medford (2), Monroe (1),
Myrtle Point (1), Newport (1), Perrydale (1), Tangent (1),
The Dalles (2), Tygh Valley (1), Union (2), Yaquina (1),
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

967

)
Pennsylvania, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 42 covers: Baxter (3), Bayne (1), Burnwood (1),
Cloud (1), Cross Creek (1), Dagus Mines (1), Fernwood (1),
Gap (2), Garrett (1), Gilfoyle (1), Glen Riddle (1),
Goodspring (1), Goodyear (2), Highville (1), Homestead
(1), Manor Dale (1), Millville Depot (2), Nanticoke (3), Newtown Square (3), Rice's Landing (1), Schwenksville (2),
Smethport (3), Stahlstown (1), Trucksville (1), Weidasville
(1), Welsh Run (1), White Haven (1), Williams (1), Wilmore
(2), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

968

)
Tennessee, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection
of 7 covers: Abiff (1), Evensville (1), Edgefield Junction (1),
Gwins (1), Hudgens (1), Lamontville (1), Worsham (1),
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

969

)
Texas, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 27
covers: Brownwood (3), Belton (1), Coleman (1), Dupre (4),
Felton (1), Foster (2), Granbury (1), Independence (1),
Kingston (1), Ladonia (1), Leander (2), Liberty Hill (1), Llano
(1), Pilot Point (1), Sherman (2), Tennaha (1), Van Alstyne
(2), Winchester (1), some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

970

)
Washington, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 24 covers: Ellensburg (3), Endicott (2), Farmington
(1), Kalama (1), Kelso (1), Marengo (1), Miles (1), Mount
Vernon (2), Rosalia (1), Snohomish (3), Stanwood (3),
Sumner (1), Union City (1), Wallula (1), West Ferndale (1),
Washougal (1), some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

971

)
Western States, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 7 covers: Utah includes Park City (1), Scofield (1),
Slaterville (1) & Woodside (1); Wyoming includes Buffalo
(2), & Nevada includes Ely (1), some small cover or stamp
flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
North Carolina, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection of 7 covers: Belvidere (1), Clinton (1), Heilig's Mill (2),
Little Sugar Loaf (1), Ormondsville (1), Tyner (1), some
small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
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972

)
Wisconsin, "Wheels Of Fortune". Collection
of 31 covers: Allenville (1), Ashland (1), Atlanta (1), Barron
(1), Black River Falls (1), Boaz (1), Caryville (1), Cobb (2),
Collins (1), Danville (1), Grantsburgh (1), Genoa Junction
(3), Houlton (1), Hudson (3), Indian Ford (1), Mather (1),
New Lisbon (1), Richfield (2), Schofield (2), Shiocton (1),
Sparta (2), Spring Prairie (1), Tomah (1), some small cover
or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

Letter Cancels

973

975

)
Irasburgh VT, “AM” & “PM”. 2 covers: 1 "AM"
other "PM" ea. with 2c (210), both Fine, one roughly opened
affecting, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

976

)
Brittsville TN, “B” In Star. 2c (210) tied by bold
"B" in hollow star, 10/20/85 "K. Campbell, P.M./Brittsville,
Tenn" CDS, to Addison NY with contents, reduced at R,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

)
Adams Centre, N.Y. “AC” fancy blue monogram. Bold & complete strike ties 1869 3¢ ultramarine on
cover to New York City, matching Adams Centre, N.Y.
CDS, Extremely Fine cover; 1984 P.F. Cert. Scott 114.
Estimate $200 - 300

Rare.

974

)
Brattleboro, Vt., “A.J.” in Grid (Skinner-Eno
LC-A 1). For Andrew Jackson, fine strike in blue ties 3¢
rose (65), perf flaws, on cover to Boston Mass., matching
“Brattleboro Vt Dec 1” dcds, reduced at right, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

977

170
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)
Buck Creek, Wis. “BMC”. Near complete negative monogramed initials in box, on 3c entire, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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978

)
Cragin, Cook Co., Ill., “C” in 6-Point Star and
Circle. Clear strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on advertising
cover to Elyria Ohio, matching “Cragin, Cook Co., Ill. Sep 30
1886” fancy cds; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

981

)
Canton MA “CST” Fancy Cancel (Skinner-Eno LC-C-3 var.). Monogram CST (Caleb.S. Taft)
cancelling 3c stamped envelope, to Medway, Ms, red Canton, Ms. 11/1 CDS, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
Skinner & Eno lists this as Sharon, Mass, this being Rare
& unreported use.

979

)
St. Louis, Mo., “CD”. 2c (183) tied by "C"(ity)
"D"(elivery), 12/22 Saint Louis MO CDS to City, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
Scarce.

982

980

)
Boston, Mass., Negative “D” in Circle (Blake
1945). Bold strikes tie three 1857 1¢ blue, type V (24) singles on 1879 cover to Woonsocket R.I., “Boston Mass. Feb
26, 2PM” cds and “Held For Postage” straightline, carrier
(backstamp) returned letter to sender in Roxbury, 3¢ green
(184) tied over h.s. by “Roxbury Station Mass. Feb 26,
5PM” duplex; one 1¢ with rounded corner; an extraodinary
attempted demonitized use, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

)
Canton MA “CST” (Skinner-Eno LC-C-3
var.). Monogram CST (Caleb.S. Taft) not tying 3c (11), on
small cover to Newport, RI, Canton, Ms. 8/22 CDS, light
waterstain slightly affects CDS, Fine strike on Fine - V.F.
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
Skinner & Eno lists this as Sharon, Mass, this being Rare
& unreported use.
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983

)
Lee, Mass., “D.P.H.” (Skinner-Eno LC-D 3).
Fine strike duplexed with “Lee Mass Dec '63”cds ties 3¢
rose (65) on cover to Ware Mass., accompanied by two additional Lee Mass. covers with #65s cancelled by different
“OK” cancels, some faults, Fine group.
Estimate $150 - 200

984

)
Wapakoneta OH, Fancy “Davis”. 2c (U 311)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 2/24 Wapakoneta WI CDS,
to St Marys OH, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

985

)
Brattleboro, Vt., “DK” in Geometric (Skinner-Eno LC-D 1). postmaster initials for Daniel Kellogg,
bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Claverack N.Y.,
“Brattleboro Vt. Mar 9 1863” dcds, reduced at left, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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986

)
Bridgeport, Conn., “Dont USM”. Bold strike
ties 3¢ green (147) on yellow cover from the Shaw correspondence to Alfred Me., matching “Bridgeport Ct. Feb 3”
cds; cover tear and no flap; F.-V.F. cover, exceptional
strike.
Estimate $200 - 300

987

)
Durham ME, Fancy “E”. 2c (U142) cancelled
by fancy "E", last initial of P.M. with 4/24 Durham ME CDS
to Boston MA, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

988

)
Waverly, N.Y., “ES” in Geometric. E. S. Hurd
postmaster initials of Waverly N.Y., two examples, first is
strike on 1¢ postal card (UX5) to Ithaca N.Y., and second
ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover front to Elmira, faults; both
are Very Fine strikes of this scarce cancel, Extremely Fine
card.
Estimate $100 - 150
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989

990

991

)
Ritchfield Springs, N.Y., “EAH”. Postmaster
was Eugene A. Hines (1865-87), three covers bearing 3¢
green and a 3¢ entire comprising all different designs of two
negative and two positive (one only “AH”), F.-V.F. group of
Rare cancels.
Estimate $200 - 300
992

)
Meridian, N.Y., “F.A.M.” (Free Accepted Masons). Fine strike ties 3¢ green (158) on cover to Francisco
Mich, matching “Meridian N.Y. Nov 3 1879” cds; reduced
slightly at right,cover, very rare, Fine cover, very rare
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

993

)
Galva IL, “G” (Skinner-Eno LS-G-4). 3c (114)
tied by blue famcy cancel with matching 8/25 Galva IL CDS,
to West Cornwall CT, slightly reduced at R, Very Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

994

)
Glastonbury “G.” Precancel. Choice strike
cancels 1¢ blue (156) on unsealed circular cover to New
Gloucester Me., reverse with all-over Soap advertisement,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover & scarce.
Estimate $500 - 750

)
Fairview PA, “F”. 1c (112), cancelled by fancy
cancel to Fairview PA, slightly reduced at L, Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

)
New York, N.Y. “F” in Wreath. Beautiful strike
duplexed with “New York Jun 22” ties 3¢ green (147) on
cover to Guilford Vt., N.Y. mfg. c.c. at left and illustrated
blue wagon on reverse, reduced at right, 1872 enclosure,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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995

)
Granger, Ind., “G” in Hand. Clear bold strike
ties 1¢ ultramarine, 2¢ brown (156, 157) on cover to Adrian
Mich., “Granger Ind. Sep 21 1875” cds with large “G” and
star, Very Fine cover, ex. Baker.
Estimate $200 - 300

998

)
Holliston, Mass., Positive “H”. Bold strike
cancels 3¢ entire bearing 1¢ blue, 7¢ vermilion (156, 160)
from the Shaw correspondence to Alfred Me., “Holliston
Mass. Dec 18” cds, “Registered” circular h.s., Extremely
Fine cover, ex. Emerson.
Estimate $200 - 300
Spectacular three color franking.

996

)
Ann Arbor, Mich., Negative “H”. Bold strikes
tie 2¢ red brown (210) and 5¢ brown (205) on 3¢ entire to
Austria, matching “Ann Arbor Mich. Jun 24” cds, scarce,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
999

997

)
Ann Arbor, Mich, “Harry” in Grid. Two bold
strikes cancel 2¢ red brown (210) pair on cover to Union
City Mich., matching “Ann Arbor Mich. Dec 8” cds, irregularly reduced at right, Fine cover & V.F. strikes.
Estimate $150 - 200

)
Chicopee, Mass., Fancy “H” and “VT” (Skinner-Eno LS-H21, V3). Two #65 covers with the two strikes,
additional “Vt” on 3¢ pink (U59) entire; Very fine trio.
Estimate $150 - 200
1000 )
Burlington, Iowa, “Hatton PM”. Two different
negative designs in blue, first with “Burlington Ioa. Jun 25”
cds ties 3¢ green (158) s.e. at left, on cover to Syracuse
N.Y.; second with “Burlington Ioa. May 17” cds on 1¢ postal
card (UX5) with 1880 message; Very Fine covers.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1001 )
Ann Arbor, Mich., “I AM, HN”. For “I am
H(arry) N(ichols)”, bold complete strike ties 2¢ red brown
(210) on cover to Union City Mich., matching “Ann Arbor
Mich. Dec 2l” cds, Extremely Fine and choice example of
this scarce killer, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1004 )
Harrison Square, Mass., “I. Field P.M.” (Skinner-Eno LC-NP 9). Fine strike on stampless cover to Weld
Me., matching “Harrison Square Mass. Mar 25” cds and
“Free” h.s.; wrinkling, scarce usage on stampless mail,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1002 )
Harshaville, Pa., “I Cure U (Trademark)”. Intricate strike of this rare precancel on 2¢ green (213) tied
by partial “Harshaville Pa. Mar 21” cds on 1888 cover to
Pittsburgh Pa., reduced slightly at right barely affecting 2¢,
Very Fine and interesting cancel, stated to be one of only
two recorded examples of this precancel on cover, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1005 )
Blairstown, N.J., “JVD”. Postmasters monogram ties 2¢ vermilion (183) on immaculate 3¢ green
(U163) entire to Germany, matching “Blairstown N.J. 25
Apr 1879” cds, reduced slightly at right, attractive, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1006 )
Blairstown, N.J., “JVD”. 3 covers: postmasters monogram in purple ties 3¢ green (158) on cover to
New Hampton N.Y., matching “Blairstown N.J. 7 Sep 1877”
cds; accompanied by two different “V” in circle cancels in
purple (faulty) and black, F.-V.F. covers. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150
1007 )
Kenosha, Wis., Positive “K”. Perfect bold
strike ties 3¢ green (158) on all-over Peace Society envelope to Oglesby Ill., matching “Kenosha Wis. Apr 21” cds,
Very Fine & choice cover. No photo. Estimate $200 - 300

1003 )
Harrison Square, Mass., “I. Field P.M.” (Skinner-Eno LC-NP 9). Unusually clear strike ties 3¢ dull red
(26A), pos. 3L11, on cover to Newburyport Mass., matching
“Harrison Square Mass. Sep 11” cds, 1858 docketing, rare
this well struck, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1008 )
Kenosha, Wis., Positive “K”. Perfect bold
strike duplexed with “Kenosha Wis. Sep 11” cds ties 7¢ vermilion (160), s.e. at left, on yellow cover to Germany, red
“New York Br Transit Sep 16” exchange cds (9.30) arrival
backstamp, Very Fine & choice cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1011 )
Lockport NY, “LV” (Skinner-Eno LC-L-7). 3c
(65) cancelled by "LV" with 8/11 Lockport NY CDS, to Birmingham NY, reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1009 )
Beliot, Wis., “KKK” in Circle. Fine strike cancels 3¢ green (158), well centered, on cover to Greenfield
Mass., “Beliot Wis. Sep 16” cds, reduced at left with some
paper loss, F.-V.F. cover, scarce.
Estimate $150 - 200

1012 )
New Philadelphia “M.O.B.” in Circle (Skinner-Eno LC-M 3). Nice strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Huntsville Ala., matching “New Philadelphia May 8 1865”
octagonal d.s.; reduced slightly at right, 3¢ tiny stain, the
Skinner tracing is incomplete and this confirm's the money
order business abbreviation, Very Fine cover, scarce
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1010 )
Brooklyn NY, Sawtooth “L” (Skinner-Eno
LS-L-11). 3c (65) cancelled with fancy cancel & tied by 12/1
Brooklyn NY CDS to Wethersfield CT, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1013 )
Mount Holly NJ, Negative “MH” (Skinner-Eno LC-M-1). 3c (114) tied by blue fancy cancel with
matching 3/19 Mount Holly NJ CDS, to Pawtucket RI, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150
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1014 )
Dayton OH, “MY” in Heart (Skinner-Eno
PH-H 68). For “Meinhart” postmaster, bold strike ties 3¢
rose (65) on cover to Lynn Conn., matching “Dayton O. Jul
1” cds, reduced slightly at right, light soiling, Very Fine cover
& scarce cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1017 )
Nunda IL, “N” (Skinner-Eno LS-N-2). 3c (114)
tied by fancy cancel with 5/31 Nunda IL CDS, to Belvidere
IL, reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1018 )
Fairview IL “NG”. 3c (158) tied by "NG", 11/8
Fairview IL CDS, to North Branch NJ, reduced at L, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1015 )
Nashua NH, Negative “N”. 3c (114) tied by
fancy cancel with 7/30 Nashua NH, to Boston MA,
V.G.-Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1016 )
Norwalk CT, “N”. 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel
& 1/12 Norwalk CT, to Boston MA, reduced at L, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1019 )
Woonsocket Falls RI, Reversed “NIX” (Skinner-Eno LC-WD 7). Partial but clear strike duplexed with
“Woonsocket Falls R.I. May 1 '66” dcds on 3¢ entire (U35)
to Dedham Mass.; reduced at left, docketing, F.-V.F. strike
& cover, scarce.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1020 )
New Orleans LA, Negative “NO” (Skinner-Eno LC-N 3). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Columbus Miss., “New Orleans La. May 10” cds, reduced at
right with upper faulty, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1021 )
Buel (?), N.Y. Negative “NY” (Skinner-Eno
LC-N 5). Bold, complete & well struck fancy cancel not tying 3c (65), V.F., on immaculate cover to Root, N.Y., slightly
reduced at R., Extremely Fine cover, exceptionally attractive, ex Eno.
Estimate $150 - 200

1022 )
Centerville, Or., Fancy “O”. For Oregon, intricate strike in purple duplexed with “Centerville Or. Feb 11
1887” cds on cover to Boston Mass.; tiny edge flaw, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1023 )
Albany NY, "OK" (Skinner-Eno LC-OK-28).
3c (65) cancelled with "OK", 12/17 Albany NY CDS to Bangor ME, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1024 )
Ballston NY, Fancy “OK” (Skinner-Eno
LC-OK-29). 3c (65) cancelled by fancy "OK" with 5/6
Ballston NY CDS to New York, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1025 )
Beliot Wis, Negative “OK”. Three Beliot Wis.
covers comprising Jun. 11 “OK” in keystone tying 3¢ green
(158), Sep. 18 and Aug. 3 “OK” in rectangle tying 3¢ green
and cancelling 1¢ entire respectively; latter with some toning, Very Fine strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1026 )
Buffalo NY Double “OK” (Skinner-Eno
GE-M-3). 3 (65) tied by fancy cancel with 7/19 Buffalo NY
CDS, to Grand Rapids MI, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1027 )
Pittsfield NH, “OK” In Oval. 3c (184) tied by
"OK" in oval, 11/15 Pittsfield NH CDS to Boston MA, Very
Fine strike &cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1030 )
Cleveland, O. Negative “OUS” (Skinner-Eno
PT-USA 8). Bold, complete & well struck fancy cancel ties
3c (65), on cover to Mich., Cleaveland, O. 11/18 CDS, partial backflap & some docketing (somewhat distracting) at L.,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1028 )
Quincy MA, “OK” (Skinner-Eno LC-OK-4).
Two different, first positive strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover
with “Quincy Ms. May 21” cds, second negative design ties
3¢ rose (65), faulty on cover with “Hartford Ct. Apr 12” cds;
Fine strike & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

1031 )
Paris, Ill. “P”. Bold & well struck letter ties 1869
3¢ ultramarine, on slightly reduced cover to Newhall,
Conn., Paris, Ill. 9/24 CDS, fresh & attractive, Very Fine
cover. Scott 114.
Estimate $150 - 200

1029 )
South Gardner MA, “OK”. 3c (184) tied by
bold strike of negative "OK", light South Gardner CDS to
Fitchburg MA, with contents, reduced at L, Very Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1032 )
South Deerfield MA Fancy “P” (Skinner-Eno
LS-P-26 var). 3c (65) tied by fancy blue "P", with matching
1/23 Southdeerfield MA CDS to Orange MA, listed as 1861,
this example from 1866, with contents, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1033 )
Petersburgh, Va. Monogram “PB” (Skinner-Eno LC-P 2). Bold, crisp & well struck fancy cancel ties
3c (65), on cover to Nixtown, Pa., couple light diagonal folds
& slightly reduced at L., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1034 )
Louisville KY, Negative “PM” (Skinner-Eno
LC-P9). Strike in blue duplexed with “Louisville Ky Jul 10”
cds on 3¢ pink (U59) entire to Keene Ky., scarce, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1037 )
Ridgefield, Conn. “R” (Skinner-Eno LS-R
17). Complete & well struck fancy not tying (possibly a
pre-cancel) 3c (65), on cover to Williamsburgh, Mass.,
Ridgefield, Ct. 8/16 CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1038 )
Rockville, Ct. “R” (Skinner-Eno LS-R 15). 2
covers, ea. with 3c (65), both Fine, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1035 )
“POD” Monograms. 27 covers & cards, Banknote period, 3 Cole listed (PO-1, PO-2, PO-6), a few colored, good selection of states, should be inspected,
generally F.-V.F. covers & cards. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

1036 )
Quinton, N.J. “Q” in wreath. Complete 1890
magenta town CDS & fancy cancel on 1c postal card (UX5),
Very Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200

1039 )
Russell, N.Y. Negative “R” (Skinner-Eno
LS-R 12). Bold & well struck fancy ties 3c (65), on cover to
New York, Russell, N.Y. CDS, very slightly reduced at L.,
Very Fine cover, very attractive strike.
Estimate $150 - 200

purported to be Very Rare fancy cancel.
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1040 )
Pittsburgh PA, “R.K.N.” in Grid. Two strikes
duplexed with “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec 8” cds tie 1¢ blue (156)
strip of three, on cover to Philadelphia Pa., light toning and
small edge tear, Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

1043 )
Sherwood CA, “S” in Vines. Bold central
strike cancels 2¢ red brown (210) on 1884 cover to San
Rafael Cal., matching “Sherwood” (Cal.) script straightline
and ms. “7-27-84” dating, original enclosure; reduced
slightly at left, scarce D.P.O., Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1041 )
Pittsburgh PA, “RKN” In Square. 3c (184)
tied by fancy cancel, with 12/4 Pittsburgh PA CDS, to Grand
Rapids MI, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

1044 )
Syracuse NY, Old English “S”. Strikes in magenta and blue tie 3¢ green, 10¢ brown (158, 161) on two
registered covers, each with “Syracuse N.Y. Registered”
dcds, striking pair of covers, Extremely Fine strikes &
covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1042 )
Salem Conn, “S” in Circle. Three strikes cancel 3¢ green (147) strip of three on cover to Paris France,
matching “Salem Conn Nov 27” cds, red “New York Nov 28”
transit and blue Cherbourg 1871 entry cds, wax seal removed, scarce, Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

1045 )
Westerville OH, “SKED” (Cole ML-228). 2c
(213) cancelled by fancy cancel & tied by 5/12/88
Westerville OH to Verona NY, reduced at R, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1046 )
South Norwalk CT, Negative “SN”. 3c (114)
tied by fancy cancel with 9/4 South Norwalk CT, to Bramford
CT on advertising cover for grocerer, reduced at R, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1049 )
Thomaston, Conn. “T” (Skinner-Eno LS-T
10). Bold & complete fancy cancel ties 3c (65), on cover to
Ellington, N.Y., Thomaston, Conn. 6/14 CDS, light scuffing
at L. causing a small cover hole (not detracting in any way),
barely reduced at R, Very Fine cover.Estimate $100 - 150

1047 )
Talcottville, Ct. “T” (Skinner-Eno LS-T 11).
Well struck fancy, not tying 3c (65), on cover to Hopkinton,
N.H., Talcottville, Ct. 1/18 DCDS, Very Fine cover, scarce
fancy.
Estimate $150 - 200
1050 )
Titusville, Pa. “T & 8 Point Star” (Skinner-Eno LS-T 17). Bold & well struck fancy ties 3c (65), additionally tied by Titusville, Pa. 3/26 CDS, reduced at L.,
Very Fine cover, beautifully struck example.
Estimate $150 - 200

1048 )
Terryville, Conn. Negative “T” (Skinner-Eno
LS-T 20). Bold & complete fancy, not tying 3c (65), small
perf flaws (not mentioned on Cert.), on cover to New Haven,
Conn., Terryville, Conn. 6/7 CDS, Very Fine cover; 1986
P.F. Cert.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1051 )
Titusville, Pa. “T” (Skinner-Eno LS-T 13a).
Bold & complete 10 segment variety fancy cancel ties 3c
(65), on cover to Corry, Pa., Titusville, Pa. 8/10 CDS, small
edge tear at T., Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1052 )
Titusville, Pa. “T” (Skinner-Eno LS-T 15).
Bold & complete 13 segment variety fancy cancel ties 3c
(65), trivial perf flaws, on cover to Irvine, Pa., Titusville, Pa.
10/29 CDS, light edge wear & trivial water stains (mostly on
rev.), slightly reduced at R., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1053 )
Toledo, O. “T” (Skinner-Eno LS-T 16). Well
struck blue fancy cancel ties 3c (65), on cover to Dover
N.H., partial blue Toledo, O. CDS, reduced at L. & diagonal
line, well away from stamp & cancels, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1054 )
Toledo, O. “T”. 2 covers: one with blue neg. "T"
(Skiner & Eno LS-T 21), other with solid blue "T" (Skinner &
eno LS-T 1), ea. with 3c 1861 or 1868 issues, both Fine &
tied, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1055 )
Treasure City, Nev. “T”. (Unlisted) well struck
fancy cancel on 3c entire with red printed "Pacific Union Express Co." frank, blue Tresasure City, Nev. 11/30 CDS,
faint edge stain at top (mostly on reverse), Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1056 )
Island Pond “U. States”. Straightline h.s. ties
3¢ rose (65) on cover to West Newton Mass., matching “Island Pond Vt Apr 4” cds, tone spots, scarce use as cancel,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1057 )
West Hampton Mass, “Union” in Star (Skinner-Eno ST-C 14). Strong clear strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on
cover to Gill, Mass., matching “West Hampton Mass. Jun
13” cds, light stain, a Very Fine example of this desirable
cancel, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1058 )
Mittineague Mass, “Union” Incised Star
(Skinner-Eno ST-C 15). Clear bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65)
on cover to Monson Mass., matching “Mittineague Mass.
Jan 4” cds; reduced slightly at left, one of the finest known
strikes of this rare cancel, Ex-Eno, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

1061 )
Denver CO, “US” In Circle. 3c (184) cancelled
by intertwined "US" in circle, with 6/16 Denver CO CDS, to
city, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1059 )
Lee Mass, “Union” with Star (Skinner-Eno
ST-C 16). Partial strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Berlin
Mass., “Lee Mass, Jan 27 1864” dcds, 1988 P.F. Certificate, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1062 )
Greenbush OH, “US”. 2c (183) cancelled by
intertwined "US" in circle with 3/7 Greenbush OH CDS, to
Eaton OH, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

This is the only recorded example of this cancel from Lee,
Mass. This design was used at Mittineague in blue.

1060 )
Ashland OH, “US”. 3c (184) cancelled by intertwined "US" in circle, 7/27 Ashland OH CDS, to Whricksville
OH, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1063 )
Coo-Y-Yah, Ind. Ter. “US Mail”. Bold & well
struck monogram ties 2c (210), complete "saw-tooth" fancy
town CDS, couple tape stains, well away from cancels, otherwise F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1067

1068 .

1067 m
“US
MAIL”
monogram
(210).
Socked-on-the-nose complete strike on 1883, 2¢ red brown
(210), Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1064 )
Footprints NY, Fancy “US Mail”. 2c (210)
cancelled by fancy cancel, 8/31/86 Footprints NY/G.S.
Hinman P.M. CDS, DPO (S/R 7), to Marcellus NY, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1065 )
Stoneham Mass, “US Mail” in Padlock. Fine
strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to South Gardner
Mass., “Stoneham Mass. Sep 8” cds, forwarded to Boston
with “South Gardner Mass. 10 Sep 1884” cds, scarce, Very
Fine strike & cover. Scott 210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1066 )
McNeely NC, “US Mail”. 2c (210) V.G. tied by
intertwined "US Mail" with fancy sawtoothed McNeely
NC/Rockingham Co./Aug 26 1886/W.V. Stone, P.M.
CDS to Elmmsville VA, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1068 m
“US MAIL” padlock. Bold, complete & well
struck on 1883, 2¢ red brown (210), stamp with some scissor trimmed perfs at bottom, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1069 )
Tarentum, Pa. “US Mail”. 4 somewhate light
monograms tie 5c (205, x2) & 1c (182, x2) on registered
cover, bold & complete "saw-tooth" fancy CDS, Extremely
Fine cover, ex Knapp.
Estimate $150 - 200
lot 2157 in Knapp sale of 11/5/41.

1070 )
Ward Hill MA, “US Mail”. 3c (184) tied by fancy
intertwined "US Mail" with 6/6/81 Ward Hill MA CDS to
Conway NH, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1071 )
“US Mail” Monograms. 38 covers & cards,
Banknote period, 7 Cole listed (US-130, US-131, US-132,
US-137, US-149, US-150), a few colored, good selection of
states, should be inspected, generally F.-V.F. covers &
cards. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1075 )
Schuylers Lake NY, “US”. 2c (210) tied by
fancy "US", with 12/15 Schuylers Lake NY CDS, to Mineola
NY, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1072 )
Putnam Ct, Negative “US”. Two different,
Aug. 23 duplex ties 3¢ green (184) on cover to Tolland Ct.,
and Sep 4, 1882 on 3¢ entire to Woodstock Ct. with original
Prohibition committee circular, later reduced at right;
scarce pair, Very Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1076 )
Vienna NY, “US”. 2c (183) tied by intertwined
"US" in circle with 10/1 Vienna NY CDS, to St. Johns MI, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

1073 )
Putnam Con, “US” (Skinner-Eno PT-C23).
Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Essex Conn.,
matching “Putnam Con Nov 7” cds, 1866 enclosure; reduced at left, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1077 )
Albany NY “US wreath of stars” (Skinner-Eno PT-C 17). Well struck fancy cancel ties 3c (65), on
cover to Brooklyn, N.Y., light Albany CDS, fresh & attractive, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1074 )
Saratoga Springs NY, Negative “US” (Skinner-Eno PT-US 33). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover
to Monah Corners N.Y., “Saratoga Springs N.Y. Sep 15”
cds; reduced slightly at left, fresh & clean, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1078 )
“US”. Group of four covers bearing 3¢ rose
(65), two by negative “US” cancels from Selma Ala. and Little Falls N.Y., and two by circled “US” from Albany N.Y. and
Keeseville N.Y. (reduced), F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1079 )
“U.S.”. 3 covers: ea. with 3¢ Banknotes:
Putnam Ct., Cambell Va. and Schuyler's Lake N.Y., F.-V.F.
strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200
1080 )
"US" Cancel Balance. 20 covers & 1 front, 16
Cole listed (US-2, US-19, US-42, US-55, US-56, US-66,
US-85, US-107, US-110, US-111, US-125, EL-99), a few
duplicates, a few colored, nice group, generally F.-V.F.
cover. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1083 )
Brattleboro Vt “USM”. Neat strike cancels 3¢
entire (U35) to North Powval Vt., “Brattleboro Vt Mar 5
1864” dcds, official Vt. Treasurers c.c., flap faulty, Very Fine
and scarce.
Estimate $200 - 300

1081 )
South Yarmouth, Mass. “USA” Monogram.
Well struck fancy ties 3c (114) on small cover to Boston,
4/23 CDS, slightly reduced at R., F.-V.F. cover. Skinner-Eno PT-USM 4.
Estimate $150 - 200

1084 )
University of Va. “UV” (Skinner-Eno LC-U 3).
Well struck negative blue fancy ties 3c (65), on FLS to Salem, Va., University of Va., Va. 2/4 CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1082 )
Traverse City, Mich “Used Up”. Bold & complete fancy cancel on 1c postal card (UX3), Traverse City,
Mich 1/31/74 CDS, Extremely Fine card.
Estimate $150 - 200
Unlisted & very scarce.

1085 )
University of Va. “UV” (Skinner-Eno LC-U 7).
Bold & complete blue negative fancy cancel ties 3c (65), on
exceptionally clean cover to Va., blue University of Va., Va.
3/25 CDS with matching "Due 3" SL, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1086 )
Vallejo, Cal. “V”. (Unlisted) well struck blue
fancy cancel not tying 3c (88), on cover to Trenton, N.J.,
blue Vallejo, Cal. CDS, missing backflap & small edge tear
at top, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1087 )
Valparaiso, Ind. “V”. 2 covers, ea. with slightly
different fancy cancel: Skinner & Eno types LS-V 6 & 8, ea.
ties 3c (65), both Fine, couple very trivial cover flaws, both
clean & attractive, F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

1088 )
Corina ME, “V. A. Sprague - PM” (Skinner-Eno LC-NP 19). Bold strike of double-circle cancel on
cover to South Danvers Mass., “Corina Me. Jun 9” cds, couple light stains and reduced at right; accompanied by Negative “S” in star (S-E ST-C 6) from Corina Me., small faults;
rare pair of Postmaster cancels, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1089 )
Norfolk, Va. “VA” (Skinner-Eno LC-V 1). Bold
& well struck fancy cancel ties 3c (65), V.F., on cover to Va.,
Norfolk, Va. CDS, Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover, extremely attractive.
Estimate $150 - 200

1090 )
Chester VT, “VT” (Skinner-Eno LC-V-5). 3c
(114) tied by fancy cancel with 7/28 Chester VT CDS, to
Proctorsville VT on advertising cover for carriage & sleigh
manufacturer, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1091 )
Chester, Vt. “VT” Monogram (Skinner-Eno
LC-V 4). Bold, well struck & virtually complete fancy cancel
ties 3c (65), Fine, on immaculate cover to Cavendish, Vt.,
Chester, Vt. 1/16 CDS, Extremely Fine cover, ex Paige
Sale.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1092 )
Waterbury, Ct. “W”. Bold & well struck fancy
ties 3c (65), additionally tied by Waterbury, Conn. 7/10/66
DCDS, some light cover soiling & aging, F.-V.F. cover.
Skinner-Eno LS W 20.
Estimate $150 - 200

1093 )
Waterbury, Ct. “W” (Rohloff K-12). Bold strike
duplexed with “Waterbury Con Jan 14” dcds ties 3¢ rose,
grilled (94) on cover to Woodbury Conn.; rare, Ex-Jackson,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1094 )
Waterbury, Ct. “W” (Rohloff K-14). Bold strike
duplexed with “Waterbury Con May 16 '66” dcds on 3¢ entire (U58) to Seymour Ct., 1866 docketing and original enclosure; some wear, rare, Ex-Jackson, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1095 )
Waterbury, Ct. “W” (Rohloff K-15, K-16).
Three covers comprising K-15 Mar 1 '66 partial strike ties
3¢ rose (65) on buff cover, K-15 Feb 6 '66 bold strike ties 3¢
rose (65) on cover with stamp and right edge restored, and
K-16 Oct. 11 '66 weak strike cancels 3¢ rose; some faults,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1096 )
West Meriden, Ct. “W”. (Unlisted) well struck
& complete fancy cancel not tying 3c (65), on cover to
Woodbridge, Conn., West Meriden, Ct 10/12 CDS, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1097 )
Westborough, Mass. Negative “W” (Skinner-Eno LS-W 42). Bold & well struck fancy cancel ties 3c
(65), on cover to Bainbridge, N.Y., light Westborough,
Mass CDS, barely reduced at L, with interesting letter of affection, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1098 )
Westborough, Mass. Negative “W” (Skinner-Eno LS-W 41). Well struck fancy cancel not tying 2c
(73), natural SE, on cover to Rehoboth, Mass.
Westborough, Mass. 5/19 CDS, Very Fine cover, attractive fancy cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1101 )
Worthington, O. fancy negative “W”. (Unlisted) exceptional fancy cancel ties 3c (65), Fine-V.F. on
cover to Mechanicsburg, O., Worthington, O. 6/18 CDS,
barely reduced at R., Extremely Fine cover, Rare fancy
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
1102 )
Weston MA, “W”. Group of 12 covers from
1870-80s with various ms. and handstamped “W” cancels
from Weston Ms. on 1¢-3¢ values, couple entires and one
postal card; couple small faults, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1099 )
Westfield, Mass Negative “W”. (Unlisted)
bold & complete fancy cancel not tying 3c (65), on cover to
Lyme. Conn., light Westfield, Mass 2/20 DCDS, small edge
nick at bottom, Very Fine cover, ex Judge Fay.
Estimate $150 - 200
1103 )
Weston MA, “W”. Bold ms. cancels tie 1¢ blue
(63), single and pair, on cover to Warren Mass., blue
“Weston Mass. Sep 5” cds in blue, clean and fresh, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1104 )
Weston MA, “W”. Three 3¢ covers cancelled
by Weston “W” comprising #26 with “Weston Mass. [Mar
12]” cds with ms. date, and two #65 covers with a single and
pair, Fine strikes & covers. No photo. Estimate $150 - 200

1100 )
Weymouth, Mass. negative “W”. Bold & near
complete cork cancel ties 1869 3¢ ultramarine, on small
cover to Boston, light Weymouth, Mass. CDS, scarce cancel, Very Fine cover & strike. Scott 114.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1108 )
Mystic CT, “X”. 3c (65) cancelled by "X" with
12/30 Mystic CT CDS to Detroit MI, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1105 )
Weston MA, “W”. Bold ms. cancels on 1¢ ultramarine (156) and 2¢ vermilion (178) on oatmeal cover to
Wayland Ms., blue “Weston Mass. Aug 8” cds; 2¢ with small
stain, scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1109 )
Oberlin OH, Large “X”. 3c (184) tied by fancy
cancel with 7/19 Oberlin OH CDS to Fitchville OH, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1106 )
Holliston MA, “WLJ” (Skinner-Eno LC-W2).
Negative cancel duplexed with “Holliston Mass. Apr 22”
cover to South Dedham Mass., accompanied negative “W”
(S-E LS-W37) duplexed with “Holliston Mass. Mar 26” cds
tying 3¢ rose (65) on cover; scarce pair, Very Fine strikes &
covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1110 )
Sacarappa, ME “X” (Skinner-Eno NS-J-21).
3c (65) cancelled by "X", 6/19 Sacarappa ME CDS to
Boston MA, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1107 )
Bridgeport CT, Large “X”. 3c (158) tied by
fancy cancel & 8/11 Bridgeport CT CDS, to Upton MA, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1114 )
Arthur E. Beane Jr. Letter Cancel Collection
A-Z. 1,000+ covers & cards housed in 12 binders with letter
cancels, mostly Banknote issues 1870-1895, includes
many fancy cancels, ad covers, better frankings, an exciting collection to build upon or break up, needs close inspection, many hidden gems to be uncovered, generally F.-V.F.
covers.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,500
1115 )
Initial Or Letter Cancels On Banknotes.
Group of 43 covers or cards, with initial or letter cancels,
small group of "L.O.V." cancels, some colored, with individual items up to 50.00, some small cover or stamp flaws,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo. Estimate $250 - 350
1111 )
Yonkers NY, “Y” (Skinner-Eno LS-Y unlisted). Clear strike ties 2¢ black (73) as forwarding postage to Walpole N.H. on drop cover originally posted with 1¢
blue (63) tied by “Yonkers N.Y. Aug 15” duplex, scarce cancel, 1995 P.S.E. Certificate, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1116 )
Letter Cancels A-M. Group of 75 covers, a few
fronts, with letter cancels, some Skinner & Eno listed, a few
grilled, clean & attractive lot with individual items up to
75.00, some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes &
covers. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750
1117 )
Letter Cancels N-W. Group of 42 covers, with
letter cancels, some Skinner & Eno listed, a few grilled,
clean & attractive lot with individual items up to 50.00, some
small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $300 - 400
1118 )
Town Or State Initials. Group of 85 covers or
cards, with town or state initial cancels, with individual items
up to 50.00, some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $500 - 750

1112 )
Zelienople P, “Z”. Bold strikes in purple tie 2¢
vermilion (183) strip of three on cover to North Platte Neb.,
matching “Zelienople Pa. Sept 16 1879” cds, reduced
slightly at right, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

1113 )
Zanesville, O. Negative “ZV”. (Unlisted) well
struck & complete fancy cancel ties 3c (65), small perf
flaws, on cover to Waterford, O., Zanesville O. 12/7 CDS,
barely reduced at L., F.-V.F. cover, very scarce fancy cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1119 )
South Woodstock VT, Large “1”. Bold strike
in purple cancels 1¢ postal card (UX5) to North Chester Vt.,
matching “South Woodstock Vt. Aug 18” cds, 1879 message,scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1123 )
Numeral “3” Cancels. 3 covers: 3c (11A),
cancelled with fancy "3 Paid", (Skinner & Eno
PM-Pnc-38), light red Ipswich CDS on FLS; 3c (11A)
cancelled with "3", blue Oberlin O CDS on cover; 3c (11)
cancelled with large blue "3", with matching Williamsburg
Ms CDS on cover, all F.-V.F. stamps & covers, attractive
group. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1120 )
Providence RI, "3". 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel with 10/7 Providence RI CDS, to Salem CT, slightly reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1121 )
South Woodstock VT, Large “3”. Clear strike
and purple “South Woodstock Vermont Jun 17 1881” dcds
tie 3¢ green (184) huge margins with natural s.e., on cover
to Claremont N.H., Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1122 )
South Woodstock VT, Large “3”. Bold strike
ties 3¢ green (184) on blue cover to Rutland Vt, purple
“South Woodstock Vermont May 17 1881” cds, Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $75 - 100

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1124 )
Brooklyn NY, Negative “4” in Cog (Skinner-Eno NS-D 1). Perfect bold strike on 3¢ pink (U34) entire to Circleville Ohio, matching “Brooklyn N.Y. Feb 1863”
dcds, forwarded to Bellefontaine with ms. “ford 3”; reduced
into cds at left, very rare, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1125 )
Walpole NH, “5” & “10” Numerals. 3c (184)
cancelled by "5", 1880 Walpole NH CDS to Wilmot Flat NH;
3c (184) cancelled by "10", 1881 Walpole NH CDS to
Boston MA, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. Estimate $100 - 150

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1126 )
Boston, Mass. "6 in Rays". "Gem" strike ties
3c banknote issue to immaculate cover, additionally tied by
3/28/81 CDS, Extremely Fine cover. Blake 1848.
Estimate $150 - 200

1130 )
New York "8" in Circle. 3c (184) tied by "8" in
circle, New York CDS to Hartford CT, missing backflap,
stains bottom corners, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1127 )
St. Albans ME, "6". 3c (114) cancelled by fancy
cancel with partial St. Albans ME CDS with ms "Oct 12", to
Portland ME, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1131 )
Westminster MD, Negative “18”. Bold strikes
tie 3¢ green (207) pair on cover to London England, matching “Westminster Md. Jul 18” cds, red “New York Jul 16” cds
and red “London 30 JY 73” arrival, tiny edge nick, an attractive use, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1128 )
Mittineague MA, Fancy “7”. Group of two covers and a card with different Mittineague Mass. fancy “7”
cancels including #211 with circled “7”, also includes additional cover with negative geometric design; faults, Fine
strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1132 )
Harrisburg PA, Negative “73”. Bold strike
strike ties 3¢ green (184) on cover to St Clair Pa., “Harrisburg Pa. May 16” cds, reduced at right, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1129 )
New York "VIII" fancy numeral grid (8th
month). Bold & well struck on 1c postal card (UX3) with
New York CDS, F.-V.F. card.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1133 )
Concord NH, “76” in Shield. Beautiful bold
strike in blue cancels 3¢ green (158) on cover to Effingham
Falls N.H., “Concord N.H. Aug 1” cds, additional cover
bearing #156 tied by Concord N.H. bell in blue, both reduced slightly at right, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

1134 )
VT Fancy "76". 3c (158) Fine tied by fancy numeral in starburst, indistinct VT CDS to Manchester NH,
with contents, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

1135 )
Wallingford CT "76". 3c (158) tied by "76",
10/17 Wallington CT CDS, to So. Hadley MA, reduced at L,
F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1136 )
“76” Cancels. Group of three covers bearing
3¢ greens from Duncannon Pa., Kansas City Kan., and
Lancaster Pa., some faults, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No
photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1137 )
Nashotah WI, "1870". 3c (147) cancelled by
"1870" in circle, 6/21 Nashotah WI CDS to Detroit MI; 3c
(147) cancelled by "1872" in circle & 3c (147) cancelled by
"1873" in circle, both also from Nashotah WI, Very Fine
strikes & covers. Skinner-Eno ND-Y-16.
Estimate $150 - 200

1138 )
Watkins NY, “1870”. Sharp strike duplexed
with “Watkins N.Y. Oct 6” cds ties 3¢ green (147) on orange
cover to Lima N.Y., slight stain at right, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1139 )
Greeley CO, “1873” in Grid. Bold strike
duplexed with “Greeley Colo. Jun 23” cds ties 3¢ green
(184) on cover to Atkinson Ill., reduced slightly at left, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1140 )
Whitehall NY, Negative “1873”. Fine strike
duplexed with “Whitehall N.Y. Jan 10” cds ties 3¢ green
(147) on cover to Benson Vt., accompanied by negative
“JN” duplexed with “Whitehall N.Y. Jun 5” cds tying 3¢
green (184) on cover, faulty, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200

1143 )
So. Yarmouth MA, "Numbers". 3c (65)
cancelled by "3", 10/31/61 So. Yarmouth, MA CDS to New
Bedford MA; 3c (65) tied by "5" in circle, 3/7/62 So.
Yarmouth, MA CDS to New Bedford MA, F.-V.F. strikes &
covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

Paid Cancels

1144 m
Dedham, Ma. negative “PAID” in shield. Bold
& well struck on 1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114), fresh & well
centered, very attractive, Very Fine. Estimate $100 - 150
1141 )
Wenona Il, “1878” in Quartered Cork. Clear
strike cancels 3¢ entire (U163) entire to Chester N.H.,
“Wenona Ill. Aug 16” cds, scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1142 )
New Orleans LA, “1880” in Bars. Three bold
strikes tie 1¢ blue, 2¢ vermilion and 3¢ green (182-184) on
cover to Washington D.C., “New Orleans La. Jan 31” cds,
stain spot and some edge toning, scarce cancel, Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1145 )
Small “Paid” in frame. Two strikes on 1852, 3¢
dull red, type I (11) three margins, just touching at left, deep
rich color, on 1852 folded letter to Concord N.H., “Northern
R.R. N.Y. July” (Remele N21-a) cds with pencil “23” date,
Remele stated he had only seen two examples of this cds, a
Very Fine and rare example railroad postmark.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1146 )
Ipswich MA, “Paid 3” in Ribbon (Skinner-Eno PM-PNc 38). Clear strike cancels 3¢ dull red
(11A), margins to cutting at bottom, on 1853 folded letter to
Topsham Me., indistinct red “Ipswich Mass. Aug” cds, 3¢
with small tear, Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

1149 )
Ringville Mass. “Paid 3”. On 1852, 3¢ dull red,
type II (11A) with inverted "3" & light SL "Ringville Mass Ap
21" DPO (S/R 4), extremely fresh & attracrive, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, ex Chase.
Estimate $250 - 350

1147 )
Grantville Mass “Paid 3” in circle. Franked by
1852, 3¢ dull red, type II (11A), tied on cover to Central Village, CT by bold fancy cancel, matching Grantville Mass
(S/R 5) DCDS, forwarded from Centreville Mass with blue
Centerville, Mass. (S/R 5) CDS & matching “5” in circle,
fresh & choice, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1150 )
Ashburnham Mass. “Paid” in small grid (11).
On 1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11) large margins except just
touching at top, tied on buff cover to Boston Mass.,
“Ashburnham Mass. Mar 2” cds, Very Fine and rare “Paid”
cancel; signed by Ashbrook.
Estimate $200 - 300

1148 )
Leominster Ms. “Paid 3” (11). 1852, 3¢ dull
red, type I (11), cut in, tied by bold strike of large “Paid 3”
handstamp on ladies envelope to Nashua N.H., matching
“Leominster Ms. Nov 16” cds, Very Fine and striking.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1151 )
Bonds Village MA, “Paid” Intertwined Star
(Skinner-Eno ST-C 18). Bold strike in red ties 3¢ rose (65)
on buff cover to Auburn Mass., large “Bonds Village Mass.
July 14” cds and addtl. star cancel adjacent; opened at top,
rare, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1152 )
Bonds Village MA, “Paid” Intertwined Star
(Skinner-Eno ST-C 18). Clear strike cancels 3¢ rose (65)
on buff cover to Boston Mass., matching “Bonds Village Ms.
Feb 1” cds, reduced slightly at left, clean and fresh, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1153 )
Beverly MA, “Paid” in Grid. Two covers from
Beverly Mass., first Oct. 11 with 1¢ blue (63) at circular rate,
other Oct 28 with 3¢ rose (65), reduced at left; Very Fine
strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1154 )
Dedham, Mass fancy “Paid” (Skinner-Eno
PM-PE 5). 1c (7), Fine-V.F.,ample margins to barely in at
lower L., deep rich color, tied on blind embossed ladies
cover by fancy "Paid" SL grid, red Dedham, Mass. CDS,
Very Fine cover, scarce Paid marking. Scott 7; $200.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1155 )
Dedham MA, Elaborate “Paid”. 3c (65)
cancelled by elaborate "Paid", similar to Skinner & Eno
PS-C-13 but with six stars & wavy lines, with 9/28 Dedham
MA CDS, slightly reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1156 )
Maumee City OH, “PAID” in Maltese Cross
(Skinner-Eno PM-PE 9). Clear bold strike ties 3¢ rose
(65), faulty, on orange cover to Boston Mass., “Maumee
City O. Aug 8” cds, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1157 )
Profile House NH, “Paid” in Grid (Skinner-Eno PM-PG 3). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65), s.e. and
oxidized, on cover to soldier in 10th Regt. R.I. Vol. Co. at
Fort Pennsylvannia in Washington D.C., matching “Profile
House N.H. Aug 11” dcds, reduced slightly at left, scarce,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1158 ())
Stoneham MA Fancy “Paid” (Skinner-Eno
PM-TF-28). Fancy town framed cancel, to Washington DC,
SL "Post Office Business/Free", on patriotic flag cover,
front only, V.G.-Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1161 )
Hebron, Conn. “Anchor”. Bold, complete &
well struck fancy ties 2c (279B) natural SE, Hebron, Conn.
7/16/01 CDS, trivial reduced at R., Very Fine cover & very
attractive strike.
Estimate $150 - 200

1159 )
Straight line “Paids”. 3 covers: 3c (11A)
cancelled with SL "Paid", Chickopee Falls Ms CDS on embossed ladies cover; 3c (11A), cancelled with grid, SL
"Paid", Leominster Ms CDS on embossed ladies cover; 3c
(11), cancelled with large SL "Paid", Hampton Falls NH
CDS on yellow cover, all F.-V.F. stamps & covers, very attractive group. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

Pictorial Cancels
1162 )
Putnam CT, “Double Anchor” (Skinner-Eno
PO-An 14). Cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Thompson
Ct., matching “Putnam Con Jul 1” cds, reduce at left and
small tear, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1160 )
Boston MA, “Anchor in Circle” (Skinner-Eno
PO-An 9). Strong strike on 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Sanford
Me., “Boston Mass. Aug 18” cds, scarce, Ex-Eno, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
illustrated example in Skinner & Eno p. 166.

1163 )
Fayville MA “Fouled Anchor” (Skinner-Eno
PO-An-33a). 3c (65) V.G. cancelled by complete strike
fouled anchor, 7/8/68 Fayville MA CDS to Boston MA,
opened roughly at top, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1164 m
NYFM “Fouled Anchor”. Well struck on 1873,
1¢ ultramarine (156), rounded corner LL, Fine; 2010 PF
Cert.
Estimate $150 - 200

1167 )
Naugatuck, Ct. Stylized “Arrow”. Bold & well
struck fancy cancel ties 3c banknote issue, 11/12 CDS, Extremely Fine cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300
Naugatuck is known for several fancies, this one has not
been recorded.

1165 )
Providence “Fouled Anchor”. Bold strike of
large negative design ties 1¢ ultramarine (156) on cover to
Wales Mass., tiny edge tear and some soiling, F.-V.F. strike
& cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1168 )
Fredericksburg VA “Arrowhead”. 3c (184)
tied by fancy cancel, 3/10 Fredericksburg VA CDS, to Front
Royal VA, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

1166 )
Winchester Centre, Ct. “Anvil” with Negative
“W” (Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 61 var.). Bold & well struck blue
fancy not tying 3c (65), small perf flaws, S. & E. lists this
cancel known from Winchester & not Winchester Centre,
L.L. corner missingfrom rough opening, F.-V.F. cover,
scarce, unlisted variety.
Estimate $150 - 200

1169 )
Fredericksburg VA “Large Arrowhead”. 3c
(184) tied by fancy cancel to mourning cover, 9/20
Fredericksburg VA CDS, to Richmond VA, Very Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1170 )
Collinsville CT, “Ax Head” (Skinner-Eno
PO-Wt 6). Neat central strike on 3¢ rose (65), corner
crease, on buff cover to Wallingford Ct., “Collinsville Ct. Nov
15” cds, scarce, Fine strike & cover. Estimate $300 - 400

1173 )
Eagle Mills NY, “Bare Foot”. Bold strike ties
2¢ green (213), natural s.e., on cover to Freys Bush N.Y.,
“Eagle Mills N.Y. Jul 8 1889” cds, tiny tone spot, a Very Fine
and scarce example of this fancy cancel, Very Fine strike &
cover; 2002 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $400 - 500

1174 m
Hingham, Ma. “Bat”. Struck on 1863, 2¢ black
(73), Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1171 )
Orrville OH, “Baby in Coffin”. Fine strike cancels 3¢ green (158) on orange cover to Orrville O., “Pittsburgh Pa. Dec 12” cds, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1175 )
Hingham, Ma. “Bat” (Skinner-Eno PA-Bt 1).
Bold central strike on 3¢ rose (65), natural s.e., on orange
cover to Plympton Mass., “Hingham Ms. Mar 21” cds, original 1865 enclosure, couple scuff marks, clean and fresh,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1172 )
Putnam CT, “Balls & Stars” (Skinner-Eno
GE-E 2). Clear bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65), oxidized, on
cover to Worcester Mass., matching “Putnam Con Dec 20”
cds; reduced slightly at right, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1176 )
Hingham, Ma. “Bat” (Skinner-Eno PA-B-1).
3c (65) cancelled by fancy cancel, tied by 6/6 Hingham MA
CDS to Jefferson ME, reduced at R, some staining, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1179 )
Galena, Ill. “Beer Mug”. Bold & complete blue
fancy cancel (as shown in Skinner & Eno), ties Fine3c
(114), additionally tied by blue Galena CDS, light soiling &
docketing at L. (not detracting), minor trivial edge flaws,
F.-V.F. cover, exceptionally attractive strike of this elusive fancy cancel. Skinner-Eno PO-Bm 1.
Estimate $250 - 350

1177 m
Hingham, Ma. “Bat” (70a). On 24¢ brown lilac,
well struck fancy cancel, stamp with small tear at top but
with rich color and well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. Cert.
$300

1180 )
Enfield Centre, N.H. “Liberty Bell”. Well
struck fancy cancel ties 3c banknote on cover to Concord,
N.H., 3/20 well struck CDS, barely reduced at L., Very Fine
cover, Fine-V.F. strike. Cole unlisted. Estimate $150 - 200

1178 )
Wooster, Ohio “Bee”. Lightly struck but identifiable fancy ties 3c banknote issue, 11/2 CDS, Extremely
Fine cover with only a Fine strike. Cole IN-2.
Estimate $200 - 300

1181 )
Rockford Il, “Blue Bird” (Skinner-Eno PA-B
17). Clear strike duplexed with “Rockford Ill Apr 1” cds on
3c pink (U58) entire to Brooks Grove N.Y., slight soiling,
scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1182 )
Victory Point VT, Hand Drawn “Bird”. Nicely
drawn bird, addressee & address in ribbon, 3c (184) tied by
target, 10/1 Victory Point VT CDS to Winnoski VT, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1185 )
Worcester, Mass. Fancy “Butterfly”. Bold
and well struck fancy cancel ties 3¢ brownish carmine (11)
on forwarded cover to Cambridge, Worcester, Mass
12/7/(56) CDS, forwarded 3¢ brownish claret (11A), not
tied by green “Paid” SL & red Weston, Mass. CDS, small
cover tear at top (insignificant), Extremely Fine cover; 2010
P.F. Cert. Skinner-Eno PA-123.
Estimate $400 - 600

1183 )
“Boot”. Two covers bearing 3¢ green (184) tied
by strikes in black (Mar 19) and purple (Oct 24), exceedingly rare pair, Very Fine strikes & covers.Estimate $200 300

1186 )
Cambridge MA, “Cat Face” (Skinner-Eno
PA-C 1). Fine strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Brooklyn N.Y., matching “Cambridge Mass. Nov 24” cds, cover
faults and 3¢ creased; scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1184 )
Springfield, Mass. “Bowtie” (Cole Pi-57).
Well struck fancy, not tying 1c (182), complete 11/30 town
CDS. printed advertising CC for book dealer, Very Fine
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1187 )
Hopkington MA, “Cavalry Boot” (Skinner-Eno PO-Bt 5). Neat strike duplexed with “Hopkington
Mass. Nov 12” cds ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Newburyport Mass.; reduced at left, rare cancel, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $400 - 500

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1188 )
Thomaston MA, “Charter Oak” (Skinner-Eno
PP-T 3). Fine strike as usual duplexed with “Thomaston
Conn. Sep 23” cds on yellow cover to Boston Mass., rough
opening at right, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1191 )
Bangor ME, “3 Leaf Clover” (Skinner-Eno
PP-C27). Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65), on clean orange
cover to Bradford Me., “Bangor Me. Mar 26” dcds; reduced
slightly at right, fresh, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1189 )
Greencastle PA, “Christian Cross” (Skinner-Eno CR-C11). Two strikes on 3¢ rose (65) pair on
cover to Amherst Mass., matching “Greencastle Pa. May
12” cds, flaps edged in red and blue, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

1192 )
Cambridge MA, “3 Leaf Clover”. Two strikes,
one complete and bold, tie 3¢ rose (65) pair on cover to
Bradford Mass., matching “Cambridge Mass. Apr 18” cds,
stamp and cover flaws, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1190 )
Richmond VA, “Clover” (Skinner-Eno GE-M
21). Duplex with “Richmond Va Jul 25” cds in bright green
ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Cobham Va., a clean and
choice example, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $250 - 350

1193 )
Northampton, Mass “4 Leaf Clover”. Bold &
well struck fancy ties 2c (210), Extremely Fine cover &
strike; 2009 P.F. cert.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1197 )
Boston MA “Clubs” (Blake 1079). Bold strike
duplexed with “Boston Mass Aug 22” cds on cover to
Dorchester Mass., Guano dealer c.c.; reduced at right, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1194 )
Northampton, Mass “4 Leaf Clover”. Choice
strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on 1884 cover to Boston
Mass., forwarded locally, “Northampton Mass. Oct 13” cds,
rough opening at right, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Scott 210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1198 )
Boston MA “Clubs” (Blake 1079). Two strikes
duplexed with “Boston Mass. Aug 17” cds tie 3¢ rose (65)
horizontal pair with double perfs at center, on cover to North
Conway N.H., part of cover removed at top on reverse,
scarce, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1195 )
Pekin Il, “Clown Face”. 2c (210) tied by fancy
cancel, 5/22 Pekin Il CDS, to Kewanee Il, reduced at R,
Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1196 )
Columbus GA, “Club”. 3c (65) tied by fancy
cancel, partial 1/15 Columbus GA CDS, to Alfred Me. (H.B.
Shaw), Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1199 )
High Point NC, “3¢ Coin” (Skinner-Eno
LS-D10). Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Cathage
Ind., “High Point N.C. Aug 15” cds, reduced at right, scarce,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1200 )
South Garner MA, “2¢ Coin” (Skinner-Eno
PO-Co 3). Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on illustrated ad
cover in green to Middlebury Vt., matching “South Gardner
Ms. May 31” cds, 1865 docketing, rare, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1201 )
Stoneham MA, “Crescent and Moon”. Perfect bold strike on 2¢ brown entire to Beverly Mass., matching “Stoneham Mass. Dec 27” cds, reduced at right and
repaired corner, a choice strike, F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1202 )
Turners Falls MA, “Crescent Moon”. 1c
postal card cancelled with crescent moon, 4/30 Turners
Falls MA CDS to Portland ME, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1203 )
West Meriden CT, “Devil with Pitchfork”
(Skinner-Eno PH-F 40). Clear strike duplexed with “West
Meriden Conn. Aug 27” cds ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Wallingford Ct., original enclosed 1866 receipt with 2¢ bank
check revenue; stain affects stamp, reduced at left, rare,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $500 - 750

1204 )
West Meriden CT, “Devil with Pitchfork”
(Skinner-Eno PH-F 40). Bold strike duplexed with “West
Meriden Conn. Aug 8” cds ties 3¢ rose (65), tear, on yellow
cover to New York City; irregularly reduced at right, rare
with a such a nice strike, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1205 m
Cambridge, Ma. “Devil's Mask”. Bold & complete strike on 1861, 3¢ rose, Fine. Estimate $100 - 150
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1206 )
New York NY, “Devil's Mask”. Two covers
with fine strikes, first with 3¢ green (147) tied by “New York
May 17” duplex to Hartfold Ct., second with 6¢ carmine
(148) tied by “New York Dec 6” duplex to Hartford Ct., latter
with lt. staining, Fine pair, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1207 )
McIndoes Falls VT, “Diamond Rumber”. Diamond cancel in purple duplexed with “McIndoes Falls Vt.
Dec 11” cds ties 3¢ green (184), well centered, on cover to
West Boxford Mass., reduced slightly at left, scarce, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1208 )
So. Duxbury, Mass. “$”. Bold & well struck
purple fancy on 3c banknote, matching CDS, Extremely
Fine cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
an exceptional strike & cover

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1209 )
Cambridge MA, “Dove”. Beautiful strike
duplexed with “Cambridge Mass. May 27”, ties 3¢ rose (65)
on cover to Watertown N.Y., forwarded to Canton N.Y. with
“Watertown N.Y. 29 May” duplex “W” cancel (Skinner-Eno
LS-W 4a), choice with two great strikes of different killers,
Very Fine strikes & cover, Ex-Eno. Estimate $300 - 400

1210 )
Cambridge MA, “Dove” (Skinner-Eno
PA-B23a). Fine strike ties 2¢ Black Jack (73), perfs shifted,
on local cover to Harvard College, partial “Cambridge
Mass. Jun” cds; reduced slightly at left, scarce, Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1211 )
Cambridge MA, “Eagle with Shield” (Skinner-Eno PT-E 5). Bold detailed strike ties 3¢ rose (65), on
cover to New Haven Conn., matching “Cambridge Mass.
Dec” cds, clean and a remarkable example of this cancel,
Very Fine strike & cover; 1987 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1212

1213

1212 m
Cambridge, Ma. fancy “Eagle”. On 1861, 3¢
rose (65), perf flaws, Extremely Fine; 2010 PF Cert. Skinner-Eno PA B23.
Estimate $300 - 400
1213 m
Cambridge, Mass. “Eagle” (69). Bold and well
struck fancy cancel on 12¢ black, attractive reperforated
stamp, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $400 - 600

1214 )
Woonsocket Falls, R.I. “Eagle” (Skinner-Eno
PT-E 8). Clear bold strike duplexed with “Woonsocket Falls
R.I. Jul 27 '66” dcds on 3¢ entire (U59) to Pawtucket R.I.,
1866 docketing; reduced at left, choice example of this
scarce cancel, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1215 )
Corry, Pa. “Eagle” (Skinner-Eno PT-E 4).
Well struck fancy ties 3c grill issue on cover to Malone, N.Y.,
somewhat weak Corry CDS, F.-V.F. cover, decent strike
of this elusive fancy cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1216 )
Hartford CT, “Eagle Over Shield” (Cole
SH-91). 3c (184) faulty tied by fancy cancel with 3/16 Hartford CT CDS, to West Newbury VT, reduced at R, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1217 )
St. Louis MO, “Eagle”. Strong strike duplexed
with “St Louis Oct” cds ties 7¢ vermilion (149) on cover to
Hannover, Germany, red “New York Paid All Br Transit Oct
31” exchange cds, forwarded to Weinheim upon arrival,
rare, 1991 P.F. Certificate, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1218 )
Campello MA, “Elephant” (Cole AN-18).
Beautiful bold strike duplexed with “Campello Mass. Mar
10” cds cancels 1¢ blue (U70) entire locally addressed
cover, 2010 P.F. Certificate, exceedingly rare with only a
few examples recorded, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
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1219 )
Campello MA, “Elephant” (Cole AN-18). Fine
strike duplexed with “Campello Mass. Dec 13” cds cancels
2¢ green (213) on cover to Boston Mass., 2010 P.F. Certificate, exceedingly rare with only a few examples recorded,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000

1220 )
Boston MA, “Face”. Strikes tie 1c (182) pair
and 3¢ (184) pair and block of four on reverse of registered
cover from stamp dealer F. Trifet to England, rimless
“Boston Mass Reg. May 19” cds and red “Registered London 30 MY 77” oval d.s., opening tears on reverse, scarce,
Fine strike & cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

1221 )
Canton IL, “Face with Lips”. Clear strike
duplexed with “Canton Ill. Jun 22” cds ties 3¢ green (184),
s.e. at right, on cover to Chester Vt., 1881 docketing, reduced slightly at right, scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1222 )
West Fairlee VT, “Face Profile” (Skinner-Eno
PH-F36). Clear bold strike cancels 3¢ pink (U59) entire to
East Corinth Vt., “West Fairlee Vt Dec 11” cds; no flap, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1223 )
Chicago IL, “Flag”. Bold strike in blue
duplexed with “Chicago Ill. Nov 12” cds ties 3¢ green (158),
tiny tear, on blue cover to Saramae Mich., rare cancel, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1224 )
Enfield, Conn. “Waving Flag”. Bold and complete strike on UX8, JAN 18, 1888 date, Very Fine.
Estimate $500 - 750
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1228

“Waving Flag with Union”. Nice strike tying
1861, 3¢ rose (65) on small piece, Very Fine; 2009 PF Cert.
Skinner-Eno PT-F33.
Estimate $250 - 350
s

1225 )
Enfield, Conn. “Waving Flag”. Bold & exceptionally well struck 8/29/84 duplex ties 2c (210), cover with
small band of light toning across top & slightly reduced at
R., Extremely Fine strike; 2010 P.F. cert.
Estimate $500 - 750

1229 )
Alexandria VA, “Floral”. Perfect strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on yellow cover to New York City, perfect
“Alexandria Va. Nov 8” cds and embossed c.c., Extremely
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1226 )
Enfield, Conn. “Waving Flag”. Unusually
clear and bold strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to
Boston, Mass., matching “Enfield Conn. Jun 10 1885” cds,
corner fault, choice example of this desirable cancel, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1230 )
Joppa Village MA, “Floral” (Skinner-Eno
PP-Fl 19). Fine strike on 3¢ dull red (26) on cover to
Kingston Mass., matching “Joppa Village Mass Aug 6” cds,
scarce D.P.O. (1861-72 SR-8), Very Fine strike & cover,
Ex-Beals.
Estimate $200 - 300

1227 )
Jefferson, Texas, “Lone Star Flag”. Well
struck fancy ties 3c banknote issue, partial CDS, F.-V.F.
cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
a very rare fancy cancel.
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1231 )
Cornwall Vt., “Flower” (Skinner-Eno
PP-Fl-27). 3c (65) tied by flower with 4/15 Cornwall VT
CDS, to Leechy VT, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1232 )
Richfield Springs NY, “Flower Pot”. 3c (184)
tied by bold strike fancy cancel with 10/28 Richfield Springs
NY CDS, to New York, reduced at R, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1234 )
Boston MA, “The Four Card Suits” (Blake
1077-80). Four covers bearing 3¢ rose (65) singles all tied
with clear strikes of the four suits: hearts, diamonds, clubs
and spades, some faults including first with stain, rare assemblage, F.-V.F. strikes & cancels. Estimate $200 - 300

1235 )
Boston, Mass. “Gingerbread Man”. a very
rare marking, complete & well struck on 3c entire, 3/27
CDS, reduced & trimmed at L. from apparently rought opening, Very Fine strike. Blake 1426.
Estimate $400 - 600

1233 m
Waterbury, Ct. “Flower”. Well struck and
socked-on-the-nose on 1879, 3¢ green, Fine; 2007 PF
Cert.
Estimate $250 - 350

1236 )
Boston, Mass. “Gingerbread Man” (Blake
1426). Perfect strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Mar 26”
cds on 1¢ postal card (UX5) to New York City, 1877 docketing at left, Very Fine and rare, Ex-Blake, Very Fine strike &
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1237 )
Rows OH “Golf Ball”. 3c (207) cancelled by
fancy cancel, 11/16/82 Rows OH CDS to Greenfield IN,
F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1241 )
New Boston, Mass “Head” (Skinner-Eno
PH-F 80). Bold and well struck fancy not tying 3¢ (65), Fine,
on small cover to Providence, R.I., additional well struck
fancy boxed 8/12 fancy town (PM-TF 18), small cover mend
at top (insignificant), Very Fine cover and strikes, ex Eno
(Frajola lot 433, 1/25/86); 2010 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $500 - 750
This is the listing example and photographed on page 117
of Skinner-Eno.

1238 )
Neponsett Village, Mass. “Pointing Hand”.
Extremely well struck, bold & complete fancy ties 3c banknote, also includes second cover with identical but somewhat discernible strike, Fine cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200
1242 )
Guilford, Conn. “Heart & Cross” (Skinner-Eno CR-C 18). Well struck fancy cancel ties 3c (114),
on cover to New York, reduced at L., F.-V.F. cover, attractive example of this somewhat scarce fancy cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1239 m
Danbury, CT “Negative Hat”. Bold and nearly
complete fancy cancel on 1¢ ultramarine (145), small corner crease, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike; 2010 P.F.
Cert.
Estimate $200 - 300
1240 )
Danbury Ct. “Hats”. Three different negative
designs tying 3¢ green (147) on cover, scarce group, Very
Fine strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300
1243 )
Boston, Mass. “Heart”. Well struck fancy negative cancel ties 3c entire, 9/14 CDS, Very Fine cover &
strike. Blake 1077.
Estimate $200 - 300
Arthur Beane Jr. notations on rev. state "Seen Sept 8, 12,
14".
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1247 )
Fort Bridger WY, “Indian Head”. Clear strike
in purple duplexed with “Fort Bridger Wyoming Oct 13
1887” cds cancels 2¢ brown entire to Rock Spring Wyo.
Terr., couple tiny edge tears, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
1244 )
Naugatuck CT, “Heart”. Bold strike ties 3¢
green (158) on cover to New Haven Ct., “Naugatuck Ct.
Sep 11” cds, tiny corner nick, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1245 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Holly Sprig” (Rohloff L-4).
Bold strike duplexed with “Waterbury Ct. Jul 28” cds ties 3¢
green (147) on circa 1870 Shaw correspondence cover to
Alfred Me., rare on Bank Note issue, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400

1246 )
Damon's Crossing VT, “Indian Head”. Bold
central strike cancels 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to Barre
Vt., matching “Damon's Crossing Vt. Oct 17 1884” cds, rare
small town use of Indian Head, Extremely Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1248 )
Harmony KY, “Indian Head”. Clear strike in
purple on two 1¢ postal cards (UX5), matching “Harmony,
Owen Co., Ky.” cds dated Apr. 5 and Apr. 22, 1881, Very
Fine strikes & cancels.
Estimate $150 - 200

1249 )
Head Tide ME, “Indian Head”. Clear strike in
purple cancels 2¢ red brown (210), on cover to Woburn
Mass., matching “Head Tide, Maine. Mar 8 1886” dcds, reduced slightly at ends, scarce in purple, Very Fine strike &
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1250 )
Head Tide ME, “Indian Head”. Clear strike
cancels 2¢ red brown (210), s.e. at left, on cover to Woburn
Mass., matching “Head Tide, Maine. Jun 6 1887” dcds, reduced slightly at top, F.-V.F. strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1251 )
Maple River Junction IA, “Indian Head”.
Clear bold strike duplexed with “Maple River Junction, Iowa
Apr 28” dcds on 3c entire (U167) to Claridon O.; irregularly
reduced at right, a rare D.P.O. in existence for only 6 years,
Fine strike & cancel. Scott U167.
Estimate $150 - 200

1252 )
Ross Hill VA, “Indian Head”. Central strike in
blue cancels 3¢ green (184), wide jumbo margins, on yellow
cover to Rogersville Tenn., bold strike of “Ross Hill, Va. Oct
17 1881” oval d.s.; some minor repairs and soiling, scarce
town for Indian head, Fine strike & cancel. Scott 184.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1253 )
Belfast NY, “Japanese Fan”. Bold strike
duplexed with fancy “Belfast, Allegany Co., N.Y. Dec 1883”
dcds ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to Rushford N.Y.; reduced slightly at right, clean, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1254 )
Belfast (Allegany Co.), N.Y. “Japanese Fan”.
Fairly well struck blue fancy with matching ornate county
cancel, both tying 1¢ (206) & 2¢ (183), somewhat reduced
at L., F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1255 )
Quincy MA, “Keystone”. Bold strike cancels
3¢ rose (65), s.e. at right, on buff cover to Providence R.I.,
“Quincy Mass. 12 Aug” cds, reduced slightly at right, Very
Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1256 )
Forbestown CA, “Kicking Mule”. Two strikes
(one partial) duplexed with “Forbestown, Butte Co., Cal.
Apr 3 1888” cds tying 1c ultra (212) horizontal pair on cover
to Marysville Cal., exceptionally clean, Very Fine strike &
cancel. Scott 212.
Estimate $200 - 300

1257 )
Goleta CA, “Kicking Mule”. Clear strike
duplexed with “Goleta, Santa Barbara Co., Cal. Jan 25
1883” cds cancels 3c green entire (U163) to Edwardo Ind.,
some edge flaws and reduced at left, reverse with “First
Kicking Mule in collection…Lee H. Cornell ” scarce, Very
Fine strike & cancel, Ex-Cornell. Scott U163.
Estimate $200 - 300

1258 )
Neah Bay WA, “Kicking Mule”. Bold and complete strike with “Neah Bay. Wash. Feb 21 1886” cds ties 2¢
red brown (210) on cover to Quilaynte Wash. Terr., top right
corner of cover with small piece out from opening, light tone
spots, one of the finest Neah Bay strikes known, Very
Fine strike & cancel. Scott 210.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1259 )
Port Townsend WA, “Kicking Mule”. Clear
strike duplexed with “Port Townsend, Wash. Apr 25 1884”
cds that ties 2c red brown (210) on cover to San Francisco
Cal.; cover wrinkle, fresh, Very Fine strike & cancel. Scott
210.
Estimate $150 - 200

1260 )
Susanville CA, “Kicking Mule”. Clear strike
duplexed with “Susanville, Lassen Co., Cal. Nov 3 1881”
cds cancels 1c postal card (UX5), fresh, Very Fine strike &
cancel. Scott UX5.
Estimate $150 - 200
1261 m
Cambridge, Ma. “Leaf”. Bold & complete
strike on 1861, 3¢ rose, Very Fine. Estimate $100 - 150

1262 )
Cambridge, Ma. “Leaf” (Skinner-Eno PP-L
51). Perfect detailed strike duplexed with “Cambridge
Mass. May 5” cds on 3¢ entire (U58) to Dover N.H., minor
adherance on bottom edge and reduced slightly at right,
choice strike, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1263 )
Cambridge, Ma. “Leaf” (Skinner-Eno PP-L
51). Strong strike cancels 3¢ rose (65), placed over edge
on cover to Boston Mass., matching “Cambridge Mass.
May 14” cds, 3¢ small flaws, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1264 )
Joppa Village MA, “Veined Leaf”. Clear strike
ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover with patriotic flap to West Scituate
Mass., matching “Joppa Village Mass. Dec 26” cds; small
part of flap missing, scarce, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400

1265 )
Nashville TN, “Leaf” (Skinner-Eno PP-L-10).
3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with partial Nashville TN CDS to
Sabbath Rest PA, reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1266 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Maple Leaf” (Rohloff L-9).
Bold strike duplexed with “Waterbury Conn. Feb 5” cds cancels 1¢ postal card (UX5) to New York N.Y., 1878 message;
Rare, this example is earlier than reported by Rohloff,
Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1267 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Stylized Leaf” (Rohloff
L-34). Clear strike ties 3¢ green (147) on cover ot Danbury
Ct., “Waterbury Conn. Jan 25” cds; reduced at left, small
stain, rare, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1268 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Leaf” (Rohloff L-10, L-18).
First is drop letter bearing 1¢ ultra (156) tied by maple leaf
(L-10) duplexed with “Waterbury Conn. Jun 4” cds, second
bearing 3¢ green (147) tied by leaf duplexed with “Waterbury Conn. Jul 9” cds; some faults, Fine strikes & cancels.
Estimate $150 - 200
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Extremely Rare Locomotive Cancel

1269 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Leaf” (Rohloff L-16). Clear
strike ties 3¢ green (147) on cover to Hartford Ct., “Waterbury Ct. Jul 5” cds; small opening tear, scarce, Very Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1272 )
South Hanson MA, “Locomotive” (Cole
Pi-67). Clear strike duplexed with “South Hanson Mass.
Jun 1” cds cancels 3¢ War (UO54) entire on blue to Chief
Signal Officer at Washington D.C., Boston Mass. Transit
(6.1) and “Washington D.C. (6.2) arrival backstamps; 2010
P.F. Certificate, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $5,000 - 7,500
1270 )
Rootstown, O. “Liberty”. Well struck fancy,
possibly tying 3c (65), rimless Rootstown, O. CDS, Very
Fine cover, extremely scarce fancy cancel. Skinner-Eno
PH-F 60.
Estimate $250 - 350

THE IS THE ONLY RECORDED COVER BEARING AN
EXAMPLE OF THE SOUTH HANSON “LOCOMOTIVE”
FANCY CANCEL, ONE OF THE PREMIER FANCY
CANCELS OF THE ERA.
Arthur bought this cover privately from Bob Siegel in
Christmas of 1969 and was one of the highlights of his
Massachusetts fancy cancel collection.

1271 )
Albany NY, “Lincoln in Stars” (Skinner-Eno
LC-NP 15a). Bold nearly complete strike ties 3¢ rose (65)
on cover to New York City, matching “Albany N.Y. Oct 1”
cds, “Oct 4th '60” docketing; partial flap and small cover
tear, still a Very Fine example of this highly desirable patriotic cancel, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1273 )
Canton Miss, “Lyre” (Skinner-Eno PO-Lh 1).
Intense bold strike ties 3¢ dull red (26) on small cover to
Lexington Miss., “Canton Miss Dec 4 1860” cds; trivial light
stain, still Very Fine and choice example, Very Fine strike &
cancel, Ex-Ashbrook.
Estimate $400 - 500

1274 )
Boston MA, “Man in the Moon” (Skinner-Eno
PH-F91). Clear strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Mar 19”
cds ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to local address; some toned
perfs, clear 1982 P.F. Certificate, rare cancel, Very Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $500 - 750

1275 )
Southwick MA, “Man-in-the-Moon and Star”.
Clear strike ties 2¢ red brown (210), well centered, on cover
to Lyndon Center Vt., partial Southwick Mass. cds; reduced
slightly at right, extremely rare cancel, Very Fine strike &
cancel. Scott 210.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1276 )
Boston MA, “Mask” (Blake 1425A). Bold
strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Sep 30” cds on 1¢
postal card (UX3) to West Auburn Me., scarce, Very Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1277 )
Kansas City MO, “Mask”.
Bold strike
duplexed with “Kansas City Mo. Jul 7” cds ties 3¢ green
(184), well centered, on cover to Barton Vt., Boston c.c.,
some wear, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1278 )
Lewiston ME, “Large Mask”. Fine strike
duplexed with “Lewiston Me. Nov 28” cds ties 3¢ green
(184) on cover to East Liverpool Oh., reduced at right and
repaired, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1279 )
Uniontown PA, “Mask”. Bold strike ties 3¢
green (158) on yellow cover to San Francisco Cal.,
“Uniontown Pa. Aug 4” cds; reduced at left, Very Fine strike
& cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1280 )
“Mask” Fancy Cancels. Clear strike ties 2¢
red borwn (146), well centered, on orange cover to local
street address, accompanied by second cover bearing
#156, 157 tied by simple mask (Blake 1605) to New York
City and forwarded, faults, Fine strikes & cancels.
Estimate $150 - 200

1281 )
Boston, Mass. “Masonic” (Blake 1081). Gem
strike ties 3c (65), 8/21 town CDS, Extremely Fine cover,
Paige 12/6/57 lot 1037.
Estimate $250 - 350

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1282 )
Boston, Mass., “Masonic”. (Unlisted) bold,
complete & well struck fancy cancel & 1876 CDS on 1c
postal card (UX5), Extremely Fine card, unlisted Boston
fancy & quite possibly unique.
Estimate $250 - 350

1283 )
East Norton MA, “Masonic”. 1c postal card
cancelled by fancy Masonic, ms "East Norton Mass/July 9
77", Very Fine strike & card.
Estimate $100 - 150

1284 )
Kalamazoo, Mich. “Masonic”. (Unlisted) bold
& well struck "square & compass" fancy cancel ties 3c
(114),on small cover to Shellbourne, Mass., partial
Kalamazoo, Mich CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1285 )
North Amherst, Mass “Masonic”. Bold &
complete fancy cancel on 1c (UX5), magenta Boston receiving CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1286 )
Norwich CT, “Masonic” (Skinner-Eno
CR-C-25). 3c (65) V.G. tied by Masonic cross in box, 10/31
Norwich CT CDS to East Haddam CT, reduced at L, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1287 )
Pepperel MA, “Masonic” (Skinner-Eno
FR-M3b-29). 3c (65) with large pre-printing fold tied by
Masonic & Pepperell MA CDS, to North Woburn MA, with
contents, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200
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1288 )
Quincy Mass. “Masonic”. Bold & well struck
"keystone" ties Fine 1869 3¢ ultramarine to small cover to
Hingham, Mass. matching Quincy, Mass. CDS, Very Fine
cover, unlisted on cover in Skinner & Eno. Scott 114.
Estimate $200 - 300

1289 )
Mittineague MA, “Compass & Square” (Skinner-Eno FR-M HC1). Two covers from Mittineague Mass.
with bold strikes in black (Jul. 9) and blue (Nov. 2, 1863) on
3¢ rose (65); both reduced at left, a rare pair, Very Fine
strikes & covers.
Estimate $300 - 400

1290 m
Negative “Masonic Square and Compass”.
Cancel on 1861, 30¢ orange (71), well struck, perf flaws LL,
Very Fine; 2008 PF Cert.
$200
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1291 )
Boston MA, “Masonic Square & Compass”
(Skinner-Eno FR-M 1b-10). Clear strike ties 3c ultramarine (114) on cover to Cambridge Mass., matching “Boston
Mass. Dec 15” cds, reduced a bit at left (Blake 1319), Very
Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1292 )
Bridgewater MA, “Masonic Square & Compass” (Skinner-Eno FR-M3c 7).
Neat bold strike
duplexed with “Bridgewater Mass. Jun 23” cds on cover to
Washington D.C., reduced at left, scarce, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1293 )
Brookline MA, “Masonic Negative Square &
Compass” (Skinner-Eno FR-M3b 16). Pretty bold strike
ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Pavillion Sharon Springs, N.Y.,
matching “Brookline Ms. Aug 13” cds; few toned perfs, Very
Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1294 )
Brattleboro VT, “Square & Compass” (Skinner-Eno FR-M3a 17). Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover
to Marlboro Vt., matching “Brattleboro Vt Mar 9” dcds, accompanied by two addtl. Brattleboro covers with #65s
cancelled by blue grid and circle of wedges, Very Fine
strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1295 )
Chicopee MA, “Square & Compass” (Skinner-Eno FR-M4c 11). Bold strike ties 3¢ dull red (26) on
cover to Stephentown N.Y., matching “Chicopee Mass. Jun
14” cds, original 1861 enclosure, scarce masonic, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1296 )
Laurens NY, “"Square & Compass within
large G”” (Skinner-Eno FR-M4d 4). Bold central strike
cancels 3¢ rose (65), faulty, on 1867 cover to East
Masonville N.Y., “Laurens N.Y. Oct 1” cds, light docketing,
original 1867 enclosure; scarce, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1297 )
North Leominster MA, “Square & Compass
with G” (Skinner-Eno FR-M4 unl). Brilliant strike cancels
3¢ rose (65) on cover to Berlin Mass., “North Leominster
Ms. Feb 5” cds (SR-6, DPO 1851-97), cover reduced at
right, rare, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1298 )
Quincy MA, Negative “Square & Compass”
(Skinner-Eno FR-M1a 12). Strong strike ties 3¢ rose (65)
on cover to Fitchburg Mass., matching “Quincy Ms Aug 27”
cds; reduced slightly at right, scarce Masonic, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1299 )
Quincy MA, “"Square & Compass with large
G”” (Skinner-Eno FR-M2b 1). Clear strike ties 3¢ rose
(65) on cover to Marlboro Mass., matching “Quincy Ms Apr
1” cds, original 1867 enclosure; no flap, small stain, scarce,
F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1300 )
Quincy MA, “"Square & Compass with small
G”” (Skinner-Eno FR-M2b 2). Clear strike ties 3¢ rose
(65) on 1867 cover to Marlboro Mass., matching “Quincy
Ms May 15” cds, original 1867 enclosure; no flap, clean,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1301 )
East Bridgewater MA, “Masonic Square and
Compass”. Strong strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Wilkinsonville Mass., “East Bridgewater Ms. Jul [8]” cds
with ms. day; reduced at right and light stains, scarce, Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $100 - 150

1302 )
East Eddington ME, “"Masonic Square &
Compass with G”” (Skinner-Eno FR-M2a 9). Sharp
strike cancels 3¢ rose (65), repaired corner, on cover to
Lowell Mass., “East Eddington Me. Sept 18” cds; reduced
slightly at right, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1306 )
Worcester MA, “North-South Handshake”.
Bold full strike on 3c (184) Fine with 12/13/(80) Worcester
MA CDS to Washington DC, on faulty cover, Very Fine
strike.
Estimate $400 - 600
1303 )
Waterbury Conn., “Mortar & Pestle”. Bold &
complete fancy ties avg. 1c (63) on slightly reduced cover,
additional Waterbury, Conn. 10/9/67 DCDS, small facsimile
of cancel attached to cover at L., F.-V.F. cover, a striking
example. Skinner-Eno PO-Mr 3.
Estimate $250 - 350

1304 )
Philadelphia PA, “Mummers”. Two different
strikes in blue on covers from Philadelphia Pa. bearing #65
and #94, Very Fine strikes & cancels.Estimate $150 - 200

1307 )
Worcester MA, “North-South Handshake”.
Negative design cancels 1¢ postal card (UX5) to local address, “Worcester Mass. Dec 6” cds, choice example, Very
Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $400 - 500

1308 )
Cambridge MA, “Padlock” (Skinner-Eno
PO-Pl 4). Bold strike duplexed with “Cambridge Mass. May
22” cds, ties 3¢ rose, grilled (94) on cover to New Haven Ct.,
choice, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
1305 )
Worcester MA, “North-South Handshake”.
Positive design, perfect strike ties 3c green (184) on cover
to Mendota Ill., “Worcester Mass. 7 06 81” cds, cover expertly cleaned with few mended nicks at edge, Very Fine
appearing, Ex-Daniels, F.-V.F. strike & cancel.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
This is the finest recorded strike of this Reconstruction-era
cancellation.
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1309 m
Corry, Pa. “Pig” (158). Beautifully struck on
1873, 3¢ green (158), small corner crease UL, Fine; 2001
PF Cert.
Estimate $300 - 400

1312 )
Quinsigamond MA, “Pointing Hand”. Bold
strike ties 2¢ green (213) on cover to Somerville Mass.,
matching “Quinsigamond, Mass. 16 Mar 1889” dcds, reduced slightly at right, Very Fine strike & cancel. Scott 213.
Estimate $200 - 300

1310 )
Media PA, “Pine Tree” (Skinner-Eno PP-T1).
Fine strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Pottsville Pa.,
“Media Pa. Oct 14” cds, F.-V.F. strike & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200

1313 )
Boston, Mass. “Preacher in Pulpit”. Well
struck fancy ties 3c (65) on attractive cover, used only 1
day, 8/16 CDS, Very Fine cover, Fine-V.F. strike. Blake unlisted.
Estimate $400 - 600
One of only a very few known.

1311 )
Unadilla Forks NY, “Pitch Fork” (Skinner-Eno PO-Wt 21a). Neat strike cancels 3¢ rose (65), s.e.
and repaired corner, on cover to Boston Mass., “Unadilla
Forks N.Y. Aug 23” cds, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1314 )
Boston, Mass. “Preacher in Pulpit” (Skinner-Eno PH-F 104). Sharp strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on
cover to Pottsville Pa., matching “Boston Mass. Aug 16”
cds, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1315 )
Boston, Mass. “Preacher in Pulpit”. Sharp
strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Cincinnati OH, matching
“Boston Mass. Aug 18” cds, choice & fresh, F.-V.F. strike &
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1316 )
Columbus OH, “Prison Bars” (Skinner-Eno
SD-G-102). 3c (65) V.G. tied by fancy cancel, with 7/17 Columbus OH CDS to Hanover NH, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1317 )
Macon, GA “Propellers”. 2 different: 3c (65)
cancelled by propeller, with 1/22 Macon Ga CDS to Norwich
CT; 3c (65) tied by propeller, with Macon GA CDS to
Norwich CT, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1318 )
Brattleborough VT “Propellers”. 2 covers: 3c
(158) Fine tied by propeller, 7/12 Brattleborough VT CDS to
St. Croix, WI; 3c (U82) cancelled by propeller, 6/16
Brattleborough VT CDS to So Vernon VT, F.-V.F. strikes &
covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1319 )
Grants Pass OR “Pumpkin Face”. 2c (220)
cancelled by pumpkin face, 12/24 Grants Pass OR CDS, to
Rock Point OR, reduced at L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1320 )
Boston MA, “Rooster”. Perfect clear strike on
3¢ entire to Townsend Centre Mass., “Boston Mass. Jun
29” cds, cover faults, extremely rare, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $500 - 750

www.kelleherauctions.com
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1321 )
North Bennington VT, “Rosebud”. 3c (65)
tied by fancy cancel, 9/15 North Bennington VT CDS, to
New York, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1324 )
Shelburne Falls Mass. “Running Stag”. In
blue on 1852, 3¢ dull red, type I (11) four margins, just clear
at right, on ladies cover to South Deerfield Mass., light
“Shelburne Falls Mass. Sep 3” cds in red; some minor cover
restoration, still Very Fine and rare example of this fancy
cancellation so clearly struck; clear 1987 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $300 - 400

1322 m
Waterbury, Ct. “Rosette”. Well struck on
1869, 1¢ buff (112), light crease and small sealed tear LR,
Very Fine, cats $175 as normal used; 2009 PF Cert. Skinner-Eno GE-R63.
Estimate $200 - 300

1325 )
Salem, MA “Witch” (Skinner-Eno PH-F 45).
Beautiful crisp strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Beaufort
S.C., matching “Salem Mass. Dec 6” cds; opened at top,
one of the finest strikes, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1323 )
Waterbury, Ct. "Rosette" (Rohloff P-18).
Beautiful perfect strike ties 3¢ green (158), deep rich color,
on cover to Danbury Ct., “Waterbury Ct. Dec 14” cds; reduced at left, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $100 - 150

1326 )
Salem, MA “Witch”. Bold strike ties 3¢ rose
(65), short perf, on cover to Gloucester Mass., matching
“Salem Mass. Nov 25” cds, file fold and reduced slightly at
left, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1327 )
Salem, MA “Witch” (Skinner-Eno PH-F 44).
Strong strike ties 3¢ rose (65), s.e. at left, on cover to
Boston Mass., “Salem Mass. Aug 20” cds, F.-V.F. strike &
cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1328 )
Dego WV, “Seashell”. Beautiful bold strike ties
2¢ red brown (210) on 1883 cover to Northford Conn., two
strikes “Dego, Ka. Co., W.Va., W.S. Hammaker, P.M. Dec
29 1883” cogged oval ds., light soiling, F.-V.F. strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1329 )
Boston, Mass., “Seeing Eye” (Blake 1985).
Bold & complete strike of this very rare fancy ties 2c (183),
Fine, on overall illust. advertising cover (American Exhibition of Foreign Products, Arts & Manufacture), missing
backflap & some minor light toning, Very Fine cover & Gem
strike.
Estimate $250 - 350

1330 )
New York NY, “Seeing Eye” (Skinner-Eno
FR-M7 2). Beautiful bold strike of this rare cancel ties 3¢
rose (65), nat. s.e., on cover to Baltimore Md., “New York
Mar 30 1864” dcds, Hanover Fire Ins. patriotic corner card,
light cover bend, choice Masonic rarity, Extremely Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $500 - 750

1331 )
Burlington, Iowa “Shammrock”. Bold, complete & well struck fancy on 3¢ rose (65), indistinct CDS,
otherwise Very Fine cover. Skinner-Eno PP-C 17.
Estimate $100 - 150

1332 )
Lynchburg VA, “Sheep Head” (Skinner-Eno
PA-Dr 16). Perfect bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Petersburg Va., matching “Lynchburg Va. Nov 23” cds,
1867 docketing, choice example of this rare cancel, Very
Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400

only one we have ever seen.
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1333 )
Macedon NY, “Signet Ring Glen Reversed”
(Skinner-Eno LC-NP 12). For PM Elijah M.K. Glen
1861-66, bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on orange cover to
Portsmouth R.I., matching “Macedon N.Y. Sep 22” cds; accompanied by Asst. PMG letter to deWindt confirming the
PM records, Very Fine strike & cancel.
E
stimate $200 - 300

1336 )
Cambridge MA, “Skull” (Skinner-Eno PM-M
32 var.). Full bold strike duplexed with “Cambridge Mass.
Nov 4” cds on 3¢ entire to Philadelphia Pa., unusual “Received Phil'a P. Office Nov 8” backstamp; stain and
edgewear, scarce, Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1334 )
Cambridge MA, Hand Drawn “Skeleton”.
Well drawn pointing skeleton, 3c (65) V.F. with grid cancel,
3/1 Cambridge MA CDS, with "Momento Mori" & hand
drawn skull on backflap, reduced at R, with 3 page letter,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine cover. Estimate $250 - 350

1337 )
Colesville PA, “Skull and Crossbones”. Bold
strike in purple ties 3¢ green (184) on cover to Mediden Ks.,
matching “Colesville, McKean Co. Pa., Jun 13 1881” dcds,
striking, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1335 )
Cambridge MA, “Skull” (Skinner-Eno PH-M
32). Bold strike duplexed with “Cambridge Mass. Jan 31”
cds, ties 15¢ black (77) on 1867 cover to Paris, France, red
“Boston 'Paid 12' Feb 2” exchange cds and red Calais entry
cds, Paris (2.15) backstamp; opening tears, scarce, Fine
strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300

1338 )
Columbus IN, “Skull & Crossbones”. Clear
strike ties 3¢ green (158), exceedingly well centered, on
cover to Nashville Ind., “Columbus Ind. Jan 22” cds, reduced at left, light wear, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1339 )
Greenfield MA, Negative “Skull & Crossbones”. Perfect bold central strike duplexed with “Greenfield Mass. Aug 29” cds ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to
Chicago Ill.; partial flap and reduced slightly at top, choice
example, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $300 - 400

1342 )
Southwick MA, "Skull & Crossbones". Bold
strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to Lyndon Center
Vt., matching “Southwick Mass. Sep” cds; reduced slightly
at right, rare, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $300 - 400

1343 m
Stoneham, Mass “Skull & Crossbones”.
Bold & complete strike of this popular cancel on 1883, 2¢
red brown (210), stamp with couple shorter perfs, Extremely Fine strike; 2007 PSE cert. Estimate $500 - 750

1340 )
Greenfield MA, Negative “Skull & Crossbones”. Bold strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to
Washington D.C., matching “Greenfield Mass. May 21”
cds, reduced at left, scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1344 )
Stoneham MA, “Skull & Crossbones”. Fine
strike ties 2¢ red brown (210) on cover to Charlestown
Mass., “Stoneham Mass Jun 27” cds, opening fault, rare,
Fine strike & cancel. Scott 210.
Estimate $200 - 300

1341 )
Jackson MI, “Skull & Crossbones”. Clear
strike ties 3¢ green (147) on cover to Mich., “Jackson Mich
Jun 24” cds, scarce, Very Fine strike & cancel.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1345 )
Thorntown, Indiana “Skull & Crossbones”.
Well struck DSDS (with additional outer circle) town & fancy
cancel on 1c postal card (UX7), some small card flaws including slight vert crease & light toning near address panel,
F.-V.F. cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1346 )
West Gardner MA, “Skull & Crossbones”.
Central stike on 1¢ ultramarine (182) with matching “West
Gardner Mass. Mar 4 1881” shield postmark on printed patent foldout cover, choice example of this, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1347 )
West Gardner, Mass “Skull & Crossbones”.
Bold & well struck fancy with well struck town in shield on 1c
postal Card (UX5), Extremely Fine card & cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1348 )
Durham ME, “Snake Eyes”. 3c (U 82)
cancelled by fancy cancel, with violet 6/12 Durham ME CDS
& matching negative "J.H. Eveleth P.M" in circle to Boston
MA, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1349 )
Boston MA, “Spades” (Blake 1080). Clear
strike duplexed with “Boston Mass Sep 15” cds cancels 3¢
rose (65) on cover to East Weymouth Mass., top edge toning and reduced at left, scarce cancel, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1350 )
Provencetown MA, “Starfish”. 1c postal card
cancelled by fancy starfish, partial 10/28 Provencetown MA
CDS to Boston MA, Very Fine strike. Estimate $100 - 150
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1351 )
Leominster, Mass. “Stovepipe”. Bold & near
complete fancy blue cancel ties 3c 1869 issue to clean & attractive small cover, matching Leominister, Mass.5/31
CDS, missing backflap, Very Fine cover & strike. Scott 114.
Estimate $150 - 200
1352 )
Leominster, Mass. “Stovepipe” (Skinner-Eno GE-P 63). Bold & complete fancy cancel ties 3c
(65), on cover to Boston, Leominister, Ms. 9/23 CDS, interesting letter includes two small "tin type" photos (one in
gilded frame with feathers), Very Fine cover. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1355 )
Crown Point NY, “Sun with 12-Rays”. Fine
strike ties 2¢ vermilion (178), well centered, tiny crease on
cover to Washington D.C., “Crown Point N.Y. Dec 5” cds,
forwarded to Fort Brown Tx. with indigo “Washginton D.C.
Dec 16” cds and “Forwarded” straightline, Very Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1353 )
St. Louis MO, “Sun Face”. Two strikes tie 7¢
vermilion (149) on cover to Hannover, Germany, partial “St.
Louis Sep 4” cds, red “New York Paid All Direct Sep 5” exchange cds, Hamburg 1872 transit, 1991 P.F. Certificate,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1356 )
West Chesterfield, Mass. “Sunburst”. Extremely attractive fancy duplex ties 2c (210) on very attractive cover, Extremely Fine cover, very scarce & attractive
cancel. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

1354 )
St. Louis MO, “Sun Face”. Bold strike
duplexed with “St. Louis Mo. Sep 18” cds cancels 3¢ entire
to New York N.Y., minor edge wear and rounded corner,
scarce, Ex-David T. Beals III, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1357 )
Northampton, Mass. “Swan”. Somewhat
blurry (as typically seen) but complete strike with partial
Northampton, Mass. CDS on 1c (UX7), F.-V.F. cover, extremely scarce fancy cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1358 )
Tolland, Mass., Fancy “Tombstone”. Bold
and well struck fancy town cancel on cover to Worcester,
Mass. 3c (11A) tied by matching large “Paid 3” in circle, Extremely Fine cover; 2010 P.F. Cert. Estimate $500 - 750

1359 )
Boston MA, “Wagon Wheel”. Duplexed with
“Boston Mass. Aug 17” cds ties 2¢ black (73), on local
cover, blind embossed Trement House c.c., clean, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1363 )
Alexandria VA, “Fancy Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-FC 24). Perfect strike ties 3¢ rose (65), nat. s.e., on immaculate cover to Baltimore Md., partial “Alexandria Va. Jul
22” cds, choice example, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1364 )
Alton, Il “Heraldic Shield” (Skinner-Eno
GE-E-80). 3c (65) V.G. pair cancelled by 2 strikes heraldic
shields, 12/16 Alton Il CDS, to Beverly MA, reduced at R,
V.G.-Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Shield Cancels

1360

1361

1362

1360 m
Fancy “Shield” (186). Boldly struck in black on
1879, 6¢ pink (186), attractive and Choice, Extremely Fine;
2009 PSE Cert.
$33
1361 m
Fancy “Shield”. Well struck on 1879, 1¢ dark
ultramarine (182), F.-V.F.; 2010 PF Cert. Estimate $150 200
1362 m
“Shield in Circle” 4-bar cancel. Nice strike on
on 1861, 3¢ rose (65), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009
PF Cert.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1365 )
Attleborough MA, “Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-S29). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Norton
Mass., “Attleborough Ms. Aug 3” cds; reduced slightly at
left, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1366 )
Blackstone, Mass. “Simple Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-SD 3). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
New London N.H., matching “Blackstone Mass Oct 8 1864”
cds, clean and fresh, Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1367 )
Blackstone, Mass. “Shield”. Tied on cover to
Fall River Mass., frnked by 1857, 3¢ dull red, type III (26)
tied by perfect strike of “Blackstone Mass. May 8” thimble
size cds; reduced at right into stamp, Fine and rare. Skinner-Eno PS-SD 1.
Estimate $200 - 300

1369 )
Boston, Mass. “Shield”. (Unlisted) bold &
complete fancy cancel on 1c (UX3), trivial corner wrinkle,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1370 )
Boston, Mass. “Starred Shield”. Perfect
strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Sep 27” cds on folded
cover to Philadelphia Pa, matching “Ship” and “6”
handstamps, endorsed “pr Elbe via Boston”, choice,
Ex-Vernon Morris, Very Fine strike & cover; 2003 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $500 - 750

1368 m
Boston, Mass. “Shield”. Nearly complete &
exceptionally well struck on 1861, 3¢ rose, Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1371 )
Boston, Mass. “Starred Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-ST 10). Strong strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on
cover to Concord N.H., matching “Boston Mass. Sep 25”
cds, 1865 docketing, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1375 )
Boston Starred Shields. Group of three covers bearing #65s tied by Blake #1054, 1067 and 1068,
some faults, Fine strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

1372 )
Boston, Mass. “Starred Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-ST 9). Perfect strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover
to Olney Md., matching “Boston Mass. Sep 25” cds, 1865
docketing on reverse, striking, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1376 )
Bridgeport, Conn. “Shield”. Bold & complete
strike not tying 3c (114) on small cover with ornate advertising CC, Bridgeport, Conn. CDS, cover insert attached internally & couple other minor repairs, otherwise F.-V.F. cover.
Skinner-Eno unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

1373 )
Boston, Mass. “Starred Shield in Circle”.
Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to West Trenton Me.,
matching “Boston Mass. Oct 2” cds; reduced at right and
some wear; scarce, Ex-Blake, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1377 )
Bridgeport, Conn. “Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-S-1). 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel with 12/13 Bridgeport CT CDS, to Brooklyn CT, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1374 )
Boston, Mass. Starred “US” Shield. Fine
strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Sep 23” cds ties 3¢ rose
(65) vertical pair with top selvage on buff cover to Plymouth
N.H., 1865 enclosure, accompanied by bold strike tying 3¢
rose (65) on faulty cover, former clean, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1378 )
Brookline MA, “Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-ST
36). Fine strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Taunton Mass.,
matching “Brookline Ms. Jul 27” dcds, scarce, Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1379 )
Brooklyn, N.Y. “Large Shield”. Bold & well
struck complete fancy cancel & DCDS on 3¢ rose (65),
some light water staining at bottom R., otherwise Very Fine
cover & strike, ex Herzog. Skinner-Eno PS-FC 60.
Estimate $150 - 200

1380 )
Brooklyn, N.Y. “Shield with Stars” (Skinner-Eno PS-FC 60). Strong stirke ties 3¢ rose (65), small
tear, on cover to Cambridge Mass., matching “Brooklyn
N.Y. Dec 1 1863” dcds, scarce, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1382 )
Burlington IA, “Fancy Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-ST 11). Sharp strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on buff cover to
Boston Mass., partial Burlington Iowa cds, some wrinkling,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1383 )
Cambridge MA, “Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-S
15). Two bold strikes tie 2¢ Black Jack (73) vertical pair on
cover to Prof. Marsh in New Haven Ct., matching “Cambridge Mass. Feb 12” cds, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1384 )
Cambridge Ma. “Shields”. Group of three
covers with different shields tying 3¢ rose (65 or 94), Very
Fine strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1381 )
Brooklyn, N.Y. “Starred Shield”. Strong
strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Braintree Mass., matching “Brooklyn N.Y. Dec 2 1863” dcds, scarce, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
1385 )
Chicago IL, “Large Shield”. Bold strike in blue
duplexed with “Chicago Ill. Oct 13” cds on cover with
preprinted address to Boston, Mass., clean, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1386 )
Chicopee MA, “Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-O
26). Clear strike duplexed with “Chicopee Mass. Jan 30”
cds ties 3¢ rose (65), s.e. at right, on cover to Walpole N.H.;
accompanied by second cover with bold strike of so-called
“Stick Man” tying 3¢ rose (65) on cover; later small edge
fault, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1390 )
Harrison Square Mass. “Shield”. Perfect bold
strike cancels 10¢ green (68) on cover to Nova Scotia, partial “Harrison Square Mass. Mar 14” cds, red “U. States
Paid” oval, Halifax 1865 backstamp; stamp faults, Fine and
scarce, 2004 P.F. Certificate.
Estimate $200 - 300

1387 m
Dedham Mass. Fancy “Shield”. Fairly well
struck fancy cancel on 1869, 2¢ brown (113), stamp with
trivial small faults, V.G. stamp, cancel Fine-V.F. Skinner-Eno PM-PE 4. No photo.
Estimate $75 - 100

1391 )
Hill NH, “Small Shield”. 3c (158) cancelled by
pen with blue "Feb 8/1877/Hill NH" in small shield, to Franklin NH on F.R. Woodward Deputy Sheriff cover, F.-V.F.
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
1388 )
Florence MA, “Negative Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-SD 45). Bold strike on 3¢ entire (U58) on
cover to West Chesterfield Mass., “Florence Ms Aug 1” cds,
Sewing machine c.c., some discoloration, Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1389 )
Harrisburgh PA, “Shield With Stars”. 3c (65)
tied by shield with stars with 10/5 Harrisburgh PA CDS, to
Washington DC, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1392 )
New York “Patriotic Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-FC-22). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 2/3 New York
CDS, to Boston, barely reducd at L, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1393 )
New York “Patriotic Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-FC-21). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 3/24 New York
CDS, to Fall River MA, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1394 )
North Andover MA, “Shield within Rays”.
Bold complete strike ties 2c green (213), well centered, on
immaculate cover to Hillsdale N.Y., “North Andover Mass.
Dec 20” cds, very attractive, Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1395 )
North Bowdoinham ME “Small Shield”. 3c
(158) just tied by small shield, 11/17 North Bowdoinham ME
CDS, to New Haven CT, reduced at R, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1396 )
Pittsfield MA, “Shield” (Skinner-Eno
PS-ST48). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Stockbridge Mass., crisp strike of “Pittsfield Mass. Paid Jan
20” cds, opened at right, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1397 )
Richmond VA, “Small Shield In Circle”. 3c
(65) tied by small shield in circle cancel, 11/1 Petersburgh
VA CDS, to City Point VA, with contents, sealed tears at top,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1398 )
South Lancaster MA, “Patriotic Shield”
(Skinner-Eno PS-FC-9). 3c (114) tied by fancy cancel with
South Lancaster MA CDS to Rockford IL, with PF certificate, very attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike &
cancel.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1399 )
St. Louis MO, “Shield With Stars”. Advertising cover, 3c (147) tied by large shield, 11/21 St. Louis CDS
to Rochester NY, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1402 )
Williston VT, “Shield with Stars and Bars”
(Skinner-Eno PS-ST52). Two beautiful central strikes on
1¢ blue (63) pair on drop letter from Willison Vt.; reduced
slightly at right, striking, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1400 )
Waterbury, Ct. “Shield” (Rohloff Q-7). Bold
strike ties 3¢ green (158), s.e. at right, on cover to Princeton
N.J., “Waterbury Conn. Mar 19” cds, small opening fault at
top, scarce, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

1403 )
Winterport ME “Small Shield”. 3c (158) SE
tied by small shield, 11/22 Winterport ME CDS to Bangor
ME, scattered staining bottom L, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1401 )
Weedsport, N.Y. “Shield”. Bold & well struck
fancy cancel on 3¢ rose (65), matching CDS, Extremely
Fine cover. Skinner-Eno PS-O 19. Estimate $100 - 150

1404 )
Winterport ME “Small Shield”. Advertising
cover, 1c (156) tied by small shield, Winterport ME CDS to
East Dover ME, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1405 )
Worcester Mass, ““Shield””. Nearly complete strike ties 1¢ ultramarine (156), large margins, on
printed circular to New York City, scarce, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1406 )
Worcester Ma. Shields. Two different, one ties
3¢ green (184) and second on 1¢ postal card (UX5), Very
Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
1407 )
“Fancy Shields”. Group of five covers bearing
3¢ rose (65) tied by fancy shields from Paterson N.J.,
Taunton Ms., Thomaston Me. and Macon Ga. (two, one
stylized); some flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1411 )
Bangor ME “Star & Crescent”. Overall advertising cover for printer & stationer, 3c (207) Fine tied by cork
"Star & Cresent" fancy cancel, Bangor ME CDS, to
Mattawamkeag ME, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1412 )
Barre MA, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E 2). Complete central strike cancels 3¢ dull red (26),
deep rich color, on cover to Albany N.Y., red “Barre Mass
Oct 12” cds, scarce fancy from a small town, Ex-Duckworth,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1408 )
“Shields”. Group of four different shields on
#65 or #94 comprising Burlington Vt. Jacksonville Fla. in
blue, Sacramento Cal. and Norfolk Va. (S-E PS-FC37),
small faults, F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300
1409 )
Shield Cancels On Cover. 33 covers& cards,
Banknote period, with shield cancels, several blues &
purples, few Cole Listed (SH-127, SH-128, SH-133,
SH-137), good selection of states, should be inspected,
generally Fine covers & cards. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200
1410 )
Mass. Shields. Group of four covers bearing
#65s with different shields comprising Monson Ms., Pigeon
Cove Ms., Salem Ms., and Whitinsville Ms., some faults,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers. No photo. Estimate $200 - 300

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1413 )
Boston, Mass. “6 Point Star”. Well struck
fancy (Station A Branch) ties 2c (213) on small cover, 5/14
CDS (Blake 2541), Extremely Fine & scarce cover, ex
Blake. Blake 2542.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1414 )
Boston, Mass. “6 Point Star”. 2c (183)
cancelled by bold 6 pointed star, tied by 11/29 Boston MA
CDS to city, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200

1417 )
Boston, Mass. “Outline Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-O 23). Bold strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Aug 9”
cds ties 2¢ black (73) on printed circular to Lynn Mass.,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Unlisted in Blake.

1415 )
Boston, Mass. “Intricate 9-Point Star”. Bold
strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on small cover to Belfast Me., additional strike with “Boston Mass. Aug 1” cds, striking, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1418 )
Boston, Mass. “Star in Shield”. Fine strike
cancels 3¢ rose (65) on cover to East Craftsbury Vt., matching “Boston Mass. Jul 18” cds, cover faults, scarce, Fine
strike & cover. Skinner-Eno ST-C 12. Estimate $100 - 150
1419 )
Boston Star Cancels. Group of eight #65 covers with mostly different including intricate 9-point (Blake
1057), 8-Point (Blake 1061 and 1062), Five-Point with Center Dot (Blake 1056), some faults, several Ex-Blake, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1416 )
Boston, Mass. “Negative Star”. Exceptionally
struck 17mm fancy ties 3c (65), 8/8 CDS, Extremely Fine
cover & "Gem" strike. Blake 1055.
Estimate $150 - 200

1420 )
Brasher Falls NY, 2 Different “Stars”. 2 covers: 3c (65) tied by outlined star (Skinner & Eno ST-st-3)
with 12/30 Brasher Falls NY CDS to Pittsburgh PA; 3c (65)
tied by star within star with 7/22 Brasher Falls NY CDS to
Pawtucket RI, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1421 )
Brattleboro & Palmer R.P.O. “6 Pointed
Star”. 2c (210) tied by fancy cancel & by 12/21/85
Brattleboro & Palmer R.P.O. CDS, to West Radolph VT,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1424 )
Canton MA “Fancy Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-D-43). Fancy star cancelling 3c (65) to Boston, Ms,
Williamsburgh Ms. 10/10 CDS, on patriotic flag cover with
matching letterhead, local political news, cover with tape
mend top left, Fine cancel & cover. Estimate $100 - 150

1422 )
Brooklyn, N.Y., negative “B in 6 Point Star”.
Multiple strikes on 3c registered cover to Heligoland, additionally franked with 6c Pair (186, one with small fault), light
magenta "Reg. Bus." CDS, attractve blue registry monograms on rev., note intact wax seal "Post Office Brooklyn" with eagle, F.-V.F. cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

1425 )
Chester VT, “Fancy Star”. 3c (65) tied by
fancy cancel with 8/2 Chester VT CDS, to Grafton VT, reduced at L, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1423 )
Brooklyn NY, “Starburst”. 2c (183) tied by
bold fancy cancel with 4/28 Brooklyn NY CDS to City,
opened roughly at top, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1426 )
Chicago, Ill “6 Pointed Star”. Bold & well
struck fancy cancel & CDS on 1869, 3¢ ultramarine (114),
Very Fine cover & strike. Skinner-Eno GE-P 45.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1427 )
Chicopee, Mass. “6-Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P-23). Strip of 5 & pair 3c (11) V.G.-V.F. tied
by seven strikes of fancy cancel with 8/21/(56) Chicopee
MA CDS, to Springfield MA on certificate of marriage, Very
Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $500 - 750
1430 )
Clappville MA, “5 Pointed Star”. 3c (26) tied
by blue fancy cancel with matching 11/19 Clappville MA
CDS, to Auburn MA, DPO (S/R 7), reduced at L, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
Illustrated example in The Post Offices Of Massachusetts
(p. 103).

1428 )
Chicopee, Mass. “6-Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P 23). Neat strike cancels 3¢ dull red (26) on
mourning envelope to Holyoke Mass., matching small
“Chicopee Mass. Mar 26” cds, tiny opening tear, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1431 )
Clarksville, Ga., negative “Star”. Exceptionally well struck fancy ties 2c (210), impressive double octagonal 12/8/83 town cancel, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $75 - 100

1429 )
China MA, "Outline Star". 3c (65) tied by fancy
cancel with 5/30 China MA CDS to VA, reduced at L, F.-V.F.
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1432 m
Clayton, NY “Starburst”. Well struck on 1879,
15¢ red orange (189), Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1433 )
Dedham Mass. “Stars”. Two Ladies' covers,
each bearing 3¢ dull red (11) tied by different star cancels,
Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1434 )
Downieville CA, “Fancy Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-D 42). Perfect strike cancels 3¢ red on buff (U10) entire
to San Francisco Cal., matching “Downieville Cal. Sep 6”
cds; reduced at left and some mending, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1435 )
Durham ME, “Circled Star”. Four strikes tie 1¢
ultramarine (156) and 3¢ green (158) strip of three, on 1876
cover to Burmah, “Durham Me. Oct 23” cds, red “New York
Oct 24” transit, Dec. 8 arrival backstamp, top edge tears,
still a scarce usage, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1436 )
East Berkshire VT, “Solid Star”. 3c (65)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 4/8 East Berkshire VT CDS,
to Fairfield VT, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1437 )
Empire City OR, “Shaded Star in Circle”.
Clear strike in purple ties 2¢ red brown (210) on yellow
cover to Washington D.C., matching “Empire City Oregon.
Mar 15 1886” cds, docketing at left, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1438 )
Flag Fork, Ky. “Star in Circle”. "Gem" strike
ties 10c (258), SE at R., Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1439 )
Fousts Mills, N.C. “Star”. Multiple purple complete strikes (5) tie 3c banknote strip of 3 + 1c banknote on
3c registered entire, matching & well struck CDS, additional
ornate New York registry monogram boxed backstamp,
Very Fine cover. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $150 - 200

1440 )
Gaysville VT, “6 Pointed Star”. 3c (65) tied by
two strikes of fancy cancel with 8/12 Gaysville VT CDS, to
Bethel VT, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1441 )
Gertrude CA, “Star Within Star”. 2c (210) tied
by fancy cancel & 10/6/86 Gertrude CA with side ornaments
CDS, to Pasadena CA, advertising cover for Fresno Enterprise, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1442 )
Glen Allen “Star” Precancel. On 1¢ gray blue
(206) and matching preprinted “Glen Allen Virginia. July 6,
1885.” dcds on Cussons, May & Sheppard ad cover at
printed matter rate to Bangor Me., choice example of this
desirable precancel, Ex-Nye, Davis, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1443 )
Halifax MA, “Star with Hole”. Bold strike ties
3¢ dull red (11), margins to close at left, on cover with
all-over John Freemont “The People's Candidate” campaign cover to Otsego N.Y., “Halifax Mass. Sep 1” cds,
scarce campaign cover, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1444 )
Hartford CT, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E-10). 3c (65) tied by two strikes of fancy cancel with
5/23/64 Hartford CT CDS, to New Britain CT, reduced at R,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1445 )
Jersey Shore PA, “Star With Circle At Center” (Skinner-Eno ST-D-1). 3c (65) cancelled by blue star
with circle with matching 6/6 Jersey Shore PA CDS, to
Williamsport PA, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1448 )
Ludlow VT, “Outline Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-O-18). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel & 11/9 Ludlow VT
CDS, to Dorset VT, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1446 )
Kansas City Mo, “Star”. Third class circular
h.s. ties 1¢ blue (182) on unsealed third class cover to Grant
City Mo., printer c.c., light toning at left, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1449 )
Madalin NY, “Star within Shield” (Skinner-Eno PS-C 9). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to
Clermont N.Y., matching “Madalin N.Y. Apr 29” cds, reduced slightly at left, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1447 )
Louisville KY, “Star With 6 Points” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P-10). 3c (65) tied by blue star with matching
6/5 Louisville KY CDS to Mt. Sterling KY, no backflap, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1450 )
Madison CT, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E 34). Bold strike ties 3¢ dull red (26), rich color, on
cover to Clinton Conn., matching “Madison Ct. Jun 7”; reduced at top and right, Fine strike & cover. Estimate $100
- 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1451 )
Mittineague MA, “Elaborate Star”. Perfect
strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Kenosha Wis., matching
“Mittineague Mass. Feb 23” cds, choice example of this
scarce cancel, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $200 - 300

1452 )
Mittineague MA, “Star within Stars” (Skinner-Eno ST-E 22). Bold, near complete & well struck fancy
ties 3c (65), Fine, on slightly reduced cover to
Williamsburgh, Mass., matching Mitteneague, Mass. 8/9
CDS, very fresh, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1453 )
Mumford NY, “Solid Star”. 6c (159) tied by
purple solid star & matching 10/18/1878 Mumford NY CDS
to Corning NY, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover, ex
Knapp.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1454 )
New Alstead NH, “Fancy Star”. Perfect strike
in blue ties 3¢ dull red (26) on orange cover to St. Charles
Ill., matching “New Alstead N.H. May 16” cds; reduced at
right, quite attractive, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1455 )
New Haven CT, “6 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P-13). 3c (65) SE tied by small six pointed
star with 6/15 New Haven CT CDS to Hartford CT; & 3c (65)
V.G. tied by large six pointed star (Skinner & Eno ST-6P-15)
with 12/10 New Haven CT CDS to Salem NJ, F.-V.F. strikes
& covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1456 )
New Orleans LA, “Star and Crescent”. Bold
strike ties 3¢ green (158) on cover to Boston Mass., “New
Orleans La. Jan 22” cds, reduced at right, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1457 )
New York “4 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno
GE-C-94). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 6/23 New York
CDS, to Cambridgeport MA, slightly reduced at R, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1458 )
New York “6 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-6P-3). 3c (65) pair tied by 2 strikes fancy cancels with
partial 3/31 New York CDS, to South Marshfield MA on ad
cover for John R. Davis Insurance, with marine insurance
policy, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1459 )
New York “6 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-6P-47). 3c (65) tied by full strike fancy cancel with 3/7
New York CDS, to Berlin VT on American Bible Society ad
cover, slightly reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1460 )
New York “8 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-8P-2). 3c (114) tied by large fancy cancel with 11/30
New York CDS, to Fredericksburg VA, on illus advertising
cover for insurance company, reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1461 )
New York “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E-45). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel, with 12/27 New York
CDS to Academia PA, reduced at L, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1462 )
New York “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E-30). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with 7/15 New York
CDS, to Boston MA, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1463 )
New York Foreign Mail “Stars” (Weiss
ST-MP3). Complete strike ties 10¢ brown (161) on cover to
Capt of Bark 'Evanell' in care of the U.S. consul at Havana,
Cuba; small edge stains and reduced slightly at right,
scarce NYFM use to Cuba, Fine strike & cover. Estimate
$200 - 300

1466 )
Newtonville, Mass. “Shaded Star”. 3 Gem
strikes in magents tie 1c (156) strip of 3, 12/9/78 CDS, Extremely Fine cover, spectacular mix of colors, a showpiece. Cole unlisted.
Estimate $200 - 300

1467 )
North Turnbridge, Vt. fancy large multiple
“Stars”. Bold fancy purple SL town & large stars within
stars ties 2c (220) on small cover to Essex, Vt., cover with
small clipped corner from opening, F.-V.F. cover, X.F.
strike.
Estimate $150 - 200
1464 )
New York “Intricate Star”. Bold strike ties 3¢
green (158), two singles, on 1875 cover to London England,
magenta “New York Jan 30” and red “London 10 FE 75”
cds, neat docketing at left, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1465 )
New York “Star With Dot”. 3c (65) tied by
fancy cancel with partial 1/15 New York CDS, to Madrid NY,
reduced at R, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $100 - 150
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1468 )
Oceanic, N.J. “Star”. Bold & well struck purple
fancy & CDS ties 2c (183, x2 singles), New York Transit &
buffalo receiver backstamps, Very Fine cover. Estimate
$75 - 100
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1469 )
Osceola Mills PA, “Solid Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-S-10). 3c (94) cancelled by fancy cancel with 5/6
Osceola Mills PA CDS, to Mill Creek VA, blue 5/13 Mile
Creek VA CDS, ms "Ford 3", & forwarded to Martinsburg
WV, with contents, reduced at L, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1470 )
Paper Mill Village NH, “Star”. Bold strike cancels 3¢ rose (65) on immaculate cover to Fitchburg Mass.,
matching crisp “Paper Mill Village N.H. Feb 3” cds; reduced
slightly at left, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 200

1471 )
Patchogue NY, “Elaborate Star”. 1c (UX 9)
cancelled by fancy cancel with 3/2/92 Patchogue NY CDS,
to Burlington NY, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike & card.
Estimate $100 - 150

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1472 )
Petersham MA, Large “Elaborate Star”
(Skinner-Eno ST-E-15). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel with
1/9 Petersham MA CDS, to Middleton CT, reduced at R,
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1473 )
Phelps NY, “Fancy Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-st
13). Bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on cover to Lewiston N.Y.,
“Phelps N.y. Mar 11” dcds, fancy Bankers cameo c.c. in
blue; reduced slightly at left, attractive, Very Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1474 )
Pittsburgh PA, “Outline Star”. 3c (65) tied by
fancy cancel, 7/23 Pittsburgh PA CDS, to Westchester PA,
F.-V.F. strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1475 )
Putnam CT, “Elaborate Star with Pentagon”.
Perfect bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65), perf flaws, on 1865
cover to Providence R.I., matching “Putnam Conn Apr 7”
cds, “Ans Apl 9/65” docketing; reduced slightly at left, a remarkable example of this premier fancy cancel, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1478 )
Putnam CT, “Fancy Negative Star” (Blake
1956). Bold strike duplexed with “Boston Mass. Apr 18” cds
ties 3¢ rose (65) on all-over “Dr. Larookah's Pulmonic
Syrup” ad cover in green to Rochester N.Y., reduced
slightly at right, Very Fine patent medicine related use, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300

1476 )
Putnam CT, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E 29). Perfect bold strike ties 3¢ rose (65), deep rich
color, on cover to North Lyme Conn., “Putnam Con Oct 3”
cds, reduced slightly at left, choice, Extremely Fine strike &
cover.
Estimate $300 - 400

1479 )
Richburg NY, “10 Pointed Star”. Perfect bold
strike on 3¢ entire (U58) to Geneseo N.Y., matching
“Richburg N.Y. Jun 7” cds, Very Fine strike & cover and
choice.
Estimate $150 - 200

1477 )
Putnam CT, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-E-24). Clear strike in blue on 3¢ entire (U35) to West
Woodstock Conn., matching “Putnam Con Oct 21” cds; top
edge fault, rare, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1480 )
Rolo, Ill. Large “Shaded Star”. "Gem" strike
on 2c entire, 2/3/91 CDS, extremely impressive, Extremely Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1481 )
San Francisco CA, “8 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-8P-3). 3c (114) SE pair tied by two strikes
fancy cancel with 3/18 San Francisco CA CDS, to West
Scituate MA, reduced at L, Very Fine strikes & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1482 )
Schooleys Mountain NJ, “Solid Star”. 3c
(65) cancelled by fancy cancel, with 8/22 Schooleys Mountain NJ CDS, on mourning cover to West Point NY, Very
Fine cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1483 )
Sedgwick, Ark., fancy town & “Negative
Star”. bold, Gem purple strikes ties 2c (220), on cover to
Ohio, barely reduced, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1484 )
Sharon, Vt. “Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-S 4).
Somewhat light strike in green ties 3c (65), Fine, scissor
trimmed at bottom, on overall advertising (Lawrence,
Barnes & Co. Burlington, Vt.), on cover to Sharon, Vt.,
Burlington, Vt. 10/30/(67) CDS & matching segmented
cork, forwarded Stafford, Vt. with matching Sharon, Vt. 11/1
CDS, Very Fine cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1485 )
Solon ME, “Star With Circle” (Skinner-Eno
ST-D-16). 3c (65) cancelled by fancy cancel with 10/10
Solon ME CDS, to Wansinn, WI, reduced at R, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1486 )
South Garner MA, “Outline Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-O 38). Complete strike ties 3¢ rose (65) on sitting liberty patriotic cover to Ashburnham Mass., matching
“South Gardner Ms. Jan 3” cds, reduced slightly at left, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1490 )
Tuscaloosa AL, “10 Pointed Star”. Fine strike
on 3¢ entire (U10) to Le Roy N.Y., matching “Tuscaloosa Al.
Nov 30” cds, F.-V.F. strike & cover. Estimate $150 - 200
1487 )
Spring Lake, N.J. “Star”. 3 interesting & different covers, all with well struck fancy cancels: 1882 "Mourning" cover with additional black "Beach House Sea Girt.";
magenta cog DCDS & star; magenta "Beach House Sea
Girt.", Very Fine covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1491 )
Union Springs NY, “Elaborate Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-D 51). Neat sock-on-the-nose strike on 3¢
rose (65), rich color, on cover to East Hamburg N.Y, matching “Union Springs N.Y. Jul 28” cds; reduced tiny bit at right,
Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
1488 )
Steubenville OH, “Star With U In Center”
(Skinner-Eno ST-C-21 Var.). 3c (65) tied by star with "U" in
center, 9/8 Steubenville OH CDS, to Hamilton OH, Very
Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1489 )
Troublesome, Nev., “Star”. Bould & well
struck duplex on 3c entire, exceptionally attractive, S/R 3,
Very Fine cover.
Estimate $75 - 100
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1492 )
Waco TX, “Outlined Star and Crescent”. Two
strikes duplexed with “Waco Tex. Feb 4” cds tie 1¢ blue
(182) strip of three on yellow cover to Charlottesville Va.,
left stamp creased, reduced at left, an unusual cancel design, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1493 )
Warren IL, “6 Pointed Star”. 3c (94)cancelled
by fancy cancel, tied by 3/28 Warren IL CDS, to Dubuque
IA, reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1496 )
West Gardner MA, "Negative Star". Bold
strike cancels 3¢ green (207) on all-over printers ad cover
to Boston Mass., matching “West Gardner Mass. Feb 14
1883” shield postmark, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $150 - 200

1494 )
Watertown WI, “4 Pointed Star”. 3c (184) tied
by large fancy cancel with 8/7 Watertown WI CDS, to Alloa,
WI, Very Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1497 )
Westhampton, Mass. large “Hollow Star”.
Bold, complete & well struck fancy ties 3c (114), 8/22/70
CDS, Extremely Fine cover & strike. Skinner-Eno ST-O 14.
Estimate $200 - 300

1495 )
West Fairlee VT, “Star and Crescent” (Skinner-Eno PO-Cr6). Fine strike cancels 3¢ pink (U34) entire
with printed address to Weymouth Mass., “West Fairlee Vt.
Mar 28”, reduced at right, scarce usage, F.-V.F. strike &
cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1498 )
Westhampton, Mass. large “Hollow Star”.
Complete & well struck fancy ties 3c (114), 11/3/69 CDS,
Extremely Fine cover. Skinner-Eno ST-O 14.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1499 )
Windsor NY, “Star With Circle” (Skinner-Eno
ST-D-27). 3c (65) Fine tied by fancy cancel, with 8/8 Windsor NY CDS to Albrion IA, light staining, Fine strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1500 )
Wooster OH, “Star & Crescent”. 2c (210) tied
by fancy cancel, 11/10 Wooster OH CDS to Ft. Wayne IN,
reduced at R, Very Fine strike & cover. Estimate $150 200

1502 )
Worcester MA, “Fancy 6 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P 38). Complete strike ties 3¢ dull red (11A),
four margins, on buff cover to Bridgewater Mass., matching
“Worcester Mass. May 25” cds; some stains, scarce, Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

1503 )
Yonkers NY, “Outline Star” (Skinner-Eno
ST-O-11). 3c (65) tied by fancy cancel & 8/5 Yonkers NY
CDS, to Pawtucket MA, Very Fine to Extremely Fine strike
& cover.
Estimate $100 - 150

Star Cancel Groups

1501 )
Worcester MA, “Fancy 6 Pointed Star” (Skinner-Eno ST-6P 38). Complete strike ties 3¢ dull red (11A),
four margins, on buff cover to Bridgewater Mass., matching
“Worcester Mass. Jun 8” cds, 1854 docketing, Very Fine
strike & cover.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1504 )
Arthur E Beane Jr., Massachusetts "Star"
Cancel Exhibition Balance. 275+ covers & cards, all
mounted on pages, includes many colored, solids, outline,
shaded & elaborate stars, note 3 Northampton star & moon
cancels,, quite a few S/R 6 & 7's, once in a lifetime opportunity, a balance that can be broken up or built upon,
close inspection greatly suggested, generally F.-V.F.
covers & cards.
Estimate $6,000 - 8,000
We are calling this a "balance" but please note only a
handful were individually lotted.
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1505 )
20 “Starburst” Cancels. 19 covers or cards &
1 piece with fancy cancels, a few purple or violet, 8 Cole #
STU-36, few faults, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $400 - 600

20th Century Fancy Cancels

1506 )
Fancy Star Cancels. Group of eight covers
mostly #65s with better strikes including negative 8-point
(S-E GE-C 44) of East Lebanon N.H., multipointed (S-E
GE-C 49), and Hartford Ct. star of David (S-E PN-G 37); few
faults, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
1507 )
Star Cancel Covers. Group of 38 covers &
cards, various solid, outline & elaborate stars, a few colors,
nice clean lot, some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F.
strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
1508 )
Fancy “Star” Cancels. 4 different, circa
1880's, includes: Clarinda, Kan. negative magenta; Lewis
Nev. magenta (S/R 5), cover tear; Nogal, N.M. purple "star
in star" & Yates Center, Kan. blue, mostly Very Fine covers.
Estimate $200 - 300

1514 )
Bass, Indiana “Bass Fish”. Pictorial cancels
ties #563, 577 pair on 2¢ postal stationery to registered envelope, 17¢ registry rate, Very Fine. Estimate $150 - 200

1509 )
Fancy Star Cancels of Mass. Three different
fancy stars comprising blue Glendale Ms. on #65 (Skinner-Eno ST-E 25), Brookline negative star in sponge on #65
and Greenfield incised star on #114, a scarce group,
F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200
1510 )
California “Star” Cancels. Group of 5 different, circa 1880's, includes: Arrowhead (S/R 4), Nordhoff,
Orange, Sierra Madre & Tahao, all exceptionally well
struck, couple trivial flaws, impressive & attractive, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $150 - 200
1511 )
New England & New York Star Cancels.
Group of 92 covers or cards, with star cancels: solids, outline, in circles, elaborate, with individual items up to 50.00,
some small cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
1512 )
Ohio “Star” Cancels. 10 different, circa
1880's, all well struck & attractive, includes: Bremen, Canton, Columbus, Daweson (S/R 2), Doylestown, Edinburgh
(S/R 3), Mc AcArthur, Okena, Ritman (SL) & Trimble (SL),
generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $100 - 150

1515 )
Bear, AR “Bear”. Pictorial cancels tie #632 and
two #640, one cancel struck in purple and two in black, most
unusual, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200

1513 )
Pennsylvania “Star” Cancels. 12 covers (11
different towns), circa 1880's, all with very attractive fancy
cancels, includes: Franklin, Fricks P.O., Holbrook,
Kennedyville (S/R 6), Kutztown (x2), New Washington (S/R
2), Ogontz, Peach Bottom (S/R 3), Roland (S/R 4),
Woodlawn & Yellow House, generally F.-V.F. covers.
Estimate $250 - 350

1516 )
Bug, KY “Beetle”. Pictorial cancels ties block
of four #651 and pair #638, 20¢ registry rate, Very Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
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1517 )
Clover Hill, NJ & Saint Patrick's, MO “Shamrocks & Clover”. Pictorial cancels tie #632, 634, 636 &
642 on 17¢ registered envelope and latter cover (unlisted)
with Shamrock and matching cancels tying block of ten
#681, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1518 )
Cuero, TX “Running Turkey”. Pictorial machine cancel ties bottom margin pair #538 (scarcer franking) to small envelope, very attractive, Very Fine.Estimate
$100 - 150

1519 )
Genesee Depot, WI “Cows Head”. Pictorial
cancels ties coil line strip of eight of #656 plus a single #632,
17¢ registry rate, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1520 )
Goodwine, IL “Wine Glass”. Pictorial cancels
ties #734 strip of three and single #729 to registered envelope (one day use only), also Liquor bottle pictorial cancel
ties #712 alongside hand drawn multicolored dove, cute
and attractive, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1521 )
Gray Horse, OK “Horse”. Pictorial cancels tie
#632, 642, 646, 657, 680, 17¢ registry rate, Very Fine, quite
handsome.
Estimate $150 - 200

1522 m
Henton, IL “Chicken with TON”. Pictorial cancels on registered envelope, cancelled Thanksgiving Day,
1930, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1523 )
Mexico, IN “Smoking Mexican & Sombrero”.
Pictorial cancels on two different registered envelopes,
F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1526 )
Prescott, AZ “Bronco Busting Cowboy”.
Pictorial cancel ties various issues to registered envelope,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1524 )
Money, MI “Dollar Sign, Money Bags and V
Cents”. Pictorial cancels on three registered envelopes,
cute, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

1527 )
Red Eagle, OK “Eagle”. Pictorial cancels on
registered envelope, includes registry receipt for same,
Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1525 )
New Haven, CT “Bulldog”. Pictorial cancel
ties #632, 636, 638 pair to registered envelope (central fold,
not affecting stamps or strikes), 17¢ registry rate, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200

1528 )
Tomahawk, WI “Tomahawk”. Pictorial cancel
ties various issues top registered envelope, Very Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150
1529 )
Ed, KY, various Pictorial cancels. On five different envelopes, three of which are registered including K
of C monogram (one day use only), ETS monogram (Ed S.
True) and ED boxed, also includes pictorial witch on broomstick and turkey cancels, nice grouping, F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $300 - 400
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1530 )
“Flow ers & Leaf”, five covers. Pictorial cancels on four registered envelopes, including Roseville, OH
(unlisted) plus entire registry receipt with additional rose
strike, Sharon, PA Fancy "S", reverse rose on Keystone,
"REG" Leaf (one day use only) plus a Greenleaf, OR pictorial leaf regular use, nice selection, F.-V.F. Estimate $300
- 400
1531 )
Santa Claus, Bells & Elves. Pictorial cancels
on three registerecd envelopes, Santa Claus, IN, Blue Bell,
PA and Narberth, PA, festive group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $150 - 200
1532 )
20th Century Fancy Letter & Number Town
Cancels. Group of 59 covers, 42 with letters,17 with numbers, some very attractive frankings, Very Fine strikes &
covers.
Estimate $300 - 400
1533 )
20th Century Fancy Pictorial Cancels Grouping. Five covers, four of which are registered, including Airplane, Oakland Airport Sta, CA, Anchor, Anchor, KY,
Maltese Cross, Dawn, OH (a bit toned), Hammer, Hammer,
WA (includes registry receipt) and pointing hand, Hand,
AR, excellent and unusual group, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300

Fancy Cancel Collections and Groups
1534 )
Fancy Cancels Balance, 19th Century
(26/65). 17 different covers + one front, includes: Salem
"Witch (PH-F 45), "Stars" include Clappville, Mass., Freehold, N.J.; Rocky Springs, Miss. fancy geometric on 3¢
banknote; fancy blue NY geometric on 2¢ (73), various others, some small stamp or cover flaws, generally F.-V.F.,
close examination suggested, many attractive.
Estimate $500 - 750
1535 )
Fancy Cancels. Group of 60 covers, mostly
MA, includes various "Paid", "Shield", number, "US" cancels, some with contents, clean lot, some small cover or
stamp flaws, needs close inspection, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $300 - 400
1536 m
Fancy Cancels Balance, 1851/1883 (10/206).
97 singles + 2 pairs on 9 stockcards, most with fancy or unusual cancels, better issues include several 3¢ (10) & 3¢
(11) shades, note several plated, some high value 1869 pictorials (10¢, 15¢ & 30¢), etc., cancels include: several attractive shields, Paids, stars, etc., note Chicopee "Star of
David" (x2, one in red), "Devils Mask", "Way" SL,
geometrics, etc, generally Fine, high cat. value, many useful, close inspection suggested. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1537 m
Fancy Cancels Balance, 1851/1938 (11/834).
Couple hundred on 29 sheets, mostly 19th century issues,
many attractive & unusual, generally F.-V.F., a close inspection should prove to be quite rewarding.
Estimate $500 - 750
1538 m
Fancy Cancels on 1851-57, 1¢ & 3¢ Issues
(9,10,26(13)), mostly well struck complete strikes of fancy
stars, numerals, PAIDs, geometrics and more, some small
faults, F.-V.F.
Estimate $400 - 500
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1539 m)
Fancy Cancels Collection, 1857-1938. Well
over 1,000 stamps and eleven covers in a small stock book,
containing a variety of cancellations, including Paids, Stars,
Leaves, Letters, Numerals, Grids, Rosettes, NYFMs, and
Baltimore RR straightlines, on Scott 26, 65, 68, 71, 73, 112,
114, 116, 148, 165, 3c Banknotes and later stamps, typical
centering and condition for a fancy cancel collection, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $500 - 750
1540 m
Fancy Cancels Selection,
1861-1869
(63//116). Impressive and powerful group of 94 items including stars, geometrics, shields, paids, Hiogo, Japan, noticed #64, etc., huge retail potential, F.-V.F.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1541 m
Fancy Cancel Balance, 1861/93 (68/221).
25036 singles + pair on stock sheet, many attrsactive & unusual cancels, includes several color cancels, couple
NYFM cancels, masonic, star, etc. note better issues: 89,
93, 96, 115, 149 (x4), 152, 153, 162, 165 (x2), etc, generally
Fine, close inspection suggested.
Estimate $250 - 350
1542 )
Fancy Cancel Group, 1861. Group of 68 covers, mostly geometric, some Skinner & Eno listed, green
Cartersville cancel, 2 Macedon NY signet ring cancels,
clean & attractive lot with individual items up to 100.00,
some small cover or stamp flaws, close inspection is required, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $500 - 750
1543 )
Fancy Cancels on 1861 Issues. Group of
1860s covers with mostly 3¢ frankings including some interesting like Sacaram Me. “X” and Montgomery ratemaker
“6”, masonic Square and Compass cancels from Corrina
Me. and West Wilbraham Mass. (faults), F.-V.F. strikes &
covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
1544 m
Fancy Cancels on 1861 1¢ - 24¢ (63//78), a
fabulous array of well struck fancies including geometric,
patriotics, PAIDs and more, 20 stamps in all including
higher values such as 73(2), 76(2) and 78, some faults,
Fine.
Estimate $900 - 1,200
1545 H
Fancy Cancels on 1861 3¢ (65). Couple hundred on large stockpages or black cards, many different
"Paid" types, some interesting fancies, etc., also includes
group of 3¢ (25, x27 singles + one recut inner lines), generally F.-V.F., close inspection should prove rewarding.
Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1546 m
Fancy Cancels on 1861 3¢ (65(10),78), an attractive selection of 11 stamps all with fancy cancels including 78 with Soldier's Head, 65 with fancy Barrel and 65 with
Seeing Eye cancel all with recent PF Certs, others include
more pictorials and nice geometrics, valuable group, some
faults, Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1547 m
Fancy Cancels on 1861 3¢ (65). Selection of
several hundred, espied green star and grid, geometrics,
paids, colored cancels, geometrics, grids, some multiples,
unchecked for better varieties, excellent retail potential,
mostly F.-V.F. a few faults as one could expect.
Estimate $200 - 300
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1548 m
Fancy Cancels on 1861 3¢. 40 stamps, most
fancy, includes several golfballs, Paids, few colored, great
group for the specialist or dealer, F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $100 - 150
1549 m
Fancy Cancels on 1861 30¢ (71(20)), an outstanding selection of 20 examples with mostly fancy geometric cancels, a couple patriotics a PAID and more are
also included, some faults, Fine.
$4,000
1550 )
Fancy Cancel Group, 1869. Group of 29 covers, with letter & geometric cancels, a Waterbury "W", clean
& attractive lot with individual items up to 50.00, some small
cover or stamp flaws, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $400 - 600
1551 m
Fancy Cancels on 1869 1¢ - 10¢ (112-116), a
fabulous array of 42 pictorial stamps, mostly #116 with 20
examples, including some multiples, all with colored or
fancy cancels including geometrics, pictorials, a nice star,
shield, dates and more, a great group with high catalogue
value, some faults, Fine.
Estimate $2,500 - 3,000
1552 m
Fancy Cancels on 1869 1¢ - 24¢ (112//120), a
group of 1869s with var fancy cnls incl 112 with num "24" in
cir another with fancy "4-suits" cnl, 114 with mask in frame
cnl, 116 with insufficiently paid cnl, 117 Mask in Frame cnl,
120 with blue for. agents cnl, all with PF certs, much more,
some faults, Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1553 )
Fancy Cancels on 1869 3¢. Group of 3 covers:
Springfield MA Maltese cross; Burlington VT pinwheel; &
Marlborough MA star in circle, Very Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $150 - 200
1554 m
Fancy Cancels on Banknote Issues. A few
hundred, 1¢ to 30¢, we noted a plethora of NYFM's, letter,
grigs, geometrics, pictorial (North-South handshake
(faulty), West Berkley CA Boot, NYFM "fouled anchor", to
name a few) many with unusually complete strikes and a
definate lot for expansion or huge potential for the cancel
specialist/dealer, inspection a MUST! generally F.-V.F. a
few faults as one could expect. Estimate $1,500 - 2,000
1555 m
Fancy Cancels on Bank Note Issues
(147//210). A nice selection of 11 banknote stamps with
fancy cancels including 186 with Fancy Mask with PF Cert,
a 158 with Waterbury Leaf with PF Cert, several other fancy
pictorials and geometrics, some with Certs, Nice Group,
some faults, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
1556 m
Fancy Cancels & Precancels on Banknotes.
600+ stamps, fancy cancels generally on banknotes including officials, includes small group of jumbo 3c greens, fancy
includes colored, wheel of fortunes, stars, numbers & letters, geometrics' precancels includes Fort Wayne IND
tombstone, & Northampton Mass button, great collection to
build on or break up and sell, generally F.-V.F. stamps.
Estimate $400 - 600
1557 m
Fancy Cancels on 1¢-10¢ Banknote Issues.
15 singles + pair, most with "SON" & bold cancels, includes
several attractive NYFM cancels, generally F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1558 m
Fancy Cancels on 2¢ Red Brown Bank Note
(210). Couple hundred on album pages, many attractive,
includes many multiples, some color cancels, shades, "pinwheels" & "wheels of fortune", etc, generally F.-V.F., a
close examination strongly suggested, extremely attractive.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1559 m
Fancy Cancels on 6¢ Banknote. Collection on
pages of over 275 examples, multiples includes 12 pairs, a
strip of 3, 5 strips of 4, strips of 6 and 7, plus a plethora of
cancels- colors, geometrics, start, grids, numerals, letters,
etc., includes captured imprints, beautiful quality examples,
#148//208 included, a really old time holding that needs to
be examined for proper valuation and has potential on
many levels, would be difficult if not impossible to duplicate,
generally F.-V.F. a few faults as one could expect.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000
1560 )
Ann Arbor Mich. Fancy Cancels. Group of 5
different on covers with #210 comprising “H” in star, “H” in
geometric, “HN” in bars, “B” in circle and “U”, each with fault,
scarce group, Fine strikes & covers. Estimate $200 - 300
1561 )
Blue Fancy Cancels. Group of six covers with
#65 or 94, including Leominster Stovepipe, South
Woodstock Ct. Masonic triangle, and Atlanta Ga. large
“U.S.”, attractive group, Very Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
1562 )
Boston Fancy Cancels. Group of three #65
covers and a postal card comprising Square and Compass
(Blake 1081), Anchor (Blake 1175), Preacher in Pulpit
(Blake 1188), faults, and 1¢ postal card with Geometric
(Blake 1454); F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $200 - 300
1563 )
Fall River, Mass., 3 Fancy Cancels. 1c postal
card with fancy gear to city; 1c postal card with leaf to
Winterport ME; 3c (184) Fine with propeller to Brown University, F.-V.F. strikes.
Estimate $100 - 150
1564 )
Kennebunkport ME, 2 Fancy Cancels. 3c
(65) V.G. cancelled by elaborate geometric (Skinner & Eno
GE-E-49); & 3c (65) SE cancelled by candle flame (Skinner
& Eno PP-Fl-38), Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
1565 )
South Danvers Mass., 3 Fancy Cancels. 3c
(65) tied by cross (Skinner CR-G-80; U58 cancelled by
fancy geometric; & 3c (65) cancelled by fancy crossroads,
Very Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
1566 )
South Duxbury, Mass., Fancy Cancels. Purple "$" fancy on 3c banknote issue & ornate olde English "D"
on 6c banknote, also includes 2 covers, ea. with matching
examples, F.-V.F. stamps & covers. Estimate $250 - 350
1567 )
St. Louis Mo. Fancies. Group of two covers
and a front comprising shield, framed geometric on mourning cover forwarded in Denver, and last is mourning front
with 3¢ tied by stylized Eagle, Fine strikes & covers.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1568 )
Stoneham Mass. Fancy Cancels. Group of
five different on cover tying #210 singles comprising holo
triangle, “1885” in cross, “U.S. Mail” in padlock (large cover
tears into stamp), star and cross; a F.-V.F. group.
Estimate $200 - 300
1569 )
Worcester Mass. Fancy Cancels. Group of 30
postal cards and covers with various geometrics, shields
and letters/numbers, a number of better including woven
grids, leaf, etc, F.-V.F. strikes & covers.
Estimate $300 - 400
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Third Session
Sunday, January 16, 2011 at 10:00 AM
Lots 1570-2542
U.S. and Possessions Stamps
at ARIPEX, Tucson Convention Center, Gila Room

U.S. Stamps
Postmasters' Provisionals

1574

1575

1576 .

1574 m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancel, wide,
balanced margins, Select Example, Extremely Fine; 2007
PSE Cert.
$550

1570

1571 .

1570 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1). Magenta "ACM", tied to part of folded letter to France, part of
next stamp shows at bottom, Very Fine.
$600
1571 m
New York, N.Y., 5¢ black on bluish (9X1a).
Part red town cancel UL, very attractive four margin example, creases, Very Fine.
$700

1575 m
5¢ red brown (1), attractive red grid cancel,
mostly large & well balanced margins, attractive color, Extremely Fine; 2009 PSE Graded cert. (XF 90).
$550
1576 m
5¢ brown (1 var), very attractive blue town
CDS, well balanced margins, rich color, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2007 PSE graded cert. (XF-Sup 95).
SMQ $1,100

1577

1578

1579 .

1577 m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancel, big margins, a beauty, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$540
1578 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red grid cancel, sharp
impression, Very Fine.
$550
1572 m
St. Louis, Mo., 5¢ black on greenish (11X1),
trace of light red CDS at bottom right, impressive single with
well balanced margins, Extremely Fine, one of the nicest
examples we have seen of this elusive provisional; "clear"
2000 P.F. cert. & 2010 PSE cert. mentioning "natural paper
wrinkle at left center".
$8,000

1579 m
5¢ red brown (1), attractive red grid cancel,
large & well balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F.
cert.
$550

1847 Issue

1580

1581

1580 m
5¢ red brown (1 var.). “dot in S” variety, light
red grid, ample to large margins, very pretty shade, Extremely Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$575
1573 H
5¢ red brown (1), full o.g., ample margins to
slightly in across top, slight stain & light oxidation, Fine,
quite scarce; 1969 P.F. cert.
$6,750
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1581 m
5¢ red brown (1), light red orange circular grid
cancel, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine.
$540
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1582

1583

1582 m
5¢ red brown (1), impressive blue Troy. N.Y.
CDS, large to huge margins including R. sheet margin &
part of adjacent stamp at bottom, pressed out vertical
crease that is not evident, Extremely Fine, Impressive
stamp; 2010 PSE cert.
$550
1583 m
5¢ red brown (1), light orange red grid cancels,
big margins top and right, attractive example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
$540

1590

1591

1592

1590 m
5¢ red brown (1), vertical pair. Dot in “S” variety, red grid cancels, deep color, attractive multiple, small
faults on bottom stamp, Very Fine.
$1,180
1591 (H)
5¢ dark brown (1a), without gum, very sharp,
fresh, rich color, small tear at bottom right, Very Fine; 2007
PSE Cert.
$3,250
1592 m
5¢ blackish brown (1a), pen cancel, huge margins, choice, Extremely Fine.
$1,100

1584

1585

1586

1584 m
5¢ red brown (1), attractive red CDS, ample
margins to clearing or barely touching, very pretty shade,
trace of very shallow thin, F.-V.F.
$550
1585 m
5¢ red brown (1), neat red grid cancel, vivid and
fresh, Fine; 2008 PSE graded cert (Fine-70).
$525
1586 m
F.-V.F.

5¢ red brown (1), lovely bright red grid cancel,
$540

1593

1594

1595

1593 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), bright blue "5" in circle rate
marking cancels, deep color, pretty stamp, Very Fine.
$785
1594 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), face free black cancel, narrow to huge margins, F.-V.F.
$825
1595 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), attractive red square grid
cancel, ample to clear margins, 2 small scissor cuts with
bottom cut slightly into the design, Very Fine; 2008 PSE
cert.
$775

1587

1588

1589 .

1587 m
5¢ red brown (1), blue grid cancel, small faults,
Very Fine.
$560
1588 m

5¢ red brown (1), red grid cancel, F.-V.F.
$525

1589 m
5¢ red brown (1), black town CDS, margins to
barely in at left, small faults including faint vert. crease,
F.-V.F.
$550
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1596 m
5¢ dark brown (1a), impressive horizontal pair
in a spectacular shade of dark brown, light red grid cancels,
sharp detailed impression; 2010 PSE graded cert
VF-XF-85.
$2,100
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1597 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), attractive red grid cancel, 4 mostly large & well balanced margins, deep rich color,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,100

1602
1602 m
PF Cert.

1603

10¢ black (2), blue grid cancel, Very Fine; 2008
$1,300

1603 m
10¢ black (2), red grid cancel, fresh and sharp,
Very Fine.
$1,250

1598

1599

1600 .

1598 m
5¢ orange brown (1b), red grid cancel, very
sharp with rich color, Very Fine; 2001 and 2008 PF Certs.
$1,100
1599 m
5¢ brown orange (1d), red grid cancel, clear &
mostly well balanced margins, true & attractive shade, Very
Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$1,300

1604
1604 m

1605 .

10¢ black (2), neat red grid cancel, F.-V.F.
$1,250

1605 m
10¢ black (2), bright red grid cancel, intense
color, tiny edge bend in corner, Very Fine.
$1,200

1600 m
5¢ brown orange (1d), bold black grid cancel,
F.-V.F., scarce.
$1,350

1875 Reproductions of the 1847 Issue

Outstanding Unused 10 Cent 1847
1606 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), bottom margin single, without gum as issued, a beautiful fresh stamp
with deep, rich color, fascinating partial "KISS" print at top,
exceptional example, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010
graded PSE Cert (XF-Sup 95). Scott $750. SMQ $1,750

1601 (H)
10¢ black (2), right margin single, unused, a
beautiful, fresh and sharp example of this rare stamp, very
attractive with exceptional eye appeal, a must for any
serious U.S. collection, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010
PSE Cert.
$15,000

1607

1608

1607 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum
as issued, rich, vibrant color, light horizontal bend, Very
Fine.
$750
1608 (H)
5¢ red brown, Reproduction (3), without gum
as issued, large margins to close at top left, deep rich color,
small scissor cut in top right margin & small repair, F.-V.F.
$750
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1609

1610

1611

1609 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as
issued, very fresh and sharp, choice, Extremely Fine.
$900
1610 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as
issued, exceptionally fresh with large & well balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 1987 P.F. cert.; 2008 PSE Graded
cert. (XF 90).
SMQ
$1,350

1615 m
1¢ blue, type II (7), remarkable horizontal strip
of 3, attractive socked-on-the-nose light town CDS, large &
well balanced margins, right stamp with impressive DT,
deep rich color & crisp impression, Extremely Fine; 2010
PSE cert.
$575

1611 (H)
10¢ black, Reproduction (4), without gum as
issued, corner crease, F.-V.F.
$900

1616

1851 Issue

1617

1618

1616 m
1¢ blue, type III (8). Position 99R2, the best position of the type showing the large break at bottom, black
cds, handsome example of the scarce type III, small filled
thin spot, horizontal creases, Very Fine; 2000 APS cert.
$12,500

1612 m
1¢ blue, type Ia (6), neat black town cancel, vibrant color, completely sound and choice example of type
Ia, Fine; photocopy of 1989 PF cert for horizontal pair, from
which it came, this being left stamp from pair.
$13,000

1613

1617 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A). Position 11R2, attractive grid cancel, mostly large & well balanced margins, including left sheet margin & with parts of adjacent stamps at
top & bottom, Extremely Fine; 2000 P.F. cert. & 1999 &
2008 PSE certs.
$1,200
1618 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), impressive red new Orleans CDS, well balanced margins with part of adjacent
stamp at left, extremely attractive with “right margin & small
portions of the design added”, Extremely Fine appearance,
an excellent restoration; “clean” 1978 P.F. cert.; 1996 P.F.
cert. stating above.
$1,200

1614

1613 m
1¢ blue, type II, Plate 3 (7 var.), attractive
“Paid” grid, large margins to clearing at top, deep rich color
& crisp impression, Very Fine; 2007 P.F. Graded cert. (VF
80).
$600
1614
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1¢ blue, type II, 10c green type II (7,14), tied to
piece by blue Plymouth, Mass town cancel, trivial faults,
Fine.
$357
s
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1619 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (8A), horizontal pair, position
39-40L1E, very attractive blue grid cancels, large margins
to clear at top right, Extremely Fine, 2003 P.F. cert. & 2008
PSE cert.
$2,900
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1620 H
1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal pair, L stamp
with plate crack. Recut at bottom twice, o.g., hinged, F.-V.F.
$1,925

1626

1627

1628

1626 m
3¢ orange brown, type I (10), neatly struck
blue grid cancel, ample to extremely large margins, detailed
impression, Very Fine; 2009 PSE cert.
$203
1627 H
3¢ orange brown, type I (10). 2 well margined
singles on exhibition page, positions 58L1E & 19L1E, each
with well struck small Boston “Paid” grid, both on thin paper
(0.0020 & 0.0029), ea. a pretty pale shade, F.-V.F.;
Amonette notation.
$400

1621

1622

1623

1628 m
3¢ yellowish orange brown on “part india paper”, type II (10A var.). Position 27L1E, attractive small
Boston “Paid” cancel, close margins, deep rich color,
F.-V.F.; with signed note from Dr. Amonette.
$1,250

1621 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9). Recut once at top & bottom, extremely light CDS, huge margins showing parts of 3
adjacent stamps, Superb; 1988 P.F. cert. & 2010 PSE
Graded cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ
$1,400
1622 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), black cork cancel, exceptionally large margins, Extremely Fine, the term “Jumbo”
applies; 2008 PSE Graded cert (XF 90J). Estimate $300 400

1629
1623 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), unusual fancy grid cancel,
ample to large margins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010
PSE Graded cert. (VF-XF 85).
Estimate $250 - 350

1630

1631

1629 m
3¢ "mid 1852" orange brown, type II (10A
var.), light CDS, near 4 margins & with dramatic vert.
"pre-printing paper fold", deep rich & unusual color,
F.-V.F.; with note from Dr. Amonette (SR 4+).
Estimate $250 - 350
1630 E
1851, 3¢ Washington essay, by Draper,
Welsh & Co., in brown (11-E9b). Vignette only, single line
frame, die on India, affixed to card, without gum as issued,
small faults, Very Fine. Brazer 33E-He.
$300

1624

1625 .

1624 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9). Double transfer variety,
lovely light red town cancel, nice big margins, vivid color,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$150

1631 H
3¢ dull red, type I (11), o.g., lightly hinged,
boardwalk margins incliding large portions of adjacent
stamps at top and left sides, immaculate fresh stamp, Extremely Fine; 1991 PF cert for block of four, from which it
came, this being lower right stamp from block.
$275

1625 m
1¢ blue, type IV (9), horizontal pair, lightly
struck NY Ocean mail cancel, slight toning UL, crease UR,
F.-V.F.
$260
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1632 HH
3¢ dull red, type I (11 var.), horiz. L. sheet margin pair, o.g., never hinged, mostly clear margins, small
scissor cut in margin, equally spaced between stamps, rich
color & crisp impression, some trivial oxidation, also includes vert. pair from same sheet, top single with margins,
bottom single slightly in at L. & in at bottom, F.-V.F., cat. as
pairs, without any premium assigned for N.H.
$1,300

1633 HHa
3¢ brownish carmine, type I (11 var.), vertical
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, full margins all around, rich
color & crisp impression, Very Fine, remarkably fresh, cat.
as pair & block of 4 without any premium added for N.H.;
2004 P.F. cert. stating "pos. 1, 2, 4, 6 slightly oxidized"
(trivial).
$2,750

1634 HHa
3¢ brownish carmine, type I (11 var.), vertical
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, margins to barely in at top &
bottom, rich color & crisp impression, F.-V.F., remarkably
fresh, cat. as pair & block of 4 without any premium added
for N.H.; 2004 P.F. cert. not mentioning a bit of trivial &
slight oxidation.
$2,750

1635 HHa
3¢ brownish carmine, type I (11 var.), vertical
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, rich color & crisp impression,
Very Fine, remarkably fresh, cat. as pair & block of 4 without
any premium added for N.H.; 2004 P.F. cert. stating
“slightly oxidized” (trivial).
$2,750

1636 m
3¢ yellowish rose red, type I (11), ample to humungous margins, light cancel, almost Very Fine,
Amonette (SR4).
Estimate $150 - 200
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1637 m
3¢ “between 1852 bright brownish carmine
& Plate 2 (L) orange brown”, type I (11). Position 88L2L,
blue manuscript. cancel, margins to barely touching at bottom left, Very Fine; with pencil notations from Dr. Amonette
(SR 4+). No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

1647 m
3¢ dull red, plate 6, plating & position (11).
Includes: 2 part imprint singles, corner single, sheet margin
single, 3 pairs (one vert.), few trivial faults, good run of
shades, generally F.-V.F., wonderful for plating specialist.No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1638 m
3¢ yellowish rose red, type I (11), horizontal
pair. Position. 88-9L6, attractively cancelled, margins to
barely in at top, pretty & scarce shade, F.-V.F., Amonette
(SR 4). No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1648 m
3¢ dull red, plate 8, plating & position (11).
Includes: corner single, 2 part imprint singles, vert. pair, 2
strips of 3, couple small flaws, interesting shades, generally
F.-V.F., ideal for plating specialist. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1639 H
3¢ “clarety” brownish carmine (11, 11A). 5
singles + pair mounted on 3 exhibition pages, nearly all
plated as plate 1 (L), one with Dr. Amonette notes, F.-V.F.,
unusual shades being studied by the new generation of students; in need of further research, a few copies are questioned by this describer, some appear closer to OB shades.
No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
1640 m
3¢ plum, type I & type II (11, 11A). 2 different
singles: the original shade as suggested durring the 1920's
by Dr. Chase that we now call “deep purple claret”(11) & the
plum (11A) as accepted today, both copies with ample to
clear margins, lightly cancelled & extremely attractive, Very
Fine. Scott lists plum at $2,000. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1641 m
3¢ dull red, types I & II (11, 11A). Accumulation of 226 #11's & 11A's, some nice 4 margin copies, nice
range of shades & cancels, unchecked for recutting varieties, excellent lot for the plating specialist, generally F.-V.F.
No photo.
$3,390
1642 m
3¢ brownish carmine "with more red" (11,
11A, 26). Small study of this extremely scarce & newly recognized shade on 4 exhibition pages, includes: single (11)
with Amonette notation; 2 covers (one with Amonette note:
"this is a beauty, 1856 brownish carmine with more red"), 6
different 3¢ (26), mostly F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $400 - 600
1643 m
3¢ dull red, plate 4, plating & position (11).
Includes: corner single, 3 part imprint singles, sheet margin
single, 5 strips of 3 (one vert.), also includes 2 perforated
sheet margin singles, good run of shades, couple small
faults, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful group for the plating
specialist.No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
1644 m
3¢ dull red, plate 5 late, plating & position
(11). Includes: 6 part imprint singles, pair, 5 strips of 3 (one
vert.), irreg. block of 3 with sheet margin, a few small faults,
good run of shades, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful group for
the plating specialist.No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

1649 (H)a
3¢ dull red, type II (11A), block of 4, position
76-7, 86-7L3, without gum, margins to clear, small faults including heavy vert. crease between, Very Fine appearance,
fresh & attractive.
$2,100
1650 H
3¢ dull red, Plate 2 late, Left & Right, Plating
& Position (11A). Left pane includes: 2 imprint singles, LL
corner, 6 pairs + 3 strips of 3; right pane includes: 2 part imprint singles, 2 pairs + 5 strips of 3 (one vert.), generally
F.-V.F., wonderful group for the plating specialist. No
photo.
Estimate $300 - 400
1651 m
3¢ dull red, plate 3, plating & position (11A).
Includes: 7 different part imprint singles, 2 corner singles +
9 pairs, a few with manuscript. cancels, several with interesting shades, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful group for plating specialist. No photo.
Estimate $300 - 400
1652 m
3¢ dull red, plate 1 late, plating & position
(11A). Includes: 5 part imprint singles, 2 different corner
singles, pair (unused), strip of 3, generally F.-V.F., a wonderful group for plating specialist. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1645 m
3¢ dull red, plate 7, plating & position (11).
Includes: corner single, 2 part imprint singles, 3 pairs & strip
of 4, also includes 4 sheet margin perforated singles (25),
generally F.-V.F., ideal for plating specialist. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
1646 m
3¢ purple claret, type I & type III (11, 26), 3¢
(11) with manuscript cancel, both extremely fresh & well
centered, F.-V.F. Amonette notes “with the most clarity
color I have seen with fresh clear impression - super color
stamps”, both Amonette (SR 4). No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
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1653 m
3¢ dull red, type II (11A). Upper right corner
sheet margin single with margins all around, light blue CDS,
also includes margined single showing parts of 6 adjacent
stamps, both quite attractive.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1660

1661

1662

1660 m
10¢ green, type II (14), black “PAID” in grid cancel, vivid and fresh, Very Fine; 2009 PF cert.
$205
1654 m
5¢ red brown (12), unobrusive town cancel,
wide, brilliant white margins with beautiful rich color, exceptional stamp in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb;
encased and graded by PSE (XF-Sup 95). Scott $825.
SMQ $2,150

1661 m
10¢ green, type III (15), socked-on-the-nose
grid cancel, big, brilliant white margins with deep, richcolor,
an Exceptional Stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009
graded PSE Cert. (XF-Sup 95) SMQ 650.
$200
1662 m
10¢ green, type III (15), exceptionally light
CDS, ample margins, deep rich color, Extremely Fine; 1982
P.F. cert.; 1996 PSE cert.
$200

1655

1656

1655 m
5¢ red brown (12), bright red town and grid cancels, wide margins L and top, very attractive stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
$925
1656 m
5¢ red brown (12), light town cancels, large
margins top and L show next stamp, F.-V.F.
$825

1663

1664

1665

1663 m
10¢ green, type III (15), bright & fresh with 4
large & well balanced margins, Extremely Fine.
$200
1664 m
10¢ green, type IV (16). Position 3R1, faint
cancel, sharp impression, light creasing at top right,
F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,700
1665 m
10¢ green, type IV (16), attractive appearing
but with small faults, mostly not detracting from appearance, F.-V.F.
$1,700

1657

1658

1659

1657 m
5¢ red brown (12), neat cancel, wide brilliant
white margins with deep, rich color, excellent appearance,
light natural internal bend and corner creases, Extremely
Fine.
$775
1658 m
5¢ red brown (12), attractive grid cancel, ample
margins to clipping bottom ornament, rich color, vert.
crease, otherwise F.-V.F.
$825
1659 m
10¢ green, type II (14), neatly cancelled, fresh
with nicely balanced margins, select example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2008 graded PSE Cert. (VF-XF 85). $200
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1666 (H)
12¢ black (17), unused, a very fresh and attractive four margin example, select, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2007 graded PSE Cert. (VF-XF 85).
$2,200
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1667

1668

1669

1667 m
12¢ black (17), neat grid cancels, wide margins,
choice, Extremely Fine.
$300
1668 m
12¢ black (17), town cancel, part of adjoining
stamp at R, Very Fine.
$280
1669 m
12¢ black (17), blue town cancels, small portion
of red cancel at bottom, very sharp with intense color, pretty
stamp, F.-V.F.
$325

1673

1674

1675

1673 m
1¢ blue, type II (20). Top row plate 11 single,
light red town cancel, surprisingly deep color for this plate,
Very Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$750
1674 m
1¢ blue, type II (20). Position 8L4, scarce
green town cancel, handsome well centered stamp, diagonal crease at bottom right, F.-V.F.; 2008 PF cert.
$475
1675 m
1¢ blue, type II (20). Plate 2, neat town cancel,
well centered, vivid color, small thins, Very Fine.
$275

1670 m
12¢ black (17), horizontal pair, neat town cancel
with portion of red transit mark at bottom right, Fine. $625

1857 Issue
1676

1677

1678

1676 m
1¢ blue, type II (20), vertical pair, light cancels,
fresh & well centered, some separations between stamps,
Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert. stating “the bottom stamps with
small faults”, none detracting & trivial.
$300
1677 m
1¢ blue, type III (21). Stitch watermark variety,
cleaned/removed pen cancel, pleasing example of the type
III, tiny perf crease at top, Fine; 2010 Weiss cert. $2,750
1678 (H)
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22). Purported to be position
24L4, without gum, deep plate 4 color, diagonal crease,
Fine; 2010 Weiss cert.
$1,000

1671

1672

1671 H
1¢ blue, type I (18), slightly disturbed o.g., fresh
& decently centered for this difficult issue, F.-V.F.; 2007
PSE cert.
$2,250
1672 m
1¢ blue, types I & II (18,20), vertical pair, bottom stamp being type I, attractive blue CDS, deep rich
color, top stamp (type II) with some short perfs, otherwise
Very Fine, a remarkable combination pair.
$1,050

1679

1680

1679 H
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), small part o.g., creased,
light soiling not mentioned on cert., Fine; 2002 PSE cert.
$2,600
1680 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa (22), fresh & well centered for
this elusive stamp, small corner repair barely detracts from
impressive issue that shows type well, F.-V.F.
$550
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1686
1681 m
1¢ blue, type IIIa, type II (22, 20(2)), horizontal
strip of 3, L stamp with tear, center stamp short perf, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1971 PF Cert.
$1,800

1687

1686 (H)
3¢ rose, type I (25), without gum, fresh, couple
small or trivial faults, mostly associated with perfs, Fine.
$1,050
1687 m
3¢ rose, type I (25), black town cancel, beautiful
deep rich color, outstanding quality, Extremely Fine; 2004
PF cert.
$125

1682

1684

1682 (H)
1¢ blue, type IV (23). Position 34R1l showing
recutting once at top & bottom, regummed, fresh & well centered, small scuffs (trivial), Very Fine; 1968 & 2010 P.F.
certs.
$4,000
1683 m
1¢ blue, type IV (23), light CDS, fresh, deep rich
color, very well centered for this elusive stamp, Very Fine
for issue, extremely attractive.
$950

1688

1689

1688 HH/H
3¢ claret, type III (26), o.g., lightly hinged or
never hinged, exceptionally fresh & well centered, couple
very trivial gum bends, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. $65
1689 H
3¢ dull red, type III (26), o.g., very lightly
hinged, sensational top quality example with vibrant color,
Extremely Fine; 2009 PSE cert.
$65

1684 ma
1¢ blue, type V (24), attractive used block of 4,
neatly struck black “San Francisco, Cal/Dec 3, 1860” town
cancel, center vertical row of unpunched perfs as to look imperforate between at first glance, quite striking, Very Fine.
$425

1690 m
3¢ pale plum, type III (26 var.). Right side
“straddle margin” single, F.-V.F. an exceptionally rare
shade, Scott cat. plum at $5,000, Amonette (SR 4+);
Amonette notations with photo documenting “very fine example of the rare pale plum shade”.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
1691 Hm)
3¢ dull red (25-6). Small accumulation of 9 different used, most with interesting cancels, including several “Paids”, one unused partial imprint single (o.g.), +
single 3¢ (25) & 3¢ (25) on cover, Very Fine, very attractive.
No photo.
Estimate $300 - 400
1692 m
3¢ dull red, type III (26). Accumulation of 367
#26's, nice range of shades & cancels, unchecked for recutting varieties, excellent lot for the plating specialist, generally F.-V.F. stamps. No photo.
$3,390

1685 H
3¢ rose, type I (25), o.g., very lightly hinged, a
sound and choice example of this terribly elusive stamp,
vivid rich shade, Fine; 1989 PSE cert.
$2,750
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1693 m
3¢ “Ridgeway colors”, type III (26). 10
stamps with various colors assigned by Ridgeway: Corinthian, deep Corinthian (x2), Etruscan red (x2) & Morocco
red (x5), some attractive cancels, all very fresh; a couple
with trivial flaws, mounted on 2 exhibition pages, F.-V.F. No
photo.
Estimate $250 - 350

1700

1701

1700 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), neat town cancel,
spectacular color and impression, premium example of this
often misidentified shade, tiny corner crease at B.R., two
short perfs at the L.L., Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,150

1694

1695

1696

1694 H
3¢ dull red, type IV (26A var.). Position.
97R11L showing the scarce triple transfer at bottom, additionally shows clear frameline breaks at both top & bottom,
Very Fine example, scarce.
$500

1701 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), red & black cancels
(quite attractive), deep rich color, trace of thin at top & 2
small tears at bottom (barely perceptable), Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$1,300

1695 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), pen cancel removed,
pretty shade, small faults including “reperfed at top”,
F.-V.F., cat. value reflects used with pen cancel; 2001 PSE
cert.
$875
1696 m
5¢ brick red, type I (27), light black and a striking red town cancel, well centered with brilliant rich color,
very pleasing example, small crease at top left, Very Fine;
1987 PF cert.
$1,850

1702 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), neat town cancel,
gorgeous deep, rich color, a very attractive and desirable
example of this tough stamp, Very Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$3,750

1697

1698

1699

1697 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), deep rich color, fresh
& well centered for this difficult issue, Extremely Fine; 2005
P.F. cert.; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF 90).
$1,300
1698 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), bright red grid cancel,
very fresh with rich color, F.-V.F.
$1,225
1699 m
5¢ red brown, type I (28), town cancel, rich
color, fresh and attractive, scissor separated at bottom,
Very Fine.
$1,150
1703 m
5¢ Indian red, type I (28A), light cancel, absolutely gorgeous color, unmistakeable Indian Red shade,
conpletely sound, rare thus, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE cert.
$3,500
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1710

1711

1712

1710 (H)
5¢ brown, type II (30A), regummed, rich color &
well centered, reperfed & trace of pinpoint thin, Very Fine
appearance.
$825
1704 H
5¢ brown, type I (29), o.g., extremely fresh,
fairly well centered for this difficult issue, F.-V.F.; 2001 &
2007 P.F. certs.
$5,000

1711 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), extremely attractive
red grid cancels, fresh & well centered, extremely attractive, Extremely Fine; 1999 PSE cert.; 2010 P.F. Graded
cert. (XF 90).
$320
1712 m
5¢ brown, type II (30A), red cancel, fresh with
deep, rich color, F.-V.F.
$320

1713
1713 m

1705

1705

1707

1705 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), neat town cancel, bright
and sharp, Very Fine.
$425
1706 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), handsome year date cancel, trace of a red handstamp at top right, extremely well
centered, fresh and bright, Extremely Fine; 1987 PF cert.
$400

1714

10¢ green, type I (31), neat town cancel, F.-V.F.
$1,350

1714 m
10¢ green, type I (31), pen cancelled, good
color, clear margins include large margin at bottom, F.-V.F.;
2010 P.F. cert.
$675

1707 m
5¢ brown, type I (29), vertical pair, light CDS's,
F.-V.F., very attractive; 2010 P.F. cert.
$900

1715

1716

1717

1715 (H)
10¢ green, type II (32), without gum, fresh &
bright, F.-V.F.; 2008 P.F. cert. mentioning “extraneous
green printing ink on the head at right” (trivial).
$2,250

1708

1709

1708 m
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), beautiful red
cancel, exceptional example of this elusive used stamp,
much scarcer used than mint, fantastic color, Very Fine;
1990 PF cert.
$1,475

1716 m
10¢ green, type II (32), well centered, small
faults including expertly sealed tear, Very Fine appearance.
$275
1717

10¢ green, type IV (34), tied to piece by neat
cancel, deep color, Fine.
$2,500
s

1709 m
5¢ orange brown, type II (30), red grid cancel,
various faults, Very Fine.
$1,475
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1718

1720

1727

1728

1729

1718 m
10¢ green, type IV (34), pen cancel, small corner creases, Very Fine.
$1,250

1727 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), fresh & well centered for
this difficult issue, Very Fine for issue.
$375

1719 H
10¢ green, type V (35), o.g., deep rich color,
F.-V.F.; 2007 PSE cert. No photo.
$250

1728 H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), o.g., lightly hinged,
absolutely gorgeous example of the plate III, with vivid fresh
color and extremely large margins, Extremely Fine; 2004
PF cert for block/4, from which it came, this being the top left
stamp from the block.
$775

1720 H
10¢ green, type V (35), o.g., lightly hinged, wonderfully fresh stamp, extremely wide margins, Very Fine;
1984 PF, and 2010 PSE certs.
$250

1729 (H)
12¢ black, plate III (36B), regummed over small
faults, F.-V.F.
$825

1721

1722

1723

1721 m
10¢ green, type V (35), splashy red CDS, fresh
& well centered, Extremely Fine.
$65
1722 m
10¢ green, type V (35), bright red grid cancels,
fresh and choice, Extremely Fine.
$73

1730 H
12¢ black, plate III (36B), horizontal pair, o.g.,
lightly hinged, L stamp never hinged, couple short perfs,
Fine.
$1,700

1723 m
10¢ green, type V (35). Position 41L2, black
grid cancels, wide magined example captures part imprint
at left, fresh and pleasing, Very Fine; 2009 PF cert. $65

1731

1724

1725

1726

1724 (H)
12¢ black, plate I (36), without gum, deep rich
color, F.-V.F.
$600
1725 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), attractively cancelled
with socked-on-the-nose CDS, as nicely centered we have
seen, a Premium stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2002
P.F. cert.; 2010 PSE Graded cert (XF-Sup 95).
$375

1732

1733

1731 P
24¢ red lilac, trial color proof on stamp paper, perf'd (37TC5). Formerly 37b, a scarce trial color,
without gum, Fine; 1992 PSE cert.
$1,000
1732 H
24¢ gray lilac (37), small part o.g., rich color,
couple minor repairs & other small faults, Fine, very fresh &
attractive appearing.
$1,600
1733 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), red grid cancel, fresh and attractive, Very Fine.
$465

1726 m
12¢ black, plate I (36), extremely light black
cancel, well centered choice example, quite elusive with
such a light cancel, Extremely Fine; 1991 PF cert for strip of
3, from which it was taken, bottom stamp from the strip.
$375
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1875 Reprints of the 1857 Issue

1734

1735

1736

1734 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), bright red grid cancels, very
sharp with excellent color, big margins with guideline at
right, very appealing stamp, Extremely Fine.
$465
1735 m
24¢ gray (37a), bold red grid cancel, handsome
wide margined example with extremely intense color, a
beautiful copy of this elusive color variety, Very Fine; 2010
PSE cert.
$465

1741 (H)
1¢ bright blue, Reprint (40), without gum as issued, lovely well centered example with big margins, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine, only 3846 issued; 1991 PF and
2007 PSE graded cert (VF-XF-85).
$600

1736 m
24¢ gray lilac (37), attractive red grid cancel,
fresh & well centered for this difficult issue, Very Fine; 2008
P.F. cert.
$465

1742 (H)
3¢ scarlet, Reprint (41), without gum as issued,
impressive wide margined example of his rare Reprint, vivid
bright color and full long perforations all around, Fine, only
479 sold; 2002 PF cert.
$3,000

1737

1738

1737 H
30¢ orange (38), part o.g., well centered for issue, light offset & slight oxidation across top (not mentioned
on cert.), F.-V.F.; 1985 P.F. cert.
$2,400
1738 H
30¢ orange (38), o.g., dazzling rich color, sound
and choice, Fine; 2004 PF cert.
$2,250

1743 (H)
5¢ orange brown, Reprint (42), without gum as
issued, fresh and sharp with rich color, small corner crease
UR, reperfed at right, V.G.-Fine; 2010 PSE Cert. $1,300

1739 (H)
90¢ blue (39), without gum, large beautifully balanced margins, fresh, deep color, choice appearance, tiniest perf tear UL, Extremely Fine.
$1,250

1744 (H)
10¢ blue green, Reprint (43), without gum as
issued, beautiful intense color, pretty stamp, perfs scissor
clipped (separated) at left and right, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$2,750

1740 (H)
90¢ blue (39), without gum, fresh, couple short
perfs at top left, Fine.
$1,250
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1745 (H)
24¢ blackish violet, Reprint (45), without gum
as issued, a fresh, sharp and very appealing example of this
tough stamp, five added perf tips at left, Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$3,000

1751

Ex 1752

1753

1751 m
1¢ pale blue (63), black cork cancel, handsome
example of the elusive and often mis-identified pale blue
shade, completely sound and choice, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
cert.
$50
1752 m
1¢ blue (63). 3 extremely well centered & attractive singles, each a different shade, each with barely
perceptable small flaw, one with partial "Paid" SL, other with
red carrier cancel, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1746 (H)
90¢ deep blue, Reprint (47), without gum as issued, fresh with gorgeous color, attractive example, faint
toning in the upper corner, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert. $4,500

1753 (H)
1¢ dark blue (63b), without gum, deep rich color
& crisp impression, sealed tear at top right into “TA” of Postage, F.-V.F., seldom found unused; 2010 P.F. cert. $300

1754
1747 (H)
90¢ deep blue, Reprint (47), without gum as issued, a decent appearing example at the right price, small
sealed tear UL, two small thins and faded, Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$4,500

1755

1754 m
3¢ pink (64), fresh & well centered, Very Fine;
2010 PSE cert.
$1,000
1755 m
3¢ pink (64), grid cancel, fresh, bright color,
Very Fine; 1971 Stolow Cert.
$1,000

1861-1866 Issue

1756

1748 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), San Francisco 1861 town cancel, deep, rich color, F.-V.F. $1,600
1749 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), bright red
town cancel, small corner crease, Fine.
$1,680
1750 m
10¢ dark green, First Design (62B), black
Boston “PAID” and red boxed “P.D.” transit cancels, visually stunning copy of this scarce stamp, lively bright color
and clear impression, corner crease that ends in a small
tear at the upper right; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,710

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1757

1758

1756 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay,
in bright orange red (65-E15h (formerly #56)). Complete
design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf'd and
gummed, o.g., hinged, fresh and choice, Extremely Fine.
$550
1757 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay,
in bright orange red (65-E15h (formerly #56)). Complete
design, plate on semi-transparent stamp paper, perf'd and
gummed, o.g., lightly hinged (natural gum crease), F.-V.F.
$550
1758 E
1861, 3¢ N.B.N.C. “Premiere Gravure” essay,
brown rose (65-E15h). Complete design, plate on
semi-transparent stamp paper, perf'd and gummed,
F.-V.F.; 2008 P.F. cert.
$475
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1759

1760

1759 H
3¢ rose (65), o.g., lightly hinged, well centered
with fresh color, Very Fine; 1988 P.F. cert.
$125

1767 m
5¢ olive yellow (67b), bright red town cancel,
vivid color, attractive example of this scarce stamp, few perf
irregularities, Very Fine.
$3,560

1760 m
3¢ rose (65). Spectacular huge pre-printing paper fold, small faults including pinhole and internal tear in
center, Fine.
Estimate $150 - 200
1761 m
3¢ rose (65). Wonderful accumulation of
1861-1867 3 cents, includes geometrics, year dates,
shades, positions, well worth inspection, F.-V.F. No photo.
$4,000+
1762 m
3¢ rose (65). Outstanding selection of 8 stamps
with exceptional centering, two with blue cancels one a
fancy grid, select group, couple trivial faults, Extremely
Fine. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

1788

1789

1768 m
10¢ yellow green (68), neat town cancel, beautifully centered amid extra large margins, a brilliant fresh
stamp, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$62
1769 (H)
12¢ black (69), without gum, extremely well
centered, “slightly toned” (trivial), Extremely Fine; 1990
P.F. cert.
$800

1763 m
5¢ buff (67), blue “Cincinnati” town cancel, extremely well centered, beautiful deep rich color, extraordinary top quality stamp, Extremely Fine; 2004 PF cert.
$1,180

1770

1764

1765

12¢ black, 15¢ black (69, 77). 12¢ single, 15¢
horiz. pair, all with small faults, on partial 3¢ entire & most
probably paying the 45¢ rate to China, interesting & quite
unusual boxed fancy cancels giving the impression of
“framing”, F.-V.F.
Estimate $250 - 350
s

1766

1764 m
5¢ buff (67), San Francisco cogwheel cancel,
fresh and attractive, F.-V.F.
$1,150
1765 m
5¢ brown yellow (67a), sharp town cancel,
fresh, vibrant color, Very Fine.
$1,150
1766 m
5¢ brown yellow (67a), attractive New York
DCDS, fresh & well centered color variety, extremely attractive, cert. states “tiny tear at bottom right”. We see no evidence of this however note small perf tip crease at bottom
right, Very Fine; “clean” 1988 P.F. cert.; 1996 P.F. cert. stating above.
$1,300
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1771 m
12¢ black (69), neat grid cancel, wide margins,
choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$120
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1779

1772
1772

1773

1780

1781

1779 m
24¢ brown lilac (70a), bold & near
socked-on-the-nose fancy target cancel, fresh color, small
& very faint corner crease, F.-V.F. Skinner-Eno SD-T 40.
$300

12¢ intense black (69). , tied to small piece by
blue French receiver, additional red boxed “PD” (not tying),
very impressive & attractive, Very Fine, ex Chambers.
Estimate $150 - 200

1780 m
24¢ deep steel blue (70b), socked-on-the-nose
fancy cancel, appealing example of this tough issue, minor
perf enhancements, Very Fine.
$900

1773 m
12¢ black (69), bold socked-on-the-nose negative 6 point star cancel, fresh & well centered, F.-V.F.
$120

1781 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), red grid cancel, very fresh,
select example, minor corner creases, Extremely Fine.
$940

s

1782
1774

1776

1777

1774 m
12¢ black (69), large & well balanced margins,
Extremely Fine.
$120
1775

5¢-24¢ issues on small pieces (69/78). 2 different combinations, most probably paying rates to China,
includes: 5¢ (76), 12¢ (69) & 24¢ (78); other 5¢ (76) + 24¢
(78, x2 singles), all with small faults & ea. with unusual 5
open bar square grids cancels, impressive & attractive,
F.-V.F. appearance. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300
s

1776 m
24¢ red lilac (70), exceptionally large margins,
vivid fresh color, handsome, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE
cert.
$300
1777 m
Fine.

1783

1784 .

1782 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), light blue target cancel,
true shade, small faults, presentable, Fine; 2010 Weiss
cert.
$900
1783 m
24¢ steel blue (70b), large Boston “Paid” grid,
fresh & well centered with true rich color, “small repair at
bottom left” (actually a strengthed perf, trivial), otherwise
Extremely Fine; “clean” 1978 P.F. cert.; 1996 P.F. cert. stating above.
$900
1784 m
24¢ violet (70c), grid cancel with trace of red
cancel, beautiful color, select appearance, small faults,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$2,200

24¢ red lilac (70), grid cancel, perf flaws, Very
$300

1778 m
24¢ red lilac (70). 3singles, different shades, all
well centered, couple very trivial flaws, otherwise Extremely
Fine.
$900

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1785
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24¢ violet (70c), tied to small piece by red &
blue cancels, a well centered example with true color, Very
Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$2,200
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1795
1786 m
24¢ violet (70c), blue Baltimore town cancel,
sensational color of great intensity, great visual appeal,
small corner creaseat the top right, reperforated at the top,
Very Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$2,225

1797

1795 m
90¢ blue (72), attractive red cancel, very well
centered, small faults, Extremely Fine, a stunning example.
$600
1796 m

1787 m
24¢ violet (70c), light cancel, fresh & well centered, pretty shade, expert repair, Very Fine; 1983 P.F. cert.
$2,200

1796

90¢ blue (72), grid cancels, F.-V.F.

$600

1797 m
90¢ blue (72), cancel removed, appears unused, nice appearance, faults, Very Fine.
$600

1788 m
30¢ orange (71), very well struck union soldier's
head cancel, excellent example, V.G. Est. 750-1000.$200

1798
1789

1790

1791

1789 m
30¢ orange (71), light grid cancel, exceptionally
well centered for this stamp, deep rich color, a stunning example, Very Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$200
1790 m
30¢ orange (71), black target cancel and two
red exchange markings, handsome and well centered with
vivid color, eye catching, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$235

1799

1800

1798 m
90¢ blue (72), a stunning example, reperf at R.
(not mentioned on cert.), Very Fine; 1981 P.F. cert. $600
1799 H
2¢ black (73), o.g., hinged (minor gum bend),
fresh and sharp, F.-V.F.
$375
1800 H
2¢ black (73), o.g., lightly hinged, trivial natural
gum bend not mentioned on accompanying cert, very fresh,
F.-V.F.; 1995 PSE cert.
$375

1791 m
30¢ orange (71), bold socked-on-the-nose San
Francisco cog cancel, well centered for issue, Very Fine.
$200

1791

1792

1793 .

1792 (H)
90¢ blue (72), regummed, rich color & crisp impression, Fine.
$1,300
1793 (H)
90¢ blue (72), regummed, decent appearance,
reperfed, Fine.
$1,300
1794 m
90¢ blue (72), neat black cancel, huge boardwalk margins, particularly attractive example with dazzling
color, a great stamp, small creases, Extremely Fine; 2008
PF cert.
$600
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1801 Ha
2¢ black (73), block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged,
three stamps never hinged, very fresh and sharrp, some
perf toning, mostly on the bottom, F.-V.F., a scarce multiple.
$4,800
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1802

1803

1802 m
2¢ black (73), blue target cancel, exceptionally
fresh & well centered, a stunning example, Extremely Fine;
2010 P.F. cert.
$70
1803 m
2¢ black (73), neat grid cancel, nicely balanced
margins, corner perf tip crease UL, Extremely Fine. $65

1807

1808

1809

1807 m
5¢ red brown (75), neat year date cancel, nice
appearing example of the red brown shade, well centered,
repaired thins, and replaced lower left corner, Very Fine;
2010 PSE cert.
$550

1804 P
3¢ scarlet, trial color proof on stamp paper,
perf'd (74TC), without gum, exceptionally fresh & bright,
“misaligned perfs at top”, Very Fine, extremely rare; 1970
P.F. cert.
$7,000

1808 (H)
5¢ brown (76), without gum, very fresh and
sharp with deep, rich color, F.-V.F.
$575
1809

In our sale 620 we offered lot 490 with nearly identical
perforations across the top. It received, in 1998, a P.F.
cert. stating "misaligned perfs at top". This stamp is a near
duplicate of that lot.

5¢ brown, 24¢ gray (76, 78b). 5¢ V.F., 24¢
vert. pair with scissor trimming, creating SE at L., tied to
small piece by partial Ipswich, Mass. CDS & fancy "D" in circle cancels, appears to pay the 53¢ rate to China, F.-V.F.
appearance, unusual cancels in need of further research.
Estimate $250 - 350
s

1810
1805

1806

1805 m
5¢ red brown (75), light face free cancel, gorgeous, deep, rich color, a truly beautiful example of this
stamp, very choice, Extremely Fine.
$550
1806 m
5¢ red brown (75), light black cancel, bold rich
color, very pleasing example, Very Fine; 2003 PSE cert.
$550
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1811

1810 m
5¢ black brown (76a), light red, face free cancel, attractive example of this scarce shade, F.-V.F. $370
1811 S
15¢ black, overprinted “Specimen” (77SB),
without gum, beautiful sharp impression, outstanding centering, choice, Extremely Fine to Superb, only 1,208 issued.
$200
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1812

1813

1821

1814

1822

1812 H
15¢ black (77), o.g., fresh & attractive, F.-V.F.;
2010 P.F. cert.
$4,500

1821 m
24¢ gray (78b), neat cork cancel, desirable example of the gray shade, choice centering and great eye
appeal, Very Fine; 2010 PSE graded cert (VF-80). $425

1813 m
15¢ black (77), attractive segmented cork cancel, exceptionally fresh & well centered, Extremely Fine;
2010 P.F. cert.
$225

1822 m

1814 m
15¢ black (77), deep rich color, extra large margins, choice, Very Fine; 1987 PF cert.
$200

1815

1816

1817

1815 m
24¢ lilac (78), near socked-on-the-nose target
cancel, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$350
1816 m
24¢ grayish lilac (78a), bright red cancel, wide
margins, pretty stamp, light creases, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$450
1817 m
24¢ gray (78b), bold segmented cork cancel,
exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely
Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$300

1818

1819

24¢ gray (78b), neat cancel, F.-V.F.

$425

1867 Grilled Issues

1823

1824

1825

1823 m
3¢ rose, C. grill (83), particularly strong color,
scarce C grill, short perf at the lower right; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,200
1824 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), bold rosette cancel, typical
centering for this scarce issue, Fine; 2009 Weiss cert.
$1,250
1825 m
3¢ rose, D. grill (85), blue town cancel, vivid
and fresh, a most attractive example of this elusive D grill,
small corner crease at the top left; 2010 PSE cert. $1,300

1820

1818 m
24¢ gray (78b), socked-on-the-nose red grid
cancel, fresh and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$450

1826 H
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), part o.g., a presentable
example of this rare stamp, V.G.-Fine; 1972 PF Cert.
$17,500

1819 m
24¢ gray (78b), bright rose red circle of wedges
cancel, lovely, select stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$450
1820 m
24¢ gray (78b), neat cancel, outstanding eye
appeal, enhanced perfs at top, Extremely Fine.
$425
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1827

1828

1829

1834

1835

1827 m
2¢ black, Z. grill, split grill (85B), “toned and
faults” but still extremely scarce, V.G., listed but unpriced by
Scott; 2003 PSE Graded cert. (FR 10).
Estimate $750 - 1,000

1834 m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), beautifully struck
socked-on-the-nose fancy leaf cancel, small red transit
mark at bottom right, eye catching item, Very Fine. $700

This is the discovery copy, with 2003 Linn's article.

1835 m
15¢ black, E. grill (91), bold & splashy red cancel, reperfed (not mentioned on cert.), Very Fine; 1987 P.F.
cert.
$750

1828 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), light target cancel, attractive example, Fine; 2004 PF Cert.
$1,500
1829 m
2¢ black, Z. grill (85B), straight line “PAID ALL”
cancel, extremely intense color, beautiful appearance,
small expert repair at top, Very Fine; 1975 APS cert.
$1,575

1836

1837

1836 H
2¢ black, F. grill (93), o.g., lightly hinged, pretty
grilled Black-Jack, nicely centered with brilliant fresh color,
elusive in this quality, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1996 PF
and 2006 PSE certs.
$500
1837 m
2¢ black, F. grill (93), cancel removed at bottom right, huge margins, fantastic, eye catching appearance, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$60

1830 m
1¢ blue, E. grill (86), exceptionally light cancel,
bright & fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine
to Superb, one of the nicest examples we have seen; 2010
PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95). SMQ $4,700
$575

1831

1832

1833

1831 H
3¢ rose, E. grill (88), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh, wide margins, Very Fine.
$1,000
1832 m
10¢ green, E. grill (89), red town cancel, beautiful, choice appearance, minor faults, Extremely Fine.$400

1838 HHa
3¢ red, F. grill (94), block of 4, o.g., never
hinged (some light gum skips), fresh, a few small perf flaws
& trivial light soiling affecting bottom left single, V.G.-Fine.
$3,000

1833 m
12¢ black, E. grill (90), exceptionally attractive,
reperfed at R. (not mentioned on cert.), Extremely Fine;
1982 P.F. cert.
$425
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1839

1840

1841

1839 (H)
5¢ brown, F. grill (95), without gum, incredible
state of freshness, bright vivid color and sharp detailed impression, very pleasing, F.-V.F.; 1988 PF cert.
$1,450
1840 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), lovely rich color,
choice example with large margins, Very Fine; 2004 PF
cert.
$275
1841 m
10¢ yellow green, F. grill (96), light cork cancel, fresh and well centered, Very Fine.
$290

1842

1843

1848

1849

1848 H
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), o.g., attractive large
margined Re-Issue, tremendous sharp clear color, Extremely Fine, only 3195 sold.
$900
1849 (H)
1¢ blue, Re-issue (102), without gum, wide
margins, nice appearance, faults, including tear at top, Extremely Fine.
$400

1844

1842 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), attractively cancelled
with light cork cancel & red partial CDS, exceptionally large
& well balanced margins, deep rich color, a stunning example, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. cert.
$325

1850 (H)
30¢ brownish orange, Re-issue (110), without
gum, an attractive and desirable example of this scarce
stamp, soiled spot LL, blue ink on two perfs UL, Fine; 2010
PSE Cert.
$3,250

1843 m
12¢ black, F. grill (97), light segmented cork
cancel, Very Fine.
$325
1844 m
15¢ black, F. grill (98), neat cancel, fresh, intense color, outstanding appearance, small creases, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$400

1845

1846

1847

1845 m
30¢ orange, F. grill (100). Well centered for this
difficult issue, segmented cork cancel, Very Fine; 2008
PSE cert.
$1,000
1846 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), extremely light cancel,
spectacular appearing example of the 90¢ grilled issue, well
centered with gorgeous rich color, great eye appeal, with a
4.5mm vertical tear in the grilled area, and a small tear at
bottom, Extremely Fine appearance; 2010 PSE cert.
$2,400

1869 Pictorial Issue

1851 m
1869 Pictorial issue complete (112-122). 1¢
is uncancelled, others mostly with attractive cancels, centering from V.G. to V.F., a few with mostly unobtrusive small
faults, overall a somewhat attractive set, also includes additional 1¢ regummed., generally F.-V.F.
$5,835
1852 m
1869 Pictorial issue (112-7; 119-22). Complete less 15¢ (118), small faults, somewhat attractive, generally Fine. No photo.
$4,955

1847 m
90¢ blue, F. grill (101), neat geometric cancel,
decent appearance, Fine.
$2,400
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1862 m
3¢ ultramarine (114). Accumulation of 80+
stamps, includes “Paid” SL cancels, couple of red cancels,
fancy cancels, a few nicely centered stamps, F.-V.F.
stamps. No photo.
$1,600

1853 m
1869 Pictorial issue (112-17, 119-22). Complete except for #118, some small faults, V.G.-Fine.
$4,413
1854 m
1869 Pictorial issue (112//118). Lot includes
112 (x2), 113 (8), 115, 116, 118, bright colors, nice group,
F.-V.F. stamps. No photo.
$1,985

1863 H
6¢ ultramarine (115), o.g., very choice example
with large margins, a particularly fresh stamp with lively rich
color, F.-V.F.; 2006 PSE cert.
$2,750

1864

1855

1856

1857

1855 H
2¢ brown (113). Bottom sheet margin single
with part arrow at right, o.g., exceptionally fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$700
1856 H
2¢ brown (113), o.g., lightly hinged, choice example with big margins, Very Fine; 2006 PSE cert. $650

1865

1866

1864 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), neat black grid cancel,
handsome well centered example with oversized margins,
vivid shade, Extremely Fine; 2008 PSE cert.
$240
1865 m
6¢ ultramarine (115), pen cancel, big margins,
choice, Extremely Fine.
$240
1866

6¢ ultramarine (115), tied to small piece by light
grid, fresh & well centered, F.-V.F.
$250
s

1857 H
2¢ dark brown (113), large part o.g., beautiful,
intense deep color, lovely stamp, Very Fine.
$650

1867
1858

1859

1860

1858 m
2¢ brown (113), neat cancel, big margins,
choice, Extremely Fine.
$95

1868

1869 .

1867 m
10¢ yellow (116), purple target cancel, blazing
color with big margins, eye catching stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$400

1859 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), sharp Hiogo (Japan)
cancel, F.-V.F.
$650

1868 m
10¢ yellow (116), attractive rosette cancel,
fresh & well centered, Extremely Fine; 2007 PSE Graded
cert. (XF 90).
SMQ
$425

1860 m
3¢ ultramarine (114), circle of wedges cancel,
extraordinary top quality example featuring huge JUMBO
margins, vivid fresh color, a great stamp, Extremely Fine;
2009 PSE graded cert (XF-90J).
$18

1869 m
10¢ yellow (116), interesting segmented cork
cancel, well centered with prooflike color, a great stamp,
Extremely Fine; 2001 PF cert.
$150

1861 m
3¢ ultramarine (114). Accumulation of 155
stamps on 2 pages, cancels, shades, positions, F.-V.F. No
photo.
$2,790
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1870

1871

1872

1870 m
10¢ yellow (116), segmented cork cancel, vivid
fresh color, quite a handsome stamp, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2004 PSE cert.
$150
1871 m
10¢ yellow (116), attractive segmented cork
cancel, fresh & well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$150
1872 m
10¢ yellow (116), impressive red grid cancel,
fresh & well centered, Very Fine.
$190

1873

1874 m
12¢ green (117), attractive segmented cork
cancel, exceptionally large & well balanced margins, very
fresh, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$160

1876

1877

1875 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), unobtrusive
cancel, large & well balanced margins, rich color, extremely
attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1996 P.F. cert;
2008 PSE Graded cert. (VF-XF 85).
$750
1876 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), light black cancel, vivid rich colors, handsome example of the type I
stamp, Very Fine; 1973 PF and 2008 PSE certs.
$750
1877 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I (118), well centered,
interesting vignette shift to right, small faults including paper toning & small thin, otherwise Very Fine.
$750
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1879

1880

1878 m
15¢ brown & blue, type I, double grill (118),
some light toning, V.G., interesting variety. No photo.
$950
1879 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), light cancel,
prooflike colors, exceptional large margined stamp, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 PSE cert.
$275
1880 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), light cancel,
fresh & well centered with rich colors, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$275

1874

1873 m
12¢ green (117). Position 91R, light black target cancel, straight edge at left - with pane divider arrow at
lower left, extremely fresh and choice, an incredible stamp,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$150

1875

1878

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1881

1882

1881 m
15¢ brown & blue, type II (119), large & well
balanced margins, Very Fine.
$275
1882 m
24¢ green & violet (120), beautifully centered,
impressive rich colors, exceptional quality, Extremely Fine;
1985 PF cert.
$700

1883

1884

1885

1883 m
24¢ green & violet (120), neat cancel, lovely
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$775
1884 m
24¢ green & violet (120), neat geometric cancel, very fresh with exquisite colors, very attractive example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$700
1885 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), light cork
cancel, extremely large & well balanced margins, rich color,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2008 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup
95).
$550
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1875-80 Re-issues of the 1869 Pictorial Issue

1886

1887

1888

1886 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat cancel,
fresh vibrant colors, choice, Extremely Fine.
$525
1887 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), neat geometric cancel, F.-V.F.
$550

1892 (H)
1¢ buff, Re-issue (123), without gum, very
fresh, vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$250

1888 m
30¢ ultramarine & carmine (121), exceptional
appearance, well centered with bright colors, tiny tear at
bottom right, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$525

1893 H
12¢ green, Re-issue (128), o.g. (small pencil
note on gum), impressive example of this scarce stamp,
Very Fine, only 1584 sold; 1988 PF cert.
$2,500

1889 (H)
90¢ carmine & black (122), without gum, exceptionally fresh, bright colors & extremely well centered,
Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. cert stating “with traces of extraneous purple ink in top portion of grill”, although present we
find this to be an overly harsh statement.
$5,000
1894 H
15¢ brown & blue, Re-issue (129), o.g., lightly
hinged, exceptionally fresh example in a remarkable state
of preservation, F.-V.F., only 1981 sold; 1970 PF cert.
$1,500

1890 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat cancel, decent
example, small faults, Fine.
$2,250

1895 H
30¢ ultramarine & carmine, Re-issue (131),
large part o.g., brilliant colors on bright white paper, pretty
and choice, Extremely Fine; 1981 PF Cert.
$3,000

1891 m
90¢ carmine & black (122), neat cancel, choice
centering, dazzling rich color, impressive appearance,
reperfed at left.
$2,250

1896 H
90¢ carmine & black, Re-issue (132), o.g.,
fresh and appealing example of this elusive stamp, completely sound and choice, F.-V.F., only 1356 were sold;
1977 and 2008 PF certs.
$4,250
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U.S. Stamps

1897

1898

1899

1897 m
1¢ buff, 1880 Re-issue (133), target cancel,
deep color, small faults along perfs, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine.
$400
1898 (H)
1¢ brown orange, 1880 Re-issue (133a), without gum as issued, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; photocopy of 1990 P.F. cert. for block of 4, this being the upper
right single.
$225
1899 m
1¢ brown orange, 1880 Re-issue (133a),
socked-on-the-nose red circle of wedges cancel, unusual
and attractive, F.-V.F.
$350

1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issue,
Grilled

1900

1903

1904

1905

1903 m
2¢ red brown, grilled (135), gorgeous blue
cancels, an extraordinary top quality grilled stamp with sensational centering and extremely intense color, among the
most beautiful #135's we have ever had the pleasure to offer at public auction, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009 PSE
cert.
$90
1904 H
3¢ green, grilled (136), o.g., choice example
with intense color, easily identifiable grill, Very Fine; 1984
PF cert.
$675
1905 (H)
6¢ carmine, grilled (137), without gum, fabulous color and impression, clearly defined grill, a rare
stamp, slight creases, reperfed at right, Extremely Fine;
1988 PF cert.
$1,850

1901

1900 m
1¢ ultramarine, split grill (134 Var), light face
free cancel, deep color, select, Extremely Fine.
$220
1901 H
2¢ red brown, grilled (135), slightly disturbed
o.g., fresh & well centered, small unobtrusive faults, Very
Fine appearance; 1994 P.F. cert.
$1,100

1906 m
6¢ carmine, double grill (137). One grill also
split, beautiful deep blue quarter cork cancel, an outstanding example of what must be a very scarce combination grill variety, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,000

1907 m
6¢ carmine, grilled (137), neat face free cancel, tremendous GEM quality 6¢ grilled Lincoln, tremendous bold rich rich color, extraordinary large margins, a
superb stamp for the most quality conscious collector, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE cert.
$575

1902 Ha
2¢ red brown, grilled (135), block of 4, o.g.,
fresh, top stamps with split grills, the bottom stamps with no
discernable grills, Fine.
$6,000
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1870-1871 National Bank Note Co. Issue,
Without Grill

1908

1909

1910

1908 m
6¢ carmine, grilled (137), sharply struck NYFM
cancel, beautiful appearance, corner crease, Extremely
Fine.
$575
1909 (H)
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), without gum, nice
big margins and vivid color, completely sound example with
easily discernable grill, Fine; 2001 PSE cert.
$1,650
1910 m
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), attractive blue cork
cancel,well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$575

1917

1918

1919

1917 (H)
1¢ ultramarine (145), without gum, deep color,
fresh and choice, Extremely Fine.
$275
1918 m
2¢ red brown (146). Eye catching pre-printing
paper fold, F.-V.F.
$20
1919 H
3¢ green (147), disturbed o.g., perfs slightly
gum soaked at right and bottom, Very Fine.
$250

1911

1912

1913

1911 m
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), bold geometric cancel, Very Fine.
$550
1912 m
7¢ vermilion, grilled (138), light grid cancel,
fresh & attractive, shows grill quite well, F.-V.F.; 2010 P.F.
cert.
$575
1913 m
10¢ brown, grilled (139), attractively
cancelled, rich color, well centered, “small closed tear at top
center” is barely perceptable & does not detract from appearance, Very Fine; “clean” 1985 P.F. cert., 1996 P.F.
cert. stating above.
$850

1914

1915

1920 (H)
Fine.

1915 m
30¢ black, grilled (143), relatively light black
cancel, quite an attractive 30c grilled Banknote issue, small
corner crease at the top right, Very Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$4,000
1916 m
90¢ carmine, split grill (144), neatly cancelled,
select appearance, small tear at right, Extremely Fine; 1971
PF Cert.
$2,900

1921

1922

6¢ carmine (148), without gum, vivid color, Very
$350

1921 m
7¢ vermilion (149), very attractive blue target
cancel, rich color & exceptionally well centered, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95). Scott
$100.
SMQ $600
1922 m
7¢ vermilion (149), crossroads cancel, vivid
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$100

1916

1914 m
15¢ orange, grilled (141), neat black cancel,
brilliant fresh color, choice copy of this terribly difficult
stamp, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE cert.
$1,400

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1920

1923

1924

1925

1923 m
7¢ vermilion (149), fresh & well centered with
attractive partial NYFM cancel (ST-8P10), extremely impressive, some light & minor creasing, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1996 PSE cert.
$100
1924 m
7¢ vermilion (149), part NYFM cancel, exceptionally fresh & bright, Very Fine.
$100
1925 m
12¢ dull violet (151), bold red NYFM cancel,
well centered, quite attractive, trace of trivial corner crease,
Very Fine.
$220
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U.S. Stamps

1926

1927

1928

1926 m
24¢ purple (153), attractively cancelled with
large part of red NYFM cancel, exceptionally fresh & bright
with rich true color & sharp impression, extremely well centered, a Premium stamp, Extremely Fine.
$230
1927 m
24¢ purple (153), neat cancel, rich color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine.
$230
1928 m
24¢ purple (153), segmented cork cancel, great
color & well centered, very fresh, Very Fine.
$230

1929 m
90¢ carmine (155), bold crossroads cancel,
well centered, small sealed tear at L., not mentioned on old
cert., Very Fine; 1960 P.F. cert.
$350

1873-1875 Continental Bank Note Co. Issue

1933

1934

1935

1933 m
12¢ blackish violet (162), socked-on-the-nose
red NYFM cancel, fresh & well centered, Very Fine. $140
1934 m
15¢ yellow orange, vertically ribbed paper
(163), natural SE at right, Very Fine; 2010 Weiss cert.
$250
1935 m
15¢ yellow orange, vertically ribbed paper
(163), attractive crossroads cancel, extremely well centered, stamp altered with fake grill, Very Fine; 1976 P.F. cert
for grilled stamp; 1996 PSE cert. for “ribbed paper and fake
grill”.
$250

1996

1997

1998

1936 m
30¢ gray black (165), neat cancel, brilliant
shade, choice and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine;
2009 PSE cert.
$140
1937 H
90¢ rose carmine (166), o.g., brilliant shade,
handsome example of this 90¢ Continental Bank Note
Printing, Very Fine; 2002 PSE cert.
$2,400
1938 m
90¢ rose carmine (166), attractive crossroads
cancel, fresh & well centered, reperfed at left, Extremely
Fine appearance; 1983 cautionary P.F. cert.
$300

1879 American Bank Note Co. Issue
1930

1931

1932

1930 H
3¢ green, patent cogwheel punch (158), a
fresh & popular variety, diagonal crease (trivial), Fine,
somewhat scarce; 1977 photocopy of APS cert. for pair
(this being R. single).
$290
1931 m
3¢ green (158), 2 strikes bold “Steamship” cancel, fresh & well centered, Very Fine. Estimate $100 - 150
1932 H
3¢ green, grilled (158e), o.g., hinge remnant,
big margiins with fresh, rich color, a few points break paper,
Very Fine.
$500
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1939 m
1¢
dark
ultramarine
(182),
large
socked-on-the-nose 5 point star cancel, exceptionally well
centered with large & well balanced margins, extremely
fresh & attractive, an Extremely Fine jumbo.
Estimate $100 - 150
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1940

1941

1942

1940 HH
2¢ vermilion (183), o.g., never hinged, well centered & extremely fresh, Very Fine; 2010 PSE cert. for pair
(this being L. stamp).
$400
1941 HH

2¢ vermilion (183), o.g., never hinged, Fine.
$400

1942 H
2¢ vermilion (183), glazed o.g., vivid color,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$110

1943 HH
2¢ vermilion (183), strip of 3, o.g., never
hinged, rich color & extremely well centered, note right single is exceptionally attractive & choice, Very Fine; 2010
PSE cert. stating “left stamp with toned gum spots ant the
center stamp with a short perf”.
$1,200
1944 m
2¢ vermilion (183). Accumulation of 600+
stamps, shades, negative number & letter cancels, patent
cancels, positions, great lot for the specialist, mostly 183's,
probably some 178's, F.-V.F. No photo. $3,000 as 183's

1945

1946

1948

1948 H
10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), o.g., lightly
hinged, attractive example of this scarce issue, wide margins and dazzling color, Fine; 2009 PSE graded cert (F-70).
$2,000
1949 m
10¢ brown, with secret mark (188), segmented cork cancel, exceptionally large & well balanced
margins, an Extremely Fine jumbo; 2010 P.F. cert.
Estimate $300 - 400

1950

1946 H
6¢ pink (186), o.g., sound and choice, an elusive stamp, Fine; 1991 PF cert.
$950

1951

1952

1950 HH
15¢ red orange (189), o.g., never hinged, very
fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$925
1951 (H)
15¢ red orange (189), regummed, jumbo margins with incredibly deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$100
1952 m
15¢ red orange (189), exceptionally fresh & well
centered, Extremely Fine.
$28

1953

1947

1945 m
2¢ vermilion (183), neat New York duplex cancel, extremely large margined single, rich color, an Extremely Fine jumbo; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF 90J).
Estimate $150 - 200

1949

1953

1954

30¢ full black (190), tied to small piece by New
York Supplementary Mail duplex, exceptionally fresh & well
centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$220
s

1954 HH
90¢ carmine (191), o.g., most probably never
hinged, pretty shade, attractive, Fine; 2009 P.F. cert for
block of 4 (this being UL single). Cert states “previously
hinged”, this single appears N.H.
$2,250 as hinged

1947 m
6¢ pink (186), neat socked-on-the-nose numeral “3” ring cancel, good color & well centered, Very Fine;
2008 P.F. cert.
Estimate $150 - 200
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U.S. Stamps

1955

1956

1957

1955 (H)
90¢ carmine (191), regummed, fresh, attractive
example, F.-V.F.
$750

1963 HH/H
2¢ green (213), horizontal strip of 4, o.g.,
hinged, right center stamp never hinged, deep color, right
stamp with small thin, Very Fine to Extremely Fine. $265

1956 m
90¢ carmine (191), sharp 1883 oval cancel,
small blue cancel LL, deep color, F.-V.F.
$375
1957 m
90¢ carmine (191), fresh & well centered, pretty
shade, some possibly improved perfs at right, Very Fine;
1983 P.F. cert.
$375

1881-1888 American Bank Note Co. Issues

1964

1965

1966

1964 HH
3¢ vermilion (214), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with vibrant color, select example, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2002 and 2006 PSE Certs.
$200
1965 m
3¢ vermilion (214), neat town cancels, fresh,
vivid color, beautifully centered, choice stamp, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$68

1958

1961

1962

1958 H
5¢ yellow brown (205), o.g., hinged, very fresh,
rich color, Very Fine.
$275

1966 m
3¢ vermilion (214), trace of New York oval cancel, bright vibrant color, exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

1959 HH
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved (206), o.g., never
hinged, extremely fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1989
P.F. cert. for block of 9, this being the L.L. single from that
block. No photo.
$260
1960 H
1¢ gray blue, re-engraved and 2¢ red brown
(206, 210). 1¢ (206) 4 singles o.g. & 1 no gum plus 3 pairs
o.g., a few gum soaks or minor faults; also 2¢ (210) 5 singles o.g. & 1 pair part imprint o.g. with gum soak, nice lot for
dealer or internet, F.-V.F. No photo.
$1,217
1961 E
1881-82, 10¢ A.B.N.C. Franklin essay, in
dusky carmine (209-E4a). Engraved vignette only, die on
India, without gum as issued, Very Fine. Brazer 115aE-Fd.
$575
1962 HH
1¢ ultramarine (212), o.g., never hinged, marvelous well centered example in pristine mint state, with immaculate unblemished gum, a terrific stamp with vivid color,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$310

1967

1968

1969

1967 HH
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., never hinged, impressive well centered stamp in pristine mint condition, extremely large margins and warm rich color, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 1984 PF and 2008 PSE certs.
$675
1968 H
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., lightly hinged, extremely
large margins, Very Fine; 1989 PF cert.
$225
1969 H
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, vibrant color, F.-V.F.
$225
1970 H
4¢ carmine (215), o.g., barest trace of light
hinging, exceptional centering, trivial light oxidation, Very
Fine. No photo.
$225
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1890 Issue

1971

1972

1971 H
30¢ orange brown (217), disturbed o.g., rich
color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$375
1972 H
30¢ orange brown (217), o.g., very lightly
hinged, vivid and bright shade, F.-V.F.; 2008 PF cert for
block/4, from which it came, lower right stamp from block.
$375

1973

1074

1973 m
90¢ purple (218), face free cancel, gorgeous,
deep, rich color, Fine.
$250
1974 m
90¢ purple (218), light CDS, fresh & well centered, very attractive, Very Fine.
$275

1979 H
1¢ dull blue (219), o.g., hinge remnant, huge
boardwalk margins, a tremendous stamp, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2010 PSE graded cert (XF-SUP-95J).
$25

1980 HH
1¢ dull blue (219), top plate number strip of 7
with imprint, o.g., never hinged (center stamp small hinge
remnant), pristine condition, some separartions, F.-V.F.
$505
1981 m
2¢ carmine accumulation (19D, 220, 249, 250,
251). 2000+ stamps, with shades, cancels, a great lot for
the specialist, F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150

1870-88 Bank Note Accumulations
1975 m)
1¢ blue accumulation (156, 182, 206). Appox.
1500+ stamps, cancels, shades, positions, nice lot for the
specialist, F.-V.F. No photo.
$3,700

1982

1983

1976 m
3¢ green accumulation (158, 184, 207).
2,000+ stamps, fancy & colored cancels, postions, shades,
a few nicely centered jumbos, great lot for specialist, F.-V.F.
stamps. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1982 H
2¢ carmine, cap on both “2's” variety (220c),
o.g., enormous margins, sensational deep color, an extraordinary example of the cap on both 2's variety, Extremely Fine; 2008 PF cert.
$625

1977 HH/H
3¢ green accumulation (147, 158, 184, 207).
Unused 3 cent banknotes, includes two 147 no gum, eleven
158 no gum, ten 184, 2 o.g. N.H. & 8 no gum, and nine 207
mint N.H. with gum creases, o.g., never hinged or without
gum, F.-V.F. No photo.
$1,760

1983 P
5¢ yellow brown, imperf proof on stamp paper (223Pb), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine.
$225

1978 m
5¢ yellow brown accumulation (205). 182 examples of 5 cent Garfield, unpicked, nice lot for the specialist, F.-V.F. No photo.
$2,184
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1984 HH
6¢ brown red
(224), bottom left corner
margin single, o.g., never
hinged, fantastic showpiece with full unblemished
gum,
simply
spectacular, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 1987 PF
and 2008 PSE graded
cert (XF-SUP-95). $230
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1985

1986

1985 HH
6¢ brown red (224), o.g., never hinged, wide
margins, post office fresh, Very Fine; 2001 PF cert. $230
1986 HH
8¢ lilac (225), o.g., never hinged, vivid and
fresh, attractive example, Very Fine; photocopy of 2005 PF
cert for block of four, from which this stamp was taken, this
being lower left stamp from block.
$180

1987

1988

1989

1987 H
90¢ orange (229), o.g., hinged, superior example featuring wide margins and intense color, Extremely
Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$550
1988 m
90¢ orange (229), lightly cancelled, exceptionally large margins for this difficult issue, attactive color, Extremely Fine to Superb jumbo; 2010 PSE Graded cert.
(XF-Sup 95J).
Estimate $500 - 750

1992

1993

1992 HH
1¢ Columbian (230), o.g., never hinged, immense margins, a striking example, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009 PSE graded cert (XF-SUP-95J).
$47
1993 HH
2¢ Columbian, broken frame line variety
(231), o.g., never hinged, exceptional color, Extremely Fine
to Superb; 2008 PSE graded cert (XF-SUP-95).
$47

1994

1995

1994 HH
3¢ Columbian (232), o.g., never hinged, huge
boardwalk margins, extraordinary top quality showpiece,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE graded cert
(XF-SUP-95J).
$135
1995 H
4¢ Columbian (233), o.g., lightly hinged, big
margins with lovely rich color, very choice, Extremely Fine
to Superb.
$65

1989 m
90¢ orange (229), socked-on-the-nose Chicago, Ill. "F.D." CDS, extremely fresh & well centered with
large & well balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F.
cert.
Estimate $300 - 400
1990 Hm
1¢-90¢ Banknote & Bureau Issues Balance
(212//279B).
31 stamps on 3 stockcards, generall
Fine-V.F. with some small faults to be expected, better include unused 212, 215 (lightly hinged & fresh), 270, better
used includes 217-8, etc., generally F.-V.F., close examination suggested. No photo.
Estimate $200 - 300

1996

1997

1996 HH
5¢ Columbian (234), o.g., never hinged, gorgeous JUMBO margins, immaculate mint stamp, Extremely
Fine; 2010 PSE graded cert (XF-90J).
$210

1893 Columbian Issue
1991 Hm
1¢-10¢ Columbians (230-237). Accumulation
includes mint 230 (x6), 231 (x7), 232 (x2), 233 (x2), 234 &
235; used includes 233 (x7), 234 (x4), 235 (x2), 236 (x2) &
237 (x6), F.-V.F. stamps. No photo.
$837
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1997 HH
5¢ Columbian (234), o.g., never hinged, handsome well centered stamp with beautiful rich chocolate
brown color, immaculate mint condition, Extremely Fine;
2010 PSE cert.
$210
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2003

2004

2003 HH
30¢ Columbian (239), o.g., never hinged, pristine condition with exceptional impression and deep color,
Very Fine; 1994 PSE Cert.
$750

1998 HH
6¢ Columbian (235), spectacular bottom margin plate number 104 single, o.g., never hinged, perfectly
balanced margins and glowing rich color, remarkable quality, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE graded cert
(XF-SUP-95). SMQ $1,200
$200

2004 H
30¢ Columbian (239), o.g., lightly hinged, premium example with excellent centering and robust color,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$240

2005

2006

2005 H
50¢ Columbian (240), o.g., lightly hinged, huge
margins and prooflike rich color, a sensational top quality
showpiece, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1977 PF cert. $500

1999

2000

1999 HH
6¢ Columbian (235), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh color and sharp detailed impression, very choice,
Very Fine; 2008 PF graded cert (VF-80).
$200

2006 H
50¢ Columbian (240), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$500

2000 HH
8¢ Columbian (236), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh with proof like impression and wide margins, exceptional in every respect, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010
PSE graded Cert (XF-Sup 95). Scott $180.
SMQ
$1,000

2007

2008

2007 H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh
and sharp, F.-V.F.; 1994 PSE Cert.
$1,100
2008 H
$1 Columbian (241), o.g., hinged, crisp impression, nice bright color, Fine.
$1,100

2001

2002

2009 (H)
$1 Columbian (241), regummed, vivid color,
F.-V.F. No photo.
$525

2001 HH
10¢ Columbian (237), o.g., never hinged, bright
vivid color, pristine mint stamp, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE
graded cert (XF-90). Scott $325.
SMQ
$685
2002 HH
15¢ Columbian (238), o.g., never hinged, fresh
& well centered, Very Fine; 2008 PSE cert.
$675
2010 m
$1 Columbian (241), neat registry cancel,
beautiful centering and bold rich color, quite a handsome
stamp, small crease at bottom, and a small scuff in the upper left margin, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$675
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2011
2011 m

2012

$1 Columbian (241), neat REG cancel, Fine.
$675

2012 m
$1 Columbian (241), well centered, reperfed at
bottom, F.-V.F.
$700

2013

2014 (H)
$2 Columbian (242), without gum, fresh, bright
color, F.-V.F.
$550
2015 m
$2 Columbian (242), neat cancel, short perf LL,
Extremely Fine. No photo.
$700

$2 Columbian (242), REG cancel, rich color,
$675

2017 m

$2 Columbian (242), registry cancel, F.-V.F.
$675

2018 H
$3 Columbian (243), o.g., hinged, well balanced margins, rich color, Very Fine. No photo.
$1,600

2019 (H)
Fine.

2022 m
$3 Columbian (243), neat cancel, light crease,
Very Fine.
$950

2023

2025

2023 m
$3 Columbian (243), heavy cancel, small
faults, otherwise F.-V.F.
$1,000
2024 H
$4 Columbian (244a), disturbed o.g., brilliant
color, tiny thin, Fine. No photo.
$2,250
2025 (H)
$4 Columbian (244), regummed, nice impression & color, Fine.
$1,150

2026 m
$4 Columbian (244), neat “REG” cancel, very
fresh with wide, well balanced margins, choice, Extremely
Fine; 2005 graded PSE Cert. (XF 90). Scott $1,300. SMQ
$2,200

2020

$3 Columbian (243), without gum, small thins,
$850

2020 m
$3 Columbian (243), neat REG cancel, fresh
and sharp, appealing example, small thin, Extremely Fine.
$1,000

294

2021 m
$3 Columbian (243), light target cancel, handsome well centered exmple with vivid color, Very Fine; 1988
PF cert.
$950

2017

2016 m
Fine.

2019

2022

2014

2013 H
$2 Columbian (242), o.g., hinged, bright color &
sharp impression, F.-V.F.
$1,150

2016

2021

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2027

2028

2027 m
$4 Columbian (244), very lightly cancelled,
pretty shade, Fine.
$1,300
2028 m
Fine.

$4 Columbian (244), neat cancel, lovely color,
$1,250
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1894-98 Bureau Issues

2029 (H)
$5 Columbian (245), without gum, wide, balanced margins, select example, Extremely Fine. $1,350

2035
2030 (H)
$5 Columbian (245), without gum, a spectacular example, beautifully ccentered amid extra large margins, a beautiful $5 Columbian, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$1,350

2031 H
Fine.

2036

2035 HH
2¢ pale carmine, type III (252), top left margin
single, o.g., never hinged, very fresh with sharp impression,
F.-V.F.; 2002 PF Cert.
$360
2036 H
4¢ dark brown (254), part imprint left sheet
margin single, o.g., barest trace of hinge, rich color with exceptional centering, a Premium example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. Graded cert. (VF-XF 85).
$175

$5 Columbian (245), o.g., fresh, small thin,
$2,700

2037

2038

2037 H
6¢ dull brown (256), o.g., extremely large margins, impressive example, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$160
2038 H
15¢ dark blue (259), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh,
deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$325
2032 H
$5 Columbian (245), regummed, deep rich
color, shallow thin, Fine.
$1,350
2033 m
$5 Columbian (245), somewhat light cancel,
fresh & with large balanced margins, couple small flaws,
Very Fine appearance. No photo.
$1,500

2039 H
$1 black, type II (261A), o.g., sharp detailed impression, very choice, trivial light natural gum bend not
mentioned on either accompanying certs, Very Fine; 2000
and 2003 PF certs.
$2,200

2034 m
$5 Columbian
V.G.-Fine.

(245),

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

face

free

cancel,
$1,400

2040 m
$2 bright blue (262), light cancel, couple shallow thins, V.G.-Fine. No photo.
$1,300
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2041 H
$5 dark green (263), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh, deep, rich color, reperf at right, F.-V.F.
$4,500
2042 HH
2¢ carmine, type II (266), right plate number 88
and imprint strip of 3. Unusual “freak” perforations in sheet
margin, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh & well centered, Very Fine, an impressive oddity. No photo.
$340

2043

2048

2049

2048 P
5¢ chocolate, imperf proof on stamp paper
(270P), horizontal pair, o.g., hinged, deep, rich color, 4mm
scissor cut between stamps at bot, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, only 300 issued.
$275
2049 m
8¢ violet brown, watermarked USIR (272a),
neat cancel, rich color, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$1,000

2044

2043 P
2¢ carmine, type III, imperf proof on stamp
paper (267P), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, a select
example, Extremely Fine, only 500 issued.
$225
2044 HH
3¢ purple (268), o.g., never hinged, pristine
mint example with large margins, Extremely Fine; 2008
PSE cert.
$115

2050 Ha
10¢ dark green (273), wide margin left plate
block of 6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh with deep, rich color,
F.-V.F.
$1,750

2045

2046

2047

2045 HH
3¢ purple (268), bottom part imprint single, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & rich color, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1990 P.F. cert.
$115

2051

2052

2046 HH
4¢ dark brown (269), top part imprint single,
o.g., never hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1988
P.F. cert.
$135

2051 P
10¢ dark green, imperf proof on stamp paper
(273P), horizontal pair, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh, rich color,
Very Fine, only 400 issued.
$350

2047 HH
5¢ chocolate (270), bottom part imprint single,
o.g., never hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. cert.
$105

2052 m
15¢ dark blue (274), gorgeous appearing used
example, perfectly centered amid boardwalk margins, and
bold rich color, eye-catching stamp, ½mm tear at top center, and trivial light wrinkles, Extremely Fine; 2009 PE cert.
$17

296
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2053

2054

2053 H
50¢ red orange (275a), o.g., lightly hinged, very
nicely centered with well balanced margins, deep rich color,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE cert. for block of 4 (this being
U.R. single).
$325
2054 m
50¢ red orange (275a), neat black cancel, impressive example of the difficut red orange shade, with
beautifully balanced margins and fiery rich color, Extremely
Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$47

2055 m
50¢-$5 High Values (275-278). 5 stamps, all
with unobtrusive cancels & all fairly well centered, a few with
small faults including $5 with thins, otherwise F.-V.F., inspection suggested.
$1,425

2060

2061

2062

2060 m
$5 dark green (278), attractively cancelled, rich
color, well centered, Very Fine; 2010 PSE cert.
$650
2061 m
F.-V.F.

$5 dark green (278), neat cancel, deep color,
$625

2062 m

$5 dark green (278), neat REG cancel, Fine.
$625

2063

2064

2066

2063 HH
2¢ rose carmine, type IV (279Bc), bottom margin plate number 754 single, o.g., never hinged, distinct
rose carmine shade, Fine; 1990 PF cert for imprint and
plate # strip/3, from which it was taken, this being the right
stamp from strip.
$850
2064 HH
2¢ carmine, type IV (279Bf), o.g., never
hinged, a fresh & well centered example, Extremely Fine;
2005 PSE graded cert. (XF 90).
SMQ $110

2056

2057

2058

2056 H
$1 black, type I (276), o.g., hinged, deep color,
attractively centered, F.-V.F.; 2010 P.F. cert.
$650
2057 m
$1 black, type II (276A), neat town cancel, intense color, outstanding example, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$210
2058 m
$2 bright blue (277), neat REG cancel, deep,
intense blue color, F.-V.F.
$450

2065 m
2¢ red, type
IV, vertical watermark
(279Bk), booklet pane
of 6, nicely canceled,
natural rough cut at left,
F.-V.F., very scarce in
genuine used condition; 2010 PSE Cert.
$1,250
2066 HH
15¢
olive
green (284), o.g., never
hinged, splendid mint
example in pristine condition, beautiful rich
color, Extremely Fine;
1991 PF and 2008 PSE
certs.
$500

2059 H
$5 dark green (278), o.g., lightly hinged, vivid
and fresh, Very Fine; 2007 PF cert.
$2,250

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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1898 Trans-Mississippi Issue

2072
2067

2068

2067 H
4¢ Trans-Miss. (287), o.g., lightly hinged, pristine condition with beautifully balanced margins and perfect
perforations, vibrant color, very choice, Extremely Fine;
2008 graded PSE Cert. (XF 90). Scott $120. SMQ $240

2073

2072 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), slightly disturbed o.g.,
fresh, bright & well centered, small faults, Very Fine.
$1,100
2073 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh with intense color, small corner creases, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine.
$1,100

2068 H
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), o.g., hinged, gorgeous
color with razor sharp impression, Very Fine.
$175

2074

2075

2074 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinged, fresh and
sharp, F.-V.F.
$1,100
2075 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), somewhat glazed o.g.,
appears never hinged, fresh and sharp, Fine.
$1,100

2076
2069 Ha
8¢ Trans-Miss. (289), bottom plate block of 4,
o.g., lightly hinged, very fresh and sharp with beautiful color,
reduced selvedge, F.-V.F.
$1,950

2077

2076 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), o.g., hinge remnant,
sharp impression with intense color, small crease, F.-V.F.
$1,100
2077 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), neat duplex cancel, appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1981 APS
Cert.
$650

2070

2071

2070 H
50¢ Trans-Miss. (291), slightly disturbed o.g.,
couple insignificant lightly toned perf tips, F.-V.F.
$650

2078
2071 H
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), slightly disturbed o.g.,
fresh & fairly well centered, F.-V.F.
$1,100

2079

2078 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), neat New York Registry
cancel, beautiful example with nicely balanced margins,
Extremely Fine; 2000 PF cert.
$650
2079 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), bold cancel, small faults,
Extremely Fine.
$650
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1901 Pan-American Issue
2089 Hm
Pan-American accumulation (294-299). Lot
includes mint 294 (x11), 295 (x8), 296, 298 (x3) & 299 (x2);
used includes 294, 295 (x2), 297 (x2), 299 (x3), F.-V.F.
stamps. No photo.
$1,100

2080

2081

2080 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), neat cancel, intense
color, F.-V.F.
$650

Rare Pan-Am Inverted Center

2081 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), neat duplex cancel, small
faults, Very Fine.
$650

2082

2083

2082 m
$1 Trans-Miss. (292), bold cancel, Light corner
creases, F.-V.F.
$650

2090 H
1¢ Pan-American, center inverted (294a), disturbed o.g., a fresh and sharp example of this rare stamp,
two small corner creases, Fine; 2008 PF Cert.
$12,500

2083 S
$2 Trans-Miss., overprinted “Specimen”
(293SE), o.g., hinged, “Specimen” overprint neatly placed
along the right vertical edge of stamp's design making it difficult to detect unless you know where you're looking, handsome example, Fine.
$750
2084 (H)
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), regummed, vibrant color,
F.-V.F. No photo.
$900

2091
2085

2086

2085 m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), highly unusual black and
purple NY cancels, attractive and desirable item, F.-V.F.
$1,100
2086 m
Fine.

2091 HH
4¢ Pan-American (296), o.g., never hinged,
post office fresh, a select stamp, Extremely Fine.
$190
2092 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), top left sheet margin
single, o.g., stamp never hinged, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$200

$2 Trans-Miss. (293), neat cancel, rich color,
$1,050

2087

2088

2087 m
$2 Trans-Miss. (293), somewhat heavy cancel,
decent color & centering, F.-V.F.
$1,050
2088 m

2092

2093 HH
5¢ Pan-American (297), bottom margin plate
number and imprint strip of 3, o.g., never hinged, pristine
condition, Very Fine.
$725

$2 Trans-Miss. (293), bold REG cancel, F.-V.F.
$1,100
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1902-1908 Regular Issues

2099

2100

2101

2099 HH
8¢ violet black (306), o.g., never hinged, fresh
& well centered, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$100
2094 m
1¢ blue green (300), bottom margin pair with
imprint, neat wavy line cancel, outstanding centering, a
beautiful position piece, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010
PSE Cert.
$1

2100 HH
15¢ olive green (309), o.g., never hinged, well
centered & very fresh & attractive, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$500
2101 H
$1 black (311), o.g., hinge remnant, fabulous
jumbo margins, eye catching beauty, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$700

2102

2103

2104

2102 H
$1 black (311), o.g., barest trace of hinge (if at
all), deep color, well centered & extremely fresh, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine, a remarkable stamp; 2010 P.F. cert.
stating “unused o.g.” We disagree with this cert.
$700
2103 m
$1 black (311), fresh & well centered, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine jumbo; 2007 PSE Graded cert. (VF-XF
85J).
Estimate $100 - 150

2095 HH
2¢ carmine (301c), booklet pane of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & bright, typical centering for this difficult issue, Fine.
$950

2096

2097

2098

2096 HH
5¢ blue (304), o.g., never hinged, impressive
example with huge boardwalk margins, a great stamp with
vivid bright color, Extremely Fine to Superb; 1999 PF cert.
$150
2097 m
6¢ claret (305), attractive CDS, exceptionally
fresh with large balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95).
SMQ
$150

2104 m
$2 dark blue (312), neat black cancel, extraordinary top quality example featuring precise centering surrounding huge margins, prooflike color and impression,
quite elusive in this remarkable condition, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 2010 PSE cert.
$250

2105

2106

2105 m
$5 dark green (313), neat town cancel, deep
color, F.-V.F.
$800
2106 H
5¢ blue, imperf (315), horizontal pair, o.g.,
small hinge remnant, wide margins, deep, rich color, select
pair, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$425

2098 HH
8¢ violet black (306), o.g., never hinged, deep
rich color & exceptional centering for this usually tight
margined issue, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$100

300
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Rare Centerline Block

2107 Ha
5¢ blue, imperf (315), extremely rare center
line block of four, less than 10 examples are known to exist,
o.g., lightly hinged, a wonderfully fresh multiple missing
from even the most advanced collection, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 1971 PF cert.
$9,000

2110 HH
2¢ lake, type II (319q), booklet pane of 6, o.g.,
never hinged, deep rich color, exceptionally well centered
for this difficult issue, remarkably fresh, Very Fine. $575

2111 HH
2¢ lake, type II, imperf (320a), horizontal pair,
o.g., never hinged, wide margins, vibrant color, choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$225

1904-07 Commemoratives

2108

2109

2108 m
2¢ carmine, type I (319), bottom margin single
with part imprint, neat wavy line cancel, jumbo margins,
very fresh with brilliant carmine color, a scarce position
piece that's absolutely fabulous, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE graded Cert (XF-Sup 95J).
SMQ $100 for Sup98
2109 HH
2¢ lake, type II (319f), o.g., never hinged, fresh
with deep rich color & exceptional centering, Extremely
Fine; 1991 P.F. cert.
Estimate $50 - 75

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2112

2113

2112 m
2¢ Louisiana Purchase (324 Var). Unlisted
varnish ink variety, neat cancel, reperf at top, V.G.-Fine, a
great specialty item; 2010 PSE Cert.
$2
2113 HH
3¢ Louisiana Purchase (325), o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, choice, Extremely Fine. $200
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2120

2121

2122

2120 H
50¢ violet (341), o.g., hinged, deep, rich color
on bright white paper, choice, Extremely Fine; 1908 PF
Cert.
$300
2114 HHa
10¢ Louisiana Purchase (327), block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, very fresh & bright, couple small inclusions
visible on reverse only, F.-V.F.
$1,500

2121 HH
50¢ violet (341), top single with part imprint,
o.g., never hinged (minor gum skip), fresh, vibrant color,
Fine.
$690
2122 H
F.-V.F.

2115

$1 violet brown (342), o.g., hinge remnant,
$500

2116

2115 HH
2¢ Jamestown (329), bottom left corner margin
single, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color & large margins
for this difficult issue, naturally short gum & small inclusion
spot showing on reverse only, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
Estimate $100 - 150

2123 H
2¢ carmine coil (353), pair (3mm spacing), o.g.,
hinged, fresh, vibrant color with wide margins, F.-V.F.; 2010
PSE Cert.
$235

2116 HH
2¢ Jamestown (329), bottom part imprint single, o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh & well centered for
this difficult issue, F.-V.F.; 1988 P.F. cert.
$80

1908-1910 Washington-Franklin Issues

2117

2118

2119

2117 HH
3¢ deep violet (333), bottom plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright & fresh, well centered, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$75
2118 HH
5¢ blue (335), o.g., never hinged, rich color &
nicely centered, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$120
2119 HH
10¢ yellow (338), o.g., never hinged, extremely
bright & well centered, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. cert.
$160

302
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2124 (H)
2¢ carmine coil (353), line pair, unused, fresh
and attractive with wide margins, corner crease LR, F.-V.F.;
2010 PSE Cert.
$750

2125

2126

2125 m
2¢ carmine coil (353), right plate number single, neat cancel, scarce position piece especially in used
condition, natural paper wrinkles LR and small surface
scuffs at left, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$220
2126 H
5¢ blue coil (355), line pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
nice wide margins with deep, rich color, scarce item, corner
crease LL, not mentioned on accompanying PF Cert,
F.-V.F.; 1996 PF Cert.
$1,500
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2132
2127 H
5¢ blue, bluish paper (361), o.g., hinged, very
fresh and sharp example with considerable eye appeal for
this scarce stamp, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE Cert.
$5,750

2133

2134

2132 H
3¢ deep violet (376), o.g., lightly hinged, fresh &
well centered with Jumbo margins, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2009 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95J).
SMQ $60
Estimate $50 - 75
2133 HH
4¢ brown (377), o.g., never hinged, fresh &
bright, extremely well centered, Extremely Fine. Estimate
$150 - 200
2134 HH
4¢ brown (377), o.g., never hinged, rich color &
large well balanced margins, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F.
cert.
$70

2128 H
5¢ blue, bluish paper (361), o.g., fresh, typical
centering for this difficult issue, Fine for this; 2010 PSAG
cert.
$5,750

2129

2130

2129 (H)
15¢ pale ultramarine, bluish paper (366), unused (fake cancel), useful and attractive reference item,
Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$1,350
2130 HH
2¢ Lincoln, bluish paper (369), o.g., never
hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine.
$380
2135 Ha
5¢ blue (378), wide margin bottom plate block of
6, o.g., lightly hinged, fresh and attractive, F.-V.F. $350

2131 HH
2¢ Alaska-Yukon, U.S. Automatic Vending
type II perfs (371), line strip of 4, o.g., never hinged, an almost unbelievably exceptional example of this item which is
notoriously off center, pristine condition, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$220

2136

2137

2136 HH
8¢ olive green (380), o.g., never hinged, fresh &
well centered with mostly large margins, Extremely Fine;
1988 P.F. cert.
$225
2137 HH
10¢ yellow (381), bottom plate number single,
o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh with huge margins, eye
catching stamp, Extremely Fine; 1990 PF Cert.
$220
2138 HH
10¢ yellow (381), o.g., never hinged, fresh &
well centered for this difficult issue, F.-V.F.; 1988 P.F. cert.
No photo.
$220
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2141

2142

2141 H
2¢ carmine coil (393), pair, o.g., lightly hinged,
fresh & very nicely centered, Extremely Fine.
$125
2142 HH
3¢ deep violet coil (394), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh, F.-V.F.
$135

2143

2144

2143 HH
3¢ deep violet coil (394), line pair, o.g., never
hinged, fresh & very well centered, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 1979 P.F. cert.
$925
2139 HH/H
2¢ carmine coil (386), line strip of 4, o.g., 3
stamps never hinged (top stamp hinged), very fresh, deep
color, four separated perfs along guide line at left, F.-V.F., a
scarce multiple; 2010 PSE Cert.
$3,900

The Rare Orangeburg Coil

2144 m
3¢ deep violet coil (394), line pair, neat almost
face free town cancels, very sharp with deep color, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 1990 PF Cert.
$650

2145 m
4¢ brown coil (395), line pair, town cancels,
scarce, F.-V.F.; 2005 PF Cert.
$650

2146
2140 m
3¢ deep violet, the “Orangeburg” coil (389),
neat wavy line cancel, fresh with deep color, an appealing
example of this rare stamp, corner crease UR, Fine; 1981
PF Cert.
$11,000

304
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2147

2146 HH
5¢ blue coil (396), o.g., never hinged, bright,
fresh & well centered, Very Fine.
$135
2147 HH
5¢ blue coil (396), pair, o.g., never hinged, a
gorgeous, pristine example with deep, rich color and wide
margins, exceptional in every respect, Extremely Fine to
Superb.
$375
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1913-1915 Panama-Pacific Issue

2148 HH
1¢ Panama-Pacific (397), o.g., never hinged,
deep rich color, exceptionally large & well balanced margins, extremely fresh, an Extremely Fine jumbo.
Estimate $100 - 150

2152 HH
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., never
hinged, deep rich color & attactively centered, “reperforated
at right”, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 P.F. cert.
$1,750
2153 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh, vivid color, select stamp, Extremely Fine. No
photo.
$750
2154 H
10¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (404), o.g., small
hinge remnant, deep color, small perf faults at right, Fine.
No photo.
$750

1912-1923 Washington-Franklin Issues

2149 HH/Ha 2¢ Panama-Pacific (398), bottom plate block of
6, o.g., lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), vivid color,
reduced selvedge, Very Fine.
$400

2155 HH
2¢ carmine coil (411), line pair, o.g., never
hinged, fresh & exceptionally well centered, Extremely
Fine; 1982 APS cert.
$125

2150

2151

2150 m
10¢ orange Panama-Pacific (400A), large &
well balanced margins, extremely fresh & attractive, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.F. cert. Estimate $100 150
2151 HH
5¢ Panama-Pacific, perf 10 (403), o.g., never
hinged, very fresh & attractive, Very Fine.
$390
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2156 HH
1¢ green coil (412), line strip of 4, o.g., never
hinged, exceptional color & centering, extremely fresh, cat.
as 2 singles + line pair, Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. cert.
$370
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2157

2158

2157 HH
2¢ carmine coil (413), line pair, o.g., never
hinged, fresh & attractive, F.-V.F.; 1988 P.F. cert. $625
2158 HH
8¢ pale olive green (414), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh with big margins and lovely color, choice, Extremely Fine; 1999 PSE Cert.
$100

2165

2166

2167

2165 HH
30¢ orange red (439), o.g., never hinged, deep
rich color, exceptionally fresh & well centered, Extremely
Fine, an exceptional example; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF
90). Scott $550.
SMQ $1,050
2166 m
30¢ orange red (439), about as nice as they
come, Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ $690
2167 HH
1¢ green coil (441), o.g., never hinged, extremely fresh & exceptional centering, Superb, a remarkable stamp; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ $95

2159

2160

2161

2159 HH
9¢ salmon red (415), o.g., never hinged, fresh
& bright, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF 90).
Scott $120.
SMQ $300

2168 HH
1¢ green coil (441), line pair. Fresh & well centered, o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2006
PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95). No photo.
SMQ $80.

2160 m
10¢ orange yellow (416), exceptionally large &
well balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb, the term
"Jumbo" applies; 2010 PSE graded cert. (XF-Sup 95J).
Estimate $100 - 150
2161 HH
15¢ gray (418), o.g., never hinged, fresh & exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine; 2005 PSE
Graded cert. (XF 90). Scott $190.
SMQ
$425

2162

2163

2162 H
$1 violet brown (423), o.g., exceptionally large
margined, deep color, extremely impressive, Extremely
Fine to Superb jumbo; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup
95J). SMQ $1,050
$500

2169 H
3¢ violet coil (445), line pair, o.g., small hinge
remnant, very fresh with gorgeous, deep color, a very appealing and select line pair, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,300

2170 m
3¢ violet coil (445), pair, neat town cancels,
deep color, scarce used, each stamp with small thin, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$750

2163 HH
7¢ black (430), bottom margin single, o.g.,
never hinged, pristine condition, brilliant white wide margins
with intense black color, gorgeous stamp in every respect!, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$200
2164 HH/Ha 8¢ pale olive green (431), bottom plate block of
6 with plate number and imprint and "A", o.g., lightly hinged
(5 stamps never hinged), reduced selvedge, Very Fine. No
photo.
$450
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2171 H
4¢ brown coil (446), line pair, o.g., hinged,
bright and fresh with rich color, a very choice example, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$750
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2172 m
4¢ brown coil (446), light face free wavy line
cancel at top, brilliant fresh with big margins and deep, rich
color, a fantastic example of unmatched quality, the
highest grade to date given by PSE, Superb; 2010
graded PSE Cert (Superb 98). Scott $150. SMQ $1,500

2173

2174

2173 HH
5¢ blue coil (447), o.g., never hinged, fresh &
well centered, natural vert. pre-printing paper crease, Very
Fine.
$110
2174 HH
F.-V.F.

2179 HH
2¢ carmine, type III, rotary coil (455), line strip
of 4, o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh & bright, extremely well centered, cat. as 2 singles + line pair, Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$148

2180 HH
3¢ violet, rotary coil (456), pair, o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh and very sharp, excellent example of
this tough pair, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$1,250

5¢ blue coil (447), line pair, o.g., never hinged,
$550

2181

2182

2181 H
4¢ brown, rotary coil (457), pair, o.g., hinge
remnant, deep, rich color, very choice, Extremely Fine to
Superb.
$60

2175

2176

2175 H
5¢ blue coil (447), line pair, o.g., small hinge
remnant, deep intense color & very well centered, Extremely Fine.
$260

2182 HH
4¢ brown, rotary coil (457), line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1990 P.F.
cert.
$325

2176 m
5¢ blue coil (447), line pair, light wavy line cancel, V.G.-Fine.
$950

2183

2184

2183 H
5¢ blue, rotary coil (458), line pair, o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. cert.
$175

2177

2178

2177 HH
1¢ green, rotary coil (452), line pair, o.g., never
hinged, fresh & extremely well centered, Extremely Fine to
Superb; 1989 P.F. cert.
$160

2184 HH
2¢ carmine, imperf coil (459), horizontal pair,
o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprint on gum), post office
fresh, attractive example, Extremely Fine.
$575

2178 HH
2¢ red, type II, rotary coil (454), line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & exceptional centering, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$900
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2185 H
$1 violet black (460), o.g., fresh, well centered,
Very Fine.
$775

2188 HH/Ha 15¢ gray (475), bottom plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged (5 stamps never hinged), one with a small
pencil mark, very fresh with deep color, scarce plate, reduced selvedge, Very Fine.
$3,000

2186 Ha
5¢ carmine error (467), block of 6, error is bottom center stamp, o.g., hinge remnant, V.G.-Fine. $475

2189

2190

2191

2189 HH
$2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, Post Office fresh with intense blue color, very choice, Extremely
Fine to Superb.
$500
2190 HH
$2 dark blue (479), o.g., never hinged, fresh,
deep, rich color, Very Fine; 2003 PSE Cert.
$500
2191 HH
$5 light green (480), o.g., never hinged, very
fresh, rich color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$390

2187 HH/Ha 6¢ red orange (468), right plate block of 6, o.g.,
lightly hinged (4 stamps never hinged), Fresh, Deep Color,
Very Fine.
$1,350

2192 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I, imperf (482), top plate
block of 6 with plate number 7942 from the error sheet, o.g.,
never hinged, Choice, Extremely Fine.
$220
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2193 HH
2¢ carmine, type II, coil (487), line pair, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & well centered for this vert. coil,
F.-V.F.; 1989 P.F. cert.
$250

2194 H
1¢ green, imperf between (498b), horizontal
pair, disturbed o.g., fresh attractive example of this scarce
item, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$750

2195

2198 H
3¢ dark violet, type II, imperf horizontally
(502c), two vertical pairs in block of 4, o.g. (sweated), small
thins in upper pair, diagonal crease at bottom, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine, 40 to 50 pairs reported, blocks are Rare;
2005 APS Cert.
$2,800

2199 m
3¢ dark violet, type II, double impression
(502d), neat cancel, deep color, corner crease LL ending in
small tear at bottom, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$750

2196

2195 H
2¢ lake, type I (499h), o.g., a very scarce & under rated shade, natural SE at bottom, nicely centered,
F.-V.F.; 2008 PSE cert.
$500

2200 HH
5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a strip of
3, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, choice, Extremely
Fine.
$625

2196 m
2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), light wavy line cancel, vivid color, F.-V.F.
$240

2197

2¢ deep rose, type Ia (500), tied to small piece
by 1920 duplex cancel, typically centered, Fine, scarce.
$240
s

2201 HH/Ha 5¢ rose error (505), the single error in a block of
9, o.g., lightly hinged (error never hinged), Very Fine.
$625
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2202 m
15¢ gray (514), a remarkable stamp, Extremely
Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95).
SMQ $100

2206 m
3¢ violet Offset, type III, double impression
(529a), unpriced by Scott as used, fresh & well centered,
quite impressive, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
Estimate $100 - 150

2203 HHa
$5 deep green & black (524), centerline block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, pristine condition, F.-V.F. $1,500

2207 HHa
1¢ gray green Offset, perf 12½ (536), bottom
plate block of 6, o.g., never hinged, big margins, fresh and
choice, Extremely Fine.
$400

2204 ma
$5 deep green & black (524), block of 4, neatly
canceled, deep color, very attractive multiple, few light
creases, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$200

2205 m
2¢ carmine Offset, type IV (526), near perfection, Superb, one of the finest known; 2010 PSE Graded
cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ $400

310
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2208 HHa
5¢ Pilgrim (550), left plate block of 6, o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, “wild” perf LR, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$750
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1922-1925 Regular Issue

2209

2210

2211

2209 HH
7¢ black (559), o.g., never hinged, a fabulous
pristine example with jumbo margins and crisp, clear impression, an exceptional stamp of almost unbeatable
quality, a Superb jumbo, one of three stamps obtaining this
grade; 2007 graded PSE Cert (Superb 98J).
SMQ $310 for Sup98.
2210 HH
8¢ olive green (560), o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh with wide margins and lovely color, worthy of the
finest U.S. collection, outstanding in every respect, Superb; 2010 PSE graded Cert (Superb 98). Scott $100.
SMQ $1,550
2211 HH
8¢ olive green (560), o.g., never hinged, fresh
and choice with beautiful color, an excellent example of this
stamp, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE graded Cert
(XF-Sup 95). Scott $100.
SMQ $350

2214 HHa
10¢ orange (562), top plate # F14607 block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, exceptionally fresh & bright, exceptionally well centered, Extremely Fine.
$425
2215 HHa
14¢ blue (565), bottom left corner block of 48,
o.g., never hinged, includes bottom & L.S. plates, couple
trivial gum flaws, none affecting plates, exceptionally fresh
& well centered, F.-V.F. No photo.
$638

2216 H
1923, 30¢ olive brown, spectacular pre-printing fold (569 Var). Top right of stamp is folded back and is
now on the reverse, also includes plate number, disturbed
o.g., hinge reinforces fold, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2212 HH
8¢ olive green (560), bottom left corner margin
single, o.g., never hinged, rich color, exceptional centering,
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE graded cert. (XF 90). Scott
$100.
SMQ $160

2213 HH
10¢ orange (562), o.g., never hinged, exceptional example with bright color & extremely well centered,
Superb; 2010 PSE graded cert. (Superb 98). SMQ $740
2217 HHa
30¢ olive brown (569), bottom plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged (natural gum skips/wrinkles), Fine.
$325
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2218 HH
$5 carmine & blue (573), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, lovely colors, choice, Extremely Fine.
$220

2221 HH
1923-26 rotary definitives complete, perf 10
(581-591), o.g., never hinged, a fresh set, F.-V.F.
$422

2222 HH
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g.,
never hinged, pristine condition, vibrant color, very appealing example, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$550

2219 HHa
$5 carmine & blue (573), U.R. corner sheet
margin block of 4, o.g., never hinged, fresh & bright, F.-V.F.
$760

1923-1999 Issues

2220 Ha
2¢ carmine, rotary (579), top plate block of 4,
o.g., lightly hinged, F.-V.F.
$600
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2223 HH
2¢ carmine, rotary coil waste (595), o.g.,
never hinged, post office fresh, Very Fine; 1982 PF Cert.
$550

2224 HH
2¢ carmine lake coil (606a), pair, o.g., never
hinged, brilliant fresh, vivid color, Very Fine; 2006 PSE
Cert.
$325
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The Extremely Rare Perf 11 Harding

2225 m
2¢ Harding, rotary, the rare perf 11 (613). Well-centered with unusually wide margins for this printing, sharp impression,
bold wavy-line machine cancel, Very Fine, a truly remarkable & seldom offered rarity, Unlisted in Siegel Census, from the same
source as the strip of three discovered in the last decade, 2009 APS cert. "used genuine in all respects".
$45,000
One of the rarest of all 20th century issues, this one being one of the most attractive we have seen. The 2c Harding Rotary Perf 11
stamp was discovered in 1938 by Leslie Lewis of the New York firm, Stanley Gibbons Inc. Gary Griffith presents his hypothesis in
United States Stamps 1922-26 that rotary-printed sheets of 400 were first reduced to panes of 100 and then fed through the
11-gauge perforating machine normally used for flat plate sheets. This method distinguishes sheet-waste stamps -- Scott 544, 596
and 613 -- from the coil-waste stamps and explains the existence of a straight-edge on Scott 613.
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2226

2227

2226 HH
1¢ Lexington-Concord (617), o.g., never
hinged, deep rich color & exceptionally large & well balanced margins, a Superb jumbo gem.
Estimate $100 150
2227 HH
2¢ Lexington-Concord (618). Huge & exceptionally well balanced margins, extremely fresh & attractive,
o.g., never hinged, Extremely Fine to Superb jumbo; 2007
PSE Graded cert. (XF-Sup 95J).
SMQ $150

2228

2229

2228 HH
5¢ Lexington-Concord (619), o.g., never
hinged, deep rich color & exceptionally large & well balanced margins, Extremely Fine to Superb jumbo.
Estimate $100 - 150

2231 HH
13¢ green (622), o.g., never hinged, exceptional example with well balanced margins & bright color,
Superb; 2008 PSE Graded cert. (Superb 98). SMQ $250
2232 HHa
13¢ green (622), bottom right part sheet of 50
including bottom & R.S. plate blocks, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. or better. No photo.
$1,315

2233 HH
2¢ Sesquicentennial Exposition (627), o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & well balanced with near perfect centering, Superb; 2009 PSE graded cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ $210

2229 HH
5¢ Lexington-Concord (619), o.g., never
hinged, deep rich color & exceptionall large & well balanced
margins, Extremely Fine to Superb jumbo.
Estimate $100 - 150

2230 HHa
5¢ Norse-American (621), top plate block of 8,
o.g., never hinged, perfs expertly reinforced top center vert
row, Very Fine.
$750
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A Great Twentieth Century Rarity

2234 HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, Very Fine.
$600
2235 HH
White Plains souvenir sheet (630), o.g., never
hinged, slightly trimmed, F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $150 - 200

2238 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I (634), complete sheet of
100, o.g., never hinged, very fresh, V.G.-Fine, one of the
rarest regular issue 20th century sheets still available - one
of four sheets from complete pane of 400.
$65,400 as singles and PB

2236 m
White Plains souvenir sheet, First Day Cancel (630), cancelled WASHINGTON, D.C. OCT 18 1926,
very presentable and pleasing example, margins modified,
small margin faults as one could expect, Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
2237 HHa
2¢ carmine, type I (634 var.), center stamp in
block of 9 showing the "long ear" variety, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine. No photo.
$400
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2239 HH/H
1928, 2¢ carmine, type II (634A var.), horizontal pair with vertical gutter between, o.g., lightly hinged at
left, never hinged at right, fresh & well centered for this issue, F.-V.F.
$850

2243 HH
Kans. complete (658-668), o.g., never hinged,
slight gum disturbance on a couple low values only, a fresh
set with several select examples, Very Fine.
$479

2244 HH/H
Nebr. complete (669-679), o.g., never hinged,
except 674 lightly hinged, very fresh, attractive set, Very
Fine.
$574

2240 (H)
7¢ black, imperf between (639a), vertical pair,
regummed, decent example of this scarce item, crease between the two stamps, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$600

2245

2246

2245 HH
5¢ Nebr. (674), o.g., never hinged, an outstanding example, Superb, one of the finest known; 2010 PSE
Graded cert. (Superb 98).
SMQ
$950
2246 HH
2¢ Yorktown, dark lake & black color error
(703b), o.g., never hinged, scarce, typical centering, Fine;
1973 P.F. cert.
$750

2241 HHa
5¢ Hawaii (648), top left plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, left vert pair are beauties, Very Fine. $425

2242 HH
Kans.-Nebr. nearly complete (658//679).
Most very well centered, includes: 658-9, 662 (x2, one o.g.),
663-4, 667, 678 (x2, one o.g.); 673-9, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine.
$790
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2247 H
1¢ Parks, imperf horizontally (740a), vertical
pair, o.g., lightly hinged, a select example, Extremely Fine,
only 16 pairs or strips issued.
$1,500
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2248 HH
1938, 1¢/10¢ Presidential (804/815), 5 different pairs: 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 6¢ & 10¢ values, vert. pairs partially
imperf between, blind perfs, o.g., never hinged, quite fresh
& attractive, interesting varieties, Very Fine, excellent for
specialist and/or exhibition. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150
2249 HHa
11¢/24¢ Presidential (816/828), 9 different
complete sheets of 100: 11¢-14¢, 16¢, 18¢, 21¢-24¢, o.g.,
never hinged, couple minor edge flaws, including 24c with
small selvedge piece missing, otherwise Very Fine. No
photo.
$1,400

2254

2255

2254 HH
2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper
(1033a), left sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged,
scarce, Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 P.F. graded cert.
(XF-S 95).
$350
2255 HH
2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper
(1033a), bottom sheet margin single, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. Graded cert. (XF 90).
$350

2250 HHa
$5 Presidential (834), top plate block of 4, o.g.,
never hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; later printing.
$375
2251 HH
4¢ Presidential, horizontal coil (843), 66
pairs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. No photo.
$1,089
2252 HH
4¢ Presidential, horizontal coil (843), 51 line
pairs, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. stamps. No photo.
$1,403

2256 HHa
2¢ Jefferson, experimental Silkote paper
(1033a), top margin block of 10, o.g., never hinged, scarce
multiple, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$3,500
2257 HH
1956, 2½¢ Bunker Hill coil, large perf holes
(1056), 68 coil line pairs of 4, and unopened roll of 500, o.g.,
never hinged, Very Fine. No photo.
$1,100

2253 HH
1942, 3¢ Win the War, purple color error,
Fremont Ohio PreCancel (905b), o.g., never hinged, very
fresh and scarce, F.-V.F.; 2005 APS Cert for vertical strip of
3, this being the top stamp.
$1,950
2258 HH
1968, 6¢ Flag over White House, imperf between (1338k), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, less than
50 pairs issued.
$325
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2263 HH
1976, 9¢ Capitol Dome coil, narrow spacing
pre-cancel (1616b), line strip of 6, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F. Brookman $850.
Estimate $200 - 300

2259 H
1968, 6¢ Disney, ocher omitted (1355a). Regular stamp included for comparison, o.g., lightly hinged,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$400

2264 HH
1976, 9¢ Capitol Dome coil, untagged (Bureau precancel), imperf (1616c), pair, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.
$650

2260 HH
1969, 6¢ Christmas, Precancel error (1384
var), vertical pair, bottom stamp without Baltimore MD
precancel, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.; 2009 PF cert.
Estimate $500 - 750

2265 HH
1976, 31¢ Bicentennial souv. sheet, "USA
31¢" omitted on "e" (1689i), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
$375

2261

2262

2261 HH
1970, 6¢ Pilgrims, orange & yellow omitted
(1420a), left margin single, o.g., never hinged, regular
stamp included for comparison, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, only 200 issued.
$625
2262 HH
1974, 10¢ Kentucky Settlement, dull black
omitted (1542a), o.g., never hinged, fresh and choice,
along with normal stamp for comparison, Extremely Fine,
only 100-150 issued.
$575
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2266 HH
1979, 15¢ Christmas, green, yellow & tan
omitted (1800b), o.g., never hinged, regular stamp included for comparison, V.G.-Fine, only 250 issued. $450
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2267 HH
1981, 20¢ Flag Over Supreme Court coil,
imperf (1895ad), pair. Plate number 9, o.g., never hinged,
scarce, Very Fine.
Estimate $200 - 300

2270 HHa
1986, 22¢ Navajo Art, black (engraved) omitted (2238b), se-tenant block of 4, o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F., only 150-200 blocks issued.
$325

2268 HH
1981, 18¢ Edna St. Vincent Millay, black (engraved) omitted (1926a), o.g., never hinged (faint fingerprint on gum), Very Fine.
$275

2269 HH
1982, 20¢ Libraries, imperf (2015 Var), top left
corner margin pair with "Zip Code", o.g., never hinged (minor gum bends), Very Fine; 2010 PSAG Cert.
Estimate
$500 - 750

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2271 HH
1988, 25¢ Classic Automobiles, freak impression (2385a), booklet pane of 5 showing multiple
strikes of black color, o.g., never hinged, with normal pane
for contrast, scarce item, Very Fine; APS cert stating
“…multiple set off of the black (not a triple impression)…genuine”.
Estimate $750 - 1,000
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2275 HH
1990, 25¢ Lighthouses, unfolded (2474a),
booklet pane of 5 with gap at top, #4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Furman cat value $1,750. Estimate $600 - 800

2272 HH
1988, 25¢ Special Occasions, unfolded
(2398a var), booklet pane of 6, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine, quite elusive.
Estimate $200 - 300

2273 HH
1989, 25¢ Constitution Bicentennial, black
(engraved) omitted (2421a), o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.,
only 200 issued.
$250

2274 HH
1990, 25¢ Lighthouses, unfolded (2474a),
booklet pane of 5 with gap at top, #4, o.g., never hinged,
Very Fine, Furman cat value $1,250. Estimate $600 - 800

2276 HHa
1990, $2 Bobcat, black omitted (2482a), complete sheet of 20, the error is position 19, other stamps
show varying degrees of missing black, o.g., never hinged,
Extremely Fine, an incredible transitional error.
Estimate $500 - 750

2277 HH
1991, 29¢ Wood Duck, imperf horizontally
(2484c), booklet pane of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
$950

2278 HH
1991, 29¢ Flag Over Mt. Rushmore coil, Toledo brown (2523c), plate number 7 strip of 9, o.g., never
hinged, Very Fine; 2005 PSE cert.
$225
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2283 HH
1992, Columbian souvenir sheet, imperf
(2625var), o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2279

2281

2279 HH
1991, 29¢ Desert Storm, imperf horizontally
(2551a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, light fingerprint on
top stamp, mentioned for accuracy only, striking pair, Very
Fine.
$1,250
2280 HH
1991 Comedians booklet with missing color
(2566a (BK191)), complete booklet, top pane with faintly
visible purple color, o.g., never hinged, with PF cert stating
“"It is not Scott 2566a variety, rather it is a never hinged
Scott 2566a, with purple (litho) names faintly visible on first,
third and fourth vertical pairs”, Very Fine. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2281 HH
1991 (29¢) Santa in Chimney, type II, shifted
impression (2581 var), two complete panes in booklet,
o.g., never hinged, a striking error, F.-V.F.
Estimate $200 - 300
2284 HH
1992, Columbian souvenir sheet, imperf
(2627 var), o.g., never hinged (gum bends as always), Very
Fine.
Estimate $750 - 1,000

2282 H
1994, 29¢ Eagle, die cut omitted (2598 var.),
pair, Very Fine.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
Owner notes one sold at Schiff for $1,000.
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2285 HH
1994, 29¢ Garden Flow ers, imperf (2833b),
booklet pane of 5, o.g., never hinged, Very Fine.
$800
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2289
2286 H
1998 (33¢) “H” Hat, perf'd, unissued postcard rate (3260 Var), o.g., lightly hinged, Very Fine, Rare.
Estimate $2,000 - 3,000

2290

2291

2289 HH
1918, 16¢ green (C2), o.g., never hinged, very
sharp, deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$150
2290 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g.,
never hinged, big margins, post office fresh with lively colors, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$150
2291 HH
1918, 24¢ carmine rose & blue (C3), o.g.,
never hinged, pristine condition, brilliant colors, Extremely
Fine.
$150

2287 Ha
1999, 32¢ Christmas Deer, no die cutting
(3363c), se-tenant block of 4, Very Fine, Scott listed but unpriced, five panes reported.
Estimate $300 - 400

Airmail

2292 HHa
1923, 8¢ dark green (C4), bottom plate block of
6, o.g., never hinged, attractive example, F.-V.F.
$350

2293 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh with deep, rich color, choice, Extremely Fine;
2010 PSE Cert.
$150

2288 HHa
1918, 6¢ orange (C1), block of 9, o.g., never
hinged, F.-V.F.
$1,215

2294 HH
1923, 16¢ dark blue (C5), left plate number single, o.g., never hinged, bright color & well centered for this
issue, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$150
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2295

2296

2297

2295 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, brilliant color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2008 PSE
Cert.
$160
2296 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged,
pristine condition, wide margins, vivid color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2007 graded PSE Cert. (XF 90). SMQ $215.
$160
2297 HH
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), o.g., never hinged, a
very fresh & attractive shade with well balanced margins,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 1988 P.F. cert.
$160

2300 H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
well centered set, small faults include: C13 with small thin,
C14 with gum crease and C15 with disturbed gum, handsome Very Fine appearance.
$1,315

2301 HH
1930, 65¢ Graf Zeppelin (C13), o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, Very Fine.
$375

2298 HHa
1923, 24¢ carmine (C6), left plate block of 6,
o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, very fresh and attractive with brilliant color, inclusion speck in top right stamp,
Fine; photocopy of 1999 PF Cert.
$3,100

2302 HHa
1930, $1.30 Graf Zeppelin (C14), right plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged, brilliant fresh with sharp impression, very attractive example of this tough plate block,
Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$7,600

2299 H
1930 Graf Zeppelin complete (C13-C15), o.g.,
lightly hinged (C15 typical gum bends), very fresh, vibrant
colors, Very Fine.
$1,270
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2303 H
F.-V.F.

1930, $2.60 Graf Zeppelin (C15), o.g., hinged,
$600

2304 HHa
5¢-8¢ Winged Globe, rotary (C16-C17), full
sheets of 50, o.g., never hinged, each with small piece out
in corner margin, neither affecting plates, otherwise Very
Fine. No photo.
$724

2305 HH/Ha 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), left margin block of 4, o.g., lightly hinged at top, never hinged at bottom, pristine condition, choice block, minor perf indentation
in UL stamp, Extremely Fine.
$310

2306 HH/Ha 1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), block of
4, o.g., hinged (bottom right stamp never hinged), Very
Fine.
$265

2308 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged (gum skips and bends), Fine.
$750

2309 ma
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), bottom
plate block of 6, neat (probably philatelic) cancel, light
crease affects one stamp, Very Fine. Cataloged as a normal block of 6 - used plate blocks are unpriced.
$400+

2310 HH
1938, 6¢ Eagle, imperf horizontally (C23a),
right margin vertical pair, o.g., never hinged, very fresh example, bright colors, choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$325
2311 HH
1958, 7¢ blue coil (C52 small holes), line strip
of 4, o.g., never hinged, bottom stamp short perf, Very Fine.
No photo.
$215

2307 HHa
1933, 50¢ “Chicago” Zeppelin (C18), top plate
block of 6, o.g., never hinged (minor gum skips), Very Fine.
$750
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2312 HH
1969, 10¢ Moon Landing, rose red omitted
(C76a), o.g., never hinged (glazed gum), F.-V.F., only
250-300 issued.
$500
2316 HH
1908, 10¢ green (E7), top plate number single,
o.g., never hinged, faint toning spot at R, Extremely Fine.
$150

2313 HH
1991, 50¢ Harriet Quimby, imperf horizontally (C128a), vertical pair, o.g., never hinged (gum bends
on bottom stamp only), Very Fine to Extremely Fine, 50
pairs reported.
$1,500
2317 Ha
1908, 10¢ green (E7), block of 4, o.g., hinge
remnants, F.-V.F.
$300

Special Delivery

2314

2315

2314 HH
1893, 10¢ orange (E3), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, vibrant color and wide margins, corner crease, Very
Fine to Extremely Fine; photocopy of 1983 PF Cert for
block, this being the LR stamp.
$675
2315 m
1894, 10¢ blue, unwatermarked (E4), neat duplex cancel, jumbo margins, gorgeous deep blue color, exceptional appearance, small corner crease UR, small thin
UL, otherwise Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$75

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

2318 Ha
1914, 10¢ ultramarine (E9), block of 4, o.g.,
lightly hinged, Fine.
$800
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Registry

2319 HH
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), o.g., never hinged,
very fresh with lovely color and wide margins, exceptional
example, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$175

2323 H
1897, 30¢ deep claret (J43), imprint and plate
number strip of 3, o.g., hinge remnants, deep rich color,
Fine.
$2,100

2324 HH
1914, 3¢ carmine lake (J54), o.g., never
hinged, fresh & well centered for this elusive issue, some
natural offset on reverse (typical), Very Fine; 1991 P.F. cert.
$3,300

2320 HHa
1911, 10¢ Registry (F1), top plate block of 6,
o.g., stamps never hinged, perfs in selevedge neatly reinforced, Fine.
$1,800
2325 HH
1914, 30¢ carmine lake (J57), o.g., never
hinged, fresh, bright example, F.-V.F. stamp.
$600

Postage Dues

2326 Ha
1959, ½¢ carmine rose & black (J88), full
sheet, o.g., NH, staple holes in margin not affecting plate
block, Very Fine sheet. No photo.
$264

2321

2322

2321 HH
1891, 1¢ bright claret (J22), o.g., never hinged,
fresh, deep color, Extremely Finea select stamp!.
$95
2322 HH
1891, 5¢ bright claret (J25), o.g., never hinged,
rich color & exceptional centering, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (VF-XF 85). SMQ $415.
$325
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2329

1914, 4¢-25¢ Parcel Post, used in China.
Small group of 5 items, all tied on small pieces by U.S.
Postal Agency, Shanghai China duplex's, includes: 4¢ vert.
strip of 3, 4¢ block of 6 + single used with single 10¢, single
10¢ single 20¢ & single 25¢, generally F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $250 - 350
s

2330 H
1919,
2¢-$2
complete
(K1-K10,K11a,K12-K16). Fresh, attractive set, some
lower values grade very fine, o.g., lightly hinged, couple trivial faults not affecting high values, F.-V.F.
$2,075

2331 H
1919, 2¢-$2 complete (K1-K16), o.g., lightly
hinged, bright & fresh, 8 cent with inclusion in bottom margin, F.-V.F.
$2,045

2327 HHa
1959, 7¢ carmine rose & black, dull gum
(J95), bottom left plate block of 10, o.g., never hinged, Very
Fine.
$10,700
2332 m
1919, 2¢ on 1¢ green//40¢ on 20¢ deep
ultamarine (K1-K7,K8a,K9-10,K12-13), neatly canceled,
K6 and K7 se at L, stamps grade very good to very fine,
scarce and desirable group, few trivial faults, F.-V.F.
$1,835

Offices in China

2333
2328

1901, "Mil. P. Sta. No 1, Tientsin China"
(272/283). 5 different, each tied to small piece by CDS, includes: 272, 279, 279B, 281 & 283, F.-V.F., listed but unpriced in Scott.
Estimate $500 - 750
s
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2334

2333 H
1919, 6¢ on 3¢ violet (K3). Fresh & exceptionally well centered, o.g., Extremely Fine; 1990 P.F. cert.
$60
2334 m
1919, 8¢ on 4¢ brown (K4), bold partial "US
Postal Agency/Shanghai China" DO cancel, well centered,
Extremely Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$130
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2335 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive green (K8a), block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, LL stamp perf disc indent, light gum adhesions (trivial), F.-V.F.; bright fresh color and sharp impression.
$640

2339 HH/Ha 1873, 2¢ Interior Dept. (O16), bottom left plate
block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants (3 stamps never hinged), all
with small ink notation on gum, very fresh attractive multiple
with foldover in margin causing freak perforations LL, few
creases, Fine, excellent for exhibition.
$420

2340
2336 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., never
hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$280

Officials

2341

2342

2340 H
1873, 30¢ Interior Dept. (O23), o.g., hinged, big
margins, vivid color, Very Fine.
$290
2341 (H)
F.-V.F.

1873, 90¢ Justice Dept. (O34), without gum,
$800

2342 m
1873, 10¢ Navy Dept. (O40), exceptionally
fresh with large well balanced margins, Extremely Fine;
2010 P.F. cert.
$45

2337 (H)
1873, 1¢ Executive Dept. (O10), unused, fresh,
vibrant color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$450

2343 (H)
1873, 90¢ Navy Dept. (O45), without gum, fresh
and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$450

2338 m
1873, 3¢ Executive Dept. (O12), attractively
cancelled, fresh, well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$210

2344 H
1873, 15¢ Post Office Dept. (O53), o.g., hinge
remnant, fresh with sharp impression, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$140
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2345

2346

2352

2347

2353

2354

2345 H
1873, 6¢ State Dept. (O60), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh & very well centered, Very Fine.
$220

2352 H
1873, 2¢ War Dept. (O84), large part o.g., hinge
remnants, a select example, Extremely Fine.
$240

2346 H
1873, 7¢ State Dept. (O61), o.g., hinge remnants, deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$290

2353 H
1873, 6¢ War Dept. (O86), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh, F.-V.F.
$625

2347 m
1873, 7¢ State Dept. (O61), purple cancel,
fresh, attractive & well centered, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $100 - 150

2354 H
1873, 90¢ War Dept. (O93), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh with huge margins, exceptional example!, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$225

2355 H
1873, 90¢ War Dept. (O93), o.g., hinge remnants, big margiins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$225
2348 H
1873, $2 State Dept. (O68), o.g., hinged
(slightly disturbed), fresh and attractive example of this
tough stamp, Fine; 1990 PF Cert.
$1,500

2356 H
1879, 1¢ Interior Dept. (O96), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh, vibrant color, Very Fine.
$300

2349

2350

2351

2349 HH
1873, 3¢ Treasury Dept. (O74), o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, rich color, Very Fine.
$230
2350 HH
1873, 6¢ Treasury Dept. (O75), o.g., never
hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$250
2351 m
1873, 24¢ Treasury Dept. (O80), lightly
cancelled, deep intense color, well centered, extremely attractive, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$100
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Newspapers

2359

2360

2359 (H)
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), without gum, fresh, vibrant color, short perf and corner crease LL, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$450
2360 m
1875, 60¢ rose (PR20), neat cancel, fresh,
bright color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$115

2357 (H)
1865, 10¢ blue green (PR2), without gum as issued, extremely fresh, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. cert.
$300

2361

2362

2361 (H)
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), unused, fresh, vivid
color, V.G.-Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$650
2362 m
1875, $1.92 dark brown (PR24), pen cancel,
huge balanced margins, deep, vibrant color, a gorgeous
gem example of this stamp, Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$250

2363

2363

2363 (H)
1875, $12 blue green (PR28), unused, lovely
color, Fine; 1960 PF Cert.
$1,750
2364 (H)
1875, $60 violet (PR32), without gum, decent
example of this scarce stamp, two added perfs LL,
V.G.-Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$2,400
2358 (H)
1875 Reprint, 10¢ dark bluish green (PR6),
without gum as issued, fresh, deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$250
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2365 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 2¢ gray black on horizontally ribbed paper (PR33a), without gum as issued,
fresh and sharp, F.-V.F.; 2004 PF Cert. No photo. $450
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2366

2367

2372

2373

2366 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 6¢ gray black (PR36),
without gum as issued, fresh and sharp, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$900

2372 H
1879, $6 blue (PR73), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh, pretty color, attractive example, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,050

2367 (H)
1879, 48¢ red (PR66), without gum, very fresh,
beautiful color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$450

2373 (H)
1879, $6 blue (PR73), without gum, fresh and
sharp with wide margins, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE Cert. $400

2368

2374

2369

2375

2368 H
1879, 60¢ red (PR67), o.g., hinged, very sharp
with brilliant color, toned perfs at L, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,000

2374 (H)
1879, $9 orange (PR74), without gum, vivid
color, small tear in UL corner, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE Cert.
$325

2369 HH
1879, 84¢ red (PR69), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2006 PF cert for block.
$1,250 as hinged

2375 H
1885, 36¢ carmine (PR84), o.g., hinge remnant, wide margins with vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$280

2370

2376

2371

2377

2370 H
1879, $1.92 pale brown (PR71), o.g., hinged,
fresh, proof like impression with lively color, tiny thin, Very
Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$550

2376 H
1885, 96¢ carmine (PR89), o.g., hinged, vibrant
color, attractive stamp, two tiny thins, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$700

2371 H
1879, $3 red vermilion (PR72), o.g., hinged,
vivid color, F.-V.F.; 1999 PF Cert.
$625

2377 H
1885, 96¢ carmine (PR89), o.g., hinged, bright
color, decent appearance, UL corner reattached, F.-V.F.;
2010 PSE Cert.
$700
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2378

2379

2378 HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never
hinged, very fresh with fat margins, attractive appearance,
small tear UR, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 PF Cert.
$1,000
2379 H
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., hinge
remnant, wide margins, small faults, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2010 PF Cert.
$425

2380

2381

2380 H
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and sharp, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$475
2381 H
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and sharp, V.G.-Fine.
$475

2382

2383

2382 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., lightly
hinged, very fresh, F.-V.F.
$500
2383 H
1894, 10¢ intense black (PR94), o.g., hinged,
very fresh, sharp impression, small hinge thin, F.-V.F.;
2010 PF Cert.
$1,150
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2384

2385

2384 H
1894, 12¢ pink (PR95), o.g., fresh & attractive,
F.-V.F., unusually difficult to find in sound condition; 2010
P.F. cert.
$2,600
2385 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), disturbed o.g. from
hinge removal, fresh, attractive example of this scarce item,
thin at L, vertical crease at R, Very Fine.
$3,750

2386

2387

2386 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), large part o.g., scarce
stamp, light creases, thins, reperf at top, V.G.-Fine.
$3,750
2387 (H)
1895, $20 slate (PR111), without gum, deep
color with proof like impression, select appearance, small
thins UR and LR, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert. $1,200

2388 m
1895, $50 dull rose (PR112), light oval town
cancel, deep color, very appealing example, natural paper
wrinkle, thin and reperf at bottom, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$750
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Parcel Post

2389

Sanitary Fair

2390

2389 H
1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), o.g., lightly
hinged, jumbo margins perfectly surround a vibrant red design, a gorgeous eye catching stamp by any standard, outstanding in every respect, Superb; 2010 PSE graded
Cert (Superb 98J). SMQ $300 for Sup98.
$48

2394 H
New York, N.Y., 1864, 10¢ red (WV9), margins
to touching at bottom, some small faults, F.-V.F., one of
only 19 copies known.
$1,900

Postal Stationery

2390 H
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), o.g., lightly
hinged, exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins,
Superb, an impressive example; 2010 PSE Graded cert.
(Superb 98). Scott $70.
SMQ $335

2391

2392

2395 H)
1907, 2¢ carmine, die 1, with added impression of 1¢ green (U411h). Rare entire of 2¢ (U411) with
impression of 1¢ (U400), listed & priced in Scott, Very Fine
envelope, undervalued, very rare.
$475

2391 m
1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), neat duplex cancel, very fresh with intense deep green color, very choice,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$48

Revenues

2392 HH
1928, 20¢ yellow green (QE3), o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally fresh with large & well balanced margins, Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (Superb 98). SMQ
$200

Test Stamp

2396

2393 HH
1962-88, carmine (TD108), pair, o.g., never
hinged, very fresh, light natural offset on reverse, unmentioned on cert, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSAG Cert.
$1,900

2397

2398

2396 m
1862, 2¢ Proprietary, ultramarine (R13e),
“face free” manuscript cancel, fresh & very well centered,
elusive & extremely scarce, one of the finest we have seen,
Very Fine.
$300
2397 m
1862, 40¢ Inland Exchange, perf'd, silk paper
(R53d), centered to left and bottom, Fine, unpriced; 2007
PSE cert stating “it is genuine used, with a filled thin and a
small corner crease at top left”.
Estimate $300 - 400
2398 m
1863, $1.90 Foreign Exchange, perf'd, silk
paper (R80d), two light hand cancels, centered to left and
bottom, Fine, unpriced.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2399 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf'd
(R102c), attractive example of this popular revenue, repaired punch hole, F.-V.F.
$900

2402 H
Documentary, 1940, 80¢ carmine, imperf
(R299a), block of 4, fresh & bright, well centered, Very Fine.
$1,400
2403 (H)
Documentary, 1954, $1,000 carmine (R684a),
booklet pane of 4, without gum as issued, Very Fine. No
photo.
$1,200

2400 m
1872, 30¢ orange & black (R140), horizontal
strip of 6, small manuscript cancels, rich color, quite impressive strip, R. stamp with pulled perf., mostly Very Fine.
$240
This strip could possibly be the largest known multiple,
Joyce sale mentions only one block of 4 known; Cunliffe
sale had no multiples.

2404 m
Wines, 1916, $20-$100 green (RE56-59), each
with attractive handstamp cancel, extremely fresh & attractive set, Very Fine.
$388

2401 Ha
Documentary, 1917, 1¢ carmine rose (R228
var), plate block of 8, kiss double impression, cert states: "it
is a Scott R228, the sheet with separations; its appearance
due to a kiss impression, not a true double impression.", a
few separated perfs, F.-V.F., interesting display item; 2009
PF cert for sheet.
Estimate $200 - 300

2405 (H)
Wines, 1942, excellent selection of better
stamps (RE142,8,56,8,63-5), without gum as issued,
F.-V.F.
$1,565
2406 (H)
Wines,
1942,
59
different
stamps
(RE159A//RE184A), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. No
photo.
$441
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2407 (H)
Wines, 1942, selection of better stamps
(RE187,9,94,7,202), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. No
photo.
$1,000
2408 (H)
Beer, 1947, 3 different (REA194,5,7), without
gum as issued, F.-V.F. No photo.
$475

2409 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color & large well balanced margins, a few trivial natural gum skips, Extremely
Fine, an exceptional example; 2010 P.F. cert.
$800

2412 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, rich color, fresh & well
centered, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. cert.
$350

Confederate Stamps

2410 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, unusually fresh gum, trivial natural
inslusions visible from reverse only, Very Fine.
$800

2413

1861, 10¢ light milky blue (2e), tied to small
piece by sharp Charleston, SC Oct 28 town cancel, three
large margins showing next stamp at left, select example,
Extremely Fine.
$325
s

2414
2411 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally fresh, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$800
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2415

2414 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), part o.g., nice margins,
small thin, light soiling, otherwise Very Fine.
$900
2415 (H)
1862, 10¢ rose (5), without gum, small faults include soiling and margin tear, otherwise Very Fine. $900
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CANAL ZONE

2416 Ha
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged (bottom pair possibly never hinged), very fresh, rich
color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$350

2419 H
1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center,
overprint reading down (39e). Booklet pane single, o.g.,
hinge remnants, natural SE at L, F.-V.F.
$650

2417 H
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), o.g., hinged, wide
margins with gorgeous color, very pretty stamp, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
$900

2420 HHa
1915, 1c green & black (46), left margin block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Fine; multiples are
scarce.
$725

2418 (H)a
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N” (9a), block of 4,
without gum, creases, Very Good-Very Fine, blocks are
quite rare.
$5,250

2421 H
1926, 5¢ dark blue, sharp “A”, “ZONE
CANAL” (86e), o.g., lightly hinged, straight edge at left,
Fine.
$350
2422 HH
1934, 3¢ Goethals (117b, 117a), booklet panes
of 6, handmade, perf'd margins (along with regular booklet),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. No photo.
$440
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CUBA

2423

2424

2427

s

2428

s

1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (182). Type
"g" position 4, tied to small piece, Very Fine; signed JM
Bartels, BPA Cert.
$200

1898-99, 2c on 2m orange brown, inverted
surcharges (178a, 179a). #178a tied to small piece, type
"c", position 4 (APS Cert), #179a tied to small piece type
"d", position 2, signed H. Bloch and others, V.G.-Fine.
$150
s

1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (182). Type
"g", position 3, tied to small piece, F.-V.F.; signed H. Bloch.
$200

1898-99, 3c on 1m orange brown (179B).
Type k, position 2 & 5 respectively, latter small thin, Fine;
each with Cuban Philatelic Society Certs, 1994 & 1995.
$350
s

2429 m
1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (183). Type
"h", position 2, small thin, Fine; signed H. Bloch.
$500

2425 m
1898-99, 3c on 1m orange brown (179D).
Type "l", position 4, Very Fine; signed Senf, H. Bloch and
others.
$750

2430

2426

1898-99, 5c on 2m orange brown (184-5),
pair. Types "h" and "g", positions 1 & 2, F.-V.F., multiples
are scarce; signed Bernichon & H. Bloch. $775 as singles
s

1898-99, 3c on 3m orange brown, inverted
surcharge (180a-181a), pair. Types "e" and "f", positions 1
& 2, tied to piece, CDS, Fine, multiples are scarce; signed
H. Bloch.
$310 as singles
s
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2431 m
1898-99, 5c on 5m orange brown, inverted
surcharge (188a). Type "g", position 3, nicely struck CDS,
shorter perf and small thin, F.-V.F., signed JM Bartels & H.
Bloch.
$200

2435 H
1898-99, 3c on 1m blue green (201). Type "k",
position 2, o.g., hinge remnant, tiny thin speck, Fine,
scarce; signed H. Bloch.
$350

2432

2436

1898-99, 5c on 5m orange brown (189). Type
"h", position 2, slight foxing around edges mostly on piece,
Fine; signed JM Bartels.
$250
s

1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green (205). Type "k",
position 5, tied to small piece, Fine; signed Champion.
$400
s

2433 H
1898-99, 5c on ½m blue green, inverted surcharge (190a). Type "g" (2), position 3, o.g., heavy hinge
remnants, sm faults, Fine, scarce; signed H. Bloch & Miguel
Lazaro.
$500

2437 m
1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green, “EENTS”
(205b). Type "k" (5), position 3, slight foxing, Fine; signed
H. Bloch & Fiedl photo cert.
$450

2434

2438

338

1898-99, 5c on ½m blue green (193). Type "j"
(4), position 2, tied to small piece, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, exceptionally nice quality; signed H. Bloch.
$300
s
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1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green (206). Type "l",
position 4, tied to small piece, Very Fine; ex George
Alevizos auction sale with his writeup.
$550
s
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2439

s

2440

s

1898-99, 5c on 3m blue green (216). Type "j",
position 4, tied to small piece, light 15mm corner crease,
V.G.-Fine; ex George Alevizos auction sale with his
writeup.
$1,000

1898-99, 5c on 8m blue green (220). Type "i",
position 4, tied to small piece, tiny gum soaks along some
perfs, truly trivial, V.G.-Fine; signed Bartels (JMB) and others.
$2,000

2443 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ reddish carmine, type IV, inverted surcharge (222Ad), defective, Fine for this, presentable example of this rare stamp which is always found
with faults, exceedingly rare used; 1986 PF cert. $5,000

2444 H
1899, 10c on 10¢ brown, type II (226A), o.g.,
lightly hinged, bright fresh color and impression, complete
perforations and strong example of type, Fine; 1988 PF
cert.
$6,000
Completely sound examples are rare. Of the 20-25
examples recorded, most are faulty.
2445 Hm
1899 US Administration Balance. Includes
mint #221, 222, A, b, 223, 224, a, 225, a, 226, E2, J1-4 and
used #223a and J3a, few small faults as one could expect,
generally F.-V.F., presentable examples. No photo. $561

2441

1898-99, 5c on 8m blue green, inverted surcharge (220a). Type "j" (5), position 4, tied to small piece,
small gum stains, V.G.-Fine; 1982 PF cert.
$2,500
s

2442 Hm
1898-99 Puerto Principe Issues Balance Collection. Mint and used, over 50 items, assembled by a
knowledgeable collector on his omemade pages allowing a
space for each printing and position, stamps are mounted
as follows : unused #176, 178-9, 179B, 180(positions
1,3,4), 188(positions 1,4,5), 190, 6-7, 199, 200 (strip of 5 as
printed), 201. Used: 176, 177(positions 1,5), 177a, 177b,
178(positions 1,3-5), 179, 179B (postions 1,2), 180-2,
187a, 188 (positions 3,5), 189, 190 (positions 3,4), 191-2,
198 (positions 1, 5), 199, 201b, 217., generally F.-V.F. appearance, includes 7 Cuban Philatelic Society certs; inspection a must, owners catalog (as mounted) over
$5,800.00. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2446 H
Special Delivery, 1899, 10c on 10¢ blue, regular and no period after “CUBA” (E1 & E1a), o.g., lightly
hinged, #E1a nice and fresh, #E1 reperf at R, F.-V.F.
$705

2447 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ deep claret, inverted surcharge (J2a), defective, Fine appearing, one of the more
presentable examples of this stamp, very few are known,
most are faulty; 1986 PF cert.
$4,000
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GUAM

UNITED NATIONS

2448 H
1899, 10¢ brown, type II (9), o.g., hinged, paper adhesions, bright color and impression, Very Fine for
this, much nicer than usually encountered, rare; 2009 PF
cert.
$3,750

PHILIPPINES
2449 HH/Ha Official Handstamp Overprints, blocks of 4.
On #241//250 includes #241-50 in blue (#246 is an imprint
strip of four), #242, 4, 6-7, 9 in black (#244 top margin partial
imprint block of six), #242, 5-6, 8 in Red, o.g., hinged or
never hinged (interleaving adherence) on some, generally
F.-V.F., owners cost $1,500 many years ago, multiples of
these issues are quite scarce. No photo. Estimate $500 750

2452 HH
1955, 10th Anniversary souvenir sheet (38).
Group of ten souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
$950

End of Sale - Thank You

2450 Hm
Official Handstamp Overprints (Bandholtz &
Stagle). Intact collection of 129 items (includes 54 pairs) of
OB and additional 113 (STAGLE), over 300 stamps, includes black, red, blue & yellow overprints, generally
F.-V.F., owner's values exceeds $4,500 without any value
attached to the STAGLEs, inspection a must, assembled
by a specialist over several decades and offered intact as
received. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2451 m
Perfins and Precancels Selection. Four
perfins, eleven commercial precancels (HEACOCK'S
MANILA, twelve control precancels (MANILA P.I.) plus two
Philippines National Bank small double circle thimble-like
cancels with "OB" in center, generally F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150
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2335 HHa
1919, 16¢ on 8¢ olive green (K8a), block of 4,
o.g., never hinged, LL stamp perf disc indent, light gum adhesions (trivial), F.-V.F.; bright fresh color and sharp impression.
$640

2339 HH/Ha 1873, 2¢ Interior Dept. (O16), bottom left plate
block of 6, o.g., hinge remnants (3 stamps never hinged), all
with small ink notation on gum, very fresh attractive multiple
with foldover in margin causing freak perforations LL, few
creases, Fine, excellent for exhibition.
$420

2340
2336 HH
1919, 60¢ on 30¢ orange red (K14), o.g., never
hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. cert.
$280

Officials

2341

2342

2340 H
1873, 30¢ Interior Dept. (O23), o.g., hinged, big
margins, vivid color, Very Fine.
$290
2341 (H)
F.-V.F.

1873, 90¢ Justice Dept. (O34), without gum,
$800

2342 m
1873, 10¢ Navy Dept. (O40), exceptionally
fresh with large well balanced margins, Extremely Fine;
2010 P.F. cert.
$45

2337 (H)
1873, 1¢ Executive Dept. (O10), unused, fresh,
vibrant color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$450

2343 (H)
1873, 90¢ Navy Dept. (O45), without gum, fresh
and attractive, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$450

2338 m
1873, 3¢ Executive Dept. (O12), attractively
cancelled, fresh, well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$210

2344 H
1873, 15¢ Post Office Dept. (O53), o.g., hinge
remnant, fresh with sharp impression, very choice, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$140
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2345

2346

2352

2347

2353

2354

2345 H
1873, 6¢ State Dept. (O60), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh & very well centered, Very Fine.
$220

2352 H
1873, 2¢ War Dept. (O84), large part o.g., hinge
remnants, a select example, Extremely Fine.
$240

2346 H
1873, 7¢ State Dept. (O61), o.g., hinge remnants, deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$290

2353 H
1873, 6¢ War Dept. (O86), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh, F.-V.F.
$625

2347 m
1873, 7¢ State Dept. (O61), purple cancel,
fresh, attractive & well centered, Very Fine; 1989 P.F. Cert.
Estimate $100 - 150

2354 H
1873, 90¢ War Dept. (O93), o.g., lightly hinged,
very fresh with huge margins, exceptional example!, Extremely Fine to Superb.
$225

2355 H
1873, 90¢ War Dept. (O93), o.g., hinge remnants, big margiins, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$225
2348 H
1873, $2 State Dept. (O68), o.g., hinged
(slightly disturbed), fresh and attractive example of this
tough stamp, Fine; 1990 PF Cert.
$1,500

2356 H
1879, 1¢ Interior Dept. (O96), o.g., hinge remnant, fresh, vibrant color, Very Fine.
$300

2349

2350

2351

2349 HH
1873, 3¢ Treasury Dept. (O74), o.g., never
hinged, pristine condition, rich color, Very Fine.
$230
2350 HH
1873, 6¢ Treasury Dept. (O75), o.g., never
hinged, fresh & well centered, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$250
2351 m
1873, 24¢ Treasury Dept. (O80), lightly
cancelled, deep intense color, well centered, extremely attractive, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$100
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Newspapers

2359

2360

2359 (H)
1875, 48¢ rose (PR19), without gum, fresh, vibrant color, short perf and corner crease LL, Very Fine to
Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$450
2360 m
1875, 60¢ rose (PR20), neat cancel, fresh,
bright color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$115

2357 (H)
1865, 10¢ blue green (PR2), without gum as issued, extremely fresh, Extremely Fine; 2008 P.F. cert.
$300

2361

2362

2361 (H)
1875, 84¢ rose (PR22), unused, fresh, vivid
color, V.G.-Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$650
2362 m
1875, $1.92 dark brown (PR24), pen cancel,
huge balanced margins, deep, vibrant color, a gorgeous
gem example of this stamp, Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$250

2363

2363

2363 (H)
1875, $12 blue green (PR28), unused, lovely
color, Fine; 1960 PF Cert.
$1,750
2364 (H)
1875, $60 violet (PR32), without gum, decent
example of this scarce stamp, two added perfs LL,
V.G.-Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$2,400
2358 (H)
1875 Reprint, 10¢ dark bluish green (PR6),
without gum as issued, fresh, deep color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$250
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1875 Special Printing, 2¢ gray black on horizontally ribbed paper (PR33a), without gum as issued,
fresh and sharp, F.-V.F.; 2004 PF Cert. No photo. $450
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2366

2367

2372

2373

2366 (H)
1875 Special Printing, 6¢ gray black (PR36),
without gum as issued, fresh and sharp, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$900

2372 H
1879, $6 blue (PR73), o.g., lightly hinged, very
fresh, pretty color, attractive example, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,050

2367 (H)
1879, 48¢ red (PR66), without gum, very fresh,
beautiful color, choice, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$450

2373 (H)
1879, $6 blue (PR73), without gum, fresh and
sharp with wide margins, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE Cert. $400

2368

2374

2369

2375

2368 H
1879, 60¢ red (PR67), o.g., hinged, very sharp
with brilliant color, toned perfs at L, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$1,000

2374 (H)
1879, $9 orange (PR74), without gum, vivid
color, small tear in UL corner, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSE Cert.
$325

2369 HH
1879, 84¢ red (PR69), o.g., never hinged,
F.-V.F.; 2006 PF cert for block.
$1,250 as hinged

2375 H
1885, 36¢ carmine (PR84), o.g., hinge remnant, wide margins with vibrant color, Very Fine to Extremely Fine.
$280

2370

2376

2371

2377

2370 H
1879, $1.92 pale brown (PR71), o.g., hinged,
fresh, proof like impression with lively color, tiny thin, Very
Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$550

2376 H
1885, 96¢ carmine (PR89), o.g., hinged, vibrant
color, attractive stamp, two tiny thins, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$700

2371 H
1879, $3 red vermilion (PR72), o.g., hinged,
vivid color, F.-V.F.; 1999 PF Cert.
$625

2377 H
1885, 96¢ carmine (PR89), o.g., hinged, bright
color, decent appearance, UL corner reattached, F.-V.F.;
2010 PSE Cert.
$700
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2378

2379

2378 HH
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., never
hinged, very fresh with fat margins, attractive appearance,
small tear UR, Very Fine to Extremely Fine; 2009 PF Cert.
$1,000
2379 H
1894, 1¢ intense black (PR90), o.g., hinge
remnant, wide margins, small faults, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine; 2010 PF Cert.
$425

2380

2381

2380 H
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and sharp, Fine; 2010 PSE Cert.
$475
2381 H
1894, 2¢ intense black (PR91), o.g., lightly
hinged, fresh and sharp, V.G.-Fine.
$475

2382

2383

2382 H
1894, 4¢ intense black (PR92), o.g., lightly
hinged, very fresh, F.-V.F.
$500
2383 H
1894, 10¢ intense black (PR94), o.g., hinged,
very fresh, sharp impression, small hinge thin, F.-V.F.;
2010 PF Cert.
$1,150
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2384

2385

2384 H
1894, 12¢ pink (PR95), o.g., fresh & attractive,
F.-V.F., unusually difficult to find in sound condition; 2010
P.F. cert.
$2,600
2385 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), disturbed o.g. from
hinge removal, fresh, attractive example of this scarce item,
thin at L, vertical crease at R, Very Fine.
$3,750

2386

2387

2386 H
1894, 24¢ pink (PR96), large part o.g., scarce
stamp, light creases, thins, reperf at top, V.G.-Fine.
$3,750
2387 (H)
1895, $20 slate (PR111), without gum, deep
color with proof like impression, select appearance, small
thins UR and LR, Extremely Fine; 2010 PSE Cert. $1,200

2388 m
1895, $50 dull rose (PR112), light oval town
cancel, deep color, very appealing example, natural paper
wrinkle, thin and reperf at bottom, Very Fine; 2010 PSE
Cert.
$750
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Parcel Post

2389

Sanitary Fair

2390

2389 H
1913, 10¢ carmine rose (Q6), o.g., lightly
hinged, jumbo margins perfectly surround a vibrant red design, a gorgeous eye catching stamp by any standard, outstanding in every respect, Superb; 2010 PSE graded
Cert (Superb 98J). SMQ $300 for Sup98.
$48

2394 H
New York, N.Y., 1864, 10¢ red (WV9), margins
to touching at bottom, some small faults, F.-V.F., one of
only 19 copies known.
$1,900

Postal Stationery

2390 H
1913, 15¢ carmine rose (Q7), o.g., lightly
hinged, exceptionally fresh with large balanced margins,
Superb, an impressive example; 2010 PSE Graded cert.
(Superb 98). Scott $70.
SMQ $335

2391

2392

2395 H)
1907, 2¢ carmine, die 1, with added impression of 1¢ green (U411h). Rare entire of 2¢ (U411) with
impression of 1¢ (U400), listed & priced in Scott, Very Fine
envelope, undervalued, very rare.
$475

2391 m
1913, 10¢ dark green (JQ4), neat duplex cancel, very fresh with intense deep green color, very choice,
Extremely Fine to Superb; 2010 PSE Cert.
$48

Revenues

2392 HH
1928, 20¢ yellow green (QE3), o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally fresh with large & well balanced margins, Superb; 2010 PSE Graded cert. (Superb 98). SMQ
$200

Test Stamp

2396

2393 HH
1962-88, carmine (TD108), pair, o.g., never
hinged, very fresh, light natural offset on reverse, unmentioned on cert, F.-V.F.; 2010 PSAG Cert.
$1,900

2397

2398

2396 m
1862, 2¢ Proprietary, ultramarine (R13e),
“face free” manuscript cancel, fresh & very well centered,
elusive & extremely scarce, one of the finest we have seen,
Very Fine.
$300
2397 m
1862, 40¢ Inland Exchange, perf'd, silk paper
(R53d), centered to left and bottom, Fine, unpriced; 2007
PSE cert stating “it is genuine used, with a filled thin and a
small corner crease at top left”.
Estimate $300 - 400
2398 m
1863, $1.90 Foreign Exchange, perf'd, silk
paper (R80d), two light hand cancels, centered to left and
bottom, Fine, unpriced.
Estimate $200 - 300
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2399 m
1864, $200 U.S. Internal Revenue, perf'd
(R102c), attractive example of this popular revenue, repaired punch hole, F.-V.F.
$900

2402 H
Documentary, 1940, 80¢ carmine, imperf
(R299a), block of 4, fresh & bright, well centered, Very Fine.
$1,400
2403 (H)
Documentary, 1954, $1,000 carmine (R684a),
booklet pane of 4, without gum as issued, Very Fine. No
photo.
$1,200

2400 m
1872, 30¢ orange & black (R140), horizontal
strip of 6, small manuscript cancels, rich color, quite impressive strip, R. stamp with pulled perf., mostly Very Fine.
$240
This strip could possibly be the largest known multiple,
Joyce sale mentions only one block of 4 known; Cunliffe
sale had no multiples.

2404 m
Wines, 1916, $20-$100 green (RE56-59), each
with attractive handstamp cancel, extremely fresh & attractive set, Very Fine.
$388

2401 Ha
Documentary, 1917, 1¢ carmine rose (R228
var), plate block of 8, kiss double impression, cert states: "it
is a Scott R228, the sheet with separations; its appearance
due to a kiss impression, not a true double impression.", a
few separated perfs, F.-V.F., interesting display item; 2009
PF cert for sheet.
Estimate $200 - 300

2405 (H)
Wines, 1942, excellent selection of better
stamps (RE142,8,56,8,63-5), without gum as issued,
F.-V.F.
$1,565
2406 (H)
Wines,
1942,
59
different
stamps
(RE159A//RE184A), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. No
photo.
$441
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2407 (H)
Wines, 1942, selection of better stamps
(RE187,9,94,7,202), without gum as issued, F.-V.F. No
photo.
$1,000
2408 (H)
Beer, 1947, 3 different (REA194,5,7), without
gum as issued, F.-V.F. No photo.
$475

2409 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), top plate number single, o.g., never hinged, deep rich color & large well balanced margins, a few trivial natural gum skips, Extremely
Fine, an exceptional example; 2010 P.F. cert.
$800

2412 HH
1936, $1 Canada Geese (RW3), top plate number single, o.g., stamp never hinged, rich color, fresh & well
centered, Very Fine; 1991 P.F. cert.
$350

Confederate Stamps

2410 HH
1934, $1 Mallards (RW1), bottom margin single, o.g., never hinged, unusually fresh gum, trivial natural
inslusions visible from reverse only, Very Fine.
$800

2413

1861, 10¢ light milky blue (2e), tied to small
piece by sharp Charleston, SC Oct 28 town cancel, three
large margins showing next stamp at left, select example,
Extremely Fine.
$325
s

2414
2411 HH
1935, $1 Canvasbacks (RW2), o.g., never
hinged, exceptionally fresh, Very Fine; 2010 P.F. cert.
$800
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2415

2414 H
1862, 2¢ green (3), part o.g., nice margins,
small thin, light soiling, otherwise Very Fine.
$900
2415 (H)
1862, 10¢ rose (5), without gum, small faults include soiling and margin tear, otherwise Very Fine. $900
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CANAL ZONE

2416 Ha
1863, 2¢ brown red (8), block of 4, o.g., lightly
hinged (bottom pair possibly never hinged), very fresh, rich
color, choice, Extremely Fine.
$350

2419 H
1912, 2c vermilion & black, inverted center,
overprint reading down (39e). Booklet pane single, o.g.,
hinge remnants, natural SE at L, F.-V.F.
$650

2417 H
1863, 10¢ blue, “T-E-N” (9), o.g., hinged, wide
margins with gorgeous color, very pretty stamp, Very Fine
to Extremely Fine.
$900

2420 HHa
1915, 1c green & black (46), left margin block
of 4, o.g., never hinged, post office fresh, Fine; multiples are
scarce.
$725

2418 (H)a
1863, 10¢ milky blue, “T-E-N” (9a), block of 4,
without gum, creases, Very Good-Very Fine, blocks are
quite rare.
$5,250

2421 H
1926, 5¢ dark blue, sharp “A”, “ZONE
CANAL” (86e), o.g., lightly hinged, straight edge at left,
Fine.
$350
2422 HH
1934, 3¢ Goethals (117b, 117a), booklet panes
of 6, handmade, perf'd margins (along with regular booklet),
o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F. No photo.
$440
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CUBA

2423

2424

2427

s

2428

s

1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (182). Type
"g" position 4, tied to small piece, Very Fine; signed JM
Bartels, BPA Cert.
$200

1898-99, 2c on 2m orange brown, inverted
surcharges (178a, 179a). #178a tied to small piece, type
"c", position 4 (APS Cert), #179a tied to small piece type
"d", position 2, signed H. Bloch and others, V.G.-Fine.
$150
s

1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (182). Type
"g", position 3, tied to small piece, F.-V.F.; signed H. Bloch.
$200

1898-99, 3c on 1m orange brown (179B).
Type k, position 2 & 5 respectively, latter small thin, Fine;
each with Cuban Philatelic Society Certs, 1994 & 1995.
$350
s

2429 m
1898-99, 5c on 1m orange brown (183). Type
"h", position 2, small thin, Fine; signed H. Bloch.
$500

2425 m
1898-99, 3c on 1m orange brown (179D).
Type "l", position 4, Very Fine; signed Senf, H. Bloch and
others.
$750

2430

2426

1898-99, 5c on 2m orange brown (184-5),
pair. Types "h" and "g", positions 1 & 2, F.-V.F., multiples
are scarce; signed Bernichon & H. Bloch. $775 as singles
s

1898-99, 3c on 3m orange brown, inverted
surcharge (180a-181a), pair. Types "e" and "f", positions 1
& 2, tied to piece, CDS, Fine, multiples are scarce; signed
H. Bloch.
$310 as singles
s
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2431 m
1898-99, 5c on 5m orange brown, inverted
surcharge (188a). Type "g", position 3, nicely struck CDS,
shorter perf and small thin, F.-V.F., signed JM Bartels & H.
Bloch.
$200

2435 H
1898-99, 3c on 1m blue green (201). Type "k",
position 2, o.g., hinge remnant, tiny thin speck, Fine,
scarce; signed H. Bloch.
$350

2432

2436

1898-99, 5c on 5m orange brown (189). Type
"h", position 2, slight foxing around edges mostly on piece,
Fine; signed JM Bartels.
$250
s

1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green (205). Type "k",
position 5, tied to small piece, Fine; signed Champion.
$400
s

2433 H
1898-99, 5c on ½m blue green, inverted surcharge (190a). Type "g" (2), position 3, o.g., heavy hinge
remnants, sm faults, Fine, scarce; signed H. Bloch & Miguel
Lazaro.
$500

2437 m
1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green, “EENTS”
(205b). Type "k" (5), position 3, slight foxing, Fine; signed
H. Bloch & Fiedl photo cert.
$450

2434

2438

338

1898-99, 5c on ½m blue green (193). Type "j"
(4), position 2, tied to small piece, Very Fine to Extremely
Fine, exceptionally nice quality; signed H. Bloch.
$300
s

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC

1898-99, 3c on 3m blue green (206). Type "l",
position 4, tied to small piece, Very Fine; ex George
Alevizos auction sale with his writeup.
$550
s
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2439

s

2440

s

1898-99, 5c on 3m blue green (216). Type "j",
position 4, tied to small piece, light 15mm corner crease,
V.G.-Fine; ex George Alevizos auction sale with his
writeup.
$1,000

1898-99, 5c on 8m blue green (220). Type "i",
position 4, tied to small piece, tiny gum soaks along some
perfs, truly trivial, V.G.-Fine; signed Bartels (JMB) and others.
$2,000

2443 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ reddish carmine, type IV, inverted surcharge (222Ad), defective, Fine for this, presentable example of this rare stamp which is always found
with faults, exceedingly rare used; 1986 PF cert. $5,000

2444 H
1899, 10c on 10¢ brown, type II (226A), o.g.,
lightly hinged, bright fresh color and impression, complete
perforations and strong example of type, Fine; 1988 PF
cert.
$6,000
Completely sound examples are rare. Of the 20-25
examples recorded, most are faulty.
2445 Hm
1899 US Administration Balance. Includes
mint #221, 222, A, b, 223, 224, a, 225, a, 226, E2, J1-4 and
used #223a and J3a, few small faults as one could expect,
generally F.-V.F., presentable examples. No photo. $561

2441

1898-99, 5c on 8m blue green, inverted surcharge (220a). Type "j" (5), position 4, tied to small piece,
small gum stains, V.G.-Fine; 1982 PF cert.
$2,500
s

2442 Hm
1898-99 Puerto Principe Issues Balance Collection. Mint and used, over 50 items, assembled by a
knowledgeable collector on his omemade pages allowing a
space for each printing and position, stamps are mounted
as follows : unused #176, 178-9, 179B, 180(positions
1,3,4), 188(positions 1,4,5), 190, 6-7, 199, 200 (strip of 5 as
printed), 201. Used: 176, 177(positions 1,5), 177a, 177b,
178(positions 1,3-5), 179, 179B (postions 1,2), 180-2,
187a, 188 (positions 3,5), 189, 190 (positions 3,4), 191-2,
198 (positions 1, 5), 199, 201b, 217., generally F.-V.F. appearance, includes 7 Cuban Philatelic Society certs; inspection a must, owners catalog (as mounted) over
$5,800.00. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500

2446 H
Special Delivery, 1899, 10c on 10¢ blue, regular and no period after “CUBA” (E1 & E1a), o.g., lightly
hinged, #E1a nice and fresh, #E1 reperf at R, F.-V.F.
$705

2447 m
1899, 2c on 2¢ deep claret, inverted surcharge (J2a), defective, Fine appearing, one of the more
presentable examples of this stamp, very few are known,
most are faulty; 1986 PF cert.
$4,000

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions LLC
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GUAM

UNITED NATIONS

2448 H
1899, 10¢ brown, type II (9), o.g., hinged, paper adhesions, bright color and impression, Very Fine for
this, much nicer than usually encountered, rare; 2009 PF
cert.
$3,750

PHILIPPINES
2449 HH/Ha Official Handstamp Overprints, blocks of 4.
On #241//250 includes #241-50 in blue (#246 is an imprint
strip of four), #242, 4, 6-7, 9 in black (#244 top margin partial
imprint block of six), #242, 5-6, 8 in Red, o.g., hinged or
never hinged (interleaving adherence) on some, generally
F.-V.F., owners cost $1,500 many years ago, multiples of
these issues are quite scarce. No photo. Estimate $500 750

2452 HH
1955, 10th Anniversary souvenir sheet (38).
Group of ten souvenir sheets, o.g., never hinged, F.-V.F.
$950

End of Sale - Thank You

2450 Hm
Official Handstamp Overprints (Bandholtz &
Stagle). Intact collection of 129 items (includes 54 pairs) of
OB and additional 113 (STAGLE), over 300 stamps, includes black, red, blue & yellow overprints, generally
F.-V.F., owner's values exceeds $4,500 without any value
attached to the STAGLEs, inspection a must, assembled
by a specialist over several decades and offered intact as
received. No photo.
Estimate $1,000 - 1,500
2451 m
Perfins and Precancels Selection. Four
perfins, eleven commercial precancels (HEACOCK'S
MANILA, twelve control precancels (MANILA P.I.) plus two
Philippines National Bank small double circle thimble-like
cancels with "OB" in center, generally F.-V.F. No photo.
Estimate $100 - 150
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